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Physics constitutes a logical system of thought 
which is in a state of evolution, and whose ba-
sis cannot be obtained through distillation by 
any inductive method from the experiences 
lived through, but which can only be attained 
by free invention. The justification (truth con-
tent) of the system rests in the proof of useful-
ness of the resulting theorems on the basis of 
sense experiences, where the relations of the 
latter to the former can only be comprehended 
intuitively. Evolution is going on in the direc-
tion of increasing simplicity of the logical ba-
sis. In order further to approach this goal, we 
must make up our mind to accept the fact that 
the logical basis departs more and more from 
the facts of experience, and that the path of 
our thought from the fundamental basis to 
these resulting theorems, which correlate with 
sense experiences, becomes continually 
harder and longer.

 —Albert Einstein, 1936
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Preface

This book was originally  intended solely  for students 
of the martial arts,  but it turned out to have wider 
relevance. 

In the earliest times, martial arts skills may  have been 
developed in  childhood games such as wrestling, play-
fighting with wooden swords, and other ways that 
children act out the struggles they  see going on in 
adult life.  Perhaps it was later  understood that  these 
games had genuine utility  when their  players grew  to 
adulthood and faced real opponents. Martial arts still 
retain an element of sporting competition today, but 
there is a clear awareness that these adult  games have 
a potential for serious application.

As martial arts developed it must have become obvi-
ous to some teachers from generation to generation 
that the mental preparation of fighters was important 
to their  survival. Awareness of the mental side of this 
serious game is already  clearly  present in the Zhuang 
Zi, written more than twenty-four centuries ago. 

Developments over centuries in Japan led to the reali-
zation  that martial arts could be a  pathway  to elimi-
nating mental blocks and delusive forces that hinder 
enlightenment.  To make progress toward the goal of 
perfecting techniques and character is also to advance 
toward spiritual perfection and enlightenment. 

We live in a world that  has been repeatedly  devastated 
by  military  conflicts and is still threatened today. Civil 
societies are all too often  torn apart by  struggles over 
resources,  religions,  and ideologies. Individuals and 
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groups that cannot tolerate differences attack others 
in  order to quell their  own fears and inadequacies. 
Trouble occurs when people cannot clearly  see the 
roots of conflicts in their world and cannot, therefore, 
find a root cure.

The world offers the individual many  chances to be 
led astray. The Zhuang Zi is particularly  interested in 
dealing with delusions,  preconceptions, prejudices, 
biases, and other dysfunctional processes that can get 
humans into serious trouble. 

Whether one is involved in a  combative world of cam-
ouflage and concealed attacks or an ostensively  more 
civil world of indoctrination into bigotry  and denial of 
civil rights, the Zhuang Zi has much to offer in the 
way  of training to prepare one to see the Universe as it 
really is and to act accordingly.

I have organized this book into three principle parts. 
In the first part I present some of the best teaching 
stories from  the Zhuang Zi,  with  the most concrete 
presentations of his ideas coming before the more ab-
stract or mystical passages that are more difficult  to 
get a line on. In the second part I present what are 
called the "inner chapters" of the Zhuang Zi, the chap-
ters that have traditionally  been regarded as those 
most likely  to have been written by  Zhuang Zi himself, 
and one chapter  that may  have been written by  some-
one in Zhuang Zi's circle of followers but is famous in 
its own right. In  the third part  I step away  from  the 
writings and both synthesize and analyze Zhuang Zi's 
understanding of the world and how  best to make 
one's way in it. 
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Zhuang Zi's ideas are important to all of us, particu-
larly  to those who may  find themselves in the line of 
fire. The ability  to react effectively  when faced with 
any  severe challenge can only  be gained by  good men-
tal processes.  Correct interpretation of the world and 
its challenges is important not only  in individual com-
bat but also in wider kinds of interactions. 

Zhuang Zi understood full well how to guard the mind 
against misconceptions of all kinds, from visual illu-
sions to deeply  engrained prejudices. One must  see 
with  what  one is truly  faced or  else one will be de-
ceived and quite likely defeated. 

Readers may  proceed directly  to the third part,  my 
synthesis and analysis, if they  prefer to approach 
Zhuang Zi's thought in a way  that is more tightly 
linked than are his teaching stories.  Those who are 
directly  involved in combat-related situations may 
find that  Zhuang Zi's insightful ideas appear  in a more 
readily  assimilated way  there. However,  the depth of 
Zhuang Zi's thought  deserves careful study  in  its 
original context too.

Zhuang Zi places heavy  emphasis on individual hu-
man responsibility. It is up to individuals to choose 
between destroying or  nurturing.  It is up to you, the 
reader.

Humans cannot  achieve goals if they  cannot see the 
world as it really  is. They  are tied to the concepts by 
which they  make their world and by  which they  un-
derstand it.1 They  are driven by  natural motivations, 
but  those motivating factors must be made disciplined 
because they can fatally bias judgment.
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Humans must temper not only  the body  but also the 
mind in preparation for handling whatever may  come 
their way. To that end, humans need to free the self 
from misconceptions, preconceptions, and prejudices. 
If one does not free oneself from  indoctrination and 
other forms of covert control by  others, one may  well 
become the tool of people with bad intentions.

Humans can lose spontaneity  and autonomy, so 
Zhuang Zi offers indications of how  they  can be re-
stored. 

By  better nurturing and cultivating the self, humans 
can avoid doing counterproductive things that merely 
look as though they  must surely  work.  Just as one 
trains the body one must also train the mind.

Despite all  precautions, bad things will happen. Hu-
mans should prepare themselves to respond to what is 
really  there, not to what they  have been conditioned to 
see. Do not remain in a prison of thought2. Do not act 
under  covert compulsion by  others. Become aware, 
become strong, become free.

Humans can take responsibility  for protecting them-
selves and others from harm and for securing  the 
good. To get free from one part delusion is to gain one 
part of enlightenment. Enlightenment promotes suc-
cess in the broadest meaning of the term.

Those who can and do truly  see what is going on are 
the best guardians for us all.
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"See the enemy! If you practice hard you will develop a 
mind that is as calm as still water. Karate is moving 
Zen, and it is the Zen state that you must strive for."

— Masatomo Takagi to C. W. Nicol, quoted in the lat-
ter's Moving Zen, p. 45.
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Introduction

The people who wrote the early Daoist texts 
were writing for the people of their time, 
and had no inkling of the people more than 
two millennia in their future who would not 
share their cultural context, so it may be dif-
ficult to gain a correct understanding of this 
early  thought. Therefore I have elected to 
begin by  presenting passages that are con-
crete and have cultural contexts that mod-
ern readers are likely to find fairly familiar. 
I reserve technical points for endnotes.3

The word 道 dào means "Way," and is pro-
nounced like the "Dow" in "Dow Jones."

Zhuang Zhou lived and taught around 350 
B.C. He was a contemporary  of the Confu-
cian philosopher Mencius, and possibly 
even a friend of his.4 His viewpoint was very 
different from that of the Confucians. It was 
much more in line with the shamanic tradi-
tion dramatized in the Chu Ci (translated by 
David Hawkes as The Songs of the South) by 
Qu Yuan. 

The book that bears his name was not all 
written by him. Some chapters are clearly by 
later authors, but others are subject to dis-
pute. The last chapter, 天下 Tiān Xià (In the 
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World), describes several other figures of 
the time as well as Zhuang Zi himself, and 
most people believe that chapter must 
surely  have been written by somebody other 
than Zhuang Zi. 

"Zhuang Zi" means "Master Zhuang." Mas-
ter Zhuang's family name is 莊 Zhuāng, and 
the word for "master" is placed after the 
surname. The word 子 zǐ has other mean-
ings, but when it follows a family name it 
generally means "teacher, master." 

Master Zhuang's given name is 周 Zhōu, 
which is pronounced about like "Joe." Just 
as titles such as "mister," "mrs.," etc. come 
after surnames in Chinese, given names also 
come after the family names. So his full 
name is 莊周 Zhuāng Zhōu, which is pro-
nounced about like "Jwong Joe." Zhuang Zi 
is pronounced about like "Jwong Dz" (the 
"dz" is like the "dz" in "adz," or the "dds" is 
"adds").

Most of what can be learned about Zhuang 
Zi must come from the book that bears his 
name. Some of the stories are very fanciful, 
and not to be taken seriously, but their point 
is always serious. In the points that these 
stories make we can discern the mind of 
Zhuang Zi himself.
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☀

A. Favorite Stories I 
From Chapter Two: Zhuang Zhou and the but-
terfly

昔者莊周夢為蝴蝶，栩栩然蝴蝶也，自喻適志
與！不知周也。俄然覺，則蘧蘧然周也。 不知
周之夢為蝴蝶與，蝴蝶之夢為周與？
Once upon a time, Zhuang Zhou dreamt that 
he was a butterfly, a freely  fluttering butterfly, 
and felt completely content. He did not know 
that he was Zhou! Suddenly, he awoke, and 
there he was, self-aware as Zhuang Zhou. He 
did not know whether he was Zhuang Zhou 
who had dreamt of being a butterfly, or was a 
butterfly  who was dreaming of being Zhuang 
Zhou. 

周與蝴蝶，則必有分矣。此之謂物化。
There must be some distinction between 
Zhuang Zhou the man and a butterfly, and the 
existence of this distinction is what is behind 
the idea of the transformation of things.

• Commentary: Zhuang Zhou lived sometime 
during the years from 399 to 295 B.C. Some 
parts of the book bearing his name are be-
lieved to have been added somewhat later by 
people who continued in the same tradition of 
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thought. Chapter 2 is regarded as part of his 
own work.

• In Alice in Wonderland, Alice sometimes 
changes. What makes Alice change in that 
story, and how is that process different from 
how Zhuang Zhou changes in this story? As-
sume, for a minute, that these stories are typi-
cal of the thought processes of the recent West 
and ancient China. If people in these cultures 
tried to understand somebody's suffering 
some disease, where would each culture say 
the disease came from?
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☀

B. Main concepts
From Chapter Twenty-two 

東郭子問於莊子曰：「所謂道，惡乎在？」
Dong-guo Zi asked Zhuang Zi: "The so-called 
'Dao' (Way) — where is it?"

莊子曰：「無所不在。」
Zhuang Zi said: "There is nowhere where it is 
not."

東郭子曰：「期5而後可。」
Dong-guo Zi said: "This is not going to work 
unless you are more specific."

莊子曰：「在螻蟻。」
Zhuang Zi said: "It is in ants."

曰：「何其下邪？」
[Dong-guo Zi] asked: "What about beneath 
that level?"

曰：「在稊稗。」
"It is in millet and tares."

曰：「何其愈下邪？」
"How about even less significant?"
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曰：「在瓦甓。」
"It is in roofing and decorative tiles."

曰：「何其愈甚邪？」
"Even more insignificant than that?"

曰：「在屎溺。」
"It is in shit and piss."

東郭子不應。莊子曰：「夫子之問也，固不及
質。正獲之問於監市履狶也，每下愈況。汝唯
莫必，無乎逃物。至道若是，大言亦然。周徧
咸三者，異名同實，其指一也。
Dong-guo Zi made no response. Zhuang Zi 
said: "Sir, your questions do not get to the 
substance of the matter. It's like the questions 
put to the Market Superintendent by the Rec-
tor of Acquisitions about treading on the shin 
of a hog [to measure how fat the animal is]: 
the farther down you go the clearer the an-
swer. There are no special requirements [on 
the Dao] of which you might become privy. 
There is nothing that can escape from the Dao. 
The highest Dao expresses this, the greatest 
speech also does the same. All the way around, 
and in the three domains, there are different 
names for the same reality. The referent for 
the words "without preference," "universal," 
and "all" is one and the same.
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• Commentary: According to Zhuang Zi, what 
is the referent for these three words?

• If one is talking about the Universe, which 
encompasses everything and everywhere, does 
it make sense to ask where it is?

• Is it possible, according to the way Zhuang Zi 
look at things, to escape from the Dao?

• If you keep going farther and farther down 
on the shin of a hog, where do you end up?
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☀

C. Odd Ideas
From Chapter Nineteen 

夫醉者之墜車，雖疾不死。骨節與人同而犯害
與人異，其神全也，乘亦不知也，墜亦不知
也，死生驚懼不入乎其胷中，是故遌6物而不
慴。彼得全於酒而猶若是，而況得全於天乎？
聖人藏於天，故莫之能傷也。復讎者不折鏌
干，雖有忮心者不怨飄瓦，是以天下平均。故
無攻戰之亂，無殺戮之刑者，由此道也。
A drunken person who falls from a chariot, 
even at high speed, will not die. His bones and 
his joints are the same as those of other peo-
ple, but the injuries suffered are different. The 
reason is that [the drunken person's] spirit is 
whole. He is unaware while he is on the char-
iot, and he is also unaware when he falls off. 
Alarm and fear over whether he might die 
never enter into his bosom. For that reason he 
encounters creatures yet does not react. He 
has become complete because of the alcohol 
and consequently he remains as before [the 
fall from the chariot], so how much the more 
would such be the case if he had attained 
completeness by means of Heaven (i.e., the 
natural)? The sage is treasured away in 
Heaven, and so there are none who are able to 
injure him. 
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Adversaries do not [seek to] break Mo-gan 
(the Chinese Excalibur), and even violent peo-
ple do not hate a sailing roof tile. So, if people 
were to use this way of looking at things, All 
Under Heaven would become equalized, and 
consequently there would not be the disorder 
of attacks and warring or punishments such as 
executions. These consequences follow from 
the Dao.

不開人之天，而開天之天，開天者德生，開人
者賊生。不厭其天，不忽於人，民幾乎以其
真！」
Do not cause to blossom forth a human ver-
sion of nature, but instead let blossom forth a 
natural version of nature. Those who let blos-
som a nature uncontaminated by the human 
will give birth to virtue. Those who let human-
contaminated nature blossom forth give birth 
to destructivity. Do not loath anyone's uncon-
taminated nature and do not overlook any-
one's human-motivated factors. Then the peo-
ple will closely approach the point of being 
genuine and wholesome.

• Commentary: In Daoist thought, virtue (德 
dé) includes the idea of power.

• Is it really true that drunken people make it 
through automobile accidents with fewer fa-
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talities than sober people? Some authorities 
maintain that drunkenness is no protection.

• Why, then, do some people break their 
bones, particularly the bones in their hands 
and forearms, when they slip and fall on the 
ice, but people with aikido training are not 
likely to break anything even if they fall while 
moving at greater speeds and from greater 
heights? 

• What is aikido? Hint: The Japanese way of 
writing this word is 合気道. That group of 
kanji is read "ai" (to rhyme with "bye bye") 
"ki" (which sounds like "key"), "do" (which 
sounds like "dough"). Ki is the lifebreath that 
animates one's body. Ai means to unite. So the 
compound term means "the way of uniting 
(and keeping united) the lifebreath." The first 
thing that one learns in aikido class is how to 
fall. Why? See whether you can fill in some 
more information regarding aikido on your 
own, information that might fit in with this 
passage from the Zhuang Zi.

• What is the difference in results between 
people who hold themselves rigid in an at-
tempt to withstand the force of a punch, and 
the people who roll with a punch? It is easy to 
advise people to roll with the punches, but it is 
not always easy to get people to do so. Why?
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• Do you think that "race" is a social con-
struct? Is the idea that, e.g., "Irish people are 
drunks7  and schizophrenics8" a human ver-
sion of nature?

9



☀

D. People
From Chapter Twenty-four

• Zhuang Zi remembers his friend, Hui Shi. 
Hui Zi (Master Hui), was a person skilled in 
argumentation and the use of language. He 
followed a career similar to that of the soph-
ists with whom Plato was acquainted.
　　
莊子送葬，過惠子之墓，顧謂從者曰：「郢人
堊慢其鼻端若蠅翼，使匠人斲之。匠石運斤成
風，聽而斲之，盡堊而鼻不傷，郢人立不失
容。宋元君聞之，召匠石曰：『嘗試為寡人為
之。』匠石曰：『臣則嘗能斲之。雖然，臣之
質死久矣。』自夫子之死也，吾無以為質矣，
吾無與言之矣。」
Zhuang Zi was going to someone's funeral, 
and on the way he passed the tomb of Hui  Zi 
(Master Hui). He looked out at the scene and 
said to those who were accompanying him: "A 
man in the city of Ying used to apply a plaster 
of white-wash that was only  the thickness of a 
fly's wing to the tip of his nose and then he 
would have an axeman chop the plaster off. 
Axeman Shi wielded his axe so rapidly  that it 
created a blast of wind. You could hear it as it 
took off the whitewash completely but did so 
without injuring the man's nose. The city 
dweller would stand there without showing 
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any sign of loss of composure. Yuan, the sov-
ereign ruler of the state of Song, heard of this 
feat, summoned Axeman Shi, and said, 'Please 
do your trick for me.' Axeman Shi said: 'Your 
servant was once able to do it. However, the 
raw material needed for this stunt has been 
dead for a long time now.' Since the death of 
Master Hui, I too have missed my needed raw 
material. I no longer have anyone to talk to."

• Commentary: What was special about the 
man who originally participated in this axe 
demonstration? Do you think that this charac-
teristic can be learned? Check out Lash LaRue 
on Wikipedia. He used his eighteen-foot bull-
whip to flip cigarettes out of an assistant's 
mouth. How might his assistant have endan-
gered himself?

From Chapter Nineteen: People

孔子觀於呂梁，縣水三十仞，流沫四十里，黿9

鼉10魚鼈11之所不能游也。見一丈夫游之，以為
有苦而欲死也，使弟子並流而拯之。數百步而
出，被髮行歌而游於塘下。
Confucius went sightseeing in Lü-liang. The 
River Xian was 30 rods deep, and its frothing 
course wound about for 40 li. Terrapins, water 
lizards, fish, and soft-shelled turtles were all 
unable to swim in it. He saw an adult human 
immersed in it and assumed that because of 
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some bitter fortune this person desired to end 
his life. He had his disciples run along the 
bank of the river to pull him out. But after 
they had run one hundred paces the man 
emerged from the water, attended to his hair, 
walked away singing, and went on below the 
pond.

• Commentary: One li equals about one-third 
mile or one-half kilometer.

孔子從而問焉，曰：「吾以子為鬼，察子則人
也。請問，蹈水有道乎？」
Confucius followed after him and said, "I took 
you to be a spirit, but upon getting a better 
look at you I see that you are a human being. 
May I ask, is there a (dao =) way for traveling 
in water?

曰：「亡，吾無道。吾始乎故，長乎性，成乎
命。與齊俱入，與汩偕出，從水之道而不為私
焉。此吾所以蹈之也。」
[The man] said: "No. I have no way. I was 
conceived as a result of causal factors. I grew 
according to my innate characteristics. I came 
to maturity in such a way as to fulfill my man-
date from Heaven. I and all the average people 
entered together, but I came out in the com-
pany of the muddled and confused. I follow 
the Dao of water, and do not do anything ac-
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cording to any personal fancies. That is how I 
travel in water."

孔子曰：「何謂始乎故，長乎性，成乎命？」
Confucius asked: "What does it mean to be 
conceived as a result of causal factors, to grow 
according to one's innate characteristics, and 
to come to maturity in accordance with one's 
mandate from Heaven?"

曰：「吾生於陵而安於陵，故也；長於水而安
於水，性也；不知吾所以然而然，命也。」
[The man] replied: "I was born on the hills 
and am at peace on the hills. That is a matter 
of causal factors. I was raised in the water and 
am at peace in the water. That is a matter of 
innate responsiveness. The fact that I do not 
know the reasons for why I am as I am is a 
matter of my mandate from Heaven."

• Commentary: The idea of the "mandate of 
Heaven" used in this selection is similar to the 
Western idea of "acts of god" mentioned in in-
surance policies and the like. It refers to any-
thing that happens because of the imponder-
able force of events, something like getting 
swept away by a tsunami. Basically, Zhuang Zi 
is talking about things people today would 
discuss in terms of genetics, epigenetics, nu-
trition, and especially the forming of the body 
under environmental inputs. Trees grown in-
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doors in pots will have spindly  trunks unless 
they are mechanically shaken. Humans re-
sponds to analogous forces as they grow and 
change.

• The man in this story was probably the ge-
netic product of around 40,000 previous gen-
erations of the genus Homo, and each genera-
tion brought two family trees together, so the 
number of independent factors that went into 
the swimmer's genetic constitution would be 
extremely large — even just within the part of 
his genetic history that is limited to Homo sa-
piens sapiens. All of these factors were en-
tirely out of his control, but they all had some 
impact on what he was. Most of the events 
that shaped this person's life were also beyond 
his control. 

• When this man grew up encountering the 
forces of the water on a daily basis, that inter-
action shaped the way that what we would call 
his genetic constitution developed. We now 
know that epigenetic changes can modify the 
expression of the genome that one receives 
from one's ancestors. Further changes affect 
the expression of the total genetic constella-
tion of an individual.

• When Confucius asked this swimmer if he 
had a Dao that had made it possible for him to 
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become such a good swimmer, what was the 
gist of his answer? Perhaps this individual was 
being a bit too modest. Let us turn the ques-
tion around. Given that he had the parents 
that history had given him, the environment 
that his parents had moved into, the genetic 
inheritance they provided him with and the 
forces and influences that both nurtured and 
limited his growth, then what might he have 
done that would have interfered with his be-
coming such a good swimmer? Evidently he 
avoided all these negative things.

• Does your answer to that question have any-
thing to say about learning aikido, karate, or 
any of the martial arts? How about the 
"nature-nurture" argument?

• Notes on several concepts: The ancient Chi-
nese had a few different understandings of the 
word 道 dào (Japanese, do). Basically, the 
word just means "road." By extension, it can 
mean (1) the way to do something, (2) the way 
things work, (3) the right way for humans to 
behave, etc. For the Daoists, it meant some-
thing more exalted. For them it meant the pat-
tern and process of the entire Universe. It is 
something that lies behind the world that we 
can experience with our sense organs. It is 
whatever there is about the Universe that 
makes planets move across the sky, that 
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makes the seasons progress in an unending 
cycle, etc. Because it is behind things, it is 
necessarily rather mysterious. I translate it as 
"the Way." 

From Chapter Twenty-seven: People

陽子居南之沛，老耼西遊於秦，邀於郊，至於
梁而遇老子。老子中道仰天而歎曰：「始以汝
為可教，今不可也。」
Yang Zi-ju went south to Pei. Lao Dan traveled 
toward Qin and received an invitation [from 
Pei] in the suburbs. When Yang Zi-ju got to 
Liang he met up with Lao Zi. Lao Zi stood in 
the middle of the road, looked up at Heaven, 
sighed, and said, "In the beginning I thought 
you were educable. Now I know it is impossi-
ble."

陽子居不答。至舍，進盥漱巾櫛，脫履戶外，
膝行而前，曰：「向者弟子欲請夫子，夫子行
不閒，是以不敢。今閒矣，請問其過。」
Yang Zi-ju did not respond. When they got 
back to their inn he entered, and then he pre-
pared things for Lao Zi to use to wash his 
hands and gargle, as well as a towel and comb. 
He removed his shoes and crept into Lao Zi's 
presence on his knees. He said: "Earlier today 
it was your disciple's intention to request 
something of Master. Master was on the move 
and not at his leisure, so I did not dare to 
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make an inquiry. Now that you are not other-
wise engaged, may I ask what I have done 
wrong?"

老子曰：「而睢睢盱盱，而誰與居？大白若
辱，盛德若不足。」
Lao Zi said: "You are always staring about 
anxiously. Who could live with you? A great 
purity is like a disgrace. An overflowing virtue 
is like an insufficiency."12

　　
陽子居蹵然13變容曰：「敬聞命矣！」
Yang Zi-ju's appearance changed as though he 
was troubled and he said: "I make bold to hear 
your command."

其往也，舍者迎將，其家公執席，妻執巾櫛，
舍者避席，煬者避竈。其反也，舍者與之爭席
矣！
Before this time, members of the inn had gone 
forth in anticipation of Yang Zi-ju's com-
mands, and the proprietor of the inn had pre-
pared the mat for him while the innkeeper's 
wife attended to his towels and hair dressing 
implements. The people in the inn avoided in-
terfering with his use of his place on the mat, 
and those who huddled near the fires avoided 
blocking his stove. Upon his return, however, 
the people in the inn contended with him for 
his own mat.
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• Commentary: The Chinese word 德 dé means 
both virtue and power. The English word "vir-
tue" also includes the idea of an innate power 
to do something. For instance, medicinal 
herbs may be explained as having certain "vir-
tues," i.e., certain medicinal powers.

• Originally Yang Zi-ju was not self-effacing. 
After being corrected by Lao Zi, he became so 
self-effacing that ordinary people even began 
to take advantage of him. On the surface, this 
change looks like a bad development for Yang 
Zi-ju. The opposite of this kind of develop-
ment would have been for Yang to start boss-
ing people around, dominating them. 

• Since the Daoist tradition had a strong im-
pact on development of the martial arts, what 
do you think would have been the lesson that 
martial arts students would have learned from 
this story?

• Wealth and the appearance of wealth can be 
two entirely different things. Power and the 
appearance of power are likewise different. 
Consider what happened to the policeman 
who lipped off to a woman (who later turned 
out to be the wife of the mayor) when she in-
sisted that he help with an African-American 
man lying injured at the side of the road. He 
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thought he was the powerful cop. She shared 
her whole life with the cop's boss.
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☀

E. Learning about the Dao
From Chapter Twenty-six

南伯子葵問乎女偊曰：「子之年長矣，而色若
(篓)[孺]子，何也？」
Nan Bo Zi-kui said to Lady Hitchgait: "You are 
of an advanced age, yet your complexion is 
like that of an infant. How did you manage 
that?"

曰：「吾聞道矣。」
[She] replied: "I have heard the Dao."

南伯子葵曰：「道可得學邪？」
Nan Bo Zi-kui asked: "Can one learn this 
Dao?"

曰：「惡！惡可！子非其人也。夫卜梁倚有聖
人之才而無聖人之道，我有聖人之道而無聖人
之才，吾欲以教之，庶幾其果為聖人乎！不
然，以聖人之道告聖人之才，亦易矣。吾猶守
而告之，參日而後能外天下；已外天下矣，吾
又守之，七日而後能外物；已外物矣，吾又守
之，九日，而後能外生；已外生矣，而後能朝
徹；朝徹，而後能見獨；見獨，而後能無古
今；無古今，而後能入於不死不生。殺生者不
死，生生者不生。其為物，無不將也，無不迎
也；無不毀也，無不成也。其名為攖寧。攖寧
也者，攖而後成者也。」
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[She] said: "Never! How could that ever be! 
You are not [that kind of] person. Bu-liang Yi 
had the talents of a sage but did not have the 
Dao of a sage. I have the Dao of a sage, but I 
do not have the talent of a sage. I was willing 
to teach him, but would that information have 
been enough for him to become a sage after 
all? No. Using the Dao of a sage to inform 
someone with the talent of a sage is indeed 
easy. However, I still needed to keep custody 
of him and tell him [about certain things]. Af-
ter three days he became able to go beyond the 
whole world. After he was at that stage, I still 
kept him up, and after another seven days he 
became able to go beyond creatures. After he 
was at that stage, I kept him up for another 
nine days, whereupon he became able to go 
beyond life [and death]. After he was at that 
stage, he next became able to do dawning 
penetration. After he was in a state of dawning 
penetration, he next became able to perceive 
singularity. Once one can perceive singularity, 
one can be without either antiquity or the pre-
sent, and then one can enter into a state where 
there is neither life nor death. Those who "kill" 
[the idea of] being alive do not die. Those who 
produce [the idea of] being alive do not live 
[forever]. In [his new way of] being a creature, 
there was nothing that he did not compre-
hend, nothing that he did not trace back to its 
source, nothing that he did not destroy, and 
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nothing that he did not bring to completion. 
His name became "Confrontation Peace." One 
who is called "Confrontation Peace" is one 
who uses a kind of confrontation and then 
brings completion [to peace].

南伯子葵曰：「子獨惡乎聞之？」
Nan Bo Zi-kui asked: "How did you manage to 
hear about it?"

曰：「聞諸副墨之子，副墨之子聞諸 洛誦之
孫，洛誦之孫聞之瞻明，瞻明聞之聶許，聶許
聞之需役，需役聞之於謳，於謳聞之玄冥，玄
冥聞之參寥，參寥聞之疑始。」
[She] said: "I heard it from the son of Fu Mo. 
The son of Fu Mo heard it from the grandson 
of Lo Song. The grandson of Lo Song heard it 
from Zhan Ming. Zhan Ming heard it from Nie 
Xu. Nie Xu heard it from Xu Yi. Xu Yi heard it 
from Yu Ou. Yu Ou heard it from Xuan Ming. 
Xuan Ming heard it from Can Liao. Can Liao 
heard it from Yi Shi.

• Commentary: This long series of names of 
individuals who transmitted the Dao is mostly 
made up, and the names do not relate to any-
thing outside of this story. Here are some of 
the translations supplied for these names by 
other writers:
副墨 Fu Mo = Assistant to Ink or Aided by Ink
洛誦 Lo Song = River Recitation or Repeated Recitation
瞻明 Zhan Ming = Gazing at Brightness or Seeing Brightly
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聶許Nie Xu = Whispered Permission or Whispered Agreement
需役 Xu Yi = Needs To Serve or Waiting for Use
於謳 Yu Ou = In Song or Exclaimed Wonder
玄冥 Xuan Ming = Mysterious Darkness or Dark Obscurity
參寥 Can Liao = Co-mingling with Emptiness or Participation in 
Mystery
疑始 Yi Shi = Seeming Beginning or Copy the Source

• On the near end the author mentions the 
writer who assists ink to write out things like 
this book. On the far end the author mentions 
something that seems to be the beginning of 
the Universe. So he seems to be outlining a 
transmission from the Chinese equivalent of 
the "Big Bang" down to his own time.

• Can you explain the idea from modern phys-
ics called "the Big Bang?" If you find it hard to 
understand you may want to borrow a copy of 
George Gamow's book, One, Two, Three… In-
finity, p. 327ff, and read up on the subject.
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F. Favorite Stories II
From Chapter Nineteen

紀渻子為王養鬬雞。
Master Ji Xing trained gamecocks for the 
king.

十日而問：「雞已乎？」
After ten days the king asked: "Are the game-
cocks ready?"

曰：「未也，方虛憍而恃氣。」
"Not yet. They are still haughty and depend on 
their lifebreath."

十日又問，曰：「未也，猶應嚮景。」
After another ten days he asked again and the 
answer was: "Not yet. They still respond to 
sounds and sights."

十日又問，曰：「未也，猶疾視而盛氣。」
Another ten days passed and this time the an-
swer was: "Not yet. They still look around 
wildly and pump themselves up with their 
lifebreath."

十日又問，曰：「幾矣，雞雖有鳴者，已無變
矣，望之似木雞矣，其德全矣。異雞無敢應
者，反走矣。」
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Once more ten days passed, and this time the 
gamecock keeper said: "They are about ready. 
Even though some other roosters crow, the 
gamecocks do not change their demeanor. 
They just look at them as though they were 
wooden roosters. Their dé (virtue/power) is 
complete. Other gamecocks do not dare to re-
act to them, turn around, and run away."

• Commentary: The Chinese word 德 dé means 
virtue, but it also means power. The English 
word "virtue" actually has both meanings too, 
but it is easy to forget the aspect of innate 
power, so in the translation I mention both 
parts in the first several occurrences.

•The Dao De Jing, chapter fifty-five, has 
something to say about lifebreath: 

To augment life is called bad cess. For the mind to 
wrench control over the lifebreath is called forcing 
things. When a thing reaches its prime [by such a 
means] it begins a decline. That is called a retro-
grade way. Whatever is on a retrograde way will 
have an early end.

• Responding to sounds and sights can be a 
problem if it means being startled by harmless 
things. Horse trainers going back at least as 
far as Xenophon (c. 430 – 354) have deliberately 
exposed horses to increasingly  noisy environ-
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ments to desensitize them to harmless experi-
ences.

• Some animals actually pump themselves up 
with air to make themselves look more intimi-
dating.

• If a swordsman took the gamecocks in this 
story as his model, what kind of person do you 
think he would try to become? How would he 
act if he succeeded?

• One of the early American writers on martial 
arts training told the story of an old African-
American man he once observed who was ac-
costed by a couple of white punks in a park. 
They attacked him with their fists. He just 
smiled at them. For some reason they left in a 
hurry.
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G. Favorite Stories III
From Chapter Nineteen 

梓慶削木為鐻，鐻成，見者驚猶鬼神。魯侯見
而問焉，曰：「子何術以為焉？」
Zi Qing carved wood to make a bell stand. 
When the bell stand was complete, those who 
saw it were astounded and took it to be the 
work of supernatural beings. The Marquis of 
Lu saw it and asked: "By what technique, sir, 
did you make it?"

對曰：「臣，工人，何術之有！雖然，有一
焉。臣將為鐻，未嘗敢以耗氣也，必齊以靜
心。齊三日，而不敢懷慶賞爵祿；齊五日，不
敢懷非譽巧拙；齊七日，輒然忘吾有四枝形體
也。當是時也，無公朝，其巧專而外骨消；然
後入山林，觀天性，形軀至矣，然後成見鐻，
然後加手焉，不然則已。則以天合天，器之所
以疑神者，其是與！」
[The woodworker] responded: "Your servant 
is a workman. What 'technique' could I possi-
bly have? Nevertheless, there is one thing: 
When your servant is about to make a bell 
stand, I always dare not waste any of my 
lifebreath, and I must fast in order to still my 
heart. I fast for three days and by then I dare 
not hold any idea of congratulations, reward, 
noble rank, or official emolument. After fast-
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ing for five days I no longer harbor any idea of 
reproof, reputation, knack, or clumsiness. Af-
ter fasting for seven days, as though I were 
split asunder, I forget that I have four limbs 
and a body. At this stage, there is no longer a 
ducal court, and my knack has taken over 
completely  so that my outer physical form has 
dissolved. After that stage has been reached, I 
enter the groves in the mountain and observe 
the (heavenly =) natural characteristics under 
conditions wherein my entire self is at its 
highest perfection. After that point, I see a bell 
stand complete [in the structure of some tree 
in the forest] and can dare to start working on 
it. If that does not occur, then I will just quit. 
Thus the (heavenly =) natural unites with the 
(heavenly =) natural, and that is why the uten-
sils I make are suspected of being something 
having a spiritual nature." 

• Commentary: The Chinese theorized that 
lifebreath fills the body the way that air fills a 
balloon. It is what accounts for the body's be-
ing alive. There is one story from around 
Zhuang Zi's time that tells of a person who ei-
ther was not very intelligent or perhaps was 
just very easily frightened. Anyway, he went 
out walking alone one night when the full 
moon was very bright. He looked behind him 
and saw his moving shadow. He thought it 
was something coming to get him. He started 
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to run, and as he ran he turned his head to see 
whether the thing was still chasing him. He 
saw the shadow of his own long hair moving 
wildly and chasing immediately after him, so 
he became even more frightened. He ran as 
hard as he could and finally reached his own 
home. Once inside, he collapsed and his 
lifebreath left his body. Since he did not have 
his lifebreath anymore, he was dead.14 

• One of the main ways to deplete one's supply 
of lifebreath is to engage in sexual intercourse. 
Semen is the liquid state, and lifebreath is the 
gas state, so if semen leaves the body there 
will then be a noticeable shortfall of lifebreath. 
The person will become indolent, lacking in 
spirit, etc. 

• What part does lifebreath play in the activi-
ties of the woodworker?

From Chapter Nineteen: Favorite stories 

東野稷以御見莊公，進退中繩，左右旋中規。
莊公以為文弗過也，使之鉤百而反。
Ji of the Eastern Wilds displayed his chario-
teering to Duke Zhuang. In advancing and re-
treating, his horses hit the inked line. In turn-
ing left and right they  did not miss the arcs of 
the compass. Duke Zhuang felt that there was 
no artistic refinement greater than this, and 
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ordered him to hook one hundred more cir-
cuits and then return.

顏闔遇之，入見曰：「稷之馬將敗。」公密而
不應。
Yan He came upon this scene, went in to see 
[the duke], and said. "Ji's horses are about to 
fail." The duke was silent and did not respond.

少焉，果敗而反。公曰：「子何以知之？」
A short while later, the horses did indeed fail 
and they came back [to the court]. The duke 
asked: "Sir, how did you know this was going 
to happen?"

曰：「其馬力竭矣，而猶求焉，故曰敗。」
[Yan] said: "The energies of his horses were 
exhausted, yet he still required exertions of 
them, therefore they failed."

• Commentary: What is the moral of this story 
— for everyday life as well as for self defense 
and other martial arts pursuits?

From Chapter Nineteen: Favorite stories

工倕旋而蓋規矩，指與物化而不以心稽，故其
靈臺一而不桎。忘足，履之適也；忘要，帶之
適也；知忘是非，心之適也；不內變，不外
從，事會之適也。始乎適而未嘗不適者，忘適
之適也。
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Artisan Qui turned and [his traces] fell upon 
compass and square, which reflects that fact 
that he transformed along with creatures and 
did not use his heart to inspect things. So his 
spirit tower was unitary and not fettered. Be-
ing oblivious of one's feet is the best way to 
travel. Being oblivious of one's waist is the 
best way for a belt to fit. When knowing for-
gets about affirming and denying, that is the 
height of mental [function]. There are no 
changes on the inside and there is nothing 
that is being followed on the outside, so meld-
ing with the events at hand is perfect. What 
begins with perfection and never departs from 
perfection is the perfection found in being 
oblivious to perfection.

• Commentary: The Chinese word 心 xīn in-
cludes the meanings that we attach not only to 
"heart" but also to "mind."

• The expression "spirit tower" (靈臺 líng tái), 
is a compound term. The first word means 
something like "spiritual responsiveness," and 
the second word is the ordinary term for a 
multi-story building specifically built to 
achieve height, a tower. So the idea seems to 
be that in the mind there is a special "struc-
ture" that serves one's spiritual responsive-
ness as a prominence from which to make ob-
servations.
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• The perfect individual is oblivious to perfec-
tion.

• What is the connection between taking ac-
tion and making affirmations and denials? 
How does discursive thinking (talking to your-
self inside your own head) influence the proc-
ess of responding to emergencies?
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H. Preservation of life
From Chapter Three 

庖丁為文惠君解15牛，手之所觸，肩之所倚，
足之所履，膝之所踦，砉然響然，奏刀騞然，
莫不中音，合於桑林之舞，乃中經首之會。
Pao Ding butchered cattle for King Wen-hui. 
Every  time his hands made contact, every  time 
his shoulder leaned against something, every 
time his feet moved, every time his knees 
touched down — the sounds hwaa hwaa, the 
swish of his knife — none failed to fit the notes 
and all were synchronized with the steps of 
the Mulberry Grove dance. They all hit the 
meter of the Jing-shou music.

文惠君曰：「嘻，善哉！技蓋至此乎？」
King Wen-hui said: "Wonderful! That is su-
perb! How could skill possibly reach this 
level?"

庖丁釋刀對曰：「臣之所好者道也，進乎技
矣。始臣之解牛之時，所見無非全牛者﹔三年
之后，未嘗見全牛也﹔方今之時，臣以神遇而
不以目視，官知止而神欲行。依乎天理，批大
<卻>［郤］16，導大窾17，因其固然。
Pao-ding put down his knife and responded: 
"The Dao is what your servant loves, and so I 
have grown close to being skillful. In the be-
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ginning, when your servant was butchering a 
cow, all I saw was the complete cow like a 
lump. After three years, I no longer saw the 
whole cow. And in more recent times your 
servant has used his spirit to encounter the 
cow rather than using his eyes to look at it. 
Sense awareness ceases, and the spirit drives 
itself forward as it will. It depends on natural 
patterns in the cow to cleave its great (卻 xì, 
gaps=) junctures. It is guided through the 
great gaps. It bases itself on what is solidly 
there. 

• Commentary: This story may have some 
connection to accounts of blind martial arts 
masters who allegedly can fight as well as 
sighted people. 

技經肯18綮19之未嘗微礙，而況大軱乎！
”Given that the small and large blood vessels, 
muscle attachments, and joints all are never 
even the slightest hindrance, [so he steers 
around even those little things,] how much the 
less could the large skeletal parts interfere? 

良庖歲更刀，割也﹔族庖月更刀，折也﹔今臣
之刀十九年矣，所解數千牛矣，而刀刃若新發
於硎。彼節者有閒，而刀刃者無厚，以無厚入
有閒，恢恢乎20其於游刃必有餘地矣。是以十
九年而刀刃若新發於硎。
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“A good butcher switches knives every year 
because he slices. A run-of-the-mill butcher 
changes knives every month because he hacks. 
As of today, your servant has used this knife 
for nineteen years and has butchered several 
thousand cows with it, but the edge of this 
knife is just as though it had been newly taken 
from the whetstone. In the joints between 
bones there are interstices, and the leading 
edge of the knife has no thickness. When 
something with no thickness in inserted into 
an interstice, it finds that it has wide leeway! 
There must be ample clearance through which 
to maneuver the knife's edge. That is why after 
nineteen years this blade is as though it had 
just come off the whetstone.

雖然，每至於族21，吾見其難為，怵然22為戒，
視為止，行為遲，動刀甚微，謋然23已解，<牛
不知其死也，>如土委24地。提刀而立，為之而
四顧，為之躊躇滿志，善刀而藏之。」
"Even so, every time I come to a gnarled spot, 
I see that it will be hard to negotiate, and I ap-
prehensively  guard against dangers. My vision 
ceases and my motions slow. I move my knife 
by minute increments and then, with a 
whoosh, the carcass divides into two pieces 
and it falls to earth like a clod of dirt. I raise 
my knife and stand up. Having accomplished 
this task I look around in all four directions. 
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Next I self-assuredly feel a sense of accom-
plishment. I clean my knife and put it away.

文惠君曰：「善哉！吾聞庖丁之言，得養生
焉。」
King Wen-hui said: "How excellent! I not only 
have heard Pao Ding's words [on butchering], 
but in the process I have also acquired the [se-
cret of] nurturing life."

• Commentary: In the Phaedrus, 265d-266b, 
and in the Statesman, 287c, Plato has ex-
pressed almost the same idea regarding the 
natural structures of living creatures. How-
ever, Plato's approach was to use reason and 
objective examination of the world and 
Zhuang Zi speaks of putting sense knowledge 
aside. Zhuang Zi appears to be suspicious of 
the ways that sense data can deceive us. Plato 
had a similar reaction to what he contrasted 
with the "really real" and called "opinion." 

•There is a story in the last chapter of the 列子 
Lie Zi about a man who thinks somebody has 
stolen his axe. His suspicions fall on a youth in 
his neighborhood. He can see criminality ooz-
ing from every pore of this rotten kid. Then he 
discovers that the axe had never really been 
taken away. He had simply managed to mis-
place it somehow. Suddenly his perception of 
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the young man changes radically — but he 
hardly notices that fact. 

• An important question is raised by Zhuang 
Zi's story about the butcher: What is real 
knowledge? How is knowledge grounded? 
How do we learn to get beyond all the differ-
ent kinds of impediments to seeing the Uni-
verse as it truly is?

• See the Dao De Jing, chapters 15, 19, 28, 32, 
37, and 57.

Chapter Nineteen. Preservation of life

田開之見周威公，威公曰：「吾聞祝腎學生，
吾子與祝腎游，亦何聞焉？」
Tian Kai-zhi went to see Duke Wei of the state 
of Zhou. Duke Wei said: "I have heard that 
Zhu Xian studies life [preservation]. You, sir, 
travel with Zhu Xian, so what have you heard 
from him?"

田開之曰：「開之操拔篲以侍門庭，亦何聞於
夫子！」
Tian Kai-zhi said: "I have responsibility for 
wielding a broom and taking care of the gate 
and courtyard. What could I have learned 
from the master?"

威公曰：「田子無讓，寡人願聞之。」
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Duke Wei said: "Please do not be self effacing. 
I am willing to hear about these things."

開之曰：「聞之夫子曰：『善養生者，若牧羊
然，視其後者而鞭之。』」
Kai-zhi said: "I heard the master say: 'Those 
who are good at nourishing life do so as one 
would herd sheep. They watch out for laggards 
and whip them [forward].'"

威公曰：「何謂也？」
Duke Wei asked: "What do you mean?"

田開之曰：「魯有單豹者，巖居而水飲，不與
民共利，行年七十而猶有嬰兒之色，不幸遇餓
虎，餓虎殺而食之。有張毅者，高門縣薄，無
不走也，行年四十而有內熱之病以死。豹養其
內而虎食其外，毅養其外而病攻其內，此二子
者，皆不鞭其後者也。」
Kai-zhi said: "There was someone in the state 
of Lu named Dan Bao who lived among the 
mountain cliffs and drank [only] water. He did 
not share interests with other humans. He 
lived to the age of seventy and still had the 
complexion of an infant. Unfortunately, he 
encountered a hungry tiger and it killed and 
ate him. There was a man named Zhang Yi, 
who held high social status but carried every-
thing very lightly. There was nowhere he 
would not go. He lived until the age of forty 
and then died of internal heat. Dan Bao nur-
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tured his internal parts and a tiger ate his ex-
ternal parts, and Zhang Yi nurtured his exter-
nal parts but was brought down by an internal 
disease. Neither of these two would whip up 
what was lagging."

• Commentary: A Chinese visitor to the United 
States once commented that she was as-
tounded by the frequency with which her 
American friends would excuse defects in 
their own characters by saying something like, 
"It's true that I do that, but it's just one of my 
little foibles." The behaviors that were being 
discussed were matters of habit and matters of 
choice, and there were behaviors among them 
that could have had serious health or social 
consequences. 

• How do you think Zhuang Zi would advise 
his friends and students to guide their lives in 
cases where they had developed "little foi-
bles"?
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☀

I. Attitude toward Death
From Chapter Three 

• This story tells the reaction of others to the 
death of Lao Dan. Lao Dan is a character in 
one of Zhuang Zi's teaching stories. Some 
people have equated him with Lao Zi, the pu-
tative author of the Dao De Jing. However, 
Zhuang Zi uses his characters for story telling, 
and can be intentionally very loose with his-
torical accuracy. (For instance, Confucius fre-
quently appears in Zhuang Zi's stories as a 
very un-Confucian Daoist sage.) For now, 
please concentrate on Zhuang Zi's attitudes 
toward the way that one should live and the 
way that death is regarded.

老聃死，秦失弔之，三號而出。弟子曰：「非
夫子之友邪？
Lao Dan died, and "Loss" Qin went to pay his 
final respects. He moaned three times and 
then went back outside. [Lao Dan's] disciples 
said: "Were you not Master's friend?" 

曰：「然。」
[Qin] said: "Yes."

「然則弔焉若此，可乎？」
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[The disciples] said: "Well, in that case, is it 
acceptable to mourn him in this [perfunctory] 
manner?"

曰：「然。始也吾以為其人也，而今非也。向
吾入而弔焉，有老者哭之，如哭其子﹔少者哭
之，如哭其母。彼其所以會之，必有不蘄言而
言，不蘄哭而哭者。是遁天倍情，忘其所受，
古者謂之遁天之刑。適來，
"Yes. In the beginning I thought that he was 
the man, and today I deny it. Just now I went 
in to pay my last respects, and what did I see? 
Old people weeping for him, as though they 
were weeping for their own children. [I found] 
young people weeping for him, as though 
weeping for their mothers. He must have as-
sembled these [followers] by saying what they 
implored him to say, and by weeping for what 
they implored him to weep over. This is to 
take leave of (Heaven =) nature and to multi-
ply human emotions, [the result being] to for-
get what one has received [from nature]. The 
ancients called this the punishment for aban-
doning nature. 

夫子時也﹔適去，夫子順也。安時而處順，哀
樂不能入也，古者謂是帝之縣解。」
「When it was time to come, the master did so 
in a timely way. When it was time to go, the 
master acted accordingly. He did things in 
keeping with the times and went with the flow. 
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Neither sorrow nor joy could gain entry  into 
him. The ancients called this the emancipation 
offered by 帝 Di (= god).

• Commentary: 帝Di is the name of an anthro-
pomorphic god, the supreme god. It was the 
term used during the Shang dynasty, the one 
prior to the dynasty under which Zhuang Zi 
lived. Di appears in both the Zhuang Zi and 
the Dao De Jing, but how the authors of these 
texts understood Di can only  be inferred from 
context, and the contexts now available to us 
are very sketchy. 

• Starting with the Zhou dynasty, the early 
Chinese believed that our world is governed by 
two powers, 天 tiān and 地 dì. (帝 and 地 are 
both pronounced "dì," but the meaning is dif-
ferent.) The first is a masculine deity whose 
name I translate as "Heaven," and the second 
is a feminine deity  whose name I translate as 
"Earth." Heaven is the sky that we see above 
us, and Earth is what is we stand on. They  are 
gods, and have some aspects of personality. Of 
the two, Heaven is more generally represented 
as having conscious awareness of human 
events, volition, and the power to do things 
such as unleashing powerful storms to punish 
humans for serious misbehaviors. The earlier 
帝 Di is similar, in general terms, to Tian, and 
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may simply be another term for a masculine 
god used by an earlier dynasty.

• The Daoists understand Heaven as being 
much more impersonal than do people in the 
West today, and yet it was believed responsi-
ble for and motivating what we regard as the 
natural world, so for them the word "Heaven" 
often means "nature." An individual is born 
with certain characteristics because Heaven 
commanded that he or she have those charac-
teristics. The individual's life may be shaped 
by events such as a tsunami, by what in the 
West we sometimes call "acts of God," and 
while Heaven may not have set out to kill any 
particular individuals, anybody who is stand-
ing on the beach when the tsunami hits will 
have to be both lucky and skillful to escape 
death. Therefore very many people will be 
"fated" to die. So a 天命 tiān mìng, a mandate 
of Heaven, can be understood in many cases 
as the imponderable force of events. In other 
words, the state of the natural world at any 
time is virtually  identical with the "will" of 
Heaven.

• Many humans in early China understood 
Tian to be a kind of supernatural emperor, 
and the sky to be his domicile, and, just to 
make things a bit more complicated, "tian" 
can also mean "day." In English, "heaven" 
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generally refers to the location of God, and 
does not mean "god," so I have elected to capi-
talize both "Heaven" and "Earth" to help make 
it clear that Heaven can be an actor in human 
events. These views remained even after the 
philosophers began to view them more as im-
personal forces.

From Chapter Eighteen: Attitudes toward 
death 

莊子妻死，惠子弔之，莊子則方箕踞鼓盆而
歌。
Zhuang Zi's wife died. Hui Zi went to mourn. 
When he arrived, Zhuang Zi was sitting 
sprawled on the ground, drumming on a ba-
sin, and singing.

惠子曰：「與人居，長子老身，死不哭亦足
矣，又鼓盆而歌，不亦甚乎！」
Hui Zi said: "When you have lived with a per-
son so long that your eldest son is starting to 
show signs of aging, it would be enough if you 
failed to weep when she died, but to thump a 
pot and sing! — That is too much!"

莊子曰：「不然。是其始死也，我獨何能無概
然！察其始而本無生，非徒無生也，而本無
形，非徙無形也而本無氣。雜乎芒芴之間，變
而有氣，氣變而有形，形變而有生。今又變而
之死。是相與為春秋冬夏四時行也。人且偃然
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寢於巨室，而我噭噭然隨而哭之，自以為不通
乎命，故止也。」
Zhuang Zi said: "Not so. In this case, when she 
had just died, how could I, unique among all 
humans, have failed to have any emotional re-
actions? But I realized that in the beginning 
she was without life. It was not for no good 
reason that she was without life, but because 
in the beginning she had no physical form, 
and she had no lifebreath. She was at first in-
choate in the vast murkiness, then there was a 
change and she had lifebreath, another 
change, this time in the lifebreath itself, and 
she had a physical form. The physical form 
underwent another change and there was life. 
Today there has been one more such change 
and she is dead. That is much the way there is 
a cycle from spring to summer, from summer 
to autumn, and then from autumn to winter. 
She was reclining in sleep in the Great Cham-
ber, and I came chasing after her to weep 
aloud. I decided that behaving this way was 
inconsistent with Heaven's Mandate, so I 
stopped."

• Commentary: "Heaven's Mandate," in this 
context means something like the inexorable 
force of events. From our standpoint, the life-
span of Zhuang Zi's wife would have been in-
fluenced by her genetic constitution, by any 
epidemic illnesses that she might have con-
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tracted, by famine, etc. Mencius, a Confucian 
contemporary of Zhuang Zi, says that while 
everyone has such a mandate (and the man-
date implies that they must die by  a certain 
date), nobody with good sense will sleep be-
neath a garden wall that has begun to keel 
over. He means that, despite having a natural 
lifespan, nobody is guaranteed to reach the 
end of that span — especially if they take great 
risks.

• People all over the world are more likely 
than not to be afraid of death, to be concerned 
about what will happen after death, etc. The 
Daoist viewpoint is that life is a cycle that be-
gins with our not being alive, we make a tran-
sition to a living state, and then we run to the 
end of one cycle and come back to a state of 
not being alive. So their argument is that one 
cannot be alive without the promise that one 
will eventually die. 

• If the ordinary  human reaction to death is 
not helpful, how about the ordinary human 
reactions to other negative outcomes?
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☀

J. Attitude toward Aggression
From Chapter Twenty-four

吳王浮於江，登乎狙之山。衆狙見之，恂然棄
而走，逃於深蓁。有一狙焉，委蛇25攫26搔
［搔-虫+爪］，見巧乎王。王射之，敏給搏捷
矢。王命相者趨射之，狙執死。
The king of Wu had been floating on the 
Yangzi River, and climbed up onto a hill popu-
lated with apes. The multitude of apes saw 
him and his courtiers, and in a panic they 
dropped everything and ran off. They fled 
deep into a thicket. There was one ape among 
them, however, that wiggled, shimmied, 
grabbed at itself, and scratched to show off be-
fore the king. The king shot at it, and it 
adroitly plucked the arrow out of the air. The 
king commanded his ministers to chase it and 
shoot it down, so the ape ended up being 
seized and slaughtered.

王顧謂其友顏不疑曰：「之狙也，伐其巧恃其
便以敖予，以至此殛也！戒之哉！嗟乎，無以
汝色驕人哉！」顏不疑歸而師董梧以助其色，
去樂辭顯，三年而國人稱之。
The king looked out upon this scene and said 
to his friend Yan Bu-yi: "That ape boasted of 
his aptitude and relied upon his skills to show 
contempt for me. Its death was the ultimate 
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result. Be wary. Oh, do not act arrogantly to-
ward other people on the basis of your good 
looks." Yan Bu-yi went back and took lessons 
from Dong Wu aimed at improving his per-
sonal relations by  casting off joy and rejecting 
prominence. After three years the people of 
the nation proclaimed [him =] his good char-
acteristics.

• Commentary: American authors publish 
books with titles like Winning Through In-
timidation. Citizens of the United States and 
many European nations have the reputation of 
being brash, aggressive, pushy, abrasive, etc. 
The general attitude was dramatized in the 
original Karate Kid movie (the one starring 
Pat Morita) by the white man who taught the 
karate school and whose students tried to beat 
up "the kid." 

• If a practitioner of one of the martial arts 
took the story of the obnoxious ape to heart, 
what do you think his or her advise would be 
on how to handle a situation in which other 
people were being aggressive in their ap-
proach?
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☀

K. Philosophy of Life
From Chapter Eighteen 

天下有至樂無有哉？有可以活身者無有哉？今
奚為奚據？奚避奚處？奚就奚去？奚樂奚惡？
Is there a highest kind of joy in the world? Or 
is there not? Is there something that can keep 
one's body alive? Or is there not? Now what is 
one to do? And what is one to hang onto? 
What is one to avoid? And into what situations 
is one to place oneself? What will one ap-
proach and what will one walk away from? 
What will one take joy in and what will one 
abhor? 

夫天下之所尊者，富貴壽善也；所樂者，身安
厚味美服好色音聲也；所下者，貧賤夭惡也；
所苦者，身不得安逸，口不得厚味，形不得美
服，目不得好色，耳不得音聲。若不得者，則
大憂以懼，其為形也亦愚哉！
The things that everyone in the world respects 
are wealth, noble status, long life, and good-
ness. The things that they take joy in are per-
sonal security, rich flavors, beautiful clothing, 
physically attractive people, and musical 
sounds. What they deplore are poverty, low 
status, early death, and ugliness. What they 
find bitter include the inability to secure bod-
ily comfort, insipidness, unattractive clothing, 
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the unavailability of physically attractive peo-
ple, and a paucity  of musical sounds. Those 
who do not get what they  want are so greatly 
upset by this circumstance that it almost 
amounts to fear, and the efforts they then 
make, in regard to their care for their physical 
beings, are indeed stupid.

夫富者，苦身疾作，多積財而不得盡用，其為
形也亦外27矣。夫貴者，夜以繼日，思慮善
否，其為形也亦疏矣。人之生也，與憂俱生，
壽者惽惽28，久憂不死，何苦也！其為形也亦
遠矣。烈士為天下見善矣，未足以活身。吾未
知善之誠善邪？誠不善邪？若以為善矣，不足
活身；以為不善矣，足以活人。故曰：「忠諫
不聽，蹲循勿爭。」故夫子胥爭之以殘其形，
不爭，名亦不成。誠有善無有哉？
As for wealth, people exhaust their bodies in 
frantic striving. They accumulate extreme 
amounts of resources — so much so that their 
reserves could never be completely used up. 
Their efforts on behalf of their own bodies are 
indeed outside [the appropriate]. As for noble 
status, nights follow days, while people think 
about whether things are going well or not. 
The attitudes they take toward their own wel-
fare are certainly negligent. People's lives start 
out accompanied by worry. Those who live to 
a ripe old age get confused about things and 
spend decades being worried about [how] to 
avoid death. How bitter that is! The forms 
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these behaviors take are indeed far removed 
[from what would be appropriate]. Valorous 
individuals are seen as good by all the people 
below Heaven, but that approbation is insuffi-
cient to keep them alive. I do not know whe-
ther goodness is truly good, or whether it is 
truly  not good. If it be taken to be [truly] good, 
it is still not enough to keep people alive. If it 
is taken not to be [truly] good, then goodness 
is still good enough to help keep people alive. 
Verily it is said: "If one is loyal and makes ad-
monishments, then one will not gain a hear-
ing. If one crouches low and acts the part of a 
yes-man, then there will not be any dissent." 
For that reason Confucius struggled over 
things to the severe detriment of his person. If 
one does not struggle, one will not become 
famous. So is there really goodness or not?

今俗之所為與其所樂，吾又未知樂之果樂邪，
果不樂邪？吾觀夫俗之所樂，舉羣趣者，誙誙
然29如將不得已，而皆曰樂者，吾未之樂也，
亦未之不樂也。果有樂無有哉？吾以無為誠樂
矣，又俗之所大苦也。故曰：「至樂無樂，至
譽無譽。」
Nowadays, the things that ordinary people do 
and the things that they take joy in are such 
that I do not yet know whether they are really 
joys or really the contrary. I make observa-
tions of the things that the ordinary people 
take joy in and it seems that the entire herd 
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rushes together in a stampede as though they 
could never get enough, and they all call these 
things joys, yet I take no joy in them and nei-
ther do I take a disparaging attitude toward 
them. Is there in fact such a thing as a joy? I 
believe that non-activity is the true joy, yet it 
is indeed something that the common people 
regard as a bitter travail. Truly it is said: "The 
greatest joy is to have no joy, and the greatest 
reputation is to have no reputation."

天下是非果未可定也。雖然，無為可以定是
非。至樂活身，唯無為幾存。請嘗試言之。天
無為以之清，地無為以之寧。故兩無為相合，
萬物皆化生。芒乎芴乎，而無從出乎！芴乎芒
乎，而無有象乎！萬物職職，皆從無為殖。故
曰，天地無為也而無不為也，人也孰能得無為
哉！
The affirmations and denials made in this 
world ultimately have no definite resolution. 
Nevertheless, non-activity can make a deter-
mination between what is correct and what is 
incorrect. The highest joy is the giving and 
maintaining of life to the body, and it is only 
by means of non-activity that this goal may be 
[gained and] preserved. Let me try  to put this 
into words. Heaven is without activity and by 
that means is clear. Earth is without activity 
and by that means remains peaceful. So the 
two of them come together and the myriad 
creatures are produced by a process of trans-
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formation. Vast and murky, there is nothing 
from which it emerges. Vast and murky, there 
are no foreshadowings in it. The myriad crea-
tures form a vast multiplicity, and they are all 
propagated from non-activity. Truly it is said: 
"Heaven and Earth are without activity and 
yet there is nothing that they do not do." Who 
among all humans is able to attain to non-
activity?"

• Commentary: The Dao De Jing, chapter 48, 
makes it fairly clear that "non-activity" is a 
limit case. It is like absolute zero — something 
that humans can get closer and closer to but 
never reach. Their argument seems to be that 
the more efficient one becomes, the less tur-
bulence there is in one's action, and the closer 
one gets to a situation in which zero energy in 
expended but huge results are effected. See 
also the Dao De Jing, chapters 2, 3, 10, 37, 38, 
43, 57, 63, and 64.

• What are the implications for energy use in 
combat situations?

From Chapter Twenty: Philosophy of life

孔子圍於陳蔡之間，七日不火食。
Confucius had been surrounded between the 
states of Chen and Cai for seven days and had 
eaten no cooked food during that time.
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大公任往弔之，曰：「子幾死乎？」
The Grand Duke Ren went to pay his condo-
lences, saying: "Are you on the verge of 
death?" 

曰：「然。」
[Confucius] replied: "Yes." 

「子惡死乎？」
"Do you hate the idea of dying?" 

曰：「然。」
[Confucius] replied: "Yes."

任曰：「予嘗言不死之道。東海有鳥焉，其名
曰意怠。其為鳥也，翂翂翐翐，而似無能；引
援而飛，迫脅而棲；進不敢為前，退不敢為
後；食不敢先嘗，必取其緒。是故其行列不
斥，而外人卒不得害，是以免於患。直木先
伐，甘井先竭。子其意者飾知以驚愚，修身以
明汙，昭昭乎如揭日月而行，故不免也。昔吾
聞之大成之人曰：『自伐者無功，功成者墮，
名成者虧。』孰能去功與名而還與衆人！道流
而不明，居<得>[德]行而不名處；純純常常，
乃比於狂；削迹捐勢，不為功名。是故無責於
人，人亦無責焉。至人不聞，子何喜哉？」
Ren said: "I will attempt to speak of the way of 
not dying. There is a bird in the Eastern Sea 
whose name is Lackadaisical. Its characteris-
tics include flying with a flap flap flop flop, as 
though unable to really do it. It needs assis-
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tance to fly and has to be chased home to get it 
to roost. If it advances it dares not go to the 
front, and in retreat it is unwilling to lag at the 
end of the flock. As for eating, it will not be the 
first to sample the fare, and instead restricts 
itself to picking up any leftover crumbs. For 
that reason, while flying in formation it never 
gives offense, and outsiders never get the op-
portunity to harm it. Consequently it escapes 
trouble and suffering. The straight tree is the 
first to be cut down. The sweet well is the first 
to be drained dry. You, sir, have the intent of 
ornamenting your knowledge in order to as-
tound the ignorant, and to cultivate your vir-
tue in order to distinguish yourself clearly 
from the corrupt. You want to be so bright and 
glistening in your behavior as to rival the sun 
and moon. So you cannot avoid it. In the early 
days I heard from a very competent person: 
'Those who brag on themselves have no merit. 
Those who complete meritorious tasks must 
fall. Those who become famous must get de-
stroyed.' Who are able to get rid of their own 
merit and fame and take themselves back 
among the multitudes? The Dao operates con-
tinuously, but it is not bright. They reside in 
virtuous behavior and do not get involved with 
fame. Pure they are, and commonplace too, 
and so they contend for the rank of crazy per-
son. They  wipe out their traces and diminish 
their power, and do not strive for recognition 
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as being meritorious or famous. For that rea-
son they never blame other humans, and they 
never accrue blame in the sight of other hu-
mans. The fully realized humans are unheard 
of. How do you like that?

孔子曰：「善哉！」辭其交遊，去其弟子，逃
於大澤；衣裘褐，食杼栗；入獸不亂羣，入鳥
不亂行。鳥獸不惡，而況人乎！
Confucius said: "Excellent" He put aside his 
communications with friends and his trips, he 
sent away his disciples, he started wearing 
skins and coarse woolen clothing, he began 
eating horse chestnuts. When he went among 
wild animals he did not disturb their herds, 
and when he went among fowl he did not dis-
order their flying formations. Birds and beasts 
did not fear him, so how much the less would 
humans?

孔子問子桑雽曰：「吾再逐於魯，伐樹於宋，
削迹於衞，窮於商周，圍於陳蔡之間。吾犯此
數患，親交益疏，徙友益散，何與？」
Confucius asked Sang Hang: "I often (ran with 
=) associated with the people of the state of 
Lu, cut timber in the state of Song, effaced my 
traces in the state of Wei, became poor in the 
old state of Shang and the current state of 
Zhou, got myself surrounded in the area be-
tween the states of Chen and Cai. I endured 
these several calamities, but my relationships 
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with kinsmen became even more remote, and 
relationships with my disciples and friends 
became even more disrupted. Why is that?"

子桑雽曰：「子獨不聞假人之亡與？林回棄千
金之璧，負赤子而趨。或曰：『為其布與？赤
子之布寡矣；為其累與？赤子之累多矣；棄千
金之璧，負赤子而趨，何也？』
Master Sang Hang said: "Are you the only  one 
who has not heard about the casting away of 
contingent relationships? Lin Hui abandoned 
a precious jade disk worth a thousand pieces 
of gold, bore an infant upon his back, and ran 
for his life. Someone said: 'Was it so he could 
get its diaper? The diaper of an infant doesn't 
amount to much at all. Was it for the sake of 
its burdensomeness? The burdensomeness of 
an infant is terrific.' Why would he abandon a 
precious jade disk worth a thousand pieces of 
gold and bear an infant off on his back, run-
ning for his life?" 

林回曰：『彼以利合，此以天屬也。』夫以利
合者，迫窮禍患害相棄也；以天屬者，迫窮禍
患害相收也。夫相收之與相棄亦遠矣，且君子
之交淡若水，小人之交甘若醴；君子淡以親，
小人甘以絕。彼無故以合者，則無故以離。」
Lin Hui said: 'That person matches things 
with profits, but this is something that is a 
heavenly possession." Now those who corre-
late things with profits, when pressed by pov-
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erty, disaster, disease, or injury, will abandon 
each other; those who belong to each other as 
part of a (heavenly =) natural relationship, 
when pressed by poverty, disaster, disease, or 
injury, will mutually claim each other. So 
there is a great distance between mutual 
abandonment and mutual bonding. Moreover, 
the social intercourse of morally noble men is 
bland like water, and the social intercourse of 
varlets is saccharine like sweet wine. Morally 
noble people remain bland in preparation for 
getting close, and varlets get sweet in prepara-
tion for cutting each other short. Since there 
was no reason for the latter being together, 
there is likewise no reason that made it neces-
sary for them to split up." 

孔子曰：「敬聞命矣！」徐行翔佯而歸，絕學
捐書，弟子無挹於前，其愛益加進。
Confucius said: "I have respectfully heard the 
mandate." He walked slowly and seemed to 
weave his way back home. He terminated his 
studies and gave away his books. His disciples 
no longer paid their devotions before him, and 
his love was given to those closer at hand to 
himself.

異日，桑雽又曰：「舜之將死，真泠禹曰：
『汝戒之哉！形莫若緣，情莫若率。緣則不
離，率則不勞；不離不勞，則不求文以待形；
不求文以待形，固不待物。』」
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On another day Sang Hang said something 
else: "When Shun was about to die, he said to 
Yu with genuine purity of heart: 'You should 
take care! There is no better course to take 
than to go along with things, and there is no 
better feeling to have in your heart than guile-
lessness. If you go along with things then 
nothing will take its leave of you, and if you 
are guileless then you will not become bur-
dened. When things do not leave you and 
when they do not feel themselves burdened by 
you, then you need not seek to add ornamen-
tation to better serve the needs of your body. 
If you do not seek ornamentation in order to 
better serve the needs of your body then you 
will not depend on outside things.'"

• Commentary: If some people accepted this 
theory of action, how would they lead their 
lives so as to get the best outcomes in (poten-
tial) combat situations?

• It is said that some people put a price on eve-
rything. How would the author evaluate such 
people as potential friends?

From Chapter Twenty-eight: Philosophy of life

中山公子牟謂瞻子曰：「身在江海之上，心居
乎魏闕之下，柰何？」
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Ducal heir Mou of Zhong Shan said to Master 
Zhan: "My body may be on the river or the 
sea, but my heart is stuck in the imperial city 
of Wei. What can be done about it?"

• Commentary: Mou was enfeoffed to an area 
called Zhong Shan in the state of Wei. 

瞻子曰：「重生。重生則利輕。」
Zhan Zi said: "Count life as the most impor-
tant thing. If you consider life the most impor-
tant, then issues of profit will be minimized."

中山公子牟曰：「雖知之，未能自勝也。」
Ducal heir Mou of Zhong Shan then said: 
"Even though I know this, I am unable to con-
quer myself."

瞻子曰：「不能自勝則從，神無惡乎？不能自
勝而強不從者，此之謂重傷。重傷之人，無壽
類矣！」
Zhan Zi said: "If you are unable to conquer 
yourself then you must follow [your stronger 
urges], so that no evil will befall your spirit. 
Those who are unable to conquer themselves 
and yet resist their own urges do to them-
selves what is called the double injury. People 
who suffer the double injury will not live out 
their natural lifespans."
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魏牟，萬乘之公子也，其隱巖穴也，難為於布
衣之士；雖未至乎道，可謂有其意矣。
Mou of Wei was the ducal heir of a kingdom of 
ten thousand chariots. His [plan to] go into re-
tirement in the cliffs and crevices would have 
been difficult even for a cultured gentleman 
who was not a member of the nobility. Even 
though he did not arrive at the Dao, it may be 
said that he had the intention to do so.

• Commentary: When one thinks about mar-
tial arts and the preparation for conflict situa-
tions that one may sometime experience, what 
are the preparations one can make at the very 
foundation?

From Chapter Twenty-three: Philosophy of 
Life

一雀適羿，羿必得之，或也。以天下為之籠，
則雀無所逃。是故湯以胞人籠伊尹，秦穆公以
五羊之皮籠百里奚。是故非以其所好籠之而可
得者，無有也。
If a single sparrow flew by Yi, Yi would neces-
sarily [shoot] it; that was his special domain. 
But if he had made All Under Heaven into his 
cage, then the sparrow would have had no-
where to flee. So Tang used Yi Yin's being em-
ployed as a cook to cage him, and Mu Gong of 
the state of Qin used the pelts of five sheep to 
cage up One Hundred Mile Xi (a worthy min-
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ister). For that reason, there are none who 
cannot be lured into a cage by the things that 
they like.

• Commentary: The part about the sparrow is 
a bit strange. It seems to mean that sparrows 
were safe from the archer Yi providing that 
they did not come within range of him. So it 
must have been that Yi had a range, and that 
within his range he could shoot down even dif-
ficult targets like sparrows. The author seems 
to think that the farther Yi could extend his 
range, the larger would be the territory in 
which sparrows were in deadly peril. Perhaps 
the author thinks that the limitations on Yi's 
range were self-imposed. But in the stories 
that follow the one about Yi, those whose pur-
suit of others were successful were those who 
drew their targets into their range. People 
were taken over by rulers only when these 
people had vulnerabilities — their interests.

• Tang was the founding king of the Shang dy-
nasty, and Yi Yin was his most worthy minis-
ter. Mu Gong was a ruler of the state of Qin, 
during the Zhou dynasty. He got a man called 
"Bai-li Xi" to be his prime minister by the 
payment of a fee of five black sheep pelts.

• Since the founding kings of Chinese dynas-
ties have generally been very competent peo-
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ple, and often they have been regarded as 
good people too, it may be good for someone 
to be made a high official in such a regime. 
But what if one is made to become a high offi-
cial in the regime of a despot? 
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☀

L. Knacks
From Chapter Ten

仲尼適楚，出於林中，見佝僂者承蜩，猶掇之
也。 
Confucius was on his way to the state of Chu, 
and, as he emerged from a forest, he saw a 
hunchback catching cicadas as though he were 
picking [fruit].

仲尼曰：「子巧乎，有道邪？」
Confucius said: "You, sir, have a real knack! Is 
there a dao (way, method) for it?"

曰：「我有道也。五六月累丸二而不墜，則失
者錙銖；累三而不墜，則失者十一；累五而不
墜，猶掇之也。吾處身也，若厥株拘；吾執臂
也，若槁木之枝；雖天地之大，萬物之多，而
唯蜩翼之知。吾不反不側，不以萬物易蜩之
翼，何為而不得！」
[The hunchback] replied: "I do have a dao. For 
five or six months I balanced two balls, one on 
top of the other, and got so that they would 
not fall. So the cicadas that I now lose are 
about one in six. It is as though I just pluck 
them off. The way I maintain possession of my 
body resembles its trunk being seized, like the 
trunk of a standing dead tree, and the way I 
hold my arms is like the [immovability  of the] 
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branches of such a tree. Despite the vastness 
of Heaven and Earth, and the multiplicity of 
the myriad creatures, all that enters my 
awareness are the wings of the cicada. I do not 
recoil, I do not incline to either side, and I do 
not let the myriad creatures influence the 
wings of the cicada. So how could I fail to 
catch it?

孔子顧謂弟子曰：「用志不分，乃凝於神，其
痀僂丈人之謂乎！」
Confucius gazed at him and said to his own 
disciples: "To use one's aspirations without 
division is to be concentrated and steady in 
spirit. How truly this may  be said of the gen-
tleman hunchback."

• Commentary: List all the factors that the 
hunchback needed to learn to deal with in or-
der to become such a good cicada catcher.

From Chapter Twenty-two: Knacks

妸荷甘與神農同學於老龍吉。神農隱几，闔戶
晝瞑。妸荷甘日中奓30戶而入，曰：「老龍死
矣！」神農隱几擁杖而起，嚗然31放杖而笑，
曰：「天知予僻陋慢訑，故棄予而死。已矣夫
子！無所發予之狂言而死矣夫！」
Ah He-gan and Shen Nong studied together 
under Lao Long-ji. With his door shut, Shen 
Nong leaned against his low table, taking his 
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daily nap. Ah He-gan pushed open the door 
and entered in the middle of the day. Then he 
said: "Lao Long has died." Shen Nong leaned 
into his floor table, and then with the aid of 
his staff he arose. Next, as though in anger, he 
banged down his staff, but he laughed: 
"Heaven knows I am rustic, lowly, slow, and 
mean. Therefore [he] has abandoned me and 
died. Our master is gone. He has died and 
there are no more crazy words to release me."

{弇堈弔}聞之，曰：「夫體道者，天下之君子
所繫焉。今於道，秋豪之端萬分未得處一焉，
而猶知藏其狂言而死，又況夫體道者乎！視之
無形，聽之無聲，於人之論者，謂之冥冥，所
以論道，而非道也。」
Yan Gang-diao, who had come there too, said: 
"Those who have a personal experience of the 
Dao get tied up by the sovereigns of All Under 
Heaven. So in the current case, although with 
respect to the Dao he did not even compre-
hend one ten-thousandth of the tip of a hair 
from the winter pelt of some fur-bearing ani-
mal, he still at least knew enough to treasure 
away his crazy words before he died. How 
much the more would those do who have had 
a personal experience of the Dao. You look at 
them and they do not have a physical form. 
You harken to them and yet they make no 
sound. So in the rankings of human beings 
they are termed the dark dark ones. By means 
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of their dark characteristics they discuss the 
Dao and yet it is not the Dao."

於是泰清問乎無窮曰：「子知道乎？」
Thereupon Highest Purity  asked Boundless: 
"Do you know the Dao?"

無窮曰：「吾不知。」
Boundless said: "I do not know."

又問乎無為，無為曰：「吾知道。」
He also asked Non-Activity, and Non-Activity 
said: "I know the Dao."

曰：「子之知道，亦有數乎？」
He asked: "About your knowing of the Dao, is 
there some specificity involved in this know-
ing process?"

曰：「有。」
[Non-Activity] replied: "There is."

曰：「其數若何？」
"What is this specificity?"
　　
無為曰：「吾知道之可以貴，可以賤，可以
約，可以散，此吾所以知道之數也。」
Non-Activity replied: "I know that the Dao can 
ennoble things, and that it can humble things. 
It can bind them up, and it can cast them 
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apart. This is the specificity by which I can 
know the Dao."
　　
泰清以之言也問乎無始，曰：「若是，則無窮
之弗知與無為之知，孰是而孰非乎？」
Greatest Purity  ask No Beginning about their 
words: "With regard to the not knowing of No 
End and the knowing of Non-Activity, which 
one was right and which one was wrong?"

無始曰：「不知深矣，知之淺矣；弗知內矣，
知之外矣。」
No Beginning said: "Not knowing is profound. 
Knowing something is shallow. To not know is 
an inner reality. Knowing is a superficial ap-
pearance."

於是泰清中而歎曰：「弗知乃知乎！知乃不知
乎！孰知不知之知？」
Thereupon Highest Purity made himself pel-
lucid internally and sighed, saying: "To not 
know is to know. To know is not to know. Who 
is capable of the knowing that is not know-
ing?"

無始曰：「道不可聞，聞而非也；道不可見，
見而非也；道不可言，言而非也。知形形之不
形乎！道不當名。」
No Beginning said: "One cannot hear about 
the Dao. Whatever one might hear is false. 
One cannot see the Dao. Whatever one might 
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see is wrong. The Dao cannot be expressed in 
words. Whatever might be spoken in words is 
wrong. Know the non-form status of the form-
ing agent that impresses forms upon things. 
The Dao ought not to be given names."

無始曰：「有問道而應之者，不知道也。雖問
道者，亦未聞道。道無問，問無應。
No Beginning said: "There are those who have 
been asked about the Dao and have then re-
sponded to it, and they are the ones who do 
not know the Dao. Although they are ones 
who ask about the Dao, they too have never 
heard the Dao. The Dao has no questions [ap-
propriate to it], and questions yield no an-
swers.

無問問之，是問窮也；無應應之，是無內也。
以無內待問窮，若是者，外不觀乎宇宙，內不
知乎大初，是以不過乎崑崙，不遊乎太虛。」
"When one asks about something that there is 
no way to ask about, doing so is to ask a ques-
tion that will get a paucity of results. When 
one responds to something that there is no 
way to respond to, that is to give an answer 
with no contents. When one uses something 
with no contents to respond to a question that 
is destined to get a paucity of results, then the 
result will be that on the outside there is no 
revelation regarding the Universe and on the 
inside there is no knowledge about the great 
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beginning, and the end result will be that one 
will not vault over the Kun-lun Mountains and 
will not wander in the Great Emptiness."

• Commentary: Compare and contrast with 
the Dao De Jing, chapters 1 and 25.

• These paragraphs involve attitudes toward 
death, knowledge, and action. Are these three 
topics related in some way? 

From Chapter Twenty-two: Knacks (Contin-
ued from above.)

光曜問乎無有曰：「夫子有乎？其無有乎？」
Bright Dazzling asked Have Nothing: "Does 
my master have it or not?"

光曜不得問，而孰32視其狀貌，窅然空然，終
日視之而不見，聽之而不聞，搏之而不得也。
Bright Dazzling did not get [an answer to] his 
question, and thoroughly observed his coun-
terpart's visual appearance. It was abysmally  
empty, and Bright Dazzling looked all day long 
without seeing anything, listened all day with-
out hearing anything, groped around and did 
not get anything either.

光曜曰：「至矣，其孰能至此乎！予能有無
矣，而未能無無也。及為無<有>[有]33矣，何
從至此哉！」
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Bright Dazzling said: "That is the highest! 
Who could get to this domain? I am able to get 
to the void, but I cannot get to the absence of 
the void. How would my going on to the point 
of not being able to get anything at all be pos-
sible? "

大馬之捶鉤者，年八十矣，而不失豪芒。大馬
曰：「子巧與？有道與？」
The buckle maker of the grand marshal had 
been hammering out buckles for eighty years 
by then, and had not made the slightest mis-
take. The grand marshal said: "Do you have a 
knack? Do you have the Dao?"

曰：「臣有守也。臣之年二十而好捶鉤，於物
無視也，非鉤無察也。是用之者，假不用者也
以長得其用，而況乎無不用者乎！物孰不資
焉！」
[The buckle maker] said: "I have that which I 
hold onto and preserve. When I was twenty I 
took a liking to pounding out buckles. I do not 
see any [other] things. If it is not a buckle then 
I am unaware of it."

The foregoing is an instance of someone who 
attends to one thing by disattending to every-
thing else and in so doing advances his level of 
function. So how much the more would it be 
for someone to have nothing to which he or 
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she does not attend? What creatures would 
fail to take such a person as their refuge?

• Commentary: I think that when Zhuang Zi 
talks about not having anything to which one 
does not attend he means intense attention 
comparable to the level of interest given by the 
artisan to his buckles. To simply have a diffuse 
level of attention that focuses on nothing 
would not be much different from the mental 
state of almost all people. Most people give a 
kind of fuzzy general attention that has roving 
areas of greater focus. The result is that these 
people are often not aware of things that 
should be important to them. Many traditions 
assert the importance of being present to eve-
rything and of not letting attention be drawn 
to daydreaming or dwelling on old problems.
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☀

M. Preparing oneself
From Chapter Twenty-two (Fasting)

孔子問於老聃曰：「今日晏閒，敢問至道。」
Confucius asked Lao Dan: "You are not busy 
now, so I make bold to ask about the highest 
Dao."

老聃曰：「汝<齊>[齋]戒，疏氵蘥 34 而心，澡雪
而精神，掊擊而知！
Lao Dan said: "You should fast and swear off 
things. Make your mind sparse and pure35. 
Bathe your spirit in snow. Strike and break up 
your knowledge.

夫道， 窅然36難言哉！將為汝言其崖略。
"Now the Dao is fathomless and difficult to 
talk about. I will give you the gist of it.

夫昭昭生於冥冥，有倫生於無形，精神生於
道，形本生於精37，而萬物以形相生。故九竅
者胎生，八竅者卵生。其來無迹，其往無崖，
無門無房，四達之皇皇也。邀38於此者，四肢
彊，思慮恂39達，耳目聰明。其用心不勞，其
應物無方。天不得不高，地不得不廣，日月不
得不行，萬物不得不昌，此其道與！
"The clearly manifest is produced from the 
dark and incomprehensible. Things that have 
sequence and precedence are produced from 
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the formless. Seminal essence and spirit are 
produced from the Dao. The physical form 
was originally born from seminal essence, and 
the myriad creatures [thereafter] depend on 
their physical forms to reproduce. Thus those 
creatures with nine external openings are pro-
duced from the placenta, and those with eight 
external openings are produced from the egg. 
Their coming into being leaves no traces, and 
their moving forward leads to no [terminal] 
precipice. Without any portal and without any 
house, it reaches out exuberantly  in all direc-
tions. Those who have been invited into it 
have four limbs that are strong, a thought 
process that is penetrating, ears and eyes that 
are acute. They use their hearts without undue 
effort, and they respond to creatures no mat-
ter from what quarter they may come. Heaven 
has no choice about being high. Earth has no 
choice about being broad. The sun and the 
moon have no choice about whether to make 
their circuits. The myriad creatures have no 
way out of flourishing. All of this is the [func-
tioning of the] Dao.

且夫博之不必知，辯之不必慧，聖人以斷之
矣！若夫益之而不加益，損之而不加損者，聖
人之所保也。淵淵乎其若海，魏魏 (巍巍)乎其
終則復始也。
"Moreover, those who have a wide acquain-
tance with things do not necessarily know 
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anything, those who are good at argumenta-
tion are not necessarily wise, and the Sages 
have already disposed of the two of them. 
Other kinds of things such as those that will 
not be augmented even though someone may 
try  to augment them, or those that will not be 
diminished even though someone may try to 
diminish them, are the things that the Sages 
protect. [The Dao] is unfathomable like the 
sea, and so immense that when it comes to its 
end it begins all over again. 

運量萬物而不匱。則君子之道，彼其外與！萬
物皆往資焉而不匱。此其道與！ 
"It is behind the operations of the myriad 
creatures, yet it does not get exhausted. Thus 
the Dao of the morally noble man is some-
thing that is 'external' in the sense that the on-
tological status of creature is not questioned. 
The myriad creatures all move toward it to 
take from it their resources and it does not get 
depleted. This is the Dao."

• Commentary: See p. 176 of Qian Mu's study 
entitled Zhuang-zi Zuan-jian. The Dao is be-
hind the world that humans create for them-
selves by using concepts and behind the world 
that they understand by using those same 
concepts. But the way of the morally  noble 
man deals with the world that human life 
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must be involved in. Therefore it is external to 
the Dao.
 
• This entire discussion was begun by Lao Dan 
telling Confucius that he needed to perform a 
kind of ritual purification or fasting of the 
mind. Judging by the rest of this rather long 
passage, what kinds of things would Zhuang 
Zi advise us not to accept for our mental con-
sumption? Why would he advise us to avoid 
them?

中國有人焉，非陰非陽，處於天地之間，直且
為人，將反於宗。自本觀之，生者，喑醷40物
也。雖有壽夭，相去幾何？
There are people in the Central Kingdom who 
are neither Yin nor Yang. They take their 
places in between Heaven and Earth, and they 
simply and straightforwardly  are human be-
ings. They will eventually return to their an-
cestors. Observing them from the standpoint 
of their roots, life is lifebreath consolidated as 
creatures. Although some have long natural 
lifespans and other have short, how much dif-
ferences does that make?

• Commentary: Life starts out of the lifebreath 
of Heaven and Earth. This lifebreath consoli-
dates and living creatures result. However, 
when the lifebreath disperses again, the crea-
tures die. If that is all they believe there is to 
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life and death, i.e., if to them there is no hell 
waiting for bad people and no paradise wait-
ing for good people, what attitudes will Dao-
ists most likely have toward dying? 

雖有壽夭，相去幾何，須臾之說也，奚足以為
堯桀之是非！果蓏有理，人倫雖難，所以相
齒。聖人遭之而不違，過之而不守。調而應
之，德也；偶而應之，道也；帝之所興，王之
所起也。
Although some people live to a ripe old age, 
and some die well before their time, how 
much difference does it really  make? It is just 
a matter of a brief moment's life anyway. How 
could it be enough to constitute a difference of 
the magnitude as great as that between [the 
virtuous emperor] Yao and [the abominable 
tyrant] Zhou? Fruits and melons have their 
patterns, and [similarly] human [genetic and 
family] relationships, although difficult, are 
the foundations upon which generational 
status differences are constituted. The sages 
encounter these status relationships and do 
not go against them, pass through [the related 
interactions] and do not hold onto them. They 
adjust and respond to them, and that is a mat-
ter of virtue. They image them directly and re-
spond to them without mediation, and that is 
the Dao. They are the reason for the rising up 
of the ancient emperors, and for the coming to 
power of the kings of today. 
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• Commentary: In the brief period of a life-
time, people experience themselves as nodes 
in a web of relationships resembling the ropy, 
twisting patterns seen in melons and other 
fruit crops. How well humans negotiate rela-
tionships among all these complications 
makes the difference between the good em-
perors and kings and the bad tyrants, and that 
is how their virtues are made manifest. So, for 
Zhuang Zi, what is the legitimate or true func-
tion of a ruler? 

人生天地之間，若白駒之過郤，忽然而已。注
然41勃然42，莫不出焉；油然寥然43，莫不入
焉。已化而生，又化而死。生物哀之，人類悲
之。解其天弢，墮其天袟，紛乎宛乎，魂魄將
往，乃身從之，乃大歸乎！不形之形，形之不
形，是人之所同知也，非將至之所務也，此衆
人之所同論也。彼至則不論，論則不至。明見
無值，辯不若默。道不可聞，聞不若塞。此之
謂大得。」
Human life in the space between Heaven and 
Earth is like the passage of a white colt seen 
through the gap between double doors — it is 
sudden, and that is all there is to it. Dishev-
eled and agitated, there are none who fail to 
come into existence. Withered and empty, 
there are none who do not shrink back into 
non-existence. A transformation having oc-
curred there is life, and after another trans-
formation comes there will be death. Living 
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creatures feel grief on this account, and hu-
man beings experience sorrow for the same 
reason. Death is an untying of the heavenly 
bow case, the dropping off of the heavenly 
book cover. Oh, how disorderly, oh, how con-
voluted, the heavenly and earthly souls are go-
ing to go off, and the body will follow, and that 
is the great return.

• Commentary: The fear of death can make 
one unable to perform necessary actions at a 
critical time. For all people who enter into 
hazardous situations, a proper understanding 
of death and a lack of fear of death will actu-
ally promote their survival.
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☀

N. Taking Action
From Chapter 18 

顏淵東之齊，孔子有憂色。子貢下席而問曰：
「小子敢問，回東之齊，夫子有憂色，何
邪？」
Yan Yuan [the favorite disciple of Confucius] 
set out for the state of Qi in the east, and Con-
fucius had a worried look on his face. Zi Xia 
came down from his place on the mat and 
asked, "Your humble disciple dares to ask, 
since Yan Yuan headed east for Qi, Master has 
had a worried expression on his face. Why?"

孔子曰：「善哉汝問！昔者管子有言，丘甚善
之，曰：『褚小者不可以懷大，綆短者不可以
汲深 。』夫若是者，以為命有所成而形有所適
也，夫不可損益。吾恐回與齊侯言堯舜黃帝之
道，而重以燧人神農之言。彼將內求於己而不
得，不得則惑，人惑則死。
Confucius said: "It is well that you ask that 
question. In antiquity, Master Guan had a say-
ing that I greatly  approve: 'Those with little in 
their kit should not take on a great task, and 
those whose rope is short cannot lift water 
from a deep well.' Now in this case, I take it 
that if the mission is completed and his physi-
cal form actually  arrives, it is not possible that 
there will be any diminution or enlargement 
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[of the problem he has set out to deal with]. I 
fear that Yan Yuan will speak to the Duke of 
Qi about the Dao of Yao, Shun, and the Yellow 
Emperor, and emphasize that content by em-
bellishing it with the words about the God of 
Fire and the God of Agriculture. The Duke will 
subsequently  try to find something to match 
that stuff from within himself and, finding 
nothing, will become confused — so confused 
that a death will follow.

Taking Action. See all of Chapter Four, 
below.
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☀

O. Names and objects 
From Chapter Twenty-six 

• Zhuang Zi uses the fish trap as an analogy 
for the concepts that we use. Zhuang Zi's story 
raises questions about what concepts are, 
where they come from, what the mind is, and 
how we actually think. 

荃44者所以在魚，得魚而忘荃；蹄者所以在
兔，得兔而忘蹄；言者所以在意，得意而忘
言。吾安得夫忘言之人而與之言哉！ 
The objective of a fish trap is fish. Once you 
have caught the fish you can forget about the 
trap. The objective of a snare is rabbits. Once 
you have caught a rabbit you can forget about 
the snare. The objective of words is a referent. 
Once you have caught a referent you can for-
get about the words. How can I find people 
who have forgotten about words and have a 
word with them? 

• Commentary: This is one of the very most 
important concepts in the whole book. The il-
lustration below45  shows a biochemical "fish 
trap," the body's way of capturing a disease 
organism. Germs are known by their antigens.
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The darkest part represents the antigen and 
the grey  (left) and light grey (right) parts are 
two chains (domains) of the antibody. When 
an antigen comes into the vicinity of an anti-
body, the antibody moves in and wraps itself 
closely around the antigen because they fit to-
gether. Once the antibody has caught the anti-
gen, other behavior of the antibody is re-
leased. To see animations of this process, 
search the Internet for simulations.

An antigen acts as an ignition key in relation 
to the antibody, and the antibody then initi-
ates some action against antigens of the type it 
has identified.
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From Chapter Seven: Names and objects

無為名尸，無為謀府；無為事任，無為知主。
體盡無窮，而遊無朕；盡其所受乎天，而無見
得，亦虛而已。至人之用心若鏡，不將不迎，
應而不藏，故能勝物而不傷。
Do not be an impersonator of the dead (i.e., 
stand-in — see below) for names. Do not act as 
an expediter for schemes. Do not be a host for 
[book] knowledge. Have a full personal expe-
rience of the limitless, and trek in the dearth 
of inklings. Fully  express all that you have re-
ceived from Heaven, but do not see doing so 
as an acquisition. Indeed, one should be a va-
cuity and that is the end of the matter. The 
fully  realized humans use their minds like 
mirrors. They neither hang onto things nor try 
to anticipate things. They respond to things 
without storing them up, and so they are able 
to win out over things and yet there will be no 
injury.

• Commentary: In Chinese funeral practice, 
someone (usually a grandson) served as a liv-
ing host for the spirit of the recently  departed 
so that the spirit could participate more di-
rectly  in the ceremony and the funeral sacri-
fice feast. This temporary host for the dead 
spirit was called the "corpse." So another way 
of translating the first sentence would be, "Do 
not be a stand-in for names." When one acts 
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as a stand-in, one cannot be oneself. One's life 
is then being taken over by something else. 
Autonomy is lost.

• How is being a mirror for events in the world 
different from being a stand-in or mouth piece 
for conceptualizations pertaining to such 
events? If one were a skier going down a tricky 
mountain slope, what would be the result of 
depending solely or primarily  on a topological 
map of the terrain? What do people mean 
when they say, "The map is not the territory?" 

• The Japanese Zen teacher, Takuan Sōhō, 
taught that the mind should not "stick" on any 
point. If a swordsman is nicked by an oppo-
nent and his attention freezes on the fact of 
having been injured, then he will be unable to 
take account of the next, more deadly, strike 
of the sword. The same idea could be ex-
pressed by saying that the mirror that is the 
swordsman's mind retains an image of the 
nick after it is gone and fails to renew its im-
age in the next instant.46

• A "host" can mean some generous person 
who has invited other people to a dinner, a 
party, etc., but it can also refer to an animal 
that is infested with some kind of parasite. 
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☀

P. Nature of knowledge I
From Chapter Twenty-two

知北遊於玄水之上，登隱弅之丘，而適遭無為
謂焉。知謂無為謂曰：「予欲有問乎若：何思
何慮則知道？何處何服則安道？何從何道則得
道？」三問而無為謂不答也。非不答，不知答
也。
Knowledge wandered north and onto the Dark 
and Mysterious River, climbed the Hill of 
Concealed Steepness, and encountered Noth-
ing To Do Or Say therein. Knowledge said to 
Nothing To Do Or Say: "I desire to pose a 
question to you: By what thinking, by what 
process of cogitation, can one know the Dao? 
At what location and wearing what clothing 
can one be at peace in the Dao? By what tra-
jectory, by what road, can one attain the Dao?" 
He asked three times and Nothing To Do Or 
Say did not respond. It was not that he would 
not respond, he did not know how to respond. 

知不得問，反於白水之南，登狐闋之上，而睹
狂屈焉。知以之言也問乎狂屈。狂屈曰：
「唉！予知之，將語若，中欲言而忘其所欲
言。」
Knowledge did not get an answer to his ques-
tion, so he returned to the White Water of the 
South, and climbed to the top of Fox Finish 
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where he saw Mad Twisted. Knowledge asked 
his questions of Mad Twisted. Mad Twisted 
said: "Yikes! I knew it. I was about to tell you. 
I had the desire to say it, and then I forgot 
what I had desired to say."

知不得問，反於帝宮，見黃帝而問焉。黃帝
曰：「無思無慮始知道，無處無服始安道，無
從無道始得道。」
Knowledge did not get his question answered, 
so he returned to the Palace of the Emperor, 
saw the Yellow Emperor, and asked him. The 
Yellow Emperor said: "By not thinking and 
not cogitating one may begin to know the Dao. 
By not residing anywhere and not wearing 
anything one can begin to be at peace in the 
Dao. By  not having a trajectory and not having 
any path one may begin to get to the Dao."

知問黃帝曰：「我與若知之，彼與彼不知也，
其孰是邪？」
Knowledge asked the Yellow Emperor: You 
and I know it. He and she do not know it. Who 
among these people are right?

黃帝曰：「彼無為謂真是也，狂屈似之；我與
汝終不近也。夫知者不言，言者不知，故聖人
行不言之教。道不可致，德不可至。仁可為
也，義可虧也，禮相偽也。故曰，『失道而後
德，失德而後仁，失仁而後義，失義而後禮。
禮者，道之華而亂之首也。』故曰，『為道者
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日損，損之又損之以至於無為，無為而無不為
也。』今已為物也，欲復歸根，不亦難乎！其
易也，其唯大人乎！
The Yellow Emperor said: "The one called 
Nothing To Do Or Say is right. Mad Twisted is 
close to it. Ultimately neither you nor I are 
even close. Now, 'Those who know do not 
speak; those who speak do not know. There-
fore the Sages carry out a wordless teaching.'47 
The Dao cannot be made to arrive, and Virtue 
cannot be arrived at. Benevolence can be 
done. The Sense of Duty can be frayed. The 
Sense of Propriety can be faked. Therefore it is 
said: "After the Dao is lost there is Virtue. Af-
ter Virtue is lost there is Benevolence. After 
Benevolence is lost there is the Sense of Duty. 
After the Sense of Duty is lost there is the 
Sense of Propriety. The Sense of Propriety is 
the detritus of the Dao and the start of 
disorder."48  So it is said: "Those who do the 
Dao are daily diminished. Diminish it over 
and over again until you arrive at non-action. 
When there is non-action, then there will be 
nothing that is not done."49  Now you are al-
ready a creature, [but] you want to return to 
your root. Is that not indeed difficult? As for 
its being easy, that is so only for the Great 
Man."

生也死之徙，死也生之始，孰知其紀！人之
生，氣之聚也；聚則為生，散則為死。若死生
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為徙，吾又何患！故萬物一也。是其所美者為
神奇，其所惡者為臭腐。臭腐復化為神奇，神
奇復化為臭腐。故曰：『通天下一氣耳。』聖
人故貴一。」
If death and life are part of one journey, life is 
the disciple (follower) of death, and death is 
the initiator of life. Who knows their organic 
connections. The coming to life of a human 
being is the accumulation of lifebreath. When 
it accumulates it becomes life. When it is later 
dispersed that is death. If death and life are a 
[single] journey, what misfortune do I en-
dure? Truly the myriad creatures are a single 
entity. What one regards as beautiful are the 
spiritual and marvelous. What one regards as 
ugly are the stinking and rotten. The stinking 
and rotten transform again to become the 
spiritual and marvelous. So it is said: "There is 
a single lifebreath that pervades everything in 
All Below Heaven." Therefore the sages value 
the One.
 
知謂黃帝曰：「吾問無為謂，無為謂不應我，
非不我應，不知應我也。吾問狂屈，狂屈中欲
告我而不我告，非不我告，中欲告而忘之也。
今予問乎若，若知之，奚故不近？」
Knowledge said to the Yellow Emperor: "I 
asked Nothing To Do Or Say, but he did not 
respond to me. Not only did he fail to respond 
to me, he did not know how to respond to me. 
I asked Mad Twisted, and in his inner heart 
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Mad Twisted wanted to tell me, but he did not. 
It was not only that he did not tell me, in his 
heart of hearts he wanted to tell me but he 
forgot. Today I have asked you. You know the 
answer. Why do you not at least try  to ap-
proximate a reply?"
　　
黃帝曰：「彼其真是也，以其不知也；此其似
之也，以其忘之也；予與若終不近也，以其知
之也。」
The Yellow Emperor said: "The former is the 
one whose response is really correct, as a re-
sult of his not knowing. The latter is just 
something that seems to be it, as a result of his 
having forgotten it. I and you do not even get 
close, because we know things."

狂屈聞之，以黃帝為知言。
Mad Twisted heard of this exchange and took 
the Yellow Emperor to be someone who knew 
how to use words.

• Commentary: This passages is based on the 
Dao De Jing, chapters 2, 56, 38, and 48, and 
shows how the real virtues fall away the more 
external standards and manipulations are im-
posed on people.

From Chapter Twenty-six: Nature of Knowl-
edge 
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莊子曰：「人有能遊，且得不遊乎？人而不能
遊，且得遊乎？夫流遁之志，決絕之行，噫，
其非至知厚德之任與！覆墜而不反，火馳而不
顧，雖相與為君臣，時也，易世而無以相賤。
故曰至人不留行焉。
Zhuang Zi said: "Among people there are 
those who are able to travel freely, and that 
being the case how could they fail to so travel? 
Among people there are those who are unable 
to travel freely, and in that case how could 
they manage to do so? Now for one's aspira-
tions to flow away and disappear amounts to a 
breaching and to a cutting-short of traveling. 
Is this not the burden of the highest knowl-
edge and the most substantial virtue? Al-
though they may be overturned and fall down, 
they will not be changed. Although they may 
be engulfed in a wildfire, they will pay  it no 
heed. Although they relate to each other as 
sovereign and subordinates, those relation-
ships are only a matter of the times. The age 
may change and nobody may then hold the 
other in a subordinate position. Therefore it is 
said that the most fully realized people do not 
inhibit their own excursions.
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夫尊古而卑今，學者之流也。且以狶韋氏之流
觀今之世，夫孰能不波50，唯至人乃能遊於世
而不僻51，順人而不失己。彼教不學，承意不
彼。 
Those who overvalue antiquity and under-
value the present are the scholars. In the view 
of those of Xi-Wei's ilk, who in today's world 
can be unbiased? It is only the fully  realized 
person who can move about freely in the social 
world and not be biased, who can follow other 
people and not lose himself, listen to their 
teachings without mimicking them, and ac-
cept their meanings without becoming one of 
them.

• Commentary: There is a parallel between the 
man involved in social interactions who needs 
to preserve his autonomy and not be affected 
by propaganda and other manipulations, and 
the man who is involved in a fight and needs 
to avoid accepting any kind of false reality 
served up to him. One needs to maintain one-
self as the calm center in the midst of any 
swirling clash of forces. 

目徹為明，耳徹為聰，鼻徹為顫，口徹為甘，
心徹為知，知徹為德。凡道不欲壅，壅則哽，
哽而不止則跈52，跈則衆害生。物之有知者恃
息，其不殷，非天之罪。天之穿之，日夜無
降，人則顧塞其竇53。胞有重閬，心有天遊。
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室無空虛，則婦姑勃谿；心無天遊，則六鑿54

相攘。 
Eyes that are penetrating are bright. Ears that 
are penetrating are acute. Noses that are pene-
trating are keen-scented. Mouths that are 
penetrating are discriminating of what tastes 
good. Minds that are penetrating are knowing. 
Knowledge that is penetrating is powerful. In 
all cases the Dao does not want to become ob-
structed. When something is obstructed it is 
then choked. When something is choked and 
the choking is long maintained, then there is a 
violent reaction. When something is involved 
in a violent reaction, then the multitudes do 
injury to life. Those creatures that have minds 
depend on breathing. When they fail to flour-
ish it is not the fault of Heaven. The gnawing 
of holes by Heaven yields a process that goes 
on by day and by night without cessation. So 
humans will stuff closed their orifices. Their 
placentas have double cavities and so their 
minds make heavenly trips. When rooms have 
no empty spaces in them, the women of the 
household will squabble. When minds have no 
heavenly excursions, then the six awls mutu-
ally conflict. 

• Commentary: There is a legend behind the 
conversation reported in this paragraph. Ac-
cording to the story, which is given in the 
Zhuang Zi at the end of chapter seven, there 
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were several primordial gods, among them 
one who was called "Chaos." The other gods 
felt pity for Chaos because he had no eyes, 
ears, nostrils, or mouth. So each day they 
drilled a single hole, giving him a mouth, and 
so forth. On the seventh day, Chaos died. The 
"gnawing of holes by Heaven" refers to the fact 
that nature has provided humans with hear-
ing, vision, sense of smell, sense of taste, etc. 
The possession of these senses is essential to 
human survival, but they can also destabilize 
humans when their rate of inputs become too 
high. So humans "stuff closed" these avenues 
of input, that is to say, they create a quiet ha-
ven in which they meditate. They gain a gate-
keeper to selectively reject or avoid stimuli. 
Meditation permits humans to enter "a sepa-
rate reality," i.e., to experience a domain that 
is ordinarily unavailable to them. (See Jill 
Bolte Taylor's My Stroke of Insight. She has 
had direct experience of the phenomena that 
Zhuang Zi is talking about.) Having access to 
this other realm is valuable to humans be-
cause it helps them deal with overloads from 
the senses that may occur when too much is 
going on in their lives.

大林丘山之善於人也，亦神者不勝。德溢乎
名，名溢乎暴，謀稽55乎誸56，知出乎爭，柴生
乎守57，官事果乎衆宜。春雨日58時，草木怒
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生，銚鎒於是乎始脩，草木之到59植者過半而
不知其然。
The reason that great forests, hills, and moun-
tains are good for people is that even the spir-
its are in awe of them. Virtues overflow into 
fame. Fame overflows into riotous behavior. 
Plans get held up because of frantic action. 
Knowledge departs into contention. Fences 
originate in protectiveness. Official tasks gain 
fruition in suitability  to the masses. Spring 
rains are appropriate to the season. Grass and 
trees burgeon forth, and so the hoes and other 
weed diggers begin to be prepared for action. 
After grass and trees have been uprooted and 
turned over with a hoe, more than half of 
them continue growing anyway, and there is 
no way of knowing how or why. 

• Commentary: Qian Mu quotes a commen-
tary  that says that these six cases all involve 
letting the things of the physical world over-
come the spirit. 

• The last part gets rather indecisive treatment 
by many commentators — perhaps because 
they were not gardeners. What Zhuang Zi ob-
served was what happens when a weed is un-
earthed and the clod of dirt it is in is turned 
upside down. The roots now point toward the 
sky, and the stalks and leaves are covered with 
earth. The more tenacious plants, many of 
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which are weeds, may survive this treatment. 
Natural mechanisms of plant physiology will 
make new root growth point downward, and 
new stem growth point upward. So the weed 
may survive despite the best efforts of the gar-
dener.

• Any growth or development that is good may 
become problematical if it is too exuberant.

靜然可以補病，眥女威 可以休老，寧 可以止
遽。雖然，若是，勞者之務也，非佚者之所未
嘗過而問焉。聖人之所以駴天下，神人未嘗過
而問焉；賢人之所以駴世，聖人未嘗過而問
焉；君子所以駴國，賢人未嘗過而問焉；小人
所以合時，君子未嘗過而問焉。
Putting oneself into a quiescent state can 
patch up diseases. Rubbing the corners of 
one's eyes can arrest aging. Peacefulness can 
put a stop to hurriedness. Nevertheless, such 
cases concern only  the ones who labor, and 
are not things that the idle have ever encoun-
tered and asked about. The way of the sages 
awes All Beneath Heaven, yet the god-like 
humans have never encountered and have 
never asked about them. The way that the 
worthies awe a generation is something that 
the sages have never encountered and never 
asked about. The way that the morally noble 
humans awe the nation is something that the 
worthies have never encountered and have 
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never asked about. The way that ignoble peo-
ple accommodate themselves to the times is 
something that the morally  noble people have 
never encountered and have never asked 
about.

• Commentary: Oddly, this passage echoes the 
previous passage in describing people who are 
too much intellectuals or too little involved 
with mundane affairs to know or care about 
them. Zhuang Zi seems to be pointing out how 
intellectuals and the "spiritually inclined" can 
be blind to the curative effects of simple prac-
tices known to the "ignorant." 

演門60有親死者，以善毀，爵為官師，其黨人
毀而死者半。堯與許由天下，許由逃之；湯與
務光，務光怒之，紀他聞之，帥弟子而踆61於
窾水，諸侯弔之，三年，申徒狄因以踣河。
The parents of a man who lived near the Yan 
Gate in the state of Song died. Consequently, 
the man did harm to his body [due to the se-
verity of the austerities he performed during 
mourning]. He was awarded the official rank 
of guan shi (lit., teacher of the officials) in 
recognition of his filial piety. Half of the peo-
ple in his circle emulated him and died in the 
process. The emperor Yao wanted to give [his 
teacher] Xu You the rule of his kingdom, but 
Xu You avoided it. The emperor Tang wanted 
to give rule to Wu Guang, but Wu Guang was 
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incensed. Ji Ta heard about this development 
and so he led his students into dwelling in a 
hidden place on the banks of the River Kuan. 
As a result, the feudal lords kept coming to 
express their concern for three years. For that 
reason Shen Tu-di committed suicide by 
jumping into the Yellow River. 

• Commentary: This passage contrasts the 
foolish people, who ended up killing them-
selves because they hoped to win official rank 
and salary by emulating the self-destructive 
behavior of one person who was singled out 
for his living up to social ideals, with another 
kind of person who believes that official rec-
ognition is so contaminating that they will 
even kill themselves to avoid it. Added to that, 
there was one person who apparently killed 
himself just because other people had won 
cult status by doing some of these extravagant 
things. All of these people died, and there is 
no good reason for any of them to have done 
so.

• Were any of these people autonomous 
agents? Were any of them worthy of respect? 
Should we emulate their behaviors or should 
we find something else to do when faced with 
being asked to do a task as a servant of the 
people?
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☀

Q. Reflectivity
From Chapter Thirteen

天道運而無所積，故萬物成；帝道運而無所
積，故天下歸；聖道運而無所積，故海內服。
明於天，通於聖，六通四辟於帝王之德者，其
自為也，昧然無不靜者矣！聖人之靜也，非曰
靜也善，故靜也。萬物無足以鐃心者，故靜
也。水靜則明燭鬚眉，平中準，大匠取法焉。
The way of Heaven operates and yet it does 
not accumulate anything, so the myriad crea-
tures are formed. The way of the emperor op-
erates and yet it does not accumulate any-
thing, so everyone in All Under Heaven re-
sorts to him. The way of the sage operates and 
nothing accrues to the sage, so every creature 
within the Four Seas submits willingly. Those 
who are bright in regard to Heaven, in touch 
with regard to the sages, and are multiply 
connected with the virtue or power of the em-
perors and kings, are absorbingly calm in all 
possible respects, all by  reason of their own 
activities. The stillness of the sages is not a 
case wherein somebody tells them that calm-
ness is good and so they are calm. They are 
individuals whose minds the myriad creatures 
are unable to upset. When water is still it is 
bright in the sense that one can clearly  see 
one's beard or eyebrows in the reflection from 
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its surface. Its flatness is a standard used by 
master artisans.

水靜猶明，而況精神！聖人之心靜乎！天地之
鑑也，萬物之鏡也。
When water is still it is something especially 
(bright =) reflective, and that is even more 
true of the spirit. The mind of the sage is still! 
It is the mirror of Heaven and Earth, the mir-
ror of the myriad creatures.

• Commentary: Earlier, Zhuang Zi presented 
the idea of being a mirror for events rather 
than being a stand-in for conceptualizations of 
events. In Japanese martial arts one learns 
that it is essential to maintain 水の心 mizu no 
kokoro, a heart and mind that is [like still] wa-
ter. Basing yourself on Zhuang Zi, can you ex-
plicate the importance of mizu no kokoro to 
fighting against an attacker?

From Chapter Nineteen: Reflectivity 

仲尼曰：「善游者數62能，忘水也；若乃夫沒
人之未嘗見舟而便操之也，彼視淵若陵，視舟
之履猶其車卻也。 覆卻萬方陳乎前而不得入其
舍，惡往而不暇！
Confucius said: "The ability of the good 
swimmer, acquired over multiple sessions of 
practice, lies in his forgetting the water. As an 
instance of this idea, consider the ability of a 
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person who knows how to swim underwater 
and so can pilot a boat without ever having 
even seen one before. Such a person regards 
an abyss as no different from dry land, and re-
gards the capsizing of a boat like the overturn-
ing of a vehicle. While the boat is capsizing, a 
myriad impressions flash into the sensoriums 
of people like that, yet they do not make it into 
the center of their attention, so no matter 
where those people go they will be at ease. 

以瓦注者巧，以鉤注者憚，以黃金注者㱪。其
巧一也，而有所矜，則重外也。凡外重者內
拙。」
When people are betting for tiles, they are 
skilled, when they  are betting for fishing 
hooks they are apprehensive, and if they are 
gambling for gold then they will be too shaken 
up to function well. In all cases when heavy 
emphasis is placed on extrinsic factors one's 
inner functioning will be degraded.

• Commentary: What is the connection be-
tween these observations and the martial arts? 
What if one is in a situation where a death is 
the likely outcome?

• Another passage (beginning on page 11) de-
scribes the swimmer whose mind and body 
have been shaped by the configurations and 
complex forms of the most challenging rapids. 
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The organism has become perfectly fitted to 
respond fluidly to a fluid challenge, yet there 
is no conceptual knowledge involved. 
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☀

R. Uselessness
From Chapter Four

• Carpenter Shi (pronounced like the "sher" in 
"sherbet") introduces an unusual idea about 
"uselessness." 

匠石之齊，至於曲轅，見櫟社樹。其大蔽數千
牛，絜之百圍，其高臨山十仞而後有枝，其可
以為舟者旁十數。觀者如市，匠伯不顧，遂行
不輟。
Carpenter Shi was going to the state of Qi, and 
when he got to Qu-yuan he saw a tree in the 
Oak Grove Shrine. It was so large that it could 
shade several thousand cattle. It was one hun-
dred arm spans in circumference, and was so 
tall that it grew ten rods above the top of a 
nearby hill before it began to show branches. 
Its major branches that were large enough to 
make boats numbered more than a dozen. 
There were as many sightseers as there would 
be people in a market. Carpenter Shi did not 
even give it a look and continued walking 
without pause.

弟子厭觀之，走及匠石，曰：「自吾執斧斤以
隨夫子，未嘗見材如此其美也。先生不肯視，
行不輟，何邪？」
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His disciple had his fill of looking at it, walked 
up to Carpenter Shi, and said, "Since I picked 
up an axe and began to learn from you, Mas-
ter, I have never yet seen such good timber. 
Yet you are not even willing to take a look at it. 
You just keep on walking. Why is that?"

曰：「已矣，勿言之矣！散木也，以為舟則
沈，以為棺槨則速腐，以為器則速毀，以為門
戶則液樠，以為柱則蠹，是不材之木也，無所
可用，故能若是之壽。」
[Carpenter Shi] said: "That's enough. Do not 
speak of it. It is trash wood. If you made a boat 
out of it, it would sink. If you make a casket 
out of it, it would quickly rot away. If you 
made furniture or the like, it would quickly 
become dilapidated. If you made a gate or 
door of it, then it would drip sap. If you made 
pillars from it, then they would get riddled by 
worm holes. It is a tree that offers no re-
sources. It is totally useless, and only on that 
account has it reached this great old age.

匠石歸，櫟社見夢曰：「女將惡乎比予哉？若
將比予於文木邪。夫柤梨橘柚，果蓏之屬，實
熟則剝，剝則辱；大枝折，小枝泄。此以其能
苦其生者也，故不終其天年而中道夭，自掊擊
於世俗者也。物莫不若是。
Carpenter Shi went back home whereupon the 
oak of the shrine appeared to him in a dream 
and said, "With what would you compare me? 
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Would you compare me to some kind of useful 
ornamental tree? Hawthorne? Pear? Orange? 
Pomelo? Some kind of fruit tree? When their 
fruits are ripe then they are ripped away. To 
have things ripped off is an insult. The great 
limbs may be broken, and the small branches 
may get pulled off. So they make their lives 
miserable because of their useful characteris-
tics, and they do not live out their natural life-
spans but get cut off mid way. They are pum-
meled as a result of the vulgar attitudes of the 
world. Things are always like that.

且予求無所可用久矣，幾死，乃今得之，為予
大用。使予也而有用，且得有此大也邪？且也
若與予也皆物也，柰何哉，其相物也？而幾死
之散人，又惡知散木？」
Moreover, I have sought perfect uselessness 
for a long time, and yet I almost got wiped out 
along the way. Now I've almost got it, and it is 
of great use to me. Supposing that I should 
have gained something that would make me 
have great utility, then would I have reached 
such a great size? And besides, you and I are 
both creatures. How can we avoid standing 
opposed to each other as creatures? You 
nearly dead trash human, what do you know 
about trash wood?" 

匠石覺而診其夢。弟子曰：「趣取無用，則為
社何邪？」
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Carpenter Shi woke up and sought to make 
sense of his dream. His apprentice asked, "It 
has sought uselessness, so why did it also 
choose to become a shrine tree?"

曰：「密！若無言，彼亦直寄焉，以為不知己
者詬厲也。
Carpenter Shi said: "Seal your lips. Don't you 
say a thing! That tree did indeed gain refuge 
there all along. It is likely to think that those 
who do not understand it are intentionally 
abusing it.

不為杜者，且幾有翦乎？且也彼其所保與衆
異，而以義(譽)[喻]之，不亦遠乎！
"If it hadn't become the shrine tree, it is en-
tirely possible that it would have gotten the 
trimmer. Besides, what that tree protects is 
different from what the masses protect, so 
isn't it far off the mark to use [human] moral-
ity to judge it?"

• Commentary: What would Zhuang Zi think 
of the samurai? What would he think of mer-
cenary soldiers? 

• What would be the best way of life to follow 
if you were a citizen of North Korea, if you had 
been a citizen of Nazi Germany during the life-
time of Hitler, or if you had been a citizen of 
the USSR during the lifetime of Josef Stalin?
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• Are there any statutory differences regarding 
the responsibilities of soldiers between serving 
in the Imperial Japanese Army before and 
during World War II, and serving in the cur-
rent U.S. forces?

From Chapter Seventeen: Uselessness 

莊子釣於濮水，楚王使大夫二人往先焉，曰：
「願以境內累矣！」
Zhuang Zi was fishing in the River Pu when 
the king of Chu deputed two of his ministers 
to go out to that place and say: "We wish to 
burden you with internal [administrative af-
fairs]."

莊子持竿不顧，曰：「吾聞楚有神龜，死已三
千歲矣，王巾笥而藏之廟堂之上。此龜者，寧
其死為留骨而貴乎？寧其生而曳尾於塗中
乎？」
Zhuang Zi maintained his grip on his fishing 
pole and did not even look up at them. He 
said: "I have heard that the state of Chu has a 
sacred turtle that, at its death, was already 
three thousand years old. The king wrapped it 
in a cloth and placed it in a casket in prepara-
tion for treasuring it away in the royal shrine. 
Would this turtle have preferred to die so that 
its bones could be treasured away and held to 
be precious? Or, would it have preferred to 
live on and to drag its tail in the mud?"
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二大夫曰：「寧生而曳尾塗中。」
The two ministers replied: "It would have pre-
ferred to remain living and to drag its tail in 
the mud."

莊子曰：「往矣！吾將曳尾於塗中。」
Zhuang Zi said: "Begone! I will in future drag 
my tail in the mud."

• Commentary: Can you make any inferences 
about Zhuang Zi's social context?

From Chapter Twenty-six: Uselessness 

惠子謂莊子曰：「子言無用。」
Hui Zi said to Zhuang Zi: "Your words are 
worthless!"

莊子曰：「知無用而始可與言用矣。夫地非不
廣且大也，人之所用容足耳。然則廁足而墊63

之致黃泉，人尚有用乎？」
Zhuang Zi said: "Only when you understand 
uselessness can you begin to have a discussion 
about usefulness. Earth is nothing if not broad 
and large, so humans use it to find a place to 
rest their feet. So if the parts of the earth sur-
rounding human feet were all made to sink 
down to the level of the Yellow Spring, would 
humans still be able to use [what land was 
left]?"
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惠子曰：「無用。」
Hui Zi said: "It would be useless."

莊子曰：「然則無用之為用也亦明矣。」
Zhuang Zi said: "In that case, the usefulness of 
the useless is clear."
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☀

S. Higher Human Potentials
From Chapter Twenty-eight

昔周之興，有士二人處於孤竹，曰伯夷叔齊。
二人相謂曰：「吾聞西方有人，似有道者，試
往觀焉。」至於岐陽，武王聞之，使叔旦往見
之，與盟曰：「加富二等，就官一列。」血牲
而埋之。
At the time of the rise of the ancient Zhou, 
there were two cultured gentlemen who lived 
at Gu-zhu, named Bo Yi and Shu Qi. The two 
of them conversed: "I have heard that there is 
a person in the west who seems to have the 
Dao. Let us try going to see him." They trav-
eled to Qi-Yang, and King Wu heard of their 
arrival. So he deputed the Duke of Zhou to go 
see them. He offered them a compact, saying: 
"You will be given a two-fold increase in 
wealth, and be raised in official rank by one 
level," and prepared to seal the contract with a 
blood sacrifice and to make the ritual burial of 
the document to be so prepared.

二人相視而笑，曰：「嘻，異哉！此非吾所謂
道也。昔者神農之有天下也，時祀盡敬而不祈
喜；其於人也，忠信盡治而無求焉。樂與政為
政，樂與治為治，不以人之壞自成也，不以人
之卑自高也，不以遭時自利也。今周見殷之亂
而遽為政，上謀而下行貨，阻兵而保威，割牲
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而盟以為信，揚行以說衆，殺伐以要利，是推
亂以易暴也。吾聞古之士，遭治世不避其任，
遇亂世不為苟存。今天下闇，殷德衰，其並乎
周以塗吾身也，不如避之以絜吾行。」二子北
至於首陽之山，遂餓而死焉。若伯夷叔齊者，
其於富貴也，苟可得已，則必不賴。高節戾
行，獨樂其志，不事於世。此二士之節也。
The two of them looked at each other and 
laughed, saying: "Ha! How different. This is 
not what we call the Dao. In antiquity when 
Shen Nong (the god of agriculture) controlled 
the world, there were timely sacrifices per-
formed with dignity  and respect, but without 
the expectation of getting anything as a re-
ward for them. His personal behavior was 
such that he was loyal, trustworthy, made 
thorough regulations, and there was nothing 
left to ask for. He took joy in giving govern-
ance, so he gave governance. He loved provid-
ing regulation, so he provided regulation. Fur-
thermore, he neither used the badness of 
other people to make himself seem accom-
plished, nor did he use the vulgarity of other 
people to make himself look refined. He did 
not use contingent factors to provide himself 
benefits. In the present, the Zhou saw the dis-
order that existed under the Shang dynasty 
and rushed in to provide governance. On the 
upper level they made plans but on the lower 
level they were conducting profit-making ac-
tivities. They  inhibited the military forces [of 
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other contemporary actors], yet they protected 
their own ability to intimidate. They used the 
slaughter of domestic animals to stand as a 
token of trustworthiness, and they extolled 
their own behavior in order to make the 
masses happy with them. They made deadly 
punitive expeditions in order to secure bene-
fits for themselves. To do so is to extend the 
range of disorder in order to facilitate the re-
lease of violent forces. I have heard that the 
cultured gentlemen of antiquity would not 
avoid service in government during times of 
good rule, and would not take any expedient 
actions to protect themselves during times of 
disorder. At present the world situation is 
dark. The virtue of the Shang has gone into a 
deep decline, but rather than sullying our own 
character by taking sides with the Zhou, it 
would be better to avoid the whole situation in 
order to maintain the purity of our own be-
havior." The two of them went north to Shou 
Yang Mountain, where they starved to death. 
Men such as Bo Yi and Shu Qi would not put 
their trust in wealth and high status even if 
they were available to them. Having high 
standards and impeccable behavior, they only 
took joy in their own aspirations. They did not 
follow the dictates of the world. Such were the 
ethical standards of these two individuals.

From Chapter Nineteen: Potentials 
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有孫休者，踵門而詫子扁慶子曰：「休居鄉不
見謂不脩，臨難不見謂不勇；然而田原不遇
歲，事君不遇世，賓64於鄉里，逐於州部，則
胡罪乎天哉？休惡遇此命也？」
There was someone named Sun Xiu who ar-
rived unexpectedly at the gate of Pian Qing-zi 
and said, "I reside out in the country yet have 
never been regarded as uncultured. I have en-
countered disasters and have never been re-
garded as lacking in bravery. Nevertheless, out 
in the fields I have not gotten good harvests, 
and in serving my sovereign I have not gotten 
the rewards I expected. I have been rejected 
by the society of my native place, and I have 
even been exiled by the ministries of my prov-
ince. In what way have I offended Heaven? 
Why have I encountered this fate?"

扁子曰：「子獨不聞夫至人之自行邪？忘其肝
膽，遺其耳目，芒然65彷徨乎塵垢之外，逍遙
乎無事之業，是謂為而不恃，長而不宰。今汝
飾知以驚愚，脩身以明汙，昭昭乎若揭日月而
行也。汝得全而形軀，具而九竅，無中道夭於
聾盲跛蹇而比於人數，亦幸矣，又何暇乎天之
怨哉！子往矣！」
Pian Zi said: "Are you the only one in the 
whole world not to have heard of the personal 
deportment of the fully  realized humans? 
They forget their livers and galls, lose their 
ears and eyes, and they dazedly wander 
around outside this world of dust. They freely 
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and easily conduct those enterprises that re-
quire performance of no tasks. That is called 
doing things without having anything to de-
pend on, and being elder and yet not com-
manding. Now you decorate your knowledge 
in order to astound the ignorant, you cultivate 
your persons in order to distinguish your-
selves clearly from corruption. You are glisten-
ing and gleaming as though you were holding 
aloft the sun and the moon as you walk about. 
You have managed to make complete your 
physical bodies, and you have full possession 
of your nine bodily openings [that give you 
sense awareness of the world]. You have not 
died at an early age and in mid flow of the Dao 
by reason of deafness, blindness, being crip-
pled or being lame —which makes you luckier 
than lots of people. So what leisure do you 
have to cast blame on Heaven? Sir, you should 
go."

孫子出，扁子入。坐有閒，仰天而歎。弟子問
曰：「先生何為歎乎？」
Sun Zi went out, and Pian Zi came in. He sat 
down and was at his leisure. He raised his face 
to Heaven and sighed. His disciples asked: 
"Why does Master sigh?"

扁子曰：「向者休來，吾告之以至人之德，吾
恐其驚而遂至於惑也。」
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Pian Zi said: "Just now Xiu came, and I told 
him about the dé (virtue and/or power) of the 
fully  realized humans. I am afraid that he will 
be alarmed and as a result will go into a state 
of derangement."

弟子曰：「不然。孫子之所言是邪，先生之所
言非邪，非固不能惑是；孫子所言非邪？先生
所言是邪？彼固惑而來矣，又奚罪焉！」
A disciple said: "Not so. Were the words of 
Sun Zi correct, and the words of Teacher not 
correct? Truly, something that is wrong can-
not overcome something that is right. Was 
what Master Sun said wrong, and what 
Teacher said right? Then he was already con-
fused when he came and so what transgres-
sion would there be in what you have done?"

扁子曰：「不然。昔者有鳥止於魯郊，魯君說
之，為具太牢以饗之，奏九韶以樂之。鳥乃始
憂悲眩視，不敢飲食。此之謂以己養養鳥也。
若夫以鳥養養鳥者，宜棲之深林，浮之江湖，
食之以委蛇，則平陸而已矣。今休，款66啟67寡
聞之民也，吾告以至人之德，譬之若載鼷以車
馬，樂鴳以鐘鼓也，彼又惡能無驚乎哉！」
Pian Zi said: "That is not right. In ancient 
times a bird came to rest in the outskirts of the 
[capital of the] state of Lu. The sovereign of Lu 
delighted in it, made a Tai-lao sacrifice in or-
der to feast it, and played the Nine Songs in 
order to give it joy. The bird then became ap-
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prehensive, sorrowful, and started to have 
blurred vision. It no longer dared to eat or 
drink. This is what is called applying what is 
suitable for tending to yourself to raising a 
bird. If one were to use what is suitable for 
raising a bird to treat this bird, then it would 
be appropriate to have it roost in a deep for-
est, float on rivers and lakes, and appropriate 
to feed it snakes. That would be smooth going 
for it and that is all there is to it.68 Today Xiu 
is a person who hadn't heard much about the 
people of the world. I told him about the dé 
(virtue and/or power) of the fully realized 
humans. To do so was like making a rat ride in 
a carriage, or to treating a quail to the music 
of bells and drums. How could he fail to have 
been astonished?"
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☀

T. The Dao
From Chapter Twenty

夫子曰：「夫道，覆載萬物者也， 洋洋乎69大
哉！君子不可以不刳心70焉。無為為之之謂
天，無為言之之謂德，愛人利物之謂仁，不同
同之之謂大，行不崖71異之謂寬，有萬不同之
謂富。
Confucius said: "The Dao is what covers and 
bears up the myriad creatures. It is immense. 
The morally noble man cannot but split up his 
mind to free it from preconceptions. Heaven is 
what does things without doing anything. Dé 
(virtue and/or power) is what we call doing 
things using non-action. Benevolence means 
loving humans and benefiting creatures. The 
magnanimous is what unites things without 
performing a unification. The broad is what 
carries out a differentiation that does not 
make precipices out of distinctions. The rich is 
what has a myriad of diversity.

• Commentary: The extra level of meaning 
produced in the first chapter of the Dao De 
Jing by the deliberate use of parallel sentence 
structure and strict pairing of ideas concerns 
how the Universe has dual guises, one ob-
served when there is no desire (or other ax-
iological judgments or drives), and the other 
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observed when one does have desires and 
other such feelings. When one has subjective 
feelings one perceives things of the world such 
as intense summer rainstorms. These phe-
nomena are quite obvious, and even make it 
virtually impossible for humans to ignore 
them. However, they boil up out of nothing, 
and then soon they have disappeared again. 
Their short-term behavior seems highly pre-
dictable. Nevertheless, the underlying laws 
that govern their long-term behaviors and 
would presumably allow humans to predict 
weather days or weeks ahead are not obvious. 
In fact, these weather systems are governed by 
something under the surface that humans can 
only understand in the abstract. Moreover, 
predictions based on mathematical models 
turn out to be subject to what is called "chaos 
theory." Nothing can be measured with perfect 
exactitude, and tiny differences in the initial 
conditions that are used for calculations will 
produce greater and greater differences as re-
iterative calculations are carried forth. For in-
stance, assume that observers note the tem-
perature at their weather station as 100 de-
grees Fahrenheit. No thermometer is perfect. 
Even a very good electronic thermometer 
might have an experimental error of .001 de-
gree Fahrenheit. The results predicted for two 
weeks in the future may be very different if the 
initial temperature is calculated with the as-
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sumed values of 99.999 degrees, 100 degrees, 
or 100.001 degrees. It is not necessary to con-
clude that there is nothing in nature rigidly 
controlling the weather simply because hu-
mans cannot get prefect objective data. So, to 
use the terminology of the Zhuang Zi, there 
may be a Dao of the weather, but we cannot 
see it. All we can see, and see unclearly at that, 
are empirical data such as the temperature, air 
pressure, etc. 

• Heaven "does things without doing any-
thing," Its doing of things is something that 
happens on the objective level of empirical 
sense data. Its "not doing anything" pertains 
to the hidden side of things. Untrained hu-
mans come into the world and are forced to 
take the world as it seems to them to be. Peo-
ple and cars seen from the top of the Washing-
ton Monument seem as tiny as ants. So we 
have to learn about perspective. Trained hu-
man beings have learned that we never see the 
entirety of anything. Some influences on any 
one thing are outside the "frame of our cam-
era," some influences are behind us in time, 
some components of the situation are unavail-
able to empirical inspection. Humans never 
totally get it. 

• If a human could know everything, then we 
might theoretically be able to reduce unde-
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sired side effects of our actions to zero or 
nearly zero. We might have what Lao Zi calls 
"no action and nothing left undone." In other 
words, we might get so efficient that we would 
expend zero energy to get some large effect. 
But the truth for ordinary humans is that they 
are very inefficient due to their not knowing 
how to achieve desired effects. They are like a 
non-swimmer thrown off the deep end of the 
swimming pool — thrashing wildly, expending 
huge amounts of energy, but wasting most of 
it in splashing water and kicking up waves. 
The trained swimmer gets so efficient that he 
or she uses almost no energy. Nature, on the 
other hand, uses no energy that was intended 
to go in one direction but ended up going into 
another direction. "Heaven is what does 
things without doing anything."

• Humans who "get back to nature" in a par-
ticularly Daoist sense, have power because 
they have learned to act while creating the 
minimum of turbulence — just as the Olympic 
swimmer creates a minimum of turbulence 
while swimming. "Dé (virtue/power) is what 
we call doing things using non-action."

• How can humans "unite things without per-
forming a unification"? 
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故執德之謂紀，德成之謂立，循於道之謂備，
不以物挫志之謂完。君子明於此十者，則韜72

乎其事73心之大也，沛74乎其為萬物逝75也。
Therefore: Those who hold tight to virtue are 
said to be well ordered. What is brought to 
completion through virtue is said to be well 
established. What follows from the Dao is 
called complete. The aspirations that have not 
been (dampened =) thwarted on account of 
creatures are called accomplished. When the 
morally  noble man is clear on these ten points, 
then he will be sheathed in the greatness of his 
mind for affairs and the myriad creatures will 
become replete as they gather themselves 
around him and he cavorts with them.

若然者，藏金於山，藏珠於淵；不利貨財，不
近貴富；不樂壽，不哀夭；不榮通，不醜窮；
不拘一世之利以為己私分，不以王天下為己處
顯。顯則明，萬物一府，死生同狀。」
People such as they treasure their gold away in 
the mountains, treasure their pearls away in 
the abyss, do not assume goods or materials to 
be beneficial, do not seek nobility or wealth, 
do not take joy in living to an old age, do not 
grieve over an early death, do not take glory in 
having made it, do not regard poverty as 
something to recoil from in shame. They 
would not even be tempted by the opportunity 
to take the whole world's profit as their indi-
vidual possession in order to enhance their 
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status. They would not take up the rule of the 
entire world so as to make their own status 
more glorious. What is glorious is bright and 
pure. The myriad creatures constitute a single 
mansion [for life]. Life and death are [parts 
of] the same thing."

夫子曰：「夫道，淵乎其居也，漻乎其清也。
金石不得，無以鳴。故金石有聲，不考不鳴。
萬物孰能定之！夫王德之人，素逝而恥通於
事，立之本原而知通於神。故其德廣。其心之
出，有物採之。故形非道不生，生非德不明。
存形窮生，立德明道，非王德者邪！蕩蕩乎！
忽然出，勃然動，而萬物從之乎！此謂王德之
人。視乎冥冥，聽乎無聲。冥冥之中，獨見曉
焉；無聲之中，獨聞和焉。
Confucius said: "As for the Dao: Its residence 
is a deep abyss. It purity is pristine. Without 
metals and stone there will be nothing (no 
musical instruments) to make sounds. Truly, 
metal and stone produce sounds, but if no-
body strikes them they won't sing.76 Who can 
pin down the myriad creatures? Now people 
who have a kingly  virtue make pure their 
deaths and hold it as shameful if they should 
achieve success in regard to mundane affairs. 
They take their stance in the root and the ori-
gin so their knowledge makes a connection to 
the spiritual. Therefore their Dé (virtue/
power) is broad. Their hearts' coming into ac-
tion is the result of their reaching out and 
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"capturing" creatures. Without the Dao, 
physical forms would not be produced. With-
out Dé (virtue/power, lives would not be 
bright. To preserve one's physical form while 
at the same time fulfilling life itself, to estab-
lish virtue and make the Dao bright, is this not 
to be someone with kingly  virtue? Vast, com-
ing out of obscurity, he moves energetically 
and the myriad creatures follow him. These 
words fittingly describe those people with the 
virtues of kings. They look into the darkness 
and harken into the soundlessness. In the 
darkness they alone see a dawning light. In 
the soundlessness they alone hear a harmony.

故深之又深而能物焉；神之又神而能精焉。故
其與萬物接也，至無而供其求，時騁77而要其
宿，大小、長短、脩遠。」故其與萬物接也，
至無而供其求，時78而要其宿，大小、長短、
脩遠79。」
Thus, being deeper than deep, [the Dao] can 
have creatures therein. Being more spiritual 
than the spiritual, it can have seminal essence 
therein. So they and the myriad creatures 
connect together. It is the essence of nothing-
ness and yet it answers their petitions. Under 
the pressure of time it still gets the main 
points. Things develop freely  as the times 
change and the myriad creatures are all able 
to respond appropriately. The great and the 
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small, the long and the short, the far and the 
near are all appropriate. 
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☀

U. Dangers and Fear
From Chapter Twenty

莊周遊於雕陵之樊，覩一異鵲自南方來者，翼
廣七尺，目大運寸，感周之顙而集於栗林。莊
周曰：「此何鳥哉，翼殷不逝，目大不覩？」
蹇裳躩步，執彈而留之。覩一蟬，方得美蔭而
忘其身；螳螂執翳而搏之，見得而忘其形；異
鵲從而利之，見利而忘其真。莊周怵然曰：
「噫！物固相累，二類相召也。」捐彈而反
走，虞人逐而誶之。
Zhuang Zhou was wandering in the park 
called Diao-ling and saw a strange magpie fly 
in from the south. Its wings were seven feet in 
span, and its eyes were perhaps an inch in di-
ameter. It brushed Zhuang Zi's forehead and 
landed in a chestnut grove. Zhuang Zhou said: 
"What kind of bird is this? It has huge wings 
but cannot fly  well, and big eyes that don't see 
things." He hitched up his clothing and 
scrambled after it, drew his bow but then held 
fire. He saw a cicada that had just found a 
beautifully shaded spot and had forgotten its 
self. A praying mantis was lurking in the shade 
with the intention of catching it but [because 
its attention was on the cicada] it had forgot-
ten its own physical being. The strange magpie 
was following all of this with the prospect of 
benefit to itself, and having seen benefit at 
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hand it had forgotten its own true [interests]. 
Terror stricken, Zhuang Zhou said: "Yikes! 
Creatures can indeed involve each other [in 
dangerous situations]. Two different kinds [of 
bloody-minded creatures] can summon each 
other." He abandoned his bow and ran back 
the way he had come, while a park warden 
chased behind hurling imprecations at him. 

莊周反入，三日不庭。藺且從而問之：「夫子
何為頃間甚不庭乎？」
Zhuang Zhou returned home and went inside. 
For three days he did not appear in court. Lan 
Qie traced him to his home and asked: "Why, 
sir, have you not been to court in recent 
days?"

莊周曰：「吾守形而忘身，觀於濁水而迷於清
淵。且吾聞諸夫子曰：『入其俗，從其(俗)
[令]。』今吾遊於雕陵而忘吾身，異鵲感吾
顙，遊於栗林而忘真，栗林虞人以吾為戮，吾
所以不庭也。」
Zhuang Zhou said: "I have preserved my 
physical form but forgotten about my total be-
ing. I have made observations of the murky 
water and have been lost sight of the pure 
abyss. Moreover, I have learned from the Mas-
ter who said: 'If you enter a given flock you 
must follow its rules.' Recently  I have wan-
dered in the Diao-ling park and forgot about 
my total being. A strange magpie brushed by 
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my forehead, traveled into the chestnut grove 
and lost sight of its own true [interests]. The 
warden of the chestnut grove took me for a 
poacher, and that is why I have stayed away 
from court."

From Chapter Twenty-one: Fear
 
列禦寇為伯昏無人射，引之盈貫，措杯水其肘
上，發之，適矢復沓，方矢復寓。當是時，猶
象人也。
Lie Yu-kou was demonstrating his archery for 
Bo-hun Wu-ren. He drew his bow to its fullest 
extent and then put a cup of water on his el-
bow, shot the arrow, and repeatedly  fired. No 
sooner had he fired one arrow than another 
was already with its nock engaged with the 
string. During the time he was firing, he was 
like a statue.

• Commentary: Here Zhuang Zi shows up a 
martial artist with perfect physical training.

伯昏無人曰：「是射之射，非不射之射也。嘗
與汝登高山，履危石，臨百仞之淵，若能射
乎？」
Bo-hun Wu-ren said: "That is just archery that 
fits the normal category, not the archery of the 
'no archery' kind. I would like to try ascending 
a high mountain with you, traveling over dan-
gerous boulders, then look down on an abyss 
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of hundreds of rods, and see whether you 
could still shoot then."

• Commentary: He calls it "no archery," but it 
is clearly archery. So what has really been re-
moved from the situation?

• Centuries later, Japanese swordsmen would 
use "no sword" and other such terms. 

於是無人遂登高山，履危石，臨百仞之淵，背
逡巡，足二分垂在外，揖禦寇而進之。禦寇伏
地，汗流至踵。
So Wu-ren subsequently climbed the tall 
mountain, ventured out over treacherous 
boulders, looked down in an abyss of hun-
dreds of rods, and turning his back and inched 
backwards until his feet were two parts (of 
ten) overhanging the abyss. He waved for Yu-
kou to come over to him, but Yu-kou pros-
trated himself on the ground, with sweat flow-
ing all the way down to this heels. 

伯昏無人曰：「夫至人者，上闚青天，下潛黃
泉，揮斥八極，神氣不變。今汝怵然有恂目之
志，爾於中也殆矣夫！」
Bo-hun Wu-ren said: "Lo, the fully realized 
human peers into azure Heaven above, and 
submerges into the brown Earth below. He 
ranges in the eight extremes, yet his spirit and 
lifebreath do not undergo any changes. Now 
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you are frightened, although you originally 
had a brief flicker of aspiration, and you are in 
peril at your core.

• Commentary: What happens to one's skill in 
any enterprise when fear dominates? What if 
one is at war?
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☀

V. Ego and its Absence
From Chapter Twenty-one

肩吾問於孫叔敖80曰：「子三為令尹而不榮
華，三去之而無憂色。吾始也疑子，今視子之
鼻間栩栩然81，子之用心獨柰何？」'
Jian-wu asked Sun-shu Ao: "You were made 
Prime Minister three times and you did not 
act as though you thought yourself glorious 
and magnificent. Three times you were dis-
missed from that position and you did not 
display any sign of discomfiture. In the begin-
ning I had my suspicions about you. Now I see 
that your expression is carefree and joyful. 
What truly motivates you?"

孫叔敖曰：「吾何以過人哉！吾以其來不可卻
也，其去不可止也，吾以為得失之非我也，而
無憂色而已矣。我何以過人哉！且不知其在彼
乎？其在我乎？其在彼邪？亡乎我；在我邪？
亡乎彼。方將躊躇，方將四顧，何暇至乎人貴
人賤哉！」
Sun-shu Ao said: "In what way could I be said 
to surpass other people? In my view, what is 
coming cannot be turned away, and what is 
going away cannot be held back. I believe that 
gains and losses do not pertain to me, and so I 
do not give any sign of distress, and that is all 
there is to it. In what way could I be said to 
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surpass other people? In one instant I am 
hesitating, and in the next I am looking in all 
directions. What time do I have to waste on 
some people being noble and some being 
base? I do not know whether it is with them or 
it is with me. Is it with them and I have lost it? 
Is it with me and it is the others who have lost 
it? 

仲尼聞之曰：「古之真人，知者不得說，美人
不得濫，盜人不得劫，伏戲黃帝不得友。死生
亦大矣，而無變乎己，況爵祿乎！若然者，其
神經乎大山而無介，入乎淵泉而不濡，處卑細
而不憊，充滿天地，既以與人，己愈有。」
Confucius heard about this and said, "As for 
the genuine humans of antiquity: Those who 
know things are such that other people have 
no way of speaking about them. Those who 
are beautiful are such that other people have 
no way of destabilizing them. Bandits have no 
way of plundering them. Fu Xi and the Yellow 
Emperor have no way of befriending them. 
Life and death are indeed major changes, and 
if they do not cause a change in oneself, how 
much the less could noble rank or high remu-
neration! For such individuals as these, their 
spirits may transverse great mountains with-
out retaining any impression, enter into the 
abyss or the depths of springs and not get wet, 
take up residence in the most lowly and re-
stricted of environments and yet not be 
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daunted, and fill up the vast expanses of 
Heaven and Earth. "The more one gives to 
others, the more one gets for oneself."82
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☀

The Nature of knowledge II
From Chapter 22

天地有大美而不言，四時有明法而不議，萬物
有成理而不說。聖人者，原天地之美而達萬物
之理。是故至人無為，大聖不作，觀於天地之
謂也。
Heaven and Earth have great beauties yet they 
do not speak of them. The four season have 
their clear laws, but do not discuss them. The 
myriad creatures have their established pat-
terns but do not relate them to others. The 
sages are those who backtrack to the beauties 
of Heaven and Earth, and penetrate to the 
patterns that characterize the myriad crea-
tures. For that reason, the fully  realized hu-
mans do not take action, the great sages do 
not do things, and that is just to say that they 
have made observations into Heaven and 
Earth.

今彼神明至精，與彼百化。物已死生方圓，莫
知其根也，扁然而萬物自古以固存。六合為
巨，未離其內；秋豪為小，待之成體。天下莫
不沉浮，終身不故；陰陽四時運行，各得其
序。惛然若亡而存，油然不形而神，萬物畜而
不知。此之謂本根，可以觀於天矣。
Now those with spiritual clarity  and the high-
est purity give themselves all manner of trans-
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formations. A creature is already dead before 
its life has finally come to completion. Nobody 
knows its root. Its root persists across the 
ages, and by  it the myriad creatures have been 
kept in existence since antiquity. The six con-
joint (dimensions) are gigantic. Nothing es-
capes their boundaries. The tip of a hair in the 
autumn pelt of an animal is small, but by  the 
time [the Dao] has completed a body starting 
from there, there may be nothing in All Be-
neath Heaven that it will not sink or float, and 
it may live out its life and never die. Yin and 
Yang and the four seasons work out their cy-
cles, and all of them get their proper sequence. 
Muddled, they seem to perish and yet they are 
preserved. In a fluid way they have no physical 
form and are instead spirit-like. The myriad 
creatures are nurtured by them but do not 
know it. This is called the Root. One can ob-
serve it in Heaven.

• Commentary: Human beings have subjectiv-
ity and make acts of will. We try to understand 
how things work in terms of how we perceive 
ourselves to be working. We try to command 
nature as we would command other people. 
Commanding other people does not work very 
well, and commanding nature does not work 
at all. "We command nature by obeying her," 
said Francis Bacon. If one understands very 
clearly how things really  work, then it is pos-
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sible to get things done without evoking major 
side-effects and without achieving counter-
productive results.

The Nature of Knowledge: From Chapter 
Twenty-two
 
齧缺問道乎被衣，被衣曰：「若正汝形，一汝
視，天和將至；攝汝知，一汝度，神將來舍。
德將為汝美，道將為汝居，汝瞳焉如新生之犢
而無求其故！」
Nie-que asked Pi-yi about the Dao. Pi-yi said: 
"If you make upright your physical person, if 
you integrate your vision, then a Heavenly 
harmony will come upon you. If you capture 
your knowledge and unify your measures, 
then the spirits will come to reside in you. Vir-
tue will in future become your beauty. The 
Dao will in future become your place of resi-
dence. Your eyes will take on the appearance 
of those of a newborn calf and you will not 
even seek the reason for this change."

• Commentary: Echoing another story, this 
one suggests that meditation is involved in 
coming to a true understanding. Meditation 
lets us put aside misconceptualizations.

言未卒，齧缺睡寐。被衣大說，行歌而去之，
曰：「形若槁骸，心若死灰，真其實知，不以
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故自持。媒媒晦晦，無心而不可與謀。彼何人
哉！」
Before those words were finished Nie-que had 
fallen fast asleep; Pi-yi was ecstatic. He went 
away, singing as he walked: "A physical form 
like a withered skeleton, a heart like dead 
ashes, truly, this is his real knowledge, for he 
does not hold onto things by reason of exter-
nal causal factors."

舜問乎丞曰：「道可得而有乎？」
Shun asked Cheng: "Can one gain possession 
of the Dao?"

曰：「汝身非汝有也，汝何得有夫道！」
[Cheng] said: "Your body is not even in your 
own possession, so how could you gain pos-
session of any part of the Dao?"

舜曰：「吾身非吾有也，孰有之哉？」
Shun said: "My body is not my own? Who 
owns it?"

曰：「是天地之委形也；生非汝有，是天地之
委和也；性命非汝有，是天地之委順也；孫子
非汝有，是天地之委蛻也。故行不知所往，處
不知所持，食不知所味。天地之強陽氣也，又
胡可得而有邪！」
[Cheng] said: "It is the physical form en-
trusted to you by Heaven and Earth. Life is 
not your own possession. It is the entrusted 
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harmony of Heaven and Earth. Your nature 
and your predestined characteristics are not 
your own. They are the entrusted outflowings 
of Heaven and Earth. Your children and 
grandchildren are not your own. They are the 
entrusted cast off skins of Heaven and Earth. 
So in walking you do not know where you are 
going, and in settling down you do not know 
what you have taken possession of. In eating 
you do not know what anything's flavor is. [All 
these things] are the strong Yang lifebreath of 
Heaven and Earth. So how could you possibly 
get these things and take possession of them?"

• From Chapter 23 (253):

南榮趎曰：「然則是至人之德已乎？」
Nan-rong Chu said: "In that case, is that the 
entirety of the Dé (virtue/power) of a fully re-
alized humans?" 

曰：「非也。是乃所謂冰解凍釋者，能乎？夫
至人者，相與交食乎地而交樂乎天，不以人物
利害相攖，不相與為怪，不相與為謀，不相與
為事，翛然而往，侗然而來。是謂衞生之經
已。」
"No. That is what is called 'Ice thawing and 
frozen things decrystallizing.' Can you do it? 
Now the fully realized humans take mutual 
sustenance from the Earth and take mutual 
joy  from Heaven. They do not attack each 
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other on the basis of material benefits or li-
abilities. They do not regard each other as 
anomalies. They do not plot against each 
other. They do not take each other as burdens. 
They go off in a carefree way  and come back in 
a childishly naive way. That is called the sum 
of the constant way of protecting life."

曰：「然則是至乎？」
"Then is that the highest level of it?" 

曰：「未也。吾固告汝曰：『能兒子乎！』兒
子動不知所為，行不知所之，身若槁木之枝而
心若死灰。若是者，禍亦不至，福亦不來。禍
福無有，惡有人災也！」
"No. I already asked you: 'Can you be an in-
fant?' When infants move they do not know 
what they are doing, and when they travel they 
do not where they are going. Their bodies are 
like the branches of desiccated trees, and their 
minds are like dead ashes. With people of this 
sort, disasters will not occur, and good fortune 
will not come upon them either. There being 
neither disasters nor good fortune, how could 
there be human-inspired calamities?"

宇泰83定者，發乎天光。發乎天光者，人見其
人，[物見其物。]84人有脩者，乃今有恆85；有
恆者，人舍之，天助之。人之所舍，謂之天
民；天之所助，謂之天子86。
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Those whose pellucid domain is stable are 
emitted by the brightness of Heaven. Those 
who are emitted by  the brightness of Heaven 
are seen as humans by humans and as crea-
tures by creatures. Of humans, those who have 
cultivation will by and by become constant. 
Those who have constancy are given refuge by 
humans and are given aid by Heaven. Those to 
whom the people give refuge are called the 
People of Heaven. Those whom Heaven aids 
are called the Children of Heaven.

學者，學其所不能學也；行者，行其所不能行
也；辯者，辯其所不能辯也。知止乎其所不能
知，至矣；若有不即是者，天鈞敗之。
Scholars are those who study what cannot be 
studied. Men of action are people who per-
form actions that cannot work. Debaters are 
those who argue over things that cannot be 
distinguished. When knowledge stops at the 
point when it is no longer possible to know, 
that is the highest point. If there are those 
who do not get to that point, then the turning 
of the potter's wheel of Heaven will defeat 
them.

備物以將形，藏不虞以生心，敬中以達彼，若
是而萬惡至者，皆天也，而非人也，不足以滑
成，不可內於靈臺。靈臺者有持，而不知其所
持，而不可持者也。
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Make a full preparation in regard to other 
creatures in order to take hold of [and protect] 
one's own physical being. Treasure up the un-
expected factors in order to give birth to mind. 
Be respectful of centrality in order to reach 
out to others. If one has made those prepara-
tions and any of the myriad evils still come 
upon one, they will all be on account of 
Heaven (i.e., acts of god), and not things aris-
ing from human factors. They will be insuffi-
cient to cause one's accomplishments to skid, 
and they will be unable to penetrate to the in-
ner reaches of one's spirit tower. When one 
has a firm grip on one's spirit tower, and yet 
does not know what it is that one has in one's 
grip, that is because it is something that ulti-
mately escapes efforts to control it. 

不見其誠己而發，每發而不當，業入而不舍，
每更為失。為不善乎顯明之中者，人得而誅
之；為不善乎幽閒之中者，鬼得而誅之。明乎
人、明乎鬼者，然後能獨行。
If you go into action without perceiving what 
is truly yourself, then every time you go into 
action you will do so inappropriately. If you 
enter into some enterprise and you do not do 
so with an attitude of abandonment of it, then 
every instance will be a failure. Those who are 
not good at what is at the center of notoriety 
will be caught by  humans and executed. Those 
who are not good at what is at the center of 
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the hidden interstices will be captured by 
ghosts and goblins. Those who are bright in 
regard to humans and bright in regard to the 
spirits will be able to operate independently.

券87內者，行乎無名；券外者，志乎期費。行
乎無名者，唯庸有光；志乎期費者，唯賈人
也。人見其跂88，猶之魁然89。與物窮者，物入
焉；與物且者，其身之不能容，焉能容人！不
能容人者無親，無親者盡人。兵莫憯於志，鏌
鋣為下；寇莫大於陰陽，無所逃於天地之間。
非陰陽賊之，心則使之也。
Those who are internally consistent operate in 
namelessness. Those who are outwardly con-
sistent have aspirations only toward anticipat-
ing costs. Of those who operate in nameless-
ness, only those who do not differentiate are 
characterized by Brightness. Those who have 
aspirations toward anticipating costs are noth-
ing more than merchants. Other people can 
observe their overweening ambitions, but they 
themselves think that they are in a highly se-
cure state. Those who are in poverty along 
with other creatures will be plundered by 
creatures. Those who put themselves to the 
side of other creatures find that they cannot 
accept the individual real bodies of those crea-
tures, and so how could they possibly accept 
other humans? Those who cannot accept other 
people do not have anyone to whom them are 
close. Those who do not have anyone to whom 
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they are close always lack membership in any 
human flock. 

There is no more grievous sources of sorrow to 
soldiers than their own aspirations, and the 
sword Mo-ye is emblematic of that kind of as-
pirations. There is no greater destroyer than 
Yin and Yang. There is nowhere in Heaven 
and Earth to escape those motivations. If Yin 
and Yang do not destroy these people, then 
their own minds will bring their destruction to 
pass.
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☀☀☀☀☀☀☀☀☀☀
Zhuang Zi, the Inner Chapters

逍遙遊第一
Chapter One: Free and Easy Wandering

北冥有魚，其名為鯤。
鯤之大，不知其幾千里也。
化而為鳥，其名為鵬。
鵬之背，不知其幾千里也；
怒而飛，其翼若垂天之雲。
是鳥也，海運則將徙於南冥。
南冥者，天池也。
Far in the Darkness of the North 
A fish whose name is Kun. 
The size of the Kun—
No one can know how many thousand miles. 
Transforming to a bird, 
Its name is Peng. 
Peng's back—
None know how many thousand miles. 
Aroused to flight, 
Its wings, like thunderheads, hang upon the 
sky. 
Now this bird, 
When currents flow across the sea, 
Will make for Darkness of the South. 
Darkness of the South is but the pond of 
Heaven. 
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• Commentary: The fish called 鯤 Kun trans-
forms into a bird called 鵬 Peng. The character 
鯤 actually means "newly hatched fish, fry." So 
Zhuang Zi is playing games with the names of 
his creatures. Note also the forms of the two 
characters:

鯤 the character for "fish" appears as the left half.
鵬 the character for "bird" appears on the right.

Now notice that the left half of the second 
character is formed of two vertical compo-
nents, and that the right half of the first char-
acter almost echoes it structurally. So in a 
strange way one can see the transformation of 
one creature into another reflected in the vis-
ual forms of the two Chinese characters. 

齊諧90者，志怪者也。諧之言曰：「鵬之徙於
南冥也，水擊三千里，摶扶搖91而上者92九萬
里，去以六月息93者也。」
The Qi Marvels is a record of unusual things. 
The Marvels says: "Peng's voyage to the 
Darkness of the South: It strikes the waters for 
three thousand miles, then beats upon a rising 
draft and ascends ninety thousand miles. It 
depends on the winds of the sixth month to 
make this trip." 

• Commentary: Zhuang Zi must have watched 
heavy-bodied water birds struggle to take off 
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and then find a thermal to help them achieve 
their desired altitude. 

野馬也，塵埃也，生物之以息相吹也。天之蒼
蒼，其正色邪？其遠而無所至極邪？其視下
也，亦若是則已矣。
Whirlwinds, dust devils, are naught but the 
puffing of creatures upon each other. The blu-
eness of the sky — is that its true color? Or is it 
because it is infinitely remote? When Peng 
looks down, it's the same way and that is all 
there is to it. 

• Commentary: Because of the way light scat-
ters, the farther objects are from observers, 
the more they appear to take on a blue cast. 
This effect is called aerial perspective. Zhuang 
Zi evidently was aware of this effect and used 
it to explain why the farthest object from the 
Peng bird would appear most blue.

且夫水之積也不厚，則其負大舟也無力。覆杯
水於坳堂之上，則芥為之舟；置杯焉則膠，水
淺而舟大也。風之積也不厚，則其負大翼也無
力。故九萬里，則風斯94在下矣，而後乃今95掊
風；背負青天而莫之夭閼者，而後乃今將圖
南。
Now should an accumulation of water be in-
sufficient, then it would not have the power to 
support a large boat. Pour out a glass of water 
upon the courtyard and a mustard seed can be 
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a boat. Put the glass into the puddle, however, 
and it sticks to the bottom. The reason? The 
water is shallow and the boat is large. Now 
should the wind mass not be substantial, it 
will have inadequate power to support great 
wings. So at ninety thousand miles altitude 
the wind is all lying beneath the Peng, where-
upon it flaps its wings against that wind and 
puts its back against the azure sky. At that 
stage none can hinder it and it wends its way 
to the south. 

• Commentary: If this idea were generalized to 
apply to the nurture of human beings, what 
might Zhuang Zi be trying to say to us?

蜩與學鳩笑之曰：「我決起而飛，槍榆枋，時
則不至而控於地而已矣，奚以之九萬里而南
為？」適莽蒼者，三餐96而反，腹猶果然；適
百里者，宿舂糧；適千里者，三月聚糧。之二
蟲又何知！
The cicada and the dove ridiculed it, saying: "I 
spring up and fly, blunder into a thicket, and 
come to rest, or sometimes I don't reach a 
perch before falling to earth, and that's it! 
What does the Peng think it is doing, going up 
ninety thousand miles and heading toward the 
south‽" Those who head off to the greensward 
return after three meals and their bellies re-
main full. Those who go a hundred li must lay 
up provisions the day before. And those who 
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plan a trip of a thousand li must save up food 
for three months. Those two critters! What do 
they know? 

小知不及大知，小年不及大年。奚以知其然
也？朝菌不知晦朔，蟪蛄不知春秋，此小年
也。楚之南有冥靈者，以五百歲為春，五百歲
為秋；上古有大椿者，以八千歲為春，八千歲
為秋。而彭祖乃今以久特聞，眾人匹之，不亦
悲乎！
Small knowledge cannot match great knowl-
edge, and small years do not reach to large 
years. How do I know this is so? The dies-at-
dawn fungus does not know the compass of a 
single month; the single-season cicada cannot 
know both spring and fall. They have small 
years. South of the state of Chu there is the 
Dark Spiritual Responsiveness, which takes 
five hundred years to be its spring, and five 
hundred years to be its fall. In high antiquity 
there was a great Toona sinensis mahogany 
tree that took eight thousand years for its 
spring and eight thousand years for its 
autumn. Lately, Peng Zu has become well 
known for longevity, and hordes seeks to 
match him in age. Is that not just pitiful? 

湯之問棘也是已。窮髮之北有冥海者，天池
也。有魚焉，其廣數千里，未有知其脩者，其
名為鯤。有鳥焉，其名為鵬，背若泰山，翼若
垂天之雲，摶扶搖羊角而上者九萬里，絕雲
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氣，負青天，然後圖南，且適南冥也。斥鴳笑
之曰：「彼且奚適也？我騰躍而上，不過數仞
而下，翱翔蓬蒿之間，此亦飛之至也，而彼且
奚適也？」此小大之辯也。 
That is exactly like the thing that Tang asked 
Ji about: North of the tundra lies the dark sea, 
the pond of heaven. There is a fish therein that 
is several thousand miles in width and of un-
known length. It is called the Kun. There is a 
bird up there, the name of which is Peng. Its 
back is like Mt. Tai, and its wings are like 
thunderheads hanging on the edge of heaven. 
It beats against an updraft and spirals aloft 
like an ibex horn to ninety thousand miles, 
splitting the clouds and vapors, bearing azure 
heaven on its back and only then heading for 
the south and its destination, which is the 
Darkness of the South. The marsh quail mocks 
it saying: "Where does that guy think he is go-
ing? I jump up into the air and descend again 
before going more than a few rods. Flitting 
around in the thicket — isn't that the height of 
flying‽ So where is that bird going?" Here we 
have the difference between large and small. 

故夫知效一官，行比一鄉，德合一君，而徵一
國者，其自視也亦若此矣。
They make the same mistake who discover 
that their knowledge is sufficient to one gov-
ernment office, their behavior fit to be the 
standard of a county or a shire, their virtue 
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agreeable to one sovereign, and they make the 
same mistake who gain trusted status in one 
feudal state. 

而宋榮子猶然笑之。且舉世而譽之而不加勸，
舉世而非之而不加沮，定乎內外之分，辯乎榮
辱之竟，斯已矣。彼其於世，未數數然也。雖
然，猶有未樹也。
Now Master Song Rong would augustly laugh 
at such people. For although the whole world 
might laud him he would not be spurred forth, 
and although the whole world might condemn 
him he would not be daunted. He was firmly 
established in the difference between "the in-
side" (i.e., core) and "the outside" (i.e., super-
ficialities). He clearly  distinguished between 
honor and disgrace, and that is all there is to 
it. He sought nothing whatsoever from others 
in the world. Nevertheless, there was yet 
something that had not been firmly estab-
lished in him. 

夫列子御風而行，泠然善也，旬有五日而後
反。彼於致福者，未數數然也。此雖免乎行，
猶有所待者也。若夫乘天地之正，而御六氣之
辯，以遊無窮者，彼且惡乎待哉！故曰：至人
無己，神人無功，聖人無名。
Now take the case of Master Lieh. He could 
travel by driving the wind. Cool! He would re-
turn only after fifteen days. He sought for 
nothing from those most fortunate. In his 
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case, although he avoided the need to walk, 
there was yet that upon which he depended. 
Had it been possible for him to be borne along 
solely by the uprightness of Heaven and Earth 
and to drive before him the distinctions 
among the six lifebreaths in order to journey 
through the infinite, then upon what could he 
be said to depend‽ Therefore it is said: "The 
fully  realized humans has no self. The godlike 
person has no merit. The sage has no fame." 

• Commentary: This passage agrees with and 
explains ideas in the Dao De Jing. When one 
puts aside ego and subjective evaluations one 
can see the inner workings of the Universe 
and by doing something seemingly totally in-
significant or by  not doing something that one 
might ordinarily have done, one can produce 
changes that are important. But, because one 
has done nothing, one earns no merit in the 
eyes of others, and one gains no fame either.

堯讓天下於許由，曰：「日月出矣而爝火不
息，其於光也，不亦難乎！時雨降矣而猶浸
灌，其於澤也，不亦勞乎！夫子立而天下治，
而我猶尸之，吾自視缺然。請致天下。」
Yao97  offered to cede his dominion over the 
world to [his master] Xu You, saying: "Should 
the torch not be put out when the sun and 
moon rise, would it then not be difficult for it 
to make things any brighter? Should one con-
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tinue to irrigate when a timely rain is falling, 
would it not be hard to make things any wet-
ter? When my master assumes the throne the 
world will become well ordered, and for now I 
merely  act as a stand-in for him. I find myself 
greatly  lacking! Please take over governing the 
world." 

許由曰：「子治天下，天下既已治也。而我猶
代子，吾將為名乎？名者，實之賓也，吾將為
賓乎？鷦鷯98巢於深林，不過一枝；偃鼠99飲
河，不過滿腹。歸休乎君，予無所用天下為！
庖人雖不治庖，尸祝不越樽俎而代之矣。」
Xu You replied: "As for you, sir, you govern 
the world, and the world is indeed already well 
ordered. Should I nevertheless take over for 
you, would I be doing it for the sake of making 
a name for myself? But names are the para-
sites of realities. Should I do something for the 
sake of becoming a parasite? When the jiao-
liao (winter wren) nests in the dark forest it 
requires no more than a single branch. When 
the shrew drinks from the river it does no 
more than fill its belly. Go back and relax my 
lord, I have no use for the world! Even though 
the cook neglects his kitchen, would the stand-
in for the deceased and the chief officiant of 
the funeral spring over the barrier to do his 
job for him?" 
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• Commentary: In the funeral rites of Zhuang 
Zi's time, when an old man died his grandson 
would impersonate him in a ceremony in 
which the officiant would proffer an offering 
of food and drink. The spirit of the dead per-
son would temporarily inhabit the body of the 
grandson in order to enjoy these worldly gifts.

肩吾問於連叔曰：「吾聞言於接輿，大而無
當100，往而不返。吾驚怖其言，猶河漢而無極
也，大有逕庭，不近人情焉。」 
Jian Wu asked of Lian Shu, saying: "I heard 
something from Jie Yu101, vast and unfitting, it 
was so far out it never came back! His words 
shocked me. They were limitless, like the 
Milky  Way! They were greatly  spurious! They 
did not fit the realities of human experience!" 

連叔曰：「其言謂何哉？」
Lian Shu asked: "What did he say?" 

曰︰「藐姑射102之山，有神人居焉，肌膚若冰
雪，淖約若處子。不食五穀，吸風飲露。乘雲
氣，御飛龍，而遊乎四海之外。其神凝，使物
不疵癘而年穀熟。吾以是狂而不信也。」
Jian Wu replied: "There are godlike people 
who reside on Mount Miao-gu-yeh. Their flesh 
is like ice or snow. They are virginal in their 
complexions. They do not consume the five 
grains. They inhale the wind and drink the 
dew. They are borne about by the clouds and 
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vapors and drive flying dragons in order to 
voyage beyond the four seas. When they focus 
their spirits, they make all creatures safe from 
illness and give ripeness to the yearly  grains. I 
think he is crazy and do not believe him." 

連叔曰：「然，瞽者無以與乎文章之觀，聾者
無以與乎鐘鼓之聲。豈唯形骸有聾盲哉？夫知
亦有之。是其言也，猶時女也103。之人也，之
德也，將旁礡萬物以為一世蘄乎亂，孰弊弊焉
以天下為事！之人也，物莫之傷，大浸稽天而
不溺，大旱金石流土山焦而熱。是其塵垢秕
糠，將猶陶鑄堯舜者也，孰肯以物為事！」
Lian Shu said: "So. There is no way to show 
the beauty of ornamentation and decoration 
to the blind. There is no way to offer the sound 
of bells and drums to the deaf. Can it be that 
there is only blindness and deafness of the 
body? Now indeed there is a blindness of the 
knowing faculty. The words of that one are be-
yond you. What a person! What virtue! In the 
future he will blend together the myriad crea-
tures to form a single unity and so seek order 
from the midst of chaos in the world. Why 
would he burden himself by  taking up ordi-
nary temporal affairs? That person! No crea-
ture can harm him. Should a flood reach up 
even as high as Heaven he would still not be 
drowned. Should a great drought parch Earth, 
melting metals, fusing stones, and scorching 
earthen hills, he would still not feel the heat. 
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From the linters and tailings left from his 
creation one could still fabricate a [sage em-
peror like] Yao or Shun. Why would such a 
one as that be willing to concern himself with 
mere things‽" 

• Commentary: How one might "blend to-
gether the myriad creatures to form a single 
unity" will be explained in the next chapter.

宋人資章甫而適越，越人斷髮文身，無所用
之。堯治天下之民，平海內之政。往見四子藐
姑射之山，汾水之陽，窅然喪其天下焉。
A man from Song invested in ceremonial hats 
as his stock in trade and set out for the state of 
Yue. The people of Yue crop close their hair 
and tattoo their bodies and so had no use for 
his goods. Yao brought order to the people of 
the world, made smooth the governance of all 
within the seas, and then went forth to visit 
the four masters on Mount Miao-gu-yeh, 
north of the river Fen. But, becoming sunken 
in oblivion, he lost his own world therein. 

惠子謂莊子曰：「魏王貽我大瓠之種，我樹之
成而實五石。以盛水漿，其堅不能自舉也。剖
之以為瓢，則瓠落無所容。非不呺104然大也，
吾為其無用而掊之。」
Hui Zi told Zhuang Zi: "The king of Wei pre-
sented me with the seeds of a kind of huge 
gourd. I planted them. When they were ma-
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ture the gourds had a weight of more than 
eight hundred pounds. But if I tried to use 
them to hold water or sauce, they turned out 
not to be sturdy enough to let them be picked 
up. If they were sliced in half to form dippers, 
then they were so flat that they wouldn't hold 
anything. Isn't that pointlessly  large? I 
smashed them because they were useless. " 

莊子曰：「夫子固拙於用大矣。宋人有善為不
龜手之藥者，世世以洴澼絖為事。客聞之，請
買其方百金。聚族而謀曰：『我世世為洴澼
絖，不過數金；今一朝而鬻技百金，請與
之。』
Master Zhuang replied: "My master is indeed 
maladroit in the use of the great. In the state 
of Song there were some people who had a 
salve that protected against chapping. Genera-
tion after generation, this family made its live-
lihood by retting plant fibers. A visitor heard 
of this medicine and asked to buy the formula 
for one hundred pieces of gold. They called the 
clan together and said, 'We have only earned a 
few pieces of gold in generations of plunging 
our hands into water to ret fiber for cord. Now 
in a single morning we can swing a deal for 
one hundred pieces of gold. Let us sell it!' 

客得之，以說吳王。越有難，吳王使之將。
冬，與越人水戰，大敗越人，裂地而封之。
"The visitor obtained it and made it the sub-
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ject of his consultations with the king of Wu, 
who was being beset by the state of Yue. The 
king of Wu made the consultant his general. 
During the winter they fought a naval battle 
with the state of Yue and gave them a bad de-
feat. So the king set off a new domain and en-
feoffed his consultant therein. 

能不龜手，一也；或以封，或不免於洴澼絖，
則所用之異也。今子有五石之瓠，何不慮以為
大樽而浮乎江湖，而憂其瓠落無所容？則夫子
猶有蓬之心也夫！」
"In either case it was a matter of not getting 
chapped hands. One was ennobled because of 
it, the other was merely not prevented from 
continuing to process fibers, so the precise 
applications were different. Today, my master, 
you have some five-stone gourds. Why don't 
you consider making wading floats out of 
them, bind them around your waist, and go 
floating in the rivers and the lakes? But in-
stead of doing so you bemoan their lack of 
fluid capacity. My master has grown a thicket 
in his head!" 

惠子謂莊子曰：「吾有大樹，人謂之樗。其大
本臃腫而不中繩墨，其小枝卷曲而不中規矩。
立之塗，匠者不顧。今子之言，大而無用，眾
所同去也。」
Master Hui told Master Zhuang: "I have a 
huge tree, the kind people call a "stinking ai-
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lanthus." Its great trunk is gnarled and twisted 
and will not line up with a chalk line. Its 
smaller branches writhe and curl and will not 
line up with compass and square. Plant it by 
the roadside and carpenters would not even 
look at it. Your words just now, my master, are 
vast and useless, just what everybody would 
cast away." 

莊子曰：「子獨不見狸狌乎？卑身而伏，以候
敖者；東西跳梁，不辟105高下；中於機辟106，
死於罔罟。今夫斄牛，其大若垂天之雲。此能
為大矣，而不能執鼠。今子有大樹，患其無
用，何不樹之於無何有之鄉，廣莫之野，彷徨
乎無為其側，逍遙乎寢臥其下。不夭斤斧，物
無害者，無所可用，安所困苦哉！」
Master Zhuang replied: "Has my master not 
seen the wildcat? It crouches low to await its 
prey. East and west it springs and vaults, yet it 
can neither avoid things high nor low; it gets 
caught in a spring snare or dies in a net. Now 
the yak that is as large as a thunderhead hang-
ing on the edge of heaven can truly be called 
huge, however, it cannot catch mice. Today, 
my master, you have a great tree and you are 
sore beset because you find it useless. Why do 
you not plant it in the domain of Not-Having-
Anything, in a barren wasteland, and stroll 
idly by its side, then freely and easily slumber 
beneath its branches. Its life will not be cut 
short by  hatchet and ax. It is something that 
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no creature will injure. How could anything 
ever give it a hard time?" 

• Zhuang Zi compares Master Hui to a wildcat, 
and he compares himself to a yak.

終
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齊物論第二
Chapter Two: Leveling All Things

南郭子綦隱机而坐，仰天而噓，荅焉似喪其
耦。顏成子游立侍乎前， 曰：「何居107乎？形
固可使如槁木，而心固可使如死灰乎？今之隱
机者， 非昔之隱机者也。」
Nan-guo Zi-qi sat, casting a shadow over his 
low table. Then he raised his head toward 
Heaven and sighed, sundered, as though one 
who had lost his companion. Yan-cheng Zi-
you stood before him, ready to serve, and said, 
"In what realm were you, such that it could 
cause your form to resemble a withered tree 
and your heart to be like dead ashes? The one 
who now leans against his table is not he who 
leaned against it a short while ago."

子綦曰：「偃，不亦善乎，而問之也！今者吾
喪我，汝知之乎？女聞人籟而未聞地籟，女聞
地籟而未聞天籟夫！」
Zi-qi said: "Yan, you did well to ask that ques-
tion. Just now I lost my Self. Did you realize 
that? You may have heard the pipes of hu-
mans and not have heard the pipes of Earth. 
You may have heard the pipes of Earth and 
have yet to hear the pipes of Heaven."108

• Commentary: What does losing the Self have 
to do with all these pipes of Pan?
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子游曰：「敢問其方。」
Zi-you replied, "I dare to ask for the gist of the 
matter."

子綦曰：「夫大塊噫氣，其名為風。是唯無
作，作則萬竅怒呺109。而獨不聞之翏翏乎？山
林之畏隹，大木百圍之竅穴， 似鼻，似口，似
耳，似枅，似圈，似臼，似洼者，似污者；激
者，謞者，叱者，吸者，叫者，譹者，宎者，
咬者， 前者唱于而隨著唱喁。泠風則小和，飄
風則大和，厲風濟則眾竅為虛。而獨不見之調
調，之刁刁乎？」
Zi-qi said: "When the Great Clod belches gas, 
it is called the wind. Perhaps at first it does 
not rise up, but when it does arise the myriad 
cavities bellow loudly. Surely  you cannot be 
the only person in the world who has never 
heard its whistling. The rocky  outcroppings on 
the mountain peaks, the hollows and cavities 
in the great trees of a hundred spans: like nos-
trils, like mouths, like ears, like hubs, like 
sockets, like mortars, like puddles, like tubs. It 
produces sounds like cataracts, the twanging 
of a bow, hoots, gulps, shrieks, and howls. The 
one that goes first sings 'Yuuu' and the one 
that follows sings 'Ouuu.' With a cool breeze 
there is a minor confluence of sounds, and 
with a violent windstorm there is a major ca-
cophony. When a violent wind gains surcease, 
then the multitude of cavities become empty 
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and silent. Have you alone failed to observe 
the bending and swinging of those trees?"

子游曰：「地籟則眾竅是已，人籟則比竹是
已。敢問天籟。」
Zi-you responded: "The pipes of Earth are the 
multitude of its cavities. The pipes of human 
beings are the [graduated] arrays of bamboo 
pipes. I make bold to inquire as to the pipes of 
Heaven."

子綦曰：「夫吹萬不同，而使其自已也，咸其
自取，怒者其誰邪！」
Zi-qi said: "The puffs of breath have a multi-
tude of differentiations, and what gives them 
their individuality  are in all cases instances of 
their self determination. But who is there to 
arouse them to action in the first place?"

• Commentary: The idea seems to be that all 
creatures have their characteristic modes of 
vibration or action, just like the various cavi-
ties in the forest. But creatures are not acti-
vated by the wind but by  something else. What 
is it?

• The discussion began by the student asking 
the teacher why he changed from a state in 
which he appeared to be dead to his normal, 
vital self. Why, in other words, had he lost his 
ordinary vitality  and activity? The teacher has 
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now told him that vitality and activity is 
driven by the Dao just as sounds can be pro-
duced by wind whistling around corners. The 
implication is that activity ceased either be-
cause the Dao went out of action or because 
whatever corresponds to the sound-producing 
orifices in the forest have, in his case, been 
temporarily closed.

大知閑閑，小知閒閒110；大言炎炎111，小言詹
詹112。
Great knowledge is self assured. Small knowl-
edge works by prying at cracks. Great speech 
is bland. Petty speech is mere blathering.

其寐也魂交，其覺也形開，與接113為構114，日
以心鬪。縵115者，窖116者，密者。小恐惴
惴117，大恐縵縵118。其發若機栝，其司119是非
之謂也；其留如詛盟，其守勝之謂也；其殺若
秋冬，以言其日消也；其溺之所為之，不可使
復之也；其厭也如緘120，以言其老洫121也；近
死之心，莫使復陽也。
When people sleep their spirits intertwine, 
when they awaken their bodies are estranged, 
and should they  meet they will contend mind 
against mind on every day. Some are broad-
minded, some have deep minds, some are ca-
pable of close arguments. Some people are 
moderately fearful, unhappy and apprehen-
sive. Some people are terrified, totally  shrink-
ing into apathy. These feelings come upon 
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people like the firing of a bolt from a cross-
bow, and that explains how and why their af-
firmations and condemnations are marshaled 
for conflict. When people are struggling to 
achieve victory, they hold tight to their own 
views as though they were solemn pacts and 
treaties to be maintained. The daily attrition 
they suffer resembles the killing force of 
autumn and winter. There is no way of recov-
ering from the besotted state that comes from 
what they do. Their suppression acts like a 
seal put on a tomb, one that permits no air to 
enter. 

The heart that has been brought near to death 
cannot be made to live again.

• Commentary: Humans have many activities 
that are analogous to the sounds produced by 
windstorms acting on a forest. Some of these 
activities can be harmful to humans and need 
to be regulated somehow.

喜怒哀樂，慮歎變慹122，姚123佚124啟125態126；
樂出虛，蒸成菌。日夜相代乎前，而莫知其所
萌。已乎，已乎！ 旦暮得此，其所由以生乎！
Happiness, anger, sorrow, and joy, compulsive 
thoughts, sorrowful sighings, incessant 
changes of mind, and losses of the courage to 
change, impulsiveness, extravagance, self-
indulgence, and affected behavior, [all come 
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upon people just as] music can come from 
voids, and steam can change into fungi. Day 
and night such [illusory] things trade places 
before us and none know whence they sprout. 
Let it be over! Oh, let it be over! That is all! 
That is the end of it! Dawn and dusk obtain 
This in order to be produced.

• Commentary: Zhuang Zi was writing at the 
dawn of philosophy, so he often struggles for 
needed words that were missing in the lan-
guage of his time. In the current paragraph he 
used the word "this" to refer to whatever is 
behind the activities that are observed in the 
Universe, in other words, to whatever is there 
minus the words and concepts that humans 
ordinarily apply to them.

非彼無我，非我無所取。是亦近矣，而不知其
所為使。若有真宰，而特不得其朕。可行己
信，而不見其形，有情而無形。 
Were there no other, there could be no I. Were 
there no I, there could be nobody to do the 
apprehending. — That is close to the truth, yet 
I do not know what runs this process. It seems 
that it has a true ruler, and yet there is a sin-
gular lack of actual evidence of its presence. 
That it can function, I already firmly believe, 
yet I fail to see its form and body. There are 
"true circumstances" to be considered in its 
case, and yet they are formless. 
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• Commentary: Zhuang Zi discusses how per-
ception of the world occurs, and also how hu-
mans have autonomous control of themselves.

• "True circumstances" is a translation of the 
term 情 qíng. It originally just meant "true 
feelings," but evolved to mean (particularly in 
the context of criminal trials) the fullest ac-
count of all the factors involved in any way in 
some affair.

百骸，九竅，六藏，賅而存焉，吾誰與為親？
汝皆說之乎？其有私焉？如是皆有為臣妾乎？
其臣妾不足以相治乎？其遞相為君臣乎？其有
真君存焉？如求得其情與不得，無益損乎其
真。
The hundred bones, the nine orifices, the six 
internal organs, are all complete in them-
selves. To which of them should I give prefer-
ence? Should one take delight in them equally 
rather than having a partiality  toward one of 
them? In that case do they all fall into the 
category of servants and concubines? Are 
these servants and concubines adequate to 
regulate themselves by taking turns? Or, is 
there is a true ruler among them? Should one 
seek, but fail to obtain, proof of the true state 
of affairs, that would make no difference to 
whether there really is such a thing.
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一受其成形，不忘以待盡。與物相刃相靡，其
行盡如馳，而莫之能止，不亦悲乎！終身役役
而不見其成功， 苶然疲役而不知其所歸，可不
哀邪！
As soon as people get their full forms, they 
hold tightly to them until the time of their ul-
timate exhaustion. They match blades, or they 
grind each other down. Their processes of at-
trition speed into action like a team of four 
horses, and nobody can bring them to a halt. 
Is that not a sorry sight? For the whole of 
one's life, one is slaving away at things, yet 
one never sees any accomplishments. To be 
totally wiped out and to know of no refuge, is 
that not a great sorrow?

• Commentary: Humans function as autono-
mous units, but doing so seems always to in-
volve conflicts of various kinds with other 
people and damage and suffering follow. 

人謂之不死，奚益！其形化，其心與之然，可
不謂大哀乎？人之生也，固若是芒乎？其我獨
芒，而人亦有不芒者乎？
People say that they will never die — to what 
avail? Their bodies decompose and their 
minds must follow. Could anyone claim that 
this is not a great tragedy? Are not people, 
having once been born, just deluded about 
that? How could it be that I alone am deluded 
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and that there are others who are not de-
luded?

夫隨其成心而師之，誰獨且無師乎！
Should one take his preconceptions as his 
authority, then who would fail to have an 
authority [by which to justify his beliefs]?

• Commentary: Present day psychologists 
sometimes speak of conformation bias, which 
is the tendency to selectively attend to items of 
evidence that tend to support what one al-
ready believes and to tend to discount the 
other kinds of evidence.

奚必知代而心自取者有之？愚者與有焉。未成
乎心而有是非，是今日適越而昔至也，是以無
有為有。 無有為有，雖有神禹，且不能知，吾
獨且奈何哉？
Why must it be [only] those who are cognizant 
of the changes that sweep across the scene in 
front of them and mentally  select from them 
according to their own preferences who have 
[such beliefs]? Unperceptive people will also 
have their own [opinions]. To have opinions 
about the right and wrong of something before 
there is a full comprehension of it is like going 
to Yue today and getting there in the past. To 
do so is to take something that does not exist 
to be something that does. Even though it 
were the godlike Yu,127  such a one would not 
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be able to comprehend a course of action of 
that kind, so what can I make of it?

• Commentary: Conflicts and damage can be 
accompanied by the anticipation of injury or 
death, so humans attempt to create systems of 
ideas to help them understand and deal with 
problems.

夫言非吹也，言者有言，其所言者特未定也。
果有言邪？其未嘗有言邪？其以為異於鷇音，
亦有辯乎，其無辯乎？
Now speech is not just hot air. Speakers have 
things that they say, but what they  say is par-
ticularly indeterminate. Are there really 
propositions? Or were there really never any 
propositions? Is there a difference between 
words and the cheeping of nestling birds or is 
there not?

道惡乎隱而有真偽？言惡乎隱而有是非？道惡
乎往而不存？言惡乎存而不可？道隱於小成，
言隱於榮華。故有儒墨之是非，以是其所非而
非其所是。欲是其所非而非其所是，則莫若以
明。
How is the Dao obscured so that distinctions 
between genuine and counterfeit come into 
existence? How are words obscured so that 
distinctions between true and false come to 
be? How is it that the Dao wanders and is not 
preserved? How is it that words are preserved 
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and are yet inadequate? The Dao is obscured 
by minor [conceptual] successes, and words 
are obscured by vaingloriousness and pom-
posity. As a result, much contention has arisen 
between the Confucians and the Mohists, in 
which each affirms what the other denies and 
denies what the other affirms. There is no bet-
ter course, in desiring to show to be true what 
others deny and denying what others affirm, 
than the use of Brightness.

• Commentary: Use of the word "brightness" 
in this passage is intended to indicate some 
non-verbal, non-conceptual way of appre-
hending the world. A simple analogy might 
help understand what Zhuang Zi is getting at 
here. A musicologist and a music critic might 
write discussions of the same beautiful piece 
of music. Both abstract accounts might be of 
some benefit in understanding how the music 
achieves its effects, or why it is so beautiful. 
However, neither account would convey the 
effect to the reader that the music conveys to 
the listener. J.W.N. Sullivan wrote a persua-
sive book about Beethoven and his late quar-
tets, but the impact of listening to the music 
itself is quite distinct from reading the book.

物無非彼，物無非是；自彼則不見，自知則知
之；故曰：彼出於是，是亦因彼；彼是方生之
說也。
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There is no creature that is not a "That" and 
no creature that is not a "This." From the 
standpoint of "That" one will not perceive. But 
from Gnosis one will know it. Thus it is said: 
"That comes out of This, and This is also de-
pendent on That." Such is the account of 
things that says that "This" and "That" are 
produced simultaneously.

雖然，方生方死，方死方生；方可方不可，方
不可方可；因是因非，因非因是。是以聖人不
由，而照之於天，亦因是也。
Although things are that way, at the moment 
that one thing is produced something else 
dies. At the moment that one thing dies, 
something else is produced. When one thing 
becomes permissible, something else becomes 
impermissible, and when one thing becomes 
impermissible then at the same time some-
thing else becomes permissible. In depending 
on This, one is also depending on That, and in 
depending on That, one is also depending on 
This. Therefore the sage does not draw on 
these distinctions and instead casts vision on 
them in their natural state. To do so also de-
pends on This.

• Commentary: Zhuang Zi wrote at the dawn 
of philosophy in China. There sometimes were 
not yet words for the things he wanted to say. 
He uses "this" to refer to what we might call 
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the subjective perception of self, or the "I" of 
Descartes's "I think therefore I am." He uses 
"that" to refer to anything that is "other," i.e., 
"other than the self." Because of the way hu-
mans come to awareness of the distinction be-
tween, e.g., mother and child, each person 
thinks of subjectivity primarily  in terms of his 
or her individual subjectivity. The subjectivity 
of other people has to be inferred by observing 
the ways that other people's actions can be 
understood and sometimes even anticipated 
by reference to one's own mental reactions to 
things. However, Zhuang Zi believes that the 
distinction between self and other ("This" and 
"That") is a mental construct. Fundamentally, 
all that exists is a unity, and this unity  is char-
acterized by awareness, "subjectivity," or be-
ing a "This." When the sage casts aside all the 
distinctions that human minds ordinarily 
make, then what is left is just a single "This." 

是亦彼也，彼亦是也。彼亦一是非，此亦一是
非。果且有彼是乎哉？果且無彼是乎哉？彼是
莫得其偶，謂之道樞。 樞始得其環中，以應無
窮。是亦一無窮，非亦一無窮也。故曰：莫若
以明。
A This is also a That, and a That is also a This. 
A That is also an affirmation and a denial. A 
This is also an affirmation and a denial. So is 
there really a This and a That? Or is there 
really  no This and no That? When That and 
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This both fail to get their counterpart, we have 
what is called the pivot point of the Dao. The 
pivot point gets placed at the center of the cir-
cle in order to respond to the infinite. Affirma-
tions involve an infinity, and denials also in-
volve an infinity. Therefore it is said: "There is 
nothing like Brightness."

• Commentary: The word "Brightness," was 
mentioned earlier to emphasize the desirabil-
ity of getting away from human-created con-
ceptualizations, and back to whatever it is that 
these human-made distinctions have been 
imposed upon. Einstein's theory of Special 
Relativity overthrew our fundamental ideas 
about motion and stillness. Niels Bohr's quan-
tum mechanics made it necessary for us to 
dispense with the idea that a thing could not 
be described both as a wave and as a particle. 
To make these revisions in our way of looking 
at the world involved the sacrifice of ways of 
understanding the world that had been ac-
cepted for as long as our species has been ca-
pable of thought.128

以指喻指之非指，不若以非指喻指之非指也；
以馬喻馬之非馬，不若以非馬喻馬之非馬也。
Taking a pointer to use as an example in ex-
plaining that pointers are not pointers is not 
as good as taking a non-pointer to explain why 
a pointer is not a pointer. To take "horse" (or 
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"white horse") to demonstrate that "horse" is 
not a horse is not as good as taking a not-
horse to demonstrate that "horse" is not a 
horse.

• Commentary: A "pointer" is anything that 
has as its function merely  to tell people where 
to look for something else. It is not the same 
thing as what it points to. In fact, a single 
pointer can point to very large numbers of ob-
jects. For instance, the word "electron" points 
to some huge number of components of the 
Universe, and any one of them would do if we 
wanted an electron for some purpose. On the 
other hand, a pointer can sometimes indicate 
only one single thing. 

• This passage has a highly probable connec-
tion to the contention made by some Chinese 
logicians129 that "A white horse is not a horse." 
The nub of their idea seems to be that the ex-
tensions of the words "white horse" and 
"horse" are different. They put this valid ob-
servation into a paradoxical form to gain at-
tention for their ideas, perhaps. But the result 
has been a great deal of heat and little light. 
The set of entities named by "white horse' is 
contained in a larger set of entities named 
"horse." 
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• If we use one of logicians' favorite tools, the 
Venn diagram, we would draw a large rectan-
gle and label it "Universe" Within that rectan-
gle we would draw a circle and label it 
"horses" Within that circle we would make a 
smaller circle and label it "white horses." The 
horse named "Man O' War" could be repre-
sented by a point within the larger "horse" cir-
cle. The dog called "Strongheart" could be rep-
resented by  a point drawn somewhere inside 
the rectangle but outside the circles. But the 
names "Man O' War" and "Strongheart" apply 
to one particular horse and one particular dog 
that exist at some time in the real Universe, 
and the names have their written representa-
tions on the Venn diagram as well. So the 
name "Strongheart" now points at two very 
different kinds of things, a creature and a 
point on a diagram. So does the name "Man O' 
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War." Zhuang Zi has shifted the discussion 
from the observation of the logicians (that sets 
that are determined by definitions and that 
modifications of those definitions produce 
new sets) to the observation that individuals 
are not simply  points on a Venn diagram or 
names on a list of names. Not only are the 
contents of sets, each having one member, dif-
ferent from any  sets containing such a set and 
at least one other set, but the sets and the 
words related to them are not the same as the 
entities in the real world. Moreover, Zhuang Zi 
has observed that what connects words and 
objects, what makes pointers point more-or-
less successfully to real things, is altogether 
unclear from this kind of discussion about sets 
and their members. There has to be an af-
firmation or affirmations about the relation-
ships among words and objects. "The name 
'Strongheart' does indeed apply to this dog."

• Why would Zhuang Zi say that a non-pointer 
is not a pointer, and that saying so is more re-
vealing than the other formulations? The in-
teresting thing to watch occurs when some 
name that did not point at anything begins to 
point at something. We may have a name that 
points only to a future possibility, or have a 
new thing in our experience that as yet has 
been neither conceptualized nor named. 
Zhuang Zi might have said that the foal of 
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Man O' War and some worthy mare is not a 
horse because it has not been conceived.

天地一指也，萬物一馬也。
Heaven-and-Earth [i.e., the Universe] is one 
pointer (i.e., universal). The myriad creatures 
is one "horse" (i.e., particular).

• Commentary: Translating this into English, 
where language, by  happenstance, plays an-
other role, makes Zhuang Zi's point much 
more challenging. His words might be para-
phrased to say, "The Universe is a single uni-
versal, and the myriad creatures is a single 
particular." What could that mean? If he liter-
ally means that the Universe is a pointer, then 
at what does it point? If the word (the pointer) 
is "Universe" and the thing being pointed to is 
"myriad creatures conceived as a single ob-
ject" then this is to say that when one speaks 
of "the Universe" what one points to is the to-
tal process of the single entity that we ordinar-
ily conceive of, in our limited way, as the myr-
iad discrete entities we seem to find in it. 
There is really only one "particular" involved.

可乎可，不可乎不可。道行之而成，物謂之而
然。惡乎然？然於然，惡乎不然？不然於不
然。物固有所然，物固有所可。 無物不然，無
物不可。
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Permissibility  comes from giving permission. 
A pathway is created by walking it. Creatures 
are what they are declared to be. How is it 
that things are the way that they are? They are 
thus because people affirm them to be so. 
How is it that things are not some way? They 
are not that way because people deny their be-
ing that way. Things are firmly  endowed with 
the ways that they  are, and they are firmly en-
dowed with their permissibility. There is no 
thing which is not as it is, and there is no thing 
that is not acceptable (permissible).

• Commentary: Zhuang Zi contrasts the world 
that human being create for themselves with 
the underlying reality  that sometimes is not 
well matched to our ideas about it. From a 
human perspective, some things are permissi-
ble and some other things are impermissible. 
Humans decide for themselves how to value 
various activities, which to consider good, and 
which to consider bad. This formation of a 
world of "good" and "bad" things is analogous 
to the way that a path is formed. Originally 
there is no path, but at some time human be-
ings begin to travel frequently  between two 
places, and a path is beaten between them. 
Humans often fail to be very perceptive and 
they may initially confuse sheep with goats, or 
mistake carpenter bees for bumble bees. How-
ever, none of these animals come into the 
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world with labels attached to them. The con-
ceptualization and the naming of them is an 
activity done by thinking minds. Sometimes 
humans do very poor jobs of conceptualizing 
things. Reality will not conform itself to these 
human misconceptions. Moreover, everything 
that exists must be acceptable to the Universe 
or it would not, could not, exist. Things are 
stubbornly what they are, and adamantly up-
hold their right to exist.

故為是舉莛與楹，厲與西施，恢恑譎怪，道通
為一。其分也，成也；其成也，毀也。凡物無
成與毀，復通為一。
So, let us consider a twig and a pillar, or an 
ugly person and Xi Shi,130  the great and the 
shifty, the agreeable and the perverse. The 
Dao links them all into a single whole. Its divi-
sion is a completion. Its completion is a de-
struction. In all cases, creatures have neither a 
completion nor a destruction but are once 
again melded into one.

• Commentary: Xi Shi was a legendary beauty 
of early China, and Zhuang Zi, having listed a 
series of contraries, asks us to think about 
these most clear instances of distinction be-
tween one entity  and another. Zhuang Zi 
claims that although humans see them as ob-
viously different objects, they are in reality  all 
part of one thing, all volumes within one sin-
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gle continuum that are characterized by dif-
ferent tastes and colors, etc., but those seem-
ingly discrete volumes actually  shade off 
gradually the one into the other. 
• When the human intellect mentally divides 
this Dao, this continuum, into separate 
"things," it can be said to create straws, to cre-
ate rafters, and so forth. So humans have 
completed these things in their own minds. 
However, they have at the same time de-
stroyed the continuum from which these dis-
crete entities were formed. Humans should 
understand, however, that these "discrete en-
tities" exist only in their minds. Take away the 
mental labels and it will become clear that the 
"separate things" were, all along, merely dif-
ferent regions in the original continuum.

惟達者知通為一，為是不用而寓諸庸。庸也
者，用也；用也者，通也；通也者，得也；適
得而幾矣。
Only those who have attained [the final goal] 
know how to link everything into a single 
whole. Those who so act do not employ [what 
other people engage themselves in] and give 
things an abode in unexceptionality. Unexcep-
tionality means utility. Utility means linking 
things into one. Linking things into one means 
getting it. Once you have gotten it, you are al-
most there.
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• Commentary: As very successful animals, 
humans have exquisite abilities to differenti-
ate both sources of food and of benefit from 
their backgrounds, and also to penetrate the 
camouflage of predators. From birth, humans 
are educated to distinguish dogs from wolves, 
friends from foes, edible from toxic mush-
rooms, etc. However, humans generally tend 
to accept words and concepts uncritically. 
Failure to distinguish properly between Queen 
Anne's lace (wild carrot) and hemlock could 
result in a deadly mistake. To refuse to eat a 
non-toxic plant in time of famine could also 
become a deadly error. 

• Putting aside preconceptions can be a very 
difficult and emotionally trying process. To do 
so it is necessary to remove the mental 
boundaries that we have learned to automati-
cally deploy. Things that have been separated 
and called, e.g., hemlock, wild parsnips, and 
wild carrots, need to be deconstructed and ex-
amined with a fresh eye in order to see what is 
really  there in the case of each individual 
taken up in our sample. Humans must "link 
everything in a single whole," and then see 
what is there without the interference of pre-
conceptions. 

• If something becomes "unexceptional," then 
it ceases to stand out from its background. Al-
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though humans ordinarily would not think so, 
to have things lose their individuality  has its 
usefulness. This usefulness lies in the previ-
ously  individuated things all rejoining in a 
single continuum, unindividuated and there-
fore with nothing lost in the process of force-
fitting them to stereotypes. 

• If a member of another ethnicity ceases to be 
one of "you people," then that person is just 
another person. Ironically, by becoming an 
unexceptional "just another person," the truly 
individuating characteristics of that person, 
which had been overwhelmed by the stereo-
typing, will then be revealed. "Once you have 
gotten it you are almost there."

因是已。已而不知其然，謂之道。
Stop at merely depending on "This." Stop and 
do not know "how it is." This state is spoken of 
as the Dao.

• Commentary: "This" means whatever is im-
mediately available to awareness before any 
conceptualization or categorization has taken 
place. When one can stop at this point in the 
process of being aware of the Universe, then 
there is no method by which one can charac-
terize experience in words, no way that one 
can say something like, "That is the way those 
people really behave." When one's awareness 
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is taking place under these conditions, what 
one perceives is one transient guise of what 
the Daoists call "the Dao" or "the Way."

勞神明為一而不知其同也，謂之朝三。何謂朝
三？曰： 「狙公賦芧131，曰：『朝三而莫
四。』眾狙皆怒。 曰：『然則朝四而莫三。』
眾狙皆悅。」名實未虧而喜怒為用，亦因是
也。是以聖人和之以是非而休乎天鈞，是之謂
兩行。
To try to labor with spirit and intelligence to 
unify things without knowing that they are ac-
tually [part of] the same [unity] to begin with 
is described as a case of "three in the morn-
ing." What is the story behind "three in the 
morning?" A monkey keeper provided acorns 
to his monkeys. He once proposed to provide 
them with three in the morning and four in 
the evening. The whole group of monkeys be-
came furious, so he said: "All right then, how 
about four in the morning and three in the 
evening?" The whole group was delighted. 
There was no significant change in the real 
world, but the altered wording made the dif-
ference between happiness and anger. All of 
those kinds of interaction also depend on 
"This." Therefore, the sage harmonizes them 
by affirming the denied and takes his abode in 
the potting wheel of Heaven, and this ap-
proach is called "going both ways at the same 
time."
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• Commentary: "Going both ways at the same 
time" is an interesting Daoist approach to cer-
tain problems in the world. The trick seems to 
be to do something that has a different signifi-
cance depending on what is going on in the 
mind of the other person, or depends on 
something as yet unknown to most people. In 
one story in the New Testament, people tried 
to put Jesus in an impossible situation by ask-
ing him whether a woman should be stoned to 
death for adultery. They wanted him to be 
wrong on one kind of grounds if he said "yes," 
and wrong on another set if he said "no." He 
said, instead, "Let he who is without sin throw 
the first stone." (John, 1-7)

• There is a Sufi story about someone who ma-
liciously challenged a Sufi master who was 
greatly  revered for his wisdom, asking him to 
declare truthfully  whether the bird the ques-
tioner was holding was alive or was dead. The 
questioner intended to crush the bird to death 
if the master said it was alive. However, when 
asked, the Sufi said, "It is in your hands," very 
truthfully answering the question. 

• The potting wheel is a symbol of the special 
status of a center point that serves as the pivot 
around which things turn. It suggests that a 
creative power resides in acting as a pivot 
point.
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• If one person is walking in a busy airport and 
happens to be right behind someone who sud-
denly realizes that he has forgotten something 
and spins around to go back, the person who 
was following may become the controller of 
the motion of the person who reverses course. 
Such a thing can happen when the person who 
makes the sudden change in course puts out 
his hands to prevent himself from running 
into the person who had been behind him. If, 
at that instant, the first person starts to move 
backwards to avoid being bumped into, the 
second person finds that his or her center of 
gravity is out somewhere in front of both feet. 
The only choices are to fall or to advance rap-
idly enough to remain supported by the first 
person. If, alarmed, the first person takes an-
other step backwards at this point, the second 
person has no choice but to take another step 
forward or to fall. Control of the single system 
of two human bodies remains with the half 
that has its two feet firmly under it and func-
tions as the pivot for the entire system.

• As far as affirmations and denials go, "going 
both ways at the same time" amounts to both 
seeing distinct things and also seeing them in 
their "deconstructed" or prior-to-fabrication 
unified form, to both seeing two people stum-
bling together and also seeing one body with 
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four legs moving under the control of one 
mind.

古之人，其知有所至矣。惡乎至？有以為未始
有物者，至矣，盡矣，不可以加矣。
The people of antiquity had a point to which 
their knowledge reached. Where did it reach? 
It reached back to a stage at which there had 
not yet begun to be creatures, and that was the 
farthest, that was the point at which the sub-
ject of inquiry was fully exhausted and noth-
ing could be added to it.

• Commentary: Zhuang Zi values the ability  to 
recover the pre-conceptual state of mind. In it, 
the world is seen with complete freshness and 
no part of it is glossed over as not fitting some 
previously formed idea. He maintains, then, 
that the very earliest of humans did not over-
lay their perceptions with categories, con-
cepts, preconceptions, expectations, and the 
like.

其次以為有物矣，而未始有封也。其次以為有
封焉，而未始有是非也。是非之彰也，道之所
以虧也。道之所以虧， 愛之所以成。
Next there were those who accepted the exis-
tence of creatures and yet did not create cate-
gories among them. Following that, there was 
a stage at which there were categories, but 
there was not yet acceptance and rejection (i.e. 
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value judgments made about them). The 
manifestation of acceptance and rejection (or 
affirmation and denial) was the cause of the 
attenuation of the Dao. The attenuation of the 
Dao is the cause of the victory  of love (or what 
we more generally call subjective biases). 

• Commentary: The first stage of leaving na-
ture for the human world takes place when 
people began to distinguish "the other" from 
"myself." At first, these "others" were undif-
ferentiated as to species or kind. In the second 
stage, humans began to distinguish sheep 
from wolves and so forth, but they as yet did 
not make axiological judgments about the 
groups they created. Following that step, how-
ever, people began to make value judgments, 
e.g., that sheep are good and wolves are bad. It 
was at this stage that humans first lost contact 
with the Dao. At this stage humans began to 
love (and to hate). 

果且有成與虧乎哉？果且無成與虧乎哉？有成
與虧，故昭氏之鼓琴也；無成與虧，故昭氏之
不鼓琴也。
Is there really  completion and disintegration? 
Is there really  a lack of completion and an ab-
sence of disintegration? Since there is comple-
tion, there must also be disintegration, and 
Zhao Shi's playing the qin is one instance of 
that. Since without there being completion 
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there is also no disintegration, Zhao Shi's not 
playing the qin is another instance of that.

• Commentary: There are two possibilities in 
regard to any  contemplated human endeavor. 
One is to do the thing and demonstrate that 
one is imperfect. The other is not to attempt 
that endeavor, in which case nothing gets 
done but no imperfections are created or re-
vealed. The honorable Mr. Zhao was a re-
nowned player of the Chinese lute. Upon some 
occasions he did not play the qin, and there-
fore there were no imperfections exhibited. 
Upon other occasions he did play  the qin, and 
in those instances there was a real accom-
plishment exhibited, but also imperfections. 
Any human endeavor involves some 為 wéi, 
some application of force. So such actions in-
evitably  break the Daoist ideal of 無為 wú wéi, 
"non-activity." The more forceful this activity 
is, the more unintended consequences may be 
produced. 

• Perhaps the ideal musical performance oc-
curs when the musician and the musical in-
strument become one, and when the musician 
has no conscious intent to produce music.

• In the hands of a Japanese swordsman of the 
highest caliber, the sword becomes an exten-
sion of the body of the swordsman, and the 
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swordsman carries forth to conclusion some-
thing beyond his or her seeming individual 
existence.132 

昭文之鼓琴也，師曠之枝策也，惠子之據梧
也，三子之知，幾乎，皆其盛者也，故載133之
末年。 惟其好之也，以異於彼，其好之也，欲
以明之。彼非所明而明之，故以堅白之昧終。
而其子又以文之綸134終，終身無成。
The qin playing of Zhao Wen, the baton wav-
ing of music master Shi Kuang, the leaning of 
Hui Zi on the Wu tree [while he engaged in 
arguments with others], were each exemplars 
of the highest knowledge. And these masters 
all recorded things for posterity. It was just 
that their individual ambitions were to be 
unique, and also were to make their unique-
ness stand out clearly. To make clear to others 
what they did not clearly see, [Hui Shi] ended 
his life still following up conundrums about 
"hard" and "white," and the son of Zhao Wen 
ended his life pursuing the instrument strings 
of his father, neither having achieved anything 
in the end.

若是而可謂成乎？雖我亦成也。若是而不可謂
成乎，物與我無成也。是故滑疑135之耀，聖人
之所圖也。為是不用而寓諸庸， 此之謂以明。
Can such a course of action be called a suc-
cess? Then although I am without success I 
could still be called a success. Can such a 
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course of action be denied to be a success? 
Then neither I nor anyone else can be said to 
be successful. For that reason, the sages must 
choose methods to deal with the bedazzle-
ments caused by phantasms and suspicions. 
Consequently they avoid [the contests over 
specious tokens of success] and cloth their 
wisdom in the trappings of ordinariness. To 
do so is called "using the Brightness."

• Commentary: First the author notes com-
petitive forces and striving in human behav-
ior. Behind such contests are subjective valua-
tions of the quality  of artistic and intellectual 
endeavors. They tend to trap people, and even 
their descendants, in trying to reproduce past 
partial successes. Rather than getting rigidly 
locked in old courses of action and egocentric 
interests, the sages take their own egos out of 
competitive contexts and express their in-
sights in parables and other seemingly ordi-
nary accounts that nobody would contest.

今且有言於此，不知其與是類乎？其與是不類
乎？類與不類，相與為類，則與彼無以異矣。
雖然，請嘗言之。 
Now there is a statement to consider. Whether 
it is related to "This" or not related to "This" is 
unknown. But both being related and being 
unrelated to something are in themselves 
forms of relationship, so neither is there any 
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way to isolate them from "That." Nevertheless, 
let me take a try at formulating it:

有始也者，有未始有始也者，有未始有夫未始
有始也者。有有也者，有無也者，有未始有無
也者，有未始有夫未始有無也者。俄而有無
矣，而未知有無之果孰有孰無也。今我則已有
謂矣，而未知吾所謂之其果有謂乎，其果無謂
乎？
There was a time of beginning. There was a 
time before there was a beginning. There was 
a time before the time before there was a be-
ginning. There are things that exist. So there 
must be things that do not exist. There was a 
time when even nothingness did not exist. 
Then unexpectedly there was a time before 
there was a time before nothingness did not 
exist. In an instant there came to be things 
that do not exist, and it was not yet known (as 
for things that exist and things that do not ex-
ist) which in fact did exist and which did not 
exist. Now there is already something that I 
have said, and yet I do not know whether I 
have really succeeded in saying anything or 
have failed to say anything.

• Commentary: This paragraph exposits a kind 
of dialectic involving time and beings and 
their beginnings. 
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• The modern idea of the "Big Bang" has rein-
troduced an idea that goes back to St. 
Augustine — that time began when the Uni-
verse came into existence. Zhuang Zi seems to 
have a similar idea working back from his idea 
that what are naively viewed as creatures are 
in fact constructions or fabrications of the 
human mind that are frequently  based on an 
undifferentiated continuum of experience. 
Humans look at an inkblot or a cloudscape 
and pick out rabbits, goblins, or whatever 
their imaginations can put together. So before 
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finding a constituted or fabricated bunny, one 
must have the mental capacity to shape all 
manner of possible configurations. There 
would seem to be no positive limitation on 
such constructions. So, in a sense, there are all 
sorts of "things" for which there are as yet no 
occurrences in the individual's experience. 
Then, when the individual's environment 
permits it, one or more of these "empty" con-
cepts or "empty" constructs will become in-
stantiated. 

• Before a given human being is conceived and 
comes to consciousness, there must in that in-
dividual case be no mental capacity to impose 
mental constructions on the undifferentiated 
esthetic continuum, on the cloudscape, or on 
anything, and in that case there is not even the 
"non-being" inferred from empty construc-
tions that a functioning mind might make. 

• Working backward from the coming to being 
of a newborn infant, and, by extension, work-
ing backward from the coming to being of 
whatever it is that we call the Universe, the 
ontological status of whatever they really 
come from becomes even more murky and 
controversial.
天下莫大於秋豪之末，而大山為小；莫壽乎殤
子，而彭祖為夭。天地與我並存，而萬物與我
為一。
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There is nothing in the entire world that is 
larger than the tip of an undercoat hair in a 
winter pelt, yet Mount Tai is small. There is 
nobody more long-lived than one who dies in 
infancy, and yet Peng Zu (who lived for more 
than 700 years) died prematurely. Heaven, 
Earth, and I are simultaneously in existence, 
and the myriad creatures and I are one. 

既已為一矣，且得有言乎？既已謂之一矣，且
得無言乎？一與言為二，二與一為三。
Since things have already been rejoined in 
unity, can there really  be speech? Since things 
have been declared to be a unity, then how 
can there fail to be speech? The unity plus 
speech are two, and there being two (because 
the original unity has been sundered) as well 
as the underlying unity, there are now three. 

• Commentary: Analyses of formal systems 
that lead to contradictions or paradoxes have 
been around in Western philosophy since 
Zeno argued that in moving from one place to 
another a person first goes half way between 
them and then goes half way between the sec-
ond position to the destination, and so forth. 
The distances are always divided by half re-
sulting in an infinite series that never reaches 
a zero distance. At a later time Kant developed 
his antimonies, and in recent time Kurt Gödel 
proved his incompleteness theorem. 
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• Problems involving self-reference, formal 
systems that attempt to describe themselves, 
can fail to include everything that they at-
tempt to describe as the result of a kind of sys-
tematic error. In Zhuang Zi's argument, before 
anything is said there is a unity. Next there is 
a unity and a statement about the unity. Next 
there is a unity, a statement, and a new state-
ment about the first two. Even without involv-
ing any other kind of observations (e.g., some-
thing pertaining to one region or another of 
the original unity) an infinite series has al-
ready been begun. For one thing, there needs 
to be a stated evaluation as to whether and 
how well any proposition fits what it attempts 
to characterize.

自此以往，巧歷不能得，而況其凡乎！故自無
適有以至於三，而況自有適有乎！無適焉，因
是已。
Even a most skillful calculator would get lost 
in the multiplicities that follow along in this 
path, and even more easily confounded would 
be the ordinary people. So, since from nonex-
istence there comes existence, and next there 
are three, then what would happen by starting 
from existent things to go on to more existent 
things? It is best not to choose that courses 
and instead to depend on This.136
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• Commentary: In his discussion on fish traps 
(p. 82f above), Zhuang Zi asks whether de-
scriptions or conceptualizations of anything 
have any enduring value when the thing being 
described is already in hand and available to 
be directly perceived. Abstractions necessarily 
leave things out and also can distort what is 
included. 

• If every assertion must receive a criticism as 
to its truth and falsity, then the statements of 
judgments in each case are assertions that 
themselves need to receive a criticism as to 
their truth and falsity, and anyone making and 
defending assertions will be involved in infi-
nite regress. Herein lies another antinomy.

夫道未始有封，言未始有常，為是而有畛也，
請言其畛︰有左，有右，有倫，有義，有分，
有辯，有競，有爭，此之謂八德。 六合之外，
聖人存而不論；六合之內，聖人論而不議。春
秋經世先王之志，聖人議而不辯。故分也者，
有不分也；辯也者，有不辯也。曰：何也？聖
人懷之，眾人辯之以相示也。故曰辯也者有不
見也。
Now the Dao never was really partitioned off 
into domains, and words have never been con-
stant. When there is a "This" then there are 
clear lines of demarcation. I would beg your 
indulgence and discuss these demarcations. 
There being left there is then right. There be-
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ing ranks and stations there are then obliga-
tions. There being divisions there are then 
disputations. There being competition there is 
then conflict. These are called the "eight char-
acteristics." Outside of the bounds of the ordi-
nary world, the sage holds all in his mind and 
does not make propositions. Inside the 
bounds of the ordinary world, the sage makes 
[objective] propositions but does not make 
value judgments. With regard to the Spring 
and Autumn [Annals], the classics, and the 
generational records of former kings, the sage 
makes value judgments yet does not dispute 
them with others. So with regard to divisions, 
he does not divide, and with regard to disputa-
tions, he does not dispute. Someone has asked 
what that means. The sage holds things within 
his bosom, and the masses argue over them in 
order to distinguish themselves before others. 
Therefore it is said, "The disputatious fail to 
see everything."

• Here Zhuang Zi makes very  clear the same 
point that is made in the Dao De Jing137  — 
that there are two modes of apprehension, 
both of which are essential. In one mode the 
Sage has no "desire" (i.e., no subjective re-
sponses, no value-dependent judgments), and 
in the other mode the Sage has "desire" and so 
can perceive and react to the ordinary things 
that other humans have to contend with. 
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Without this second kind of awareness, the 
Sages could not feed themselves, could not 
protect themselves, etc. Zhuang Zi tells fables 
about humans who are so far removed from 
ordinary ways of interacting with their envi-
ronment that others must be required to feed 
them and otherwise provide for their basic 
needs. 

夫大道不稱，大辯不言，大仁不仁，大廉不
嗛，大勇不忮。道昭而不道，言辯而不及，仁
常而不成，廉清而不信， 勇忮而不成。五者园
而幾向方矣，故知止其所不知，至矣。
Now the great way is not mapped by asser-
tions, and the great advocate does not speak. 
The great benevolence does not favor anyone. 
A great incorruptibility  is traceless. Great 
courage involves no bravado. The way that 
dazzles is not the Dao. Words that are argu-
mentative do not reach to the real matter un-
der study. Benevolence that is unvarying does 
not fulfill its mission. The incorruptibility that 
is pristine is not to be trusted. Bravery with 
bravado will not accomplish anything. When 
these five are pared back, they then approach 
the Dao. So knowing well how to stop at the 
edge of what one does not know lies on the 
highest level. 
孰知不言之辯，不道之道？若有能知，此之謂
天府。注焉而不滿，酌焉而不竭，而不知其所
由來，此之謂葆光。
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Who knows how to conduct disputation with-
out words, to give travel directions that do not 
involve instructions? If there are those who 
know, then they constitute what could be 
called the repository of Heaven. Pour water 
into it and it does not fill up. Decant from it 
and it does not become exhausted, yet none 
know its source. This is called the shuttered 
Brightness.

故昔者堯問於舜曰：「我欲伐宗、膾、胥敖，
南面而不釋然。其故何也？」
So, in ancient times, Yao asked Shun: "I desire 
to undertake a punitive expedition against 
Zong, Kuai, and Xu-ao, yet as I sit facing south 
on my throne I am unable to release my anxie-
ties. Why is that?" 

舜曰：「夫三子者，猶存乎蓬艾之閒。 若不釋
然，何哉？昔者十日竝出，萬物皆照，而況德
之進乎日者乎！」
Shun replied: "Well, those three nations are in 
a situation comparable to being mired in a 
swamp. Why should you still be disconsolate? 
In great antiquity, ten suns came out at once 
and all of the myriad creatures were illumi-
nated in their light. What then of those who 
come under the beam of your sun-like virtue?"
• Commentary: Since antiquity, Chinese kings 
and emperors all oriented their thrones to-
ward the south. (Probably for that reason, 
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Chinese maps had south rather than north at 
the top.)

• Shun seems to be suggesting to Yu that de-
spite the deplorable behavior of the three er-
rant nations, Yao has already done all that can 
be or need be done to cure the problem.

齧缺問乎王倪曰：「子知物之所同是乎？」 
Nie Que asked Wang Ni: "Do you know what 
all creatures affirm?"

曰：「吾惡乎知之!」
[Wang Ni] replied: "How would I know about 
that?"

「子知子之所不知邪？」
"Do you know what it is that you do not 
know?"

曰：「吾惡乎知之！
"How could I know about that?"

「然則物無知邪？」
"Then are all creatures without knowledge?"

曰：「吾惡乎知之！」雖然，嘗試言之。庸詎
知吾所謂知之非不知邪？庸詎知吾所謂不知之
非知邪？
"How could I know about that? Nevertheless, 
let me try to respond. How could it be possible 
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to know that what I regard as knowledge is in 
fact not ignorance? How could it be possible to 
know that what I claim to be lack of knowl-
edge is not in fact knowledge?"

且吾嘗試問乎女：民溼寢則腰疾偏死，鰌然乎
哉？木處則惴慄恂懼，猨猴然乎哉？三者孰知
正處？民食芻豢，麋鹿食薦， 蝍且甘帶，鴟鴉
耆鼠，四者孰知正味？蝯猵狙以為雌，麋與鹿
交，鰌與魚游。毛嬙麗姬，人之所美也；魚見
之深入， 鳥見之高飛，麋鹿見之決驟。四者孰
知天下之正色哉？自我觀之，仁義之端，是非
之塗，樊然殽亂，吾惡能知其辯！
Now let me try  a question on you: If people 
sleep in wet places then their lower backs will 
ache and they may become paralyzed on one 
side. But how would an eel react to that kind 
of an environment? If humans were to take 
their abode high up in the trees, then they 
would be nervous, apprehensive, tense, and 
fearful. But would apes react in the same way? 
Of these three kinds of creatures, which knows 
the right place to live? Humans eat beef and 
pork. Elk and deer eat lush grass. Centipedes 
relish small snakes. Raptors have a yen for 
rats. Of these four, which knows the right 
thing to eat? Apes mate with monkeys, elk 
mate with deer, eels school with fish. Humans 
take Mao Qiang and Li Zhi to be great beau-
ties, yet when fish see them they dive for the 
depths, and when birds see them they fly  high 
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aloft. When elk and deer see them they burst 
through the undergrowth and flee. Of these 
four kinds of creatures, which kind knows the 
true exemplar of feminine pulchritude? Ac-
cording to my observations, the roots of be-
nevolence and propriety, the paths of right 
and wrong, are all inextricably confused. How 
could I possibly know how to discriminate 
among them?

齧缺曰：「子不知利害，則至人固不知利害
乎？」
Nie-que said: "You do not know anything 
about benefit and injury. Does the fully real-
ized human indeed know nothing of benefit 
and injury?"

王倪曰：「至人神矣！大澤焚而不能熱，河漢
沍而不能寒，疾雷破山。[飄]風振海而不能
驚。若然者，乘雲氣，騎日月，而遊乎四海之
外。死生無變於己，而況利害之端乎!」
Wang Ni replied: "The fully  realized human is 
like a spirit. Should a great wetland forest be 
swept by a wildfire, he would not get cooked. 
Should even the Yellow River and the River 
Han freeze over, he would not feel cold. 
Should a violent thunderstorm fracture the 
mountains, or a tempest throw the sea into 
complete turmoil, he would feel no fear. One 
such as he can ride the clouds, can mount the 
sun and moon, and can roam beyond the four 
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seas. Not even life and death could force a 
change in such a one. How much the less 
could issues of benefit and harm do so?"

• Commentary: Earlier in this chapter Zhuang 
Zi led the reader to see that different kinds of 
creatures would find different environments 
suited their individual needs, would favor the 
tastes of different kinds of food, and so on. 
The truly realized man that Zhuang Zi de-
scribes here is indifferent to the distinctions 
that make one thing good and another thing 
bad in the eyes of ordinary people.

瞿鵲子問乎長梧子曰：「吾聞諸夫子，聖人不
從事於務，不就利，不違害，不喜求，不緣道;
無謂有謂，有謂無謂，而遊乎塵垢之外。夫子
以為孟浪138之言，而我以為妙道之行也。吾子
以為奚若？」
Ju-que-zi asked Chang-wu-zi: "I have learned 
from Confucius that the sage does not engage 
in governmental duties, does not seek benefit 
and does not avoid injury, does not like to be 
sought after, and does not purposely  base 
himself on dogma. When he says nothing he is 
making a statement, and when he makes a 
statement he is not predicating anything. He 
roams beyond the dust of this world. Confu-
cius himself views my summary to be wild ex-
aggeration, and I view it as describing the 
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working out in practice of the marvelous Dao. 
What do you, my master, think of it?"

長梧子曰：「是黃帝之所聽熒也，而丘也何足
以知之！且女亦大早計，見卵而求時夜，見彈
而求鴞炙。 予嘗為女妄言之，女以妄聽之。
Chang-wu-zi replied: "Such talk would bewil-
der even the Yellow Emperor, so how could 
Confucius be able to understand it? Besides 
that, you are jumping the gun. You see an egg 
and expect the crow of a rooster to wake you 
in the morning. You see a bow and arrow and 
are ready to eat roasted dove. Let me take a 
stab at a rough approximation, and you listen 
to what I say  with an equal tolerance for inex-
actitude. How would that be?"

奚139旁140日月，挾宇宙。為其脗141合，置142其
滑涽143，以隸144 相尊。
"He rests in the lee of the sun and the moon, 
and cradles the Universe to his bosom. He 
unites everything. He casts aside disorder and 
equalizes respect for the lowly and despised.145 

眾人役役，聖人愚芚146，參萬歲而一成純。萬
物盡然， 而以是相蘊147。
"The great multitudes of human beings are 
sedulous in their attention to petty details, yet 
the sage is befuddled, melds himself with the 
myriad years, and sees it all as a single pure 
(undifferentiated) entity. He treats the myriad 
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creatures the same way, and he melds himself 
with them so that every single thing becomes 
fused into a unity.

予惡乎知說生之非惑邪！予惡乎知惡死之非弱
喪而不知歸者邪！麗之姬，艾封人之子也。晉
國之始得之也，涕泣沾襟； 及其至於王所，與
王同筐床，食芻豢，而後悔其泣也。予惡乎知
夫死者不悔其始之蘄生乎！
"How can I know whether loving life is not a 
species of delusion? How can I know whether 
the fear of death is not actually  the reaction of 
someone who has lost his true home during 
his infancy  and does not know how to get 
back? When the Lady Li, the daughter of a 
border guard in the territory called Ai, was 
first obtained by the state of Jin, she wept so 
much that tears soaked her bodice. After she 
had been taken to the palace, had shared the 
bed of the king, and had eaten pork and veni-
son, she regretted her earlier tears. How am I 
to know that the dead do not regret their ear-
lier holding so avidly to life?

夢飲酒者，旦而哭泣；夢哭泣者，旦而田獵。
方其夢也，不知其夢也。夢之中又占其夢焉，
覺而後知其夢也。且有大覺而後知此其大夢
也。
"Those who dream of drinking fine wine may 
have cause for tears the next day. Those who 
dream of weeping bitter tears may thrill to the 
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hunt on the following morning. When one is 
dreaming, one does not realize that one is 
asleep. During one's dream, one may even 
make a divination on the basis of a dream. It is 
only after awakening that one realizes that the 
whole thing was a dream. Perhaps one will 
have a great awakening and realize that all of 
this has been a great dream.

而愚者自以為覺，竊竊然知之。君乎，牧乎，
固哉！丘也與女，皆夢也；予謂女夢，亦夢
也。 是其言也，其名為弔詭。萬世之後而一遇
大聖，知其解者，是旦暮遇之也。
"Once there was a stupid fellow who imagined 
himself to be enlightened and thought that he 
had a thorough acquaintance with everything. 
Whether a gentleman or a cowherd, how ob-
stinate! Confucius and you are both dreaming. 
My saying you are dreaming is also itself a 
dream. The term that is appropriate to cases 
of affirming one's own assertions is 'paradox.' 
After a myriad generations have passed, 
should one encounter a great sage and only 
then get a solution, it would still count as a 
rapid turn-around in this process.

既使我與若辯矣，若勝我，我不若勝，若果是
也，我果非也邪？我勝若，若不吾勝，我果是
也，而果非也邪？ 其或是也，其或非也邪？其
俱是也，其俱非也邪？我與若不能相知也，則
人固阱其黮闇。
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"Suppose that you and I got into a dispute, 
and that you overcome me and I fail to over-
come you. Does that mean that you are in fact 
correct and I am in fact incorrect? Suppose 
that I overcome you and you fail to overcome 
me. Does that mean that I am in fact correct 
and you are in fact incorrect? Is the statement 
perhaps correct? Is it perhaps incorrect? Is it 
entirely correct? Is it entirely incorrect?148 You 
and I cannot know each other, and so people 
are firmly suppressed by darkness. 

吾誰使正之？使同乎若者正之？既與若同矣，
惡能正之！使同乎我者正之？既同乎我矣，惡
能正之！
"Who will I have make things correct? Shall I 
have people who agree with you make things 
correct? If those people agree with you, how 
could they make things correct? Shall I have 
people who agree with me make things cor-
rect? If those people agree with me, how could 
they make things correct?

使異乎我與若者正之？既異乎我與若矣，惡能
正之！使同乎我與若者正之？既同乎我與若
矣，惡能正之！ 
"Should I have people who differ with you and 
me make things correct? Given that they dis-
agree with both of us, how could they make 
things correct! Should I have people who are 
in agreement with you and with me make 
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things correct? Given that they are in agree-
ment with both you and with me, how could 
they make things correct? 

然則我與若與人俱不能相知也，而待彼也邪？ 
[❇化聲之相待149，若其不相待。和之以天
倪150，因之以曼衍151，所以窮年也。]
"Thus you, I, and these other people are all in-
capable of knowing each other (i.e., incapable 
of figuring out who is right). So who is there 
that we all have waiting in the wings? [ The in-
terdependence of transforming sounds (i.e., 
arguments) gives the impression that there is 
no such interdependence. Harmonizing things 
with the Heavenly  taxa, and letting them de-
pend on seamless transformations is the way 
by which one can live out one's natural 
lifespan.152 ]

• Commentary: A few phrases have been 
moved here from where they have somehow 
been misplaced in the standard text.

何謂和之以天倪？ 
"What is it that we call 'Harmonizing it by 
means of Heavenly taxa?'" 
曰： 是不是，然不然。是若果是也，則是之異
乎不是也亦無辯; 然若果然也，則然之異乎不然
也亦無辯。
[Chang Wu-zi] replied: "Affirm non-
affirmation. Validate unvalidated characteri-
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zations. If an affirmation is indeed true, then 
there would be no argument regarding the dif-
ference between true affirmations and denials. 
If a characterization is indeed valid, then there 
would be no argument regarding the differ-
ence between a valid characterization and an 
invalid characterization.

• Commentary: There is at least a little wrong 
with anything one might say. 

<❇>153。忘年忘義，振於無竟，故寓諸無竟。
"Forget your years; forget your sense of right 
and wrong. Become active in the domain of 
nothingness and then the limitless will be-
come your refuge."

• Commentary: Modern science is beginning 
to doubt the appropriateness of carrying sci-
entific taxonomy to the level of subspecies be-
cause there so rarely  are clear boundaries be-
tween what were originally so classified. Cer-
tain species sometimes disobey the require-
ment that they be incapable of cross-species 
fertile matings. In plants, even cross-genera 
fertile crosses are possible in some cases. So 
recent scientific studies of nature support the 
Daoist idea that distinctions ought not be so 
casually  affirmed, and that connections may 
be more complicated than abstract schemes 
would indicate. Perhaps by  "heavenly taxa," 
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Zhuang Zi means the concrete connections, 
generation by generation, that brought some 
particular concrete individual into existence.

罔兩問景曰：「曩子行，今子止；曩子坐，今
子起；何其無特操與？」
Penumbra asked Umbra: "Just a moment ago 
you moved, now you stop. Just a moment ago 
you sat down, now you get up. What do you 
mean by being without stable aims?" 

景曰：「吾有待而然者邪？吾所待又有待而然
者邪？ 吾待蛇蚹蜩翼邪？惡154識所以然！惡識
所以不然！」 
Umbra said: "Is it true that there is something 
that I depend on for things to be this way? 
Then does what I depend on have something 
that it depends on in turn? Do I depend on 
snake skins and cicada wings? How can I rec-
ognize the causes behind occurrences. How 
can I recognize the causes behind things that 
do not occur."155

• Commentary: If shadows had awareness of 
each other, but not of the three-dimensional 
things that cast them, then their activities 
might seem totally erratic to them.
• Asking about the history of events leading up 
to a decision or an action will inevitably in-
volve infinite regress. At the same time, such 
an emphasis on the past can prejudice observ-
ers of human affairs toward accepting a fatal-
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istic view of all human actions. Supposing for 
the moment that the chain of events begun at 
the Big Bang that led up to one individual and 
one specific decision would absolutely deter-
mine what that decision should be, a simple 
stratagem would break that chain. Any indi-
vidual who wanted to break free from the 
chains of the past could simply make his or 
her decision at the next significant fork in the 
road depend on a quantum event of a non-
deterministic nature. For instance, whether to 
attend MIT or Cal Tech could be decided by 
the random clicking of a geiger counter. 
WWW sites such as "randomnumbers.info" 
will give guests access to random numbers 
generated by quantum events. Using such a 
site, one could ask for 10 random numbers 
and go to MIT  if there were more odd num-
bers than even, and go to Cal Tech if the even 
numbers outnumbered the odd numbers. A 
few decisions made this way might be sure to 
prevent one from doing whatever one was 
originally "supposed" to do.
 
昔者莊周夢為胡蝶，栩栩然胡蝶也，自喻適志
與！不知周也。俄然覺，則蘧蘧然周也。 不知
周之夢為胡蝶與，胡蝶之夢為周與？
Once upon a time, Zhuang Zhou dreamt that 
he was a butterfly, a freely  fluttering butterfly, 
and felt completely content. He did not know 
that he was Zhou! Suddenly he awoke and 
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there he was, self-aware as Zhuang Zhou. He 
did not know whether he was Zhuang Zhou 
who had dreamt of being a butterfly, or was a 
butterfly  who was dreaming of being Zhuang 
Zhou. 

周與胡蝶，則必有分矣。此之謂物化。
There must be some distinction between 
Zhuang Zhou the man and a butterfly, and the 
existence of this distinction is what is behind 
the idea of the transformation of things.

• Commentary: In this chapter Zhuang Zi 
gives readers indications both of the ways that 
preconceptions cause humans to lose 
objectivity, and also of ways that humans can 
divest themselves of their preconceptions.

• In his work that is encapsulated in the 
OODA chart, the importance of what John 
Boyd called "orientation" is frequently 
underestimated. Orientation means all of the 
items of belief and habit that determine the 
way that a human being orients himself or 
herself to the environment. A fighter pilot 
scrambled to meet a potentially hostile plane 
entering his or her nation's airspace will be 
reviewing what to expect if the airplane turns 
out to be from North Korea, South Korea, 
Japan, or other less likely sources given the 
general heading of that aircraft. This ability of 
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humans to make use of culturally relevant and 
other kinds of information is valuable in itself, 
but even more valuable when the individual is 
able to update the information without 
encountering internal resistance due to 
value-linked preconceptions (prejudices). As 
John Boyd said in 1987, orientation "shapes 
the way we observe, the way we decide, the 
way we act. In this sense, Orientation shapes 
the character of present [OODA] loops — 
while these present loops shape the character 
of future orientation."156 Here Boyd points to 
a recursive process that is originally affected 
by the inevitable biases that arise in the 
process of inductive learning. Early 
observations may be overgeneralized, cause 
misunderstandings about realities, and being 
later on forced to accomodate to reality may 
correct one's orientation toward future events.

• Zhuang Zi guides readers in removing 
hindrances to the process of refinement that 
Boyd writes about.
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養生主第三
Chapter Three: Master of the Nurturing of Life

吾生也有涯，而知也無涯。以有涯隨無涯，殆
已！已而為知者，殆而已矣！
My life has its limit, but knowledge has no 
limit. It is dangerous to use something limited 
to seek comprehension of the limitless. When 
the pursuit of knowledge has reached its limits 
and yet I take what goes beyond it to be 
knowledge too, that will be dangerous and no 
question about it. 

為善無近名，為惡無近刑，緣督以為經，可以
保身，可以全生，可以養親，可以盡年。
Should you do good, do not push the bound-
ary of fame. Should you do bad, do not push 
the boundary of punishment. Take following 
the median to be your constant guide and you 
can protect yourself, live a nature-fulfilling 
life, nurture those who are close to you, and 
you can live out your natural lifespan.

庖丁為文惠君解牛，手之所觸，肩之所倚，足
之所履，膝之所踦，砉然響然，奏刀騞然，莫
不中音，合於桑林之舞，乃中經首之會。
Pao Ding butchered cattle for King Wen-hui. 
Every  time his hands made contact, every  time 
his shoulder pushed against something, every 
time his feet moved, every time his knees 
touched down — the sounds hwaa hwaa, the 
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swish of his knife — none failed to fit the 
notes, all were synchronized with the steps of 
the Mulberry Grove dance, and they all hit the 
meter of the Jing-shou music.

文惠君曰：「嘻，善哉！技蓋至此乎？」
King Wen-hui said: "Wonderful! That is su-
perb! How could skill possibly reach this 
level?"

庖丁釋刀對曰：「臣之所好者道也，進乎技
矣。始臣之解牛之時，所見無非全牛者﹔三年
之后，未嘗見全牛也﹔方今之時，臣以神遇而
不以目視，官知止而神欲行。依乎天理，批大
卻，導大窾，因其固然。
Pao-ding put down his knife and responded: 
"The Dao is what your servant loves, and so I 
have grown close to being skillful. In the be-
ginning, when your servant was butchering a 
cow, all I saw was the complete cow like a 
lump. After three years, I no longer saw the 
whole cow. And in more recent times your 
servant uses his spirit to encounter the cow 
rather than using his eyes to look at it. Sense 
awareness ceases, and my spirit drives itself 
forward as it will. It depends on natural pat-
terns in the cow to cleave the great (卻 xì, 
gaps=) junctures. It is guided through the 
great gaps. It bases itself on what is solidly 
there. 
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技經肯綮之未嘗微礙，而況大軱乎！
Given that, the small and large blood vessels, 
muscle attachments, and joints all are never 
even the slightest hindrance, [because he 
steers around even those little things.] How 
much the less could the large skeletal parts in-
terfere? 

良庖歲更刀，割也﹔族庖月更刀，折也﹔今臣
之刀十九年矣，所解數千牛矣，而刀刃若新發
於硎。彼節者有閒，而刀刃者無厚，以無厚入
有閒，恢恢157乎其於游刃必有餘地矣。是以十
九年而刀刃若新發於硎。
"A good butcher switches knives ever year be-
cause he slices. A run of the mill butcher 
changes knives ever month because he hacks. 
As of now your servant has used this knife for 
nineteen years and has butchered several 
thousand cows with it, but the edge of this 
knife is just as though it has been newly taken 
from the whetstone. In the joints between 
bones there are interstices, and the leading 
edge of the knife has no thickness. When 
something with no thickness in inserted into 
an interstice, it finds that it has wide leeway! 
There must be ample clearance through which 
to maneuver the knife's edge. That is why after 
nineteen years this blade is as though it had 
just come off the whetstone. 
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雖然，每至於族158，吾見其難為，怵然為戒，
視為止，行為遲，動刀甚微，謋然已解，如土
委地。提刀而立，為之而四顧，為之躊躇滿
志，善刀而藏之。」 
"Even so, every time I come to a gnarled spot, 
I see that it will be hard to negotiate, and I ap-
prehensively  guard against dangers. My vision 
ceases and my motions slow. I move my knife 
in minute increments and then, with a 
whoosh, the carcass divides into two pieces 
and it falls to earth like a clod of dirt. I raise 
my knife and stand up. Having accomplished 
this task I look around in all four directions. 
Next I self-assuredly feel a sense of accom-
plishment. I clean my knife and put it away.

文惠君曰：「善哉！吾聞庖丁之言，得養生
焉。」
King Wen-hui said: "How excellent! I not only 
have heard Pao Ding's words [on butchering], 
but in the process I have also acquired the [se-
cret of] nurturing life."

公文軒見右師而驚曰：「是何人也？惡乎介
也？天與？其人與？」
Gong-wen Xuan saw the General of the Right 
and in amazement said: "What is going on 
with that person? Why is he an amputee? Was 
it because of an act of god? Was it because of 
some other person?" 
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曰：「天也，非人也。天之生是使獨也，人之
貌有與也。以是知其天也，非人也。」
[The General of the Right] said: "It was be-
cause of (Heaven =) nature, not because of 
other people. When Heaven gave life to this 
one it caused him to be single [footed]. The 
appearances of people are given to them. That 
is how I know that it was on account of 
(Heaven =) nature, and not on account of 
other people."

• Commentary: This rather strange passage 
can be interpreted as denying that the deliber-
ate punishment of a human being by mutila-
tion and disfigurement was other than natu-
ral, an "act of god." It was, perhaps, inevitable. 
The passage can also be interpreted to be an 
explanation for a natural deformity found at 
birth, and an indication that such infirmities 
do not necessarily  limit the other capacities of 
an individual. This passage may be an exam-
ple used in support of the Legalist theory of 
the principles of good rule.

澤雉十步一啄，百步一飲，不蘄畜乎樊中。神
雖王，不善也。
A marsh pheasant takes ten steps and then 
pecks, takes a hundred steps and then drinks. 
It does not pray to be raised in a cage. As for 
the spirit [put into an analogous situation], 
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even though one might be made a king, it 
would not find that good.

• Commentary: In conjunction with the previ-
ous story it seems that Zhuang Zi sees indi-
viduals doing better in roles best suited to 
them.

老聃死，秦失弔之，三號而出。
Lao Dan died, and "Loss" Qin went to pay his 
final respects. He wailed three times and then 
went back outside. 

弟子曰：「非夫子之友邪？」
[Lao Dan's] disciples said: "Were you not 
Master's friend?" 

曰：「然。」
[Qin] said: "Yes."

「然則弔焉若此，可乎？」
[The disciples] said: "Well, in that case, is it 
acceptable to mourn him in this [perfunctory] 
manner?"

曰：「然。始也吾以為其人也，而今非也。向
吾入而弔焉，有老者哭之，如哭其子﹔少者哭
之，如哭其母。彼其所以會之，必有不蘄言而
言，不蘄哭而哭者。是遁天倍情，忘其所受，
古者謂之遁天之刑。適來，夫子時也﹔適去，
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夫子順也。安時而處順，哀樂不能入也，古者
謂是帝之縣解。」
"Yes. In the beginning I thought that he was 
the man. And now I deny it. Just now when I 
went in to pay my last respects [I found] old 
people weeping for him, as though they were 
weeping for their own children. [I found] 
young people weeping for him, as though 
weeping for their mothers. The means by 
which he had assembled these [followers] 
must have been by saying what they implored 
him to say, and by weeping for what they im-
plored him to weep over. This is to take leave 
of (Heaven =) nature and, by multiplying hu-
man emotions, to forget what one has received 
[from nature]. The ancients called this the 
punishment for taking leave of nature. When 
it was appropriate to come, the master did so 
in a timely way. When it was time to leave, the 
master followed this [expectation]. He did 
things according to the times and went with 
the flow. Neither sorrow nor joy could find 
their way into him. The ancients called this 
the emancipation offered by Di (= god).

指窮於為薪，火傳也，不知其盡也。
One can run out of fingers with which to make 
kindling, but when fire propagates [through 
the kindling] then there is no known end to 
the process.

終
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人間世第四
Chapter Four: In the Human World　　　　

顏回見仲尼，請行。
Yan Hui went to see Confucius and to ask 
permission to take leave of him. 

曰：「奚之？」
[Confucius] asked: "Where are you going?"

曰：「將之衛。」
[Yan Hui] said: "I am going to the state of 
Wei."

曰：「奚為焉？」
Confucius asked: "Why are you going there?"

曰：「回聞衛君，其年壯，其行獨。輕用其
國，而不見其過。輕用民死，死者以國量乎
澤159若蕉160，民其無如矣！
[Yan Hui] said: "I have heard that the sover-
eign of the state of Wei is in the prime years of 
his life, he is entirely  willful, he treats the wel-
fare of his state too negligently, and he cannot 
see his own mistakes. He makes light of the 
deaths of his people, and his country is as full 
of corpses as a marsh is full of reeds. The peo-
ple have no recourse whatsoever.
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回嘗聞之夫子曰：‘治國去之，亂國就之。醫門
多疾。 ’愿以所聞，思其所行，庶幾其國有瘳
乎！」 
"I once heard you say, 'Leave the well ordered 
states and head for the ones in chaos.' There 
are many patients at the physician's gate. I 
would like to employ what I have learned, 
think out ways to put it all into real use, and 
then perhaps there would be almost enough to 
heal his country."

仲尼曰：「譆，若殆往而刑耳！夫道不欲雜，
雜多，多則擾，擾則憂，憂而不救。古之至
人，先存諸己而后存諸人。
Confucius said: "Alas, I am afraid that you are 
heading off to your own execution! The Dao 
does not like for things to get scrambled to-
gether. When things are scrambled, then there 
are many [factors]. When there are many [fac-
tors] mixed together then there will be turbu-
lence and disorder. When that happens there 
will be distress, but from this distress there 
will be no salvation. The fully realized humans 
of antiquity first made firm the possession of 
something in themselves before they would try 
to insist on its possession by other people.

所存於己者未定，何暇至於暴人之所行！
"When you have not made it your own secure 
possession, how can you have the leisure to try 
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to provide for it in the behavior of some vio-
lent person?

且若亦知夫德之所蕩而知之所為出乎哉？德蕩
乎名，知出乎爭。
"Moreover, do you understand how Dé 
(virtue/power) goes dissolute and how knowl-
edge spills out [beyond its proper bounds]? Dé 
goes dissolute because of fame, and knowl-
edge spills out of bounds because of wran-
gling.

名也者，相軋也﹔知也者，爭之器也。二者凶
器，非所以盡行也。
"Reputations strive to crush each other. And 
knowledge is a tool for waging struggles. The 
two of them are ill-omened utensils, and not 
something by which people should fully ex-
press themselves.

且德厚信矼，未達人氣﹔名聞不爭，未達人
心。
"Moreover, your Dé may be ample, and your 
trustworthiness may be unassailable, and yet 
you may not have penetrated to the other per-
son's lifebreath. Your reputation and your re-
nown may not contend with his, and yet you 
may not have made your way into the other 
person's heart.
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而強以仁義繩墨之言術（述）暴人之者，是以
人惡有其美也，命之曰菑(剚)人。菑人者，人
必反菑之。若殆為人菑夫。
"Under those conditions if you still forcefully 
use ideas of benevolence, the sense of duty, 
and other prescriptive words, and declaim 
them to these violent men, then these people 
will abhor those who have these meritorious 
features and will call them jinxes. People will 
hurt those whom they  judge to be jinxes. I am 
afraid that someone will put the whammy on 
you.

且苟為人悅賢而惡不肖，惡用而求有以異？
"And what if this ruler is the kind of person 
who delights in worthy people and abhors 
those who are unworthy? Of what use would 
there be for your seeking to change things in 
this situation?

若唯無詔161，王公必將乘人而鬥其捷。而目將
熒之，而色將平之，口將營之，容將形之，心
且成之。
"Your only safe course is to maintain silence, 
otherwise the nobles will direct their minions 
to attack your good points. Your eyes will be-
come dazzled, your countenance will grow 
numb, your mouth will support them, your fa-
cial expressions will be conformed to theirs, 
and your heart will start to give aid to their 
works.
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是以火救火，以水救水，名之曰益多。順始無
窮，若殆以不信厚言，必死於暴人之前矣！
"To let these things happen would be to use 
fire to fight a conflagration, or to use water to 
fight a flood. The expression that fits this ap-
proach is "overfilling what is already full." Fol-
lowing from this kind of beginning you give 
yourself one kind of limitless future. You risk 
speaking earnestly to those who do not trust 
you, in which case you will die under the gaze 
of these violent people."

且昔者桀殺關龍逢，紂殺王子比干，是皆修其
身以<下>傴拊人之民，以下拂其上者也，故其
君因其修以擠之。是好名者也。
"Another point: In antiquity King Jie of the 
Xia dynasty killed Guan Long-feng, and King 
Zhou of the Shang dynasty killed Prince Bi-
gan. Those two people both cultivated their 
own persons in order to make themselves 
serve the interests of the lowliest among hu-
mans, and as a result they offended against 
the interests of their superiors. So their sover-
eign held their good points against them, and 
in general these deleterious interactions were 
the result of their subjects' love of fame.

昔者堯攻叢、枝、胥、敖，禹攻有扈。國為虛
厲，身為刑戮。其用兵不止，其求實無已，是
皆求名實者也，而獨不聞之乎？
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"In ancient times Yao attacked the states of 
Cong-zhi, and Xu-ao. Yu attacked You-hu. 
These countries were turned into stark waste-
lands, the rulers of these countries suffered in-
jury and disfigurement, and [all because] they 
had employed their armies without stint and 
sought wealth without limit. These were all 
cases of seeking fame and wealth. Have you 
never learned of these things?

名實者，聖人之所不能勝也，而況若乎！雖
然，若必有以也，嘗以語我來。」
"Fame and possessions are things that even 
the sages cannot contend against. How much 
the less could you do anything about them? 
Nevertheless, you must have something you 
are planning on, so please try to express your 
ideas to me." 

顏回曰「端而虛，勉而一，則可乎？」
Yan Hui said: "Upright in posture and yet void 
of preconceptions, driving myself forward 
while remaining unified in mind — would that 
do it?"

曰：「惡！惡可！夫以陽為充孔揚，采色不
定，常人之所不違，因案人之所感，以求容與
其心。名之曰日漸之德不成，而況大德乎！將
執而不化，外合而內不訾162，其庸詎可乎！」
Confucius said: "No! How could that work‽ 
Now if you are going to fill yourself with Yang 
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(i.e., masculine, forceful, aggressive, positive 
energy) and promote yourself of this basis, 
then your complexion and color will not be 
steady, you will become the kind of person 
whom ordinary people will not dare to oppose, 
and you will make use of the things that others 
are confused about and try to get yourself ac-
cepted by the ruler. This kind of behavior im-
plies an inability to make gradual advance-
ment in one's state of Dé (virtue/power), and 
so what future chance would there be to 
achieve major goals of Dé? You will hold onto 
this behavior and not undergo any transfor-
mation. Your outer aspect will be affable, yet 
internally you will have no restraints. Under 
ordinary circumstances, how could this do?"

• Commentary: Two important commentators 
interpret this passage in different ways. Ma 
Xu-lun says that it discusses Yan Hui, and 
Guo Xiang says it refers to the ruler of Wei. I 
follow Ma's interpretation because Confucius 
is responding to Yan Hui's plan for maintain-
ing himself against the temptations of egocen-
tric motivations while involving himself with 
the Wei sovereign. And Yan Hui responds, be-
low, with more plans for managing himself, 
not for guarding against the wiles of the king 
of Wei. The reply to the second of Yan's plans 
is again a critique of Yan.
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「然則我內直而外曲，成163而上比。內直者，
與天為徒。與天為徒者，知天子之與己，皆天
之所子，而獨以己言蘄164乎而人善之，蘄乎而
人不善之邪？若然者，人謂之童子，是之謂與
天為徒。
[Yan Hui responded]: "Well then I will be 
straight on the inside but I will be compliant 
on the outside. I will base myself on estab-
lished texts and apply the lessons therein by 
analogy to the actions of my superiors. Those 
who are straight on the inside are the disciples 
of Heaven. Those who are the disciples of 
Heaven realize that they and their sovereigns 
are equally the sons of Heaven, so would I 
then [be willing to] be seen as an exception to 
the rule, one who would look forward to other 
people's approving of his or her words and an-
ticipate [with dread] other people's not ap-
proving of them? People like that (the disci-
ples of Heaven) are called 'youths' by others. 
By that they  mean that those people are the 
followers of Heaven.

外曲165者，與人之為徒也。擎166跽167曲拳168，
人臣之禮也。人皆為之，吾敢不為邪？
"Those who are externally compliant become 
the followers of humans. They raise their jade 
tablets, kneel, bow, and cup their fists at each 
other, all of which are the rituals of superiors 
and subordinates in society, and people all do 
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these things. How could I presume not to do 
them? 

為人之所為者，人亦無疵焉，是之謂與人為
徒。
"When one does what other people do, how 
could other people object? That is what is 
meant by acting as the follower of humans.

成而上比者，與古為徒。其言雖教，讁169之實
也，古之也，非吾有也。若然者，雖直而不
病，是之謂與古為徒。若是則可乎？」
"Those who base themselves on established 
texts and apply the lessons therein by analogy 
to their superiors are those who act as the fol-
lowers of the ancients. Although the things 
that they say are indeed instruction, they ac-
tually function as rebukes. They are things 
that come from antiquity  not, after all, some-
thing that in involved directly  with me. In 
such cases, even though the message may be 
so straightforward as to be abrupt, it will not 
be taken amiss. That is what is called being a 
follower of antiquity. Will my doing things this 
way be acceptable?"

• Commentary: Yan Hui has detailed one way 
in which he might manipulate the ruler of 
Wei. 
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仲尼曰：「惡！惡可！太多政法而不諜。雖
固170亦無罪。雖然，止是耳矣，夫胡可以及
化！猶師心者也。」
Confucius said: "No! How would that do‽ You 
have far too many laws and policies, but you 
take no heed of what you are actually  doing. 
Even though crass, there is indeed no trans-
gression involved. However, if you were to 
stop at that, then how could you move [the 
ruler of Wei] to the point of transformation? 
You still are making your own heart be your 
authoritative [source of knowledge]."
 
顏回曰：「吾無以進矣，敢問其方。」
Yan Hue said: "I have no way of taking this 
matter any further. May I ask how I should do 
things?"

仲尼曰：「齋，吾將語若。有心而為之，其
易171邪？易之者，皞天不宜。」
Confucius said: "You need to fast. I will ex-
plain [fasting] for you. When one has a mind 
[to do something] and you act on that basis, is 
that simple? Making things simple [in a forced 
way] is not appropriate to the bright Heaven."

顏回曰：「回之家貧，唯不飲酒不茹172葷者數
月矣。如此則可以為齋乎？」
Yan Hui said: "My family is poor. For several 
months now I have not drunk wine or eaten 
meat. Can so doing be considered fasting?"
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曰：「是祭祀之齋，非心齋也。」
[Confucius] said: "This kind of fasting is the 
one that is appropriate to making sacrifices. It 
is not the fasting of the mind."

回曰：「敢問心齋。」
[Yan] Hui said: "May I make bold to ask about 
this fasting of the mind?"

仲尼曰：「若一志，無聽之以耳而聽之以心﹔
無聽之以心而聽之以氣。耳止於聽，心止於
符。氣也者，虛而待物者也。唯道集虛。虛
者，心齋也」
Confucius said: "You should unify your will. 
Do not listen to things with your ears, and in-
stead listen with your heart. Do listen to 
things with your heart and instead listen to 
them with your lifebreath. The ears stop at 
hearing things. Hearts stop at getting things to 
tally. But this thing called lifebreath — it is 
something that is vacuous and yet supports 
creatures. The Dao only can accumulate in va-
cuity. Vacuity is [the result of] the fasting of 
the mind."

• Commentary: The idea that one can perceive 
with the lifebreath before perceiving with the 
mind, and can perceive with the mind before 
perceiving with the sense organs becomes im-
portant in Japanese martial arts. See Suzuki, 
Zen and Japanese Culture, p. 148f.
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顏回曰：「回之未始得使，實有回也﹔得使之
也，未始有回也，可謂虛乎？」
Yan Hui said: "Before I was able to implement 
[your teachings], there was a substantial Hui. 
After I had used [your teachings], there was 
absolutely no Hui. Can this state be called 'va-
cuity'?"

夫子曰：「盡矣！吾語若：若能入游其樊而無
感其名，入則鳴，不入則止。無門無毒173，一
宅而寓於不得已，則幾矣。
Confucius said: "You've got it completely! I 
will tell you [what to do now]. You [should be] 
able to enter into his domain without reacting 
to his fame. When you can gain an opportu-
nity, then chime in. If you cannot gain entry, 
then keep still. Be without any portal and 
without a single pennant. Unify your own 
thought territory and take your residence in 
situations wherein you have no choice but to 
act a certain way, and you will be almost there. 

絕跡易，無行地難。為人使易以偽，為天使難
以偽。
"It is easy to wipe out your tracks, but it is dif-
ficult to not travel by land. When you are serv-
ing as an agent for others it is easy to do spu-
rious things. But when you are serving as an 
agent for Heaven, then it is difficult to do any-
thing phony. 
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聞以有翼飛者矣，未聞以無翼飛者也﹔聞以有
知知者矣，未聞以無知知者也。
"I have heard of creatures that fly by means of 
wings, but I have not heard of creatures who 
can fly without requiring wings. I have heard 
of people who can know things by means of 
gaining knowledge [from others], but I have 
not heard of people who can know things by 
means of not knowing things. 

瞻彼闋者，虛室生白，吉祥止止。夫且不止，
是之謂坐馳。夫徇174耳目內通而外於心知，鬼
神將來舍，而況人乎！是萬物之化也，禹舜之
紐也，伏戲、几蘧之所行終，而況散焉者
乎！」
"Inspect that enclosed place. An empty cham-
ber produces white [light], and auspicious 
things rest themselves therein. Now, should 
you not be able to rest, then this state is called 
galloping while sitting in place. When one can 
follow through with the process wherein the 
ears and eyes communicate internally yet ex-
tend externally to provide the heart with 
knowledge, then the ghosts and spirits will [be 
attracted to the favorable environment] and 
take up residence, so how much the more will 
human beings [be attracted and make them-
selves at home within you]. This is the trans-
formation of the myriad creatures, the turning 
point [of the potter's wheel] of Yao and Shun, 
and the lifelong course of Fu Xi and Ji Qu, so 
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how much the more will it be appropriate to 
those who are randomly gifted [in regard to 
their innate talents, personal histories, etc.]?

• Commentary: This is a long story with sev-
eral levels implicit in it. The problem is how to 
maintain one's own autonomy and safety 
when it seems necessary to try  to change the 
course of an evil man.

• Yao and Shun were the exemplary emperors 
of pre-dynastic times. Fu Xi was one of the 
later "three emperors," and the inventor of the 
eight trigrams. Ji Qu was another legendary 
sovereign.
 
葉公子高將使於齊，問於仲尼曰：「王使諸梁
也甚重。齊之待使者，蓋將甚敬而不急。匹夫
猶未可動，而況諸侯乎！吾甚慄之。子常語諸
梁也曰：‘凡事若小若大，寡不道以懽成。事若
不成，則必有人道患﹔事若成，則必有陰陽之
患。若成若不成而后無患者，唯有德者能
之。’吾食也執粗而不臧，爨無欲清之人。今吾
朝受命而夕飲冰，我其內熱與！吾未至乎事之
情，而既有陰陽之患矣！事若不成，必有人道
之患，是兩也。為人臣者不足以任之，子其有
以語我來！」
Zi Gao, Duke of She, was slated to go as an 
emissary to the state of Qi. He asked Confu-
cius: "I have been given a weighty commission 
by the king. It is likely that the state of Qi will 
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handle my mission in an extremely respectful 
way but will be in absolutely no hurry to get 
anything decided. I am unable to spur ordi-
nary people to action, much less members of 
the nobility. I am very much afraid of this 
situation. You, sir, have frequently said to me: 
'In all matters, regardless of whether they are 
major or minor, it is a rarity for things to 
reach a happy conclusion unless they are con-
ducted in accordance with the Dao. If a matter 
cannot be brought to a successful conclusion 
then there will surely be suffering in the hu-
man domain, and if the matter is brought to a 
successful conclusion then there will surely be 
suffering in the domain of Yin and Yang.' To 
get through something without suffering, 
whether the matter is concluded successfully 
or not, requires someone who has Dé (virtue/
power). For food I consume items that are 
coarse and not delicious, and, where cooking 
is concerned, I have no desire for pure delica-
cies. But today I got my mission in the morn-
ing, and by the evening I was consuming ice. I 
am suffering from an internal heat. I have not 
yet gotten involved in the real situation but I 
am already suffering an Yin and Yang imbal-
ance. And if things turn out badly in the actual 
course of events, then I will have additional 
suffering in the human domain. These two 
things are such that the subordinates of rulers 
are necessarily inadequate to take them on as 
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responsibilities. I hope that you will have 
some advice for me."

仲尼曰：「天下有大戒175二：其一，命也，其
一，義也。子之愛親，命也，不可解於心﹔臣
之事君，義也，無適而非君也，無所逃於天地
之間。是之謂大戒。是以夫事其親者，不擇地
而安之，孝之至也﹔夫事其君者，不擇事而安
之，忠之盛也﹔自事其心者，哀樂不易施176乎
前，知其不可奈何而安之若命，德之至也。為
人臣子者，固有所不得已。行177事之情而忘其
身，何暇至於悅生而惡死！夫子其行可矣！
Confucius said: "There are two main things to 
monitor closely in this world. One of them is 
the Mandate, and the other is one's duty. The 
love of children for their family members is a 
matter of Mandate, and cannot be disentan-
gled from their hearts. A minister's service to 
his sovereign is a matter of duty. There is no-
where a minister may go and oppose his sov-
ereign. There is nowhere in all beneath 
Heaven to flee from that responsibility. Those 
are called the great monitions. So in the serv-
ice of one's family members, one must give 
them peace and security without regard to 
place, and that will be the highest form of filial 
piety. And as for service to one's sovereign, to 
give him peace and security without regard to 
the weight of the services required is the most 
full form of loyalty. Those who give good serv-
ice to their own hearts and in doing so are not 
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easily swayed by sorrow or joy, do so because 
they recognize those things that they are pow-
erless to do anything about and so abide 
peacefully  with them as though they were acts 
of god. This level of virtue is the highest. 
Those who are ministers and those who are 
children are indeed faced by things over which 
they have no control. They must investigate 
the true circumstances of things and forget 
their personal welfare. How can they then 
have the leisure to take joy  in life or to hate 
death! Sir, you may go forth on your mission.
 
丘請復以所聞： 凡交近則必相靡178以信，交遠
則必忠之以言。言必或傳之。夫傳兩喜兩怒之
言，天下之難者也。夫兩喜必多溢美之言，兩
怒必多溢惡之言。凡溢之類妄，妄則其信之也
莫179，莫則傳言者殃。故法言180曰：『傳其常
情，無傳其溢言，則幾乎全。』
"I should like to tell you another thing that I 
once learned: For all interactions among peo-
ple, when the involved individuals live near to 
each other then trustworthy actions are 
needed to bind people together, and when 
they are far from each other then words must 
be used to create [mutual] loyalty. In the case 
of the use of words, there must be somebody 
to transmit them. For one to transmit mes-
sages when the two sides are either happy or 
else angry is one of the most difficult of things 
that one may be called upon to do. Now when 
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both sides are happy there is an inevitable 
tendency to use excessively complimentary 
words, and when both sides are angry there is 
an inevitable tendency to use excessively 
harsh words. All kinds of excessive verbal 
communications are problematical. When the 
communications become rash and hazardous, 
then trust between the two parties will become 
attenuated. Then, when trust between the two 
sides deteriorates, the individual who medi-
ates their communications will be in peril. So 
the Dictums says: 'Transmit their everyday 
true circumstances; do not transmit their ex-
cessive expressions, and that will be about 
enough to maintain your own safety.' 

且以巧鬪力者，始乎陽，常卒乎陰，大181至則
多奇巧﹔以禮飲酒者，始乎治，常卒乎亂，
大182至則多奇樂。凡事亦然，始乎諒，常卒乎
鄙﹔其作始也簡，其將畢也必巨。
"Moreover, those who contend for advantage 
by the use of sophistries may begin on a posi-
tive note, but they most often end on the dark 
side. When things get down to the very  end, 
many verbal pyrotechnics will be exhibited. 
Those who consume wine in accord with the 
rites may begin in an orderly way, but they all 
too often end in turmoil. When things get 
down to the final act, people may indulge in 
many anomalous forms of pleasure. All things 
work out in this same general way. What be-
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gins in good faith often ends being despicable. 
When things spring up in a new beginning 
they are simple, but when they are drawing to 
a close they may have grown gargantuan. 

[夫]言者，風波也 ﹔行者，實喪183也。<夫>風
波易以動，實喪易以危。
"Now words are waves upon the wind. Actions 
have real gains and losses. Waves on the wind 
are easily set in motion, and real gains and 
losses easily involve dangers. 

故忿設無由，巧言<偏>[諞]184辭。獸死不擇
音，氣息茀185然，於是並生厲心。剋核太至，
則必有不肖之心應之，而不知其然也。苟為不
知其然也，孰知其所終！
"Truly, indignation and antipathy are ground-
less, [mere symptoms of] facile words and 
sophistries. When wild animals face death 
they cry out wildly, and their breaths come in 
angry spasms. So they all exhibit a fierce men-
tality. The extremes of subjugation and re-
pression must inevitably be met with an un-
seemly mentality of which the individuals in-
volved may be unaware. If they are so un-
aware, then who knows where things will end 
up. 

故法言曰：『無遷令，無勸成。過度益也。』
遷令勸成殆事。美成在久，惡成不及改，可不
慎與！
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"Therefore the Dictums says: 'Do not alter 
commands, and do not urge courses of action 
on others.' The results exceed the mark and go 
beyond bounds. To alter commands and to 
urge accomplishments endangers things. A 
beautiful conclusion requires a long time to be 
achieved, and when a bad conclusion is 
reached there will be no way to change that 
result. Can one fail to be cautious? 

且夫乘物以游心，託不得已以養中，至矣。何
作為報也！186莫若為致命，此其難者。」
"Moreover, the highest level [of responsible 
action] consists in letting one's heart roam by 
hitching a free ride on creatures, and by  let-
ting things be entrusted to the inevitable in 
order to nurture one's inner nature. What 
[more] do you need to do in order to discharge 
your responsibilities? There would be nothing 
better for you to do than carry forth your 
mandate. This is the difficult part."

• Commentary: The term "mandate" has a 
dual meaning here. One is the orders that the 
emissary has received from his government. 
The other is the mandate that comes from 
Heaven, or what we might call "fate" or "des-
tiny."

顏闔將傅187衛靈公太子，而問於蘧伯玉曰﹔
「有人於此，其德天殺。與之為無方，則危吾
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國，與之為有方，則危吾身。其知適足以知人
之過，而不知其所以過。若者，吾奈之何？」 
Yan He was assigned to tutor Crown Prince 
Wei Ling-gong. He made inquiry of Qu Bo-yu, 
"In this instance we have a person whose vir-
tue is by nature to kill. If I do not take any de-
terminate position in my work as tutor, then I 
will endanger my country. But if I do maintain 
a definite position I will endanger my personal 
safety. His intelligence is sufficient to deter-
mine when people have made mistakes, but 
insufficient to determine why they have gone 
wrong. In the case of such a person, what on 
earth am I to do?" 

蘧伯玉曰：「善哉問乎！戒之，慎之，正汝身
也哉！形莫若就，心莫若和。雖然，之二者有
患。就不欲入，和不欲出。形就而入，且為顛
為滅，為崩為蹶﹔心和而出，且為聲為名，為
妖為孽。彼且為嬰兒，亦與之為嬰兒﹔彼且為
無町畦，亦與之為無町畦﹔彼且為無崖，亦與
之為無崖﹔達之入於無疵。
Qu Bo-yu replied, "What an excellent ques-
tion! Guard against him. Be cautious with re-
gard to him. Maintain your own uprightness! 
There is nothing better with regard to your 
appearance than to be approachable. The best 
thing with regard to your heart is to be har-
monious. Even so, both of those two have 
their own dangers. In approaching him, you 
must not stumble into his clutches. In being 
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harmonious you must not take leave of your 
own principles. If in your presentation of self 
you are approachable and thereby you stum-
ble into his clutches, that means getting 
turned upside down and getting destroyed, go-
ing into collapse and getting trampled. If you 
become so harmonious that you depart from 
your own principles, then you will act for the 
sake of notoriety  and fame, and that will lead 
to enthrallment and earn for you the wages of 
sin. If that person behaves like an infant, then 
you should behave like an infant toward him. 
If that person does not observe any bounda-
ries in his behavior toward others, then you 
should observe no boundaries in responding 
to him. If he puts no limitations on himself, 
then you should put no limitations on yourself 
with regard to your interactions with him, 
and, by so doing, conduct him into a defect 
free state. 

汝不知夫螳螂乎？怒其臂以當車轍，不知其不
勝任也，是其才之美者也。戒之，慎之，積伐
而美者以犯之，幾矣！
"Do you not know about the praying mantis? 
It spread out its claws in order to block the 
wheel of a cart, not knowing that it was inade-
quate to the task it had set for itself. It af-
firmed the splendidness of its own talents. 
Guard against so doing. Be careful not to be 
like that. Offend him by building up your own 
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goodness as a form of assault on him, and that 
will be about it for you! 

汝不知夫養虎者乎？不敢以生物與之，為其殺
之之怒也﹔不敢以全物與之，為其決之之怒
也。時其飢飽，達其怒心。虎之與人異類，而
媚養己者，順也﹔故其殺者，逆也。
"Do you not know about those who train ti-
gers? They do not dare feed them living crea-
tures, for fear of arousing their aggressivity in 
the act of killing food for themselves. They do 
not dare feed them whole carcasses, for fear of 
arousing their aggressivity by  their rending 
the raw meat apart. They control the tigers' 
aggressivity by timing their periods of hunger 
and satiety. Tigers and humans are of differ-
ent species, yet both fawn on those who feed 
them, which makes them complaisant. So 
when they actually kill their keepers, it is al-
ways because of their keepers' having done 
something that goes against their ordinary in-
clinations. 

夫愛馬者，以筐盛矢，以蜃盛溺。適有蚊虻僕
緣，而拊之不時，則缺銜首碎胸。意有所至而
愛有所亡。可不慎邪！」
"Those who love horses use baskets to collect 
their manure, and use clam shells to collect 
their urine. But should a horsefly or a mos-
quito land on the horse and a groom or sta-
bleboy for that reason swat at the horse in an 
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unexpected way, then the horse may break its 
bit, bridle, or harness. The servants' intentions 
were appropriate, but their affection resulted 
in the destruction of something. Can one not 
be cautious?"

 匠石之齊，至於曲轅，見櫟社樹。其大蔽數千
牛，絜之百圍，其高臨山，十仞而后有枝，其
可以為舟者旁十數。觀者如市，匠伯188不顧，
遂行不輟。
Carpenter Shi was going to the state of Qi, and 
when he got to Qu-yuan he saw a tree in the 
Oak Grove Shrine. It was so large that it could 
shade several thousand cattle. It was one hun-
dred arm spans in circumference, and so tall 
that it grew ten rods above the top of a nearby 
hill before it began to show branches. Its ma-
jor branches that were large enough to make 
boats numbered more than a dozen. There 
were as many sightseers as there would be 
people in a market. Carpenter Shi did not even 
give it a look and continued walking without 
pause.

弟子厭觀之，走及匠石，曰：「自吾執斧斤以
隨夫子，未嘗見材如此其美也。先生不肯視，
行不輟，何邪？」
His apprentice had his fill of looking at it and 
then caught up to Carpenter Shi and said, 
"Since I picked up an axe and began to learn 
from you, Master, I have never seen such good 
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timber. Yet you are not even willing to look at 
it. You just keep on walking. Why is that?"

曰：「已矣，勿言之矣！散木也。以為舟，則
沉；以為棺槨，則腐；以為器，則速毀；以為
門戶，則液樠；以為柱，則蠹。是不材之木
也。無所可用，故能若是之壽。」
[Carpenter Shi] said: "That's enough. Do not 
speak of it. It is trash wood. If you made a boat 
out of it, it would sink. If you made a casket 
out of it, it would quickly rot away. If you 
made furniture or the like it would quickly be-
come dilapidated. If you made a gate or door 
of it, then it would drip sap. If you made pil-
lars from it, then they would get riddled by 
worm holes. It is a tree that offers no re-
sources. It is totally useless, and only on that 
account has it reached this great old age.

匠石歸，櫟社見夢曰：「女將惡乎比予哉？若
將比予於文木邪？夫柤梨橘柚，果蓏之屬，實
熟則剝，剝則辱。大枝折，小枝泄。此以其能
苦其生者也。故不終其天年而中道夭，自掊擊
於世俗者也。物莫不若是。
Carpenter Shi went back home, whereupon 
the oak of the shrine appeared to him in a 
dream and said, "With what would you com-
pare me? Would you compare me to some 
kind of useful ornamental tree? Hawthorne? 
Pear? Orange? Pomelo? Some kind of fruit 
tree? When their fruits are ripe then they are 
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ripped off. To have things ripped off is an in-
sult. The great limbs may be broken, and the 
small branches may get pulled off. So they 
make their lives miserable on account of their 
useful characteristics, and they do not live out 
their natural lifespans but get cut off mid way. 
They are pummeled as a result of the vulgar 
attitudes of the world. Things are always like 
that. 

且予求無所可用久矣！幾死，乃今得之，為予
大用。使予也而有用，且得有此大也邪？且也
若與予也皆物也，奈何哉其相物也？而幾死之
人，又惡知散木！」
"Moreover, I have sought perfect uselessness 
for a long time, and almost got wiped out 
along the way. Now I've about got it, and it is 
of great use to me. Supposing that I should 
have gained something that would make me 
have great utility, then could I have reached 
such a great size? And besides, you and I are 
both creatures. How can we avoid standing 
opposed to each other as creatures? You 
nearly dead trash human, what do you know 
about trash wood?" 

匠石覺而診其夢。弟子曰：「趣取無用，則為
社，何邪？」
Carpenter Shi woke up and was trying to make 
sense of his dream. His apprentice asked, "It 
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has sought uselessness, so why did it also 
choose to become a shrine tree?"

曰：「密！若無言！彼亦直寄焉！以為不知己
者詬厲也。
Carpenter Shi said: "Seal you lips. Don't you 
say anything! That tree did indeed find refuge 
there all along. It is likely to think that those 
who do not understand it are intentionally 
abusing it.

不為社者，且幾有翦乎！且也，彼其所保，與
眾異，而以義譽之，不亦遠乎！
"If it hadn't become the shrine tree, it is en-
tirely possible that it would have gotten the 
trimmer. Besides, what that tree protects is 
different from what the masses protect, so 
isn't it far off the mark to use [human] moral-
ity to judge it?"

南伯子綦游乎商之丘，見大木焉，有異：結駟
千乘，將隱芘189其所藾。子綦曰：「此何木也
哉！此必有異材夫！」仰而視其細枝，則拳曲
而不可以為棟梁﹔俯而視其大根，則軸190解而
不可以為棺槨﹔咶191其葉，則口爛而為傷﹔嗅
之，則使人狂酲192，三日而不已。子綦曰：
「此果不材之木也，以至於此其大也。嗟乎193

神人，以此不材。」
Master Qi of Nan-bo was wandering on the 
mound of Shang when he saw a great tree 
thereon. It had unique qualities. Thousands of 
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teams of horses were tied beneath it. The tree 
nearly concealed all that it sheltered. Master 
Qi said: "What kind of a tree is it? Surely it has 
wood of some special characteristic." He tilted 
his head back and looked up at the tree's 
smaller branches. They were curled up and 
twisted, so that they could never be used to 
make roof beams. He tilted his head down to 
look at its great trunk. It was radially split, so 
that the timber could not be used for coffins 
and outer coffins (which were preferably to be 
made from single very wide slabs of wood). If 
you were to lick its leaves, then your mouth 
would become ulcerated. If you were to smell 
it you would become so seriously  intoxicated 
that it would take more than three days to re-
cover. Master Qi said: "This is indeed a tree 
with no timber of good quality. It is only be-
cause of its having this status that it has been 
enabled to become so large. Behold! This is 
the uselessness that the godlike people use." 

宋有荊氏者，宜楸柏桑。其拱把而上者，求狙
猴之杙者斬之﹔三圍四圍，求高名之麗194者斬
之﹔七圍八圍，貴人富商之家求樿傍195者斬
之。故未終其天年，而中道之夭於斧斤，此材
之患也。故解196之以牛之白顙者，與豚之亢鼻
者，與人有痔病者，不可以適河。此皆巫祝
以197知之矣，所以為不祥也此乃神人之所以為
大祥也。
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In the state of Song there is a place called Jing 
-shi that was well suited to catalpa, cedar, and 
mulberry trees. Those who wanted posts for 
tethering their apes and monkeys would cut 
down those trees that were bigger than the 
ones that a person could get two hands 
around. Trees that were three or four spans in 
circumference were cut down by  those who 
wanted ridge poles and beams. Trees that 
were seven or eight spans around were cut 
down by nobles and rich merchants who 
wanted coffins made with each side being a 
single plank. For this reason these trees never 
reached the full scope of their years, and in-
stead they were cut down by axes and hatchets 
at an early  time in the middle of their lives. 
This circumstance is the misfortune brought 
about by their supplying good timber. Truly, 
sacrifices made by butchering cows with white 
foreheads. pigs with tilted-up snouts, and 
people with hemorrhoids cannot be offered to 
the Lord of the Yellow River. These are the 
signs by which the shamans and the priests 
know them to be inauspicious, and also the 
reason that the godlike men take them to be 
among the most highly auspicious. 

支離疏者，頤隱於臍，肩高於頂，會撮指天，
五管在上，兩髀為脅。挫鍼治繲198，足以餬
口﹔鼓莢播精，足以食十人。上徵武士，則支
離攘臂而游於其間﹔上有大役，則支離以有常
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疾不受功﹔上與病者粟，則受之三鍾與十束
薪。夫支離者其形者，猶足以養其身，終其天
年，又況支離其德者乎！
Split-limbs Shu had his cheeks tucked in con-
cealment in his navel. His shoulders were 
higher than the top of his head. In his case, 
the spot on the back of the head that normally 
points backwards pointed up at the sky. His 
five viscera were on top, and his thighs were 
alongside his ribs. He used his needlework 
and doing laundry to keep himself fed, and by 
threshing and winnowing grain he was able to 
support ten other people. When the authori-
ties sought to draft people into the military, 
Split-limbs threw back his shoulders and 
walked freely  among them. When the superi-
ors proclaimed a great labor levy, Split-limbs 
did not earn any merit through his work be-
cause he was chronically infirm. When the 
people in authority gave out supplies to those 
who were ill, then he got three measures of 
grain and ten bundles of firewood. Now his 
physical form was indeed misshapen, but that 
was enough to nourish his body and so live out 
his natural lifespan. How much the more 
would people benefit if they could make their 
virtues misshapen!

孔子適楚，楚狂接輿游其門曰：「鳳兮鳳兮，
何如德之衰也！來世不可待，往世不可追也。
天下有道，聖人成焉；天下無道，聖人生焉。
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方今之時，僅免刑焉。福輕乎羽，莫之知載；
禍重乎地，莫之知避。
 When Confucius went to the state of Chu, Jie 
Yu, the madman of Chu, sallied past his door-
way and intoned: "Oh Phoenix, Oh Phoenix, 
Why has your virtue declined? You cannot 
wait for the coming age, and the ages passed 
cannot be reclaimed. When All Beneath 
Heaven possesses the Dao, sages succeed 
therein. When All Beneath Heaven does not 
have the Dao, sages survive therein. Nowadays 
one can only hope to avoid getting punished. 
Good fortune is lighter than a feather, but no-
body knows how to make it their cargo. Ca-
lamity is heavier than the earth, but nobody 
knows how to keep it off their backs. 

「已乎已乎！臨人以德。
"It is all over! It is all over! 
Using virtue to scrutinize people. 

「殆乎殆乎！畫地而趨。
"How dangerous! How dangerous!
Drawing a line in the dirt and then running. 

「迷陽迷陽，無傷吾行；
吾行郤曲，無傷吾足。」
"Get lost in Yang! Get lost in Yang! 
Do not injure my progress. 
My progress is broken and crooked. 
Do not injure my feet."
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山木，自寇也﹔膏火，自煎也。桂可食，故伐
之﹔漆可用，故割之。人皆知有用之用，而莫
知無用之用也。
Trees on the mountainside hack at them-
selves. Fat on the fire fries itself. Cinnamon 
trees have a good taste, therefore they get cut 
down. Lacquer is useful, therefore the trees 
get gashed. Everyone knows the usefulness of 
being useful, and none know the usefulness of 
being useless.

終
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德充符第五
Chapter Five: The Outward Signs of Virtue's 
Fullness

魯有兀199者王駘，從之遊者與仲尼相若。常季
問於仲尼曰：「王駘，兀者也，從之遊者與夫
子中分魯。立不教，坐不議200，虛而往，實而
歸。固有不言之教，無形而心成者邪？是何人
也？」
There was a mutilated man in the state of Lu 
named Wang Tai. His followers were as nu-
merous as the students of Confucius. Chang Ji 
asked Confucius: "Wang Tai is an amputee, 
yet he divides the students of the state of Lu 
equally  with you, Master. While standing he 
does not teach, while sitting he does not dis-
cuss. People go to him empty  and return full. 
Are there indeed people who teach without us-
ing speech and who use things without any 
physical form and yet succeed in bringing the 
minds of others to fulfillment? What kind of 
person is this?"

• Commentary: Presumably Wang Tai had 
been mutilated as a punishment for some 
crime.

仲尼曰：「夫子，聖人也。丘也直201後而未往
耳。丘將以為師，而況不若丘者乎！奚假202魯
國！丘將引天下而與從之。」
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Confucius said: "The master is a sage. I have 
never yet gone to pay my respects to him, even 
at this late date. I will make him my teacher, 
so how much the more should potential stu-
dents who are not my equal? Why should I 
limit myself to the state of Lu? In the future I 
will lead all of the people in the world to be-
come his disciples."

常季曰：「彼兀者也，而王先生，其與庸亦遠
矣。若然者，其用心也獨若之何？」
Chang Ji said: "If that person has been de-
prived of his foot, and yet he stands as your 
superior, he is indeed far from being an ordi-
nary person. How can one characterize the 
unique way he uses his mind?"

仲尼曰：「死生亦大矣，而不得與之變；雖天
地覆墜，亦將不與之遺203。審乎無假204而不與
物遷，命物之化而守其宗也。」
Confucius said: "Death and life are great mat-
ters, yet there is nothing they can do to influ-
ence him. Even if Heaven were to fall and 
Earth were to collapse, that would not pro-
duce any deviation in his course. He conducts 
investigations flawlessly and does not let him-
self be carried along in the wake of things. He 
determines the transformations of things 
while yet preserving their ontological founda-
tions." 
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• Commentary: Zhuang Zi suggests one can 
make minimal forces produce major results.
　
常季曰：「何謂也？」
Chang Ji said: "What is that supposed to 
mean?

仲尼曰：「自其異者視之，肝膽楚越也；自其
同者視之，萬物皆一也。夫若然者，且不知耳
目之所宜，而遊心乎德之和；
Confucius said: "Looking at things from the 
point of view of their differences, then they are 
like the liver and the gall or are like the states 
of Chu and Yue. Looking at things from the 
point of view of their similarities, then the 
myriad creatures are all one. Now in that [sec-
ond] case, he does not know what are the ap-
propriate objects of ears, eyes (etc.), and he 
ranges his heart in the harmony of Dé (virtue/
power).

• Commentary: Mentioning the harmony of 
Dé suggests that his powers were integrated 
rather than sometimes being in conflict with 
each other.

物視其所一而不見其所喪，視喪其足猶遺土
也。」
As for creatures, he sees them as a unity. He 
does not observe anything as perishing. He 
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regards the loss of feet as no more than the 
falling off of a clod of dirt.

• Commentary: Viewing what are ordinarily 
regarded as discrete entities as actually being 
nothing more significant than mentally  out-
lined regions in a single continuum, the seem-
ing separation of a foot region from a body  re-
gion no longer seems very significant since the 
two seemingly distinct regions are still con-
nected.

常季曰：「彼為己。以其知，得其心。以其
心。得其常心，物何為最205之哉？
Chang Ji said: "As for his furthering his own 
competencies, he used his knowledge to learn 
of his heart, and he used his heart to get 
knowledge of his constant heart. Why do crea-
tures all gather around him?

• Commentary: The above question is ironic. 
The author intends to indicate some kind of 
progression from knowledge gained from gen-
eral empirical experience, to a collection of 
knowledge regarding one's psychological func-
tioning, and then from that to some deeper 
level of understanding of the mind as it is in 
itself and not just at is is seen in one guise or 
an other while it is fastening on some particu-
lar problem or practical situation. Then the 
author asks his ironic question, which might 
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just as well have been phased negatively: 
"Why would they not all gather around him?"

仲尼曰：「人莫鑑於流水而鑑於止水，唯止能
止衆止。受命於地，唯松柏獨也在冬夏青青；
受命於天，唯舜獨也正，幸能正生，以正衆
生。夫保始之徵，不懼之實。
Confucius said: "Nobody uses running water 
as a mirror. Rather, they use still water as a 
mirror. Only  stillness can quiet the multitudes 
and make them still. Among the creatures that 
get their Mandate from Earth, only pines and 
cedars remain green in winter as well as in 
summer. Among creatures that get their Man-
date from Heaven, only Shun alone was up-
right, and fortunately he was able to make liv-
ing [creatures, i.e. himself] upright, and by 
this means he made the multitudes of living 
creatures upright. 

Now the sign of having protected one's source 
is being truly without fear. 

• Commentary: Still water runs deep. The val-
ley and the abyss appear in the Dao De Jing as 
symbols for the Dao, and the Dao is under-
stood to be at or near the source of all being. 
This paragraph begins with still water, which 
is analogous to the Dao, and it shows how 
things that are not disturbed by the turbulence 
of ego-centered drives will be appreciated for 
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their objectivity. The sages have been ego free, 
and have for that reason attracted and even 
healed the multitudes of humans who learn 
from them. Beyond that, the sages in their 
tranquility are close to the stillness of the 
abyss. Being close to this stillness means being 
close to the Dao. In this condition they will 
perceive themselves as seeming discrete indi-
viduals that are actually only mentally out-
lined parts of the great continuum. So their to-
tal loss would be no more significant than the 
loss of a foot.
 
勇士一人，雄入於九軍。將求名而能自要者，
而猶若是，而況官天地，府萬物，直寓六骸，
象206耳目，一知之所知，而心未嘗死者乎！彼
且擇日而登假207，人則從是也。彼且何<肎>
[肯]以物為事乎！」
When a single courageous man can bravely 
enter the fray among nine armies, that is be-
cause he would like to become famous and he 
can make demands on himself [in pursuit of 
that goal]. If such a person can even go to 
these extremes, then what of someone who 
governs Heaven and Earth, gives shelter to the 
myriad creatures, takes the components of his 
body as no more than a residence, and treats 
his ears and eyes as mere icons. He unites all 
that his knowledge has comprehended, and 
his heart never knows death. Such a one will 
pick a day and ascend into the far empyrean. 
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Humans will follow a person like that. But 
why should such a one be willing to concern 
himself with [their] affairs?"

• Commentary: The sages involve themselves 
primarily at a global level. They consider the 
myriad creatures as components of their 
greater selves, and, from another perspective, 
consider their own bodies as a sort of tempo-
rary  residence or temporary address for their 
centers of awareness. They recognize that the 
objects of the senses are only signs of some-
thing deeper, in somewhat the same way  that 
an icon represents some deity  or a token rep-
resents some more valuable object. A cloud is 
a sort of emblem or manifestation of the total 
water content of the atmosphere. Is any one 
cloud really important?

• The Dao De Jing, chapter five, says, "The 
sages are not benevolent." By that it means 
that they do not favor any  one faction over any 
other. They would not, then, involve them-
selves with human affairs at the level of indi-
viduals or of competing groups.

申徒嘉，兀者也，而與鄭子產同師於伯昏無
人。子產謂申徒嘉曰：「我先出則子止，子先
出則我止。」其明日，又與合堂同席而坐。子
產謂申徒嘉曰：「我先出則子止，子先出則我
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止。今我將出，子可以止乎，其未邪？且子見
執政而不違，子齊執政乎？」
Shen Tu-jia had gotten his foot chopped off. 
He, together with Zi-chan of the state of 
Zheng, was studying with Bo-hun Wu-ren. Zi-
chan said to Shen Tu-jia: "If I go out first, then 
you stop where you are. If you go out first, 
then I will stay here." On the next day, they 
were once again alone. Zi-chan said to Shen 
Tu-jia: "If I begin to leave first, then you stop 
where you are. If you go out first, then I will 
stay here. Now I am about to go out. Are you 
going to stay here or not? You will have no-
ticed that I am a government official, yet you 
do not defer to me. Are you assuming yourself 
to be the equal of a prime minister?"

申徒嘉曰：「先生之門，固有執政焉如此哉？
子而說子之執政後人者也？聞之曰：『鑑明則
塵垢不止，止則不明也。久與賢人處則無
過。』今子之所取大者，先生也，而猶出言若
是，不亦過乎！」
Shen Tu-jia responded: "Within Teacher's 
gates, are there indeed people with official 
status such as you mention? You are who you 
are and you speak of your being a 'person with 
official powers' in order to put other people 
down, is that not so? I have heard people say: 
'When a mirror is bright then dust will not 
linger. If dust lingers then the mirror is not 
bright. If one maintains social relations with 
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worthy people for a long time, then one will 
become without fault.' Now you hold our 
teacher in highest esteem, and yet you still can 
say things like this. — Is that not indeed 
wrong?"

子產曰：「子既若是矣，猶與堯爭善，計子之
德不足以自反邪？」
Zi-chan said: "You have already gotten your-
self into this shape, yet you want to compete 
with Yao. In my judgment, your virtue must 
be inadequate to let you see yourself clearly."

申徒嘉曰：「自狀其過以不當亡者衆，不狀其
過以不當存者寡。知不可柰何而安之若命，唯
有德者能之。遊於羿之彀中。中央者，中地
也；然而不中者，命也。人以其全足笑吾不全
足者多矣，我怫然而怒；而適先生之所，則廢
然而反。不知先生之洗我以善邪？吾與夫子遊
十九年矣，而未嘗知吾兀者也。今子與我遊於
形骸之內，而子索我於形骸之外，不亦過
乎！」
Shen Tu-jia said: "There are hordes of people 
who disguise their guilt so that it may appear 
that they ought not to perish. There are few 
people who do not disguise their guilt, thus 
making it clear that they ought not to be pre-
served. Someone who is able to know that 
there is nothing that can be done about some-
thing and is at peace with it, just as though it 
were a matter of Heaven's mandate, can only 
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be a person of Dé (virtue/power). If someone 
ventures into the target zone for Yi's arrows, 
then the arrows will hit the earth at the center 
of that target zone. If one stands there and still 
does not get hit, that is a matter of Heaven's 
mandate. People may laugh at another person 
with maimed feet because they themselves 
have unmaimed feet. Having received that 
kind of treatment, I was upset and became an-
gry, so I went to the place of our master, and 
afterwards I came away having totally  dis-
posed of those negative feelings. Do you not 
know of our master's washing me with good-
ness? I have been in the company of our mas-
ter for nineteen years now, and have never 
been forced to be aware of my being maimed`. 
You interact with me within the domain of 
physical forms, but our master leads me to a 
domain that is outside of physical forms. Are 
you indeed not in error?"

子產蹴然改容更貌曰：「子無乃稱！」
Zi-chan's expression changed as though he 
had been kicked, and he exclaimed: "Don't say 
that!"　

• Commentary: The opposite of people who 
exhibit partiality are people who polish them-
selves and make themselves perfect mirrors. 
Perfect mirrors cannot be contaminated or 
sullied by anything in their environments. 
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Dust will not stick. How did Shen-tu Jia be-
come like a polished mirror? His master 
"washed him with goodness." What do you 
think those words mean in practice?　

魯有兀者叔山無趾，踵見仲尼。仲尼曰：「子
不謹，前既犯患若是矣。雖今來，何及矣！」
There was a mutilated person in the state of 
Lu named "Toeless Shu-shan" who stumped 
along on his heels to see Confucius. Confucius 
said, "You, sir, must have been imprudent to 
have received such a fell stroke. What good 
will it do for you to have come here today?"

無趾曰；「吾唯不知務而輕用吾身，吾是以亡
足。今吾來也，猶有尊[於]208足者存，吾是以
務全之也。夫天無不覆，地無不載，吾以夫子
為天地，安知夫子之猶若是也！」
Toeless replied, "It was only because I did not 
know my responsibilities and cavalierly  put 
myself at risk that I lost my foot. The reason 
that I have come today is that I still have 
something, something worth even more than a 
foot, and I therefore have a responsibility to 
preserve it. Heaven has nothing that it fails to 
cover and Earth has nothing that it fails to 
support from beneath. I took it that you, great 
master, would be like Heaven and Earth. How 
could I have known that you would behave 
like this?"
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孔子曰：「丘則陋矣！夫子胡不入乎，請講以
所聞！」
Confucius said, "I have behaved churlishly. 
Why, great master, do you not come in, for I 
request that you tell me all you have learned."

無趾出。孔子曰：「弟子勉之！夫無趾，兀者
也，猶務學以復補前行之惡，而況全德之人
乎！」
Toeless left. Confucius said: "Students! Be 
diligent! Now Toeless is a maimed man, and 
yet he take it as his task to learn so that he 
might make amends for the evils of his previ-
ous behavior. How much the more should 
those who still have unimpaired virtue!"

無趾語老聃曰：「孔丘之於至人，其未邪？彼
何賓賓以學子為209？彼且蘄以諔詭210幻怪211之
名聞，不知至人之以是為己桎梏邪？」
Toeless spoke to Lao Dan, saying, "Confucius 
has not made it to the state of a fully realized 
human has he? Why does he so obsequiously 
study with you?212  Indeed, he seeks to be 
known for his oddity or peculiarity. He fails to 
understand that the fully  realized human be-
ing takes such things to be manacles and leg 
irons. "

老聃曰：「胡不直使彼以死生為一條，以可不
可為一貫者，解其桎梏，其可乎？」
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Lao Dan said: "Why not be direct and make 
him regard life and death as a single contin-
uum, and permissible and impermissible to be 
strung together, and so free him of his mana-
cles and leg irons?" 

無趾曰：「天刑之，安可解！」
Toeless said, "Heaven has given him this pun-
ishment. How could he be freed from it?"

• Commentary: Confucius behaves like a 
Pharisee. He has shown Shu-shan the Toeless 
his inadequacy, so the latter just leaves. Put 
yourself in the position of Confucius. How 
would you then explain yourself to your own 
students? Shu-shan the Toeless discusses the 
faults of Confucius with Lao Zi. Do you agree 
with Toeless about the hopelessness of the 
plight of Confucius?

魯哀公問於仲尼曰：「衞有惡人焉，曰哀駘
它。丈夫與之處者，思而不能去也。婦人見
之，請於父母曰『與為人妻寧為夫子妾』者，
十數而未止也。
Duke Ai of the state of Lu asked Confucius: 
"There is an ugly man in the state of Wei 
named Ai Tai Tuo. When stalwart men come 
into his company, they  become attached to 
him and are unwilling to leave. When ladies 
see him, there have already been more than 
ten of them who have made requests of their 
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parents, saying, "I would rather be a concu-
bine of this man than a principal wife of any-
body else," and this trend continues today. 

未嘗有聞其唱213者也，常和人而已矣。無君入
之位以濟214乎人之死，無聚祿以望215人之腹。
又以惡駭天下，和而不唱，知不出乎四域，且
而雌雄合乎前。是必有異乎人者也。
I have yet to hear of his making any expostula-
tions. He always is affable toward others and 
that is the end of the matter. He does not have 
some noble status by means of which he might 
save people from death, and he does not have 
accumulated wealth from public service by 
which he might be able to keep others ade-
quately  fed. Moreover, his ugliness is suffi-
cient to chase off the whole world. He is affa-
ble and does not put forth his own views. His 
knowledge is limited to the mundane world. 
Nevertheless both men and women gather be-
fore him. So there must be something that dis-
tinguishes him from ordinary people.

寡人召而觀之，果以惡駭天下。與寡人處，不
至以月數，而寡人有意乎其為人也；不至乎期
年，而寡人信之。國無宰，寡人傳國焉。悶然
而後應，氾216<而>若[而]辭。寡人醜217乎，卒
授之國。無幾何也，去寡人而行，寡人卹218焉
若有亡也，若無與樂是國也。是何人者也？」
I had him called in and observed him. I found 
that, indeed, he was ugly enough to scare off 
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everyone in the world. Before he had been in 
my company more than a month, I had some 
awareness of the way he comported himself. 
Before a full year had passed, I had come to 
trust him. At that time the country was with-
out a prime minister, so I passed the reins of 
government over to him. He seemed sullen or 
depressed, but eventually he accepted. He be-
haved rather inconsistently  for a while and 
then he resigned. I was aghast, withdrew his 
commission, and after that he did nothing. Be-
fore much time had passed he left me and 
went elsewhere. I felt as bereft as though 
someone had perished. I no longer had any-
one with whom to share my enjoyment of the 
country. What kind of a person was this?

仲尼曰：「丘也嘗使於楚矣，適見㹠219子食於
其死母者，少焉眴若皆棄之而走。不見<已>
[己]焉爾，不得類焉爾。所愛其母者，非愛其
形也，愛使其形者也。
Confucius said, "I once went on a diplomatic 
mission to the state of Chu, and on the way I 
saw some piglets trying to nurse from their 
dead mother. Before long, they all rolled their 
eyes in fear, abandoned her, and ran away. 
They did not see [an analog of] themselves in 
[the dead sow], so they no longer felt a kinship 
with her. What they had loved was their 
mother; they did not just love her bodily form, 
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they loved what directed the activity of that 
body. 

戰而死者，其人之葬也不以翣220資221；刖者之
屨，無為愛之；皆無其本矣。為天子之諸御，
不爪翦，不穿耳；取妻者止於外，不得復使。
形全猶足以為爾，而況全德之人乎！
When burying those who die in warfare, the 
coffin ornaments are not to be employed. 
Those who undergo having both feet cut off no 
longer value their slippers. In both cases the 
accessories have lost the basis of which they 
would otherwise function. The several [fe-
male] personal attendants of the Son of 
Heaven do not cut their nails and do not 
pierce their ears. Those [male attendants] who 
take wives must [thereafter] stay on the out-
side, and are never again permitted to serve. If 
the maintenance of bodily integrity is a big 
enough issue to produce such great conse-
quences, then how much the more important 
are those people who maintain their virtues 
whole.

• Commentary: The coffin ornaments were re-
lated to one's position in civil society and em-
ployed in a tranquil environment. Under bat-
tlefield conditions any ornamentation perti-
nent to civilian social position were deemed 
inappropriate. The other examples show that 
the main idea is that some things that are val-
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ued and appropriate in one circumstance be-
come irrelevant and worthless in another. On 
the positive side, some characteristics are ab-
solutely necessary under a narrow set of con-
ditions even though in most cases they could 
be dispensed with.

今哀駘它未言而信，無功而親，使人授己國，
唯恐其不受也，是必才222全而德不形者也。」
Now Ai-tai-tuo is trusted without having said 
anything, brings people close to him without 
having been at all successful, and even causes 
people to give him their own countries and 
have only the fear that he might not accept. 
The only explanation is that his innate talents 
have remained complete yet his Dé (virtue/
power) has taken no perceptible form." 

哀公曰：「何謂才全？」
Duke Ai asked, "What does 'talents have re-
mained complete' mean?"

仲尼曰：「死生存亡，窮達貧富，賢與不肖毀
譽，飢渴寒暑，是事之變，命之行也；日夜相
代乎前，而知不能規223乎其始者也。
Confucius said, "Life and death, preservation 
and perishing, failure and success, poverty 
and wealth, being worthy and being worthless, 
infamy and good reputation, being famished, 
being thirsty, being cold, and being hot are the 
alternations of events and actions dependent 
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on the mandate [of Heaven] (i.e., the impon-
derable force of events). Day and night they 
exchange places before our very eyes, but our 
knowledge cannot peek into their beginnings. 

故不足以滑和224，不可入於靈府。使之和
豫225，通而不失於兌226；使日夜無卻227，而與
物為春，是接而生時於心者也。是之謂才
全。」
"For that reason they should be unable to 
shake one's composure or gain entry into one's 
spirit tower. If we are enabled to merge seam-
lessly so that we are joined and we do not let 
ourselves get lost in a split, and if we can let 
night and day become unopposed, then we 
will make springtime with all creatures. To do 
so is to link things and thus to create time in 
our heart. To do so is called having fully  pre-
served natural capabilities. 

• Commentary. There are several characters in 
this section that are abbreviated in the way 
that, e.g., 正 (upright) is written is place of 政 
(to make people upright) in the Dao De Jing. 
But how to fill these characters out is a matter 
of conjecture. This fact can make interpreting 
the text difficult. The author paints a picture 
of how various kinds of transformations, posi-
tive state to negative state and back to positive 
state, occur. Humans are often unaware of 
what motivates these changes over time. Hu-
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mans would benefit from being able to get a 
deeper understanding of these transforma-
tions, but if human understanding is attached 
to the particulars it will be unable to join with 
things on the level of the Dao that underlies 
and motivates all changes. 

• In memory, humans normally  can link mo-
mentary experiences into a seeming contin-
uum despite periods of sleep or even uncon-
sciousness. But in some intense situations this 
seeming continuum fragments and only scat-
tered experiences are retained. Part of the 
fracturing of experience is due to attaching to 
an initial impression at the expense of proc-
essing the information that follows in its wake. 
In Zen and Japanese Culture, D. T. Suzuki 
discusses the phenomenon that is called 
"sword sticking."228 A swordsman has his at-
tention called to one thing, e.g., getting nicked 
by his opponent's sword, and fails to see 
where the sword goes after that, the unfortu-
nate result being that the sword makes a more 
substantial cut elsewhere. When an untrained 
person trips and takes a spectacular fall, all 
that memory may retain is a blur of fragmen-
tary  impressions followed by the memory of 
gathering himself or herself together mentally 
and physically after the landing. Zhuang Zi 
seems to have believed that humans ordinarily 
synthesize the impressions that reach them 
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and put them into a constructed temporal se-
quence. So humans create what is, for them, 
time.

• Only when one can keep all the impressions 
in proper sequence can one hope to be able to 
see the Dao or the path through which they 
operate. A creature that woke up only at noon 
and midnight and stayed awake for an hour or 
two at each part in the day might be unable to 
conceive of a daily cycle from light to dark and 
back again. 

• When I was studying with my last martial 
arts teacher in Taiwan, Wei Xiao-tang, I had 
great difficulty  at some points because he ei-
ther did not know precisely  what he was doing 
moment by moment (just as I do not know 
precisely what my jaws are doing when I chew 
things), or he chose not to tell us. I was forced 
to observe him carefully and ask for him to re-
peat his actions over and over again. It took 
many exposures to his technique before I 
could actually see what he was doing.

• When a person is in actual combat, an in-
valuable ability is to remain aware of self and 
other as part of one continuum, and then to 
become the pivot point of its action, the part 
that directs the flow of action so that the ef-
forts of one's opponent contribute to his or her 
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defeat. From the Daoist point of view, every-
thing is immersed in a single continuum to 
begin with, and it is only human conscious-
ness that constitutes discrete entities, so Dao-
ists could speak of synthesizing a continuum 
out of discrete entities as undoing the process 
of 制 zhì (fabricating) experience by which the 
seemingly discrete entities were created in the 
first place. When one gets to the point that the 
seemingly discrete entities fuse together, one 
has a more direct experience of the Dao. Day 
and night merge into a cycle that has no be-
ginning and no end, and attention is directed 
to the process of change that occurs through-
out the cycle.

• The aikido technique called 岩石投げ 
ganseki-nage involves a simple blending of 
the motion of a defender who briefly checks 
the forward motion of, e.g., an attacking 
swordsman, locks his mass with that of the at-
tacker, redirects the centers of both people 
lower, and then serves as the pivot and center 
around which the entire system rotates. How-
ever, the beginner has difficulty  seeing, first, 
the general sequence of motions, and second, 
the 勁道 jìn dào, the way the forces have to 
flow to pull off the technique. It almost goes 
without saying that if the technique is broken 
into the pieces in which it was taught then it 
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cannot work. The entire thing has to be one 
continuous flow. 

• I once was able to borrow a training video 
used by the brother of one of my students. The 
video showed Master Masaaki Hatsumi doing 
the ganseki-nage technique against a series of 
opponents armed with swords. Rather than 
using the beginner's technique in which the 
centers of gravity of attacker and defender are 
brought together as close as is physically pos-
sible, Master Hatsumi intercepted his oppo-
nents far out on their free arms. The perfec-
tion of his jìn dào made the technique work 
flawlessly. The ability to link physical systems 
and exert a minimum of force at exactly the 
right instant requires very long practice to 
acquire.229

 
「何謂德不形？」
"What is meant by  'the Dé (virtue/power) that 
takes no form'?" 

曰：「平者，水停之盛也。其可以為法也，內
保之而外不蕩也。德者，成230和之修也。德不
形者，物不能離也。」
[Confucius] said: "Flatness shows the perfec-
tion of water's stillness. It can serve as a stan-
dard. Flatness implies that [all the water] is 
protected within and there is no turbulence. 
Virtue is the refinement of ample harmony. 
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When Dé does not take external form, crea-
tures are unable to get free of it[s influence].

• Commentary: It seems that turbulence is in-
volved in activities that become observable to 
humans. A man who remains still in a dark 
room may be imperceptible, but as soon as he 
moves he may create a breeze, make the floor 
boards creak, or otherwise reveals his pres-
ence. Someone who bolts and crashes into ta-
bles and chairs on the way out will be likely to 
be apprehended. A person who is observed to 
be attempting a manipulation of some social 
situation will most likely fail.

哀公異日以告閔子曰：「始也吾以南面而君天
下，執民之紀而憂其死，吾自以為至通矣。今
吾聞至人之言，恐吾無其實，輕用吾身而亡其
國。吾與孔丘，非君臣也，德友而已矣！」
On another day  Duke Ai told Min Zi: "In the 
beginning I took my position facing south and 
was sovereign over the world. I was responsi-
ble for disciplining the people and felt respon-
sible if they should die. I thought I had 
reached as far as I could go. Now I have heard 
the words of one of the most fully realized 
humans, and I fear that I have no real sub-
stance. I have irresponsibly endangered my 
body and have imperiled the country. I do not 
stand with Confucius in the relationship of 
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sovereign to minister. Instead, all we really 
can be said to be is friends in Dé!" 

闉231跂232支離233無<脤>[脣]說衞靈公，靈公說
之，而視全人，其脰<肩肩>[扁扁]。
Yin Qi the disfigured, who had no lips, went to 
offer advice to Duke Ling of the state of Wei, 
and Duke Ling was so pleased with him that 
he regarded him as though he had no imper-
fection of physical form, yet his neck was even 
squashed. 

甕234㼜235大癭說齊桓公，桓公說之，而視全
人，其脰肩肩。
Weng Ang, he of the great goiter, advised 
Duke Huan of the state of Qi, and Duke Huan 
delighted in him, relating to him as though he 
had no physical imperfections, even though 
his neck was squashed. 

故德有所長而形有所忘，人不忘其所忘，而忘
其所不忘，此謂誠忘。 
So to the extent that one's Dé (virtue/power) 
is perfect one's physical imperfections are for-
gotten. People do not forget what they [ordi-
narily would] forget and instead forget what 
they [ordinarily would] not forget. This is 
called true forgetfulness.

故聖人有所遊，而知為孽236，約為膠，德為
接，工為商。 
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Therefore the sages have a domain in which to 
wander and to them knowledge is a worthless 
outgrowth, agreements are glue, virtue is a 
splice, and work is for making money.

• Commentary: The things such as book learn-
ing, formal agreements, prescribed virtue, 
work for pay, etc. all are situations in which 
humans have learned to depend on things that 
are external to themselves.

聖人不謀，惡用知？不斲，惡用膠？無喪，惡
用德？不貨，惡用商？四者，天鬻也。天鬻
者，天食也。既受食於天，又惡用人！有人之
形，無人之情。有人之形，故群於人；無人之
情，故是非不得於身，眇乎小哉，所以屬於人
也！謷乎大哉，獨成其天！
The sages do not plot, so how could they use 
knowledge? They  do not break things up, so 
how could they make use of glue? They have 
nothing to mourn (i.e., they have no losses or 
breakages), so how could they use dé (which 
means gain or a splice here)? They put noth-
ing on sale, so how could they use moneymak-
ing [manipulations]? These four [characteris-
tics of the sages] are heavenly gruel. Heavenly 
gruel is something fed to us by Heaven. Since 
we are being fed by Heaven, of what use are 
human beings to us? [The sages] have the 
physical form of human beings, but they do 
not have their emotional reactions. Because 
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they have the physical form of human beings, 
they associate with human beings. Because 
they do not have the emotional reactions of 
human beings, accolades and rejections do not 
manage to get at them. What a minuscule 
thing it is by which they are grouped with hu-
mans. What a huge thing it is when they, in-
dependent of all others, fulfill their natural 
potentials.

• Commentary: Note the dual sense of the 
word that is usually  translated "virtue" or 
"power." It also means "what we acquire from 
the Dao," and so it can also be taken simply to 
mean "to acquire." (Some commentators take 
得 dé, to acquire, to be a cognate of 德 dé, vir-
tue or power.) In English we often speak of the 
gifts of a talented person.
 
惠子謂莊子曰：「人故無情乎？」 　　
Hui Zi asked Zhuang Zi: "Can people truly  not 
have emotions?"

莊子曰：「然。」
Zhuang Zi replied: "Yes."

惠子曰：「人而無情，何以謂之人？」
Hui Zi asked: "How can you call someone 
without feelings a human being?"
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莊子曰：「道與之貌，天與之形，惡得不謂之
人？」
Zhuang Zi said: "The Dao gave these people a 
certain appearance, and Heaven gave them 
their physical forms, so how could you claim 
that they are not humans?"

惠子曰：「既謂之人，惡得無情？」
Hui Zi replied: "I will stipulate to your calling 
them humans. How did they  come to not have 
any feelings?"

莊子曰：「是非吾所謂情也。吾所謂無情者，
言人之不以好惡內傷其身，常因自然而不益生
也。」
Zhuang Zi said: "That is not what I meant by 
'feelings.' What I meant by not having feelings, 
is for people not to do internal injury to their 
persons by means of liking things or abhorring 
them. They always depend on the self-thus 
and do not augment life."

• Commentary: Once again, Zhuang Zi affirms 
that subjective value judgments are potent 
sources of trouble and best avoided.

惠子曰：「不益生，何以有其身？」
Hui Zi said: "If they do not augment life, how 
can they maintain themselves?"　
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莊子曰：「道與之貌，天與之形，無以好惡內
傷其身。今子外乎子之神，勞乎子之精，倚樹
而吟，據槁梧而瞑。天選子之形，子以堅白
鳴！」
Zhuang Zi said: "The Dao gives them a certain 
appearance, Heaven gives them their physical 
forms, and they do not use liking things or ab-
horring things to do internal injury to their 
persons. Now in your case, you alienate your 
spirit, you belabor your seminal essence, you 
lean against a tree and spout stuff and non-
sense, or you hug a withered Wu-tong tree and 
doze off. Heaven provided you with a physical 
form, but you use it to go on and on about 'the 
hard and the white.'"

• Commentary: Zhuang Zi does not deny that 
humans need to be involved in the world to 
the extent necessary to keep themselves fed 
and protected from the weather. But he 
throws Master Hui's criticism back at him, 
indicating that he does not even do the 
minimum needed to take good care of his own 
life, much the less does he succeed in 
augmenting life. Master Hui's problem is that 
he would like to augment life but he does not 
even understand how to get halfway toward 
that goal.

終
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大宗師第六
Chapter Six: Great and Venerable Teacher
知天之所為，知人之所為者，至矣。知天之所
為者，天而生也；知人之所為者，以其知之所
知以養其知之所不知，終其天年而不中道夭
者，是知之盛也。
Those who know what Heaven does and also 
know what humans do are the highest. Those 
who know what Heaven does produce things 
out of Heaven. Those who know what humans 
do use what they already know to grow out 
into what their knowledge does not yet com-
prehend. To be able to live out one's natural 
lifespan, to not have life cut off short in youth, 
demonstrates the fullness of knowledge.

• Commentary: Note that this passage does 
not put knowing what Heaven does on a 
higher level than knowing what humans do. 
Both kinds of knowledge are important for be-
coming a human being on the highest level. 
There is an unstated implication in this pas-
sage that claims that the knowledge character-
istic of the highest level of human being will 
ensure that the humans who have this kind of 
knowledge will live out their natural lifespan.

雖然，有患。夫知有所待而後當，其所待者特
未定也。庸詎知吾所謂天之非人乎？所謂人之
非天乎？
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Nevertheless, there are problems. Now knowl-
edge has to depend on certain things to be fit-
ting, and those things upon which it depends 
are especially indeterminate. How am I to 
know that what I imagine to be (Heaven =) 
natural is not actually of human origin, or 
what is said to be of human origin is not actu-
ally (Heaven =) natural?

• Commentary: Some things, e.g., cultural fea-
tures taught at a very early age, that are 
thought to be natural are in fact human-
created. Some things thought to be human-
created are in fact manifestations of natural 
characteristics.

• There is an implicit argument in this pas-
sage, that the grounding of true knowledge 
and the assessment of each item of knowledge 
can represent either knowing about what 
Heaven does or else knowing about what hu-
mans do. 

• Among other things, this passage could be 
cited as an early example of the "nurture vs. 
nature" problem. Sometimes, for instance, 
things that have long been regarded as being 
innate characteristics of human beings are 
discovered to be determined by the social en-
vironments in which the individual humans 
have been raised.
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且有真人而後有真知。何謂真人？古之真人，
不逆寡，不雄成，不［『莫』over『言』同
『謀』］237士238。若然者，過而弗悔，當而不
自得也。若然者，登高不慄，入水不濡，入火
不熱。是知之能登假239於道者也若此。
There must first be a genuine human in order 
to have true knowledge. What is meant by a 
"genuine human"? The genuine humans of an-
tiquity did not (swim against the current of =) 
resist defeat, did not (bravely and boldly=) 
contend for or force success, and did not plot 
for things. Such people, should they miss 
[some opportunity], would not feel regret, or, 
should they hit it lucky, would not be pleased 
with themselves. Such people can climb high 
without fear, submerge in water without get-
ting wet, and enter fire without getting hot. 
These things indicate the ability of those with 
[true] knowledge to ascend into the Dao.

• Commentary: The way to achieve knowledge 
that is uncontaminated by learned assump-
tions, social constructs, preconceptions, and 
prejudices is to put aside ego interests. When 
ego interests are put to the side, when desires 
and other subjective factors no longer bias 
one's perceptions, then a more objective un-
derstanding of the Universe becomes possible.
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古之真人，其寢不夢，其覺無憂，其食不甘，
其息深深。真人之息以踵，衆人之息以喉。屈
服者，其嗌言若哇；其耆欲深者，其天機淺。
The genuine humans of antiquity  did not 
dream during sleep, did not fret while awake, 
did not seek delicacies in their diet. Their 
breathing was deep. They breathed from their 
heels, whereas the multitudes breath from 
their throats. Those of the multitudes who are 
forced to yield croak out their words as though 
retching, and those whose vices are deep will 
necessarily have a shallow Heavenly  spring of 
action.

• Commentary: Those who can put aside nar-
row ego issues will have a more placid interac-
tion with the Universe. Those who are bound 
by ego interests will have dreams that reflect 
their struggles to make their lives conform to 
those of their interests that are based on con-
tention with others in order to gain extrinsic 
rewards and to avoid extrinsic downfalls. 
These individuals will be unable to breath in a 
relaxed way because their attention is pegged 
to the ever-shifting gains and losses in the 
world of contention with other human beings. 
Even their voices will reflect their struggles 
because their words will be forced out through 
a tense and constricted vocal system. Their ac-
tions will not flow from deep personal con-
cerns. Rather, their actions will flow through 
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channels arranged to conform to the whims of 
the masses of society.

古之真人，不知說生，不知惡死；其出不訢，
其入不距；
The genuine humans of antiquity knew noth-
ing about taking joy in life and knew nothing 
about dreading death. When they emerged it 
was without happiness, and when they went 
back in again it was without trying to forestall 
it. 

• Commentary: The zhēn rén 真人, genuine 
humans or people with genuine wholesome-
ness, do not respond to things that ordinary 
people are taught by  their societies to value or 
to fear. 

翛然240而往，翛然而來而已矣。不忘其所始，
不求其所終；
Placidly they  came forward, and placidly they 
went, and that was all. They did not forget 
how they began, and they did not try to find 
out how they were going to end.

受而喜之，<忘>[亡]而復之，是之謂不以心捐
道，不以人助天。是之謂真人。
If they received something then they were 
happy with it, and if they lost something they 
simply returned [to not having it]. So doing is 
what is called not letting the heart do damage 
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to the Dao, and not using the human to med-
dle with Heaven. Those [who understand and 
conform to this way of life] are spoken of as 
the genuine humans. 

若然者，其心<志>[忘]241，其容寂，其顙頯；
淒然似秋，煖然似春，喜怒通四時，與物有宜
而莫知其極。
Ones such as these have hearts that have for-
gotten everything, appearances that are char-
acteristically tranquil, protruding foreheads, 
and they are strict and serious like the 
autumn, warm like the spring, their emotions 
such as happiness, anger, etc., follow each 
other as unforcedly as do the four seasons, 
they react in harmony with all creatures, and 
there is no way to know them at their limits.

• Commentary: There is one kind of emotional 
reaction that people unwisely cling to. Some 
slight suffered in childhood may promote dis-
satisfaction, envy, and other related emotional 
reactions all through life. The anger produced 
by being snubbed may persist forever. But the 
genuine humans feel anger in the moment 
when someone else tries to take advantage of 
them or does something else that is intention-
ally offensive, and as soon as the situation that 
caused the anger has disappeared, so too does 
the anger disappear. All other emotional ac-
tions happen in the same way, so that the pre-
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sent happiness of a true human is not being 
sabotaged by a past sorrow or other negative 
feeling. The person whose definition of him-
self or herself is "the person whose favorite toy 
was taken away by my parents and given to 
some other child" may be unable to break 
loose from that fetter.

故聖人之用兵也，亡國而不失人心；利澤施乎
萬世，不為愛人。
Truly, the use of troops by the sages is such 
that they would not be rejected in the hearts 
and minds of the people of a country  if they 
should conquer it. Their benefits are bestowed 
on a myriad generations, yet they are impar-
tial and do not love any special set of people.

• Commentary: Master Sun's Art of War, p. 3. 
says: "The Dao: If one leads the ordinary citi-
zens and their superiors to have consistency in 
intent, then even though the population be 
faced with life and death crises, the people will 
not quail before dangers (because they will see 
the need for sacrifice)."

• The Dao De Jing, chapter 4, says, "Heaven 
and Earth are not benevolent. They take the 
myriad creatures to be straw dogs. The Sages 
are not benevolent. They take the common 
people to be straw dogs." Straw dogs were 
made for use in a particular ceremony and af-
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terwards they were just thrown away or 
burned. The point is that nature and the sages 
do not pick favorites. They do not have subjec-
tive preferences, and so they are always fair in 
what they do.

 故樂通物，非聖人也；
So those who take joy in soliciting the ap-
proval of other creatures are not sages. 

有親，非仁也；
Those who have personal affinities for others 
are not benevolent.

<天時> [ 時]天242，非賢也；
Those who seek to time their activities to 
(Heaven =) nature are not worthy.

利害不通，非君子也；
Those who fail to see benefit and injury as ly-
ing on the same continuum (i.e., relative to 
each other) are not noble of spirit.

行名失己，非士也；
Those who go into action on behalf of fame, 
and in so doing lose their own authenticity, 
are not knights literati.

• Commentary: Shì (士) was originally  a mili-
tary rank, and holders of this rank, the 
knights, had to be literate to fulfill the re-
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quirements of their position. The word shì 
later came to refer to any socially responsible 
literate person.

亡身不真，非役人也。
Those who let their mind-body unities perish 
through not being authentic are not the kind 
of people who can task others to do things.

若狐不偕、務光、伯夷、叔齊、箕子、胥餘、
紀他、申徒狄，是役人之役，適人之適，而不
自適其適者也。
Those such as Hu Bu-xie, Wu Guang, Bo Yi, 
Shu Qi, the viscount of Ji, Xu Yu, Ji Ta, Shen-
tu Di were enslaved by the same things that 
other people were enslaved by and they com-
plied with the same things that other people 
required of them, rather than going the ways 
that they themselves might have had in mind.

• Commentary: All of the figures mentioned 
killed or injured themselves in various ways to 
conform to ideas of honor. They took their 
tasks, their goals, etc. from other people. They 
were, therefore, not autonomous agents.

• The above passage contrasts strongly with 
the passages that follow. The following pas-
sages appear to be an incursion of another 
philosophical view, probably the wú wéi 無為
(non-activity) philosophy of 韓非子 Han Fei 
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Zi. Perhaps it was originally a commentary 
added by one person or group that later be-
came confused with the main text. The follow-
ing text is written in a more "telegraphic" or 
"headline" style, and it has produced many 
different explanations and translations for 
that reason.

古之真人，其狀義243而不朋244，
The genuine humans of ancient times were ex-
tremely lofty and yet they would never become 
partisans allied to one side or the other of an 
argument or court case.

若不足而不承245；
They gave the appearance of being inade-
quate, and yet they  would not be subservient 
to other people.
 
與乎246其觚247而不堅也，
They were hard rather than being obstinate.
 
張乎其虛而不華248也；
Their impartiality  stretched far and wide and 
yet they did not give themselves airs.
 
邴邴乎249其似喜250乎！
Carefree and composed, they seem quite joy-
ful.
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崔251乎其不得已乎！
They seemed to have had no choice in the 
matter when they made decisions in the con-
duct of government business.
 
滀252乎進我色也，
Their serenity seemed to summon people into 
their circle of influence.

與253乎、止我德也；
Their broad-minded appearance seemed to 
call people to abide in the presence of their 
virtue.

<厲>[廣]乎其似世254乎！
Broadminded, they seemed to be like the 
common people. 
 
謷255乎其未可制也 ；
Stern in appearance, they seemed to leave 
nothing in need of being put under control.

連256乎其似好閉也 ，
Remote, they seemed to prefer to lock them-
selves and their feelings away.

悗257乎、忘其言也，
They seemed to be completely  out of touch 
with reality to the point that they could not 
remember how to express anything in words. 
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以刑為體，以禮為翼，以知為時，以德為
循258。
They took the penal code as their body, and 
the performance of rituals and ceremonies as 
their wings. They took knowledge to be their 
seasons, and Dé (virtue and power) to be their 
compliant reactions [with the changes that oc-
cur in natural processes].

• Commentary. Here we have another intru-
sion of the authoritarian Legalist philosophy.

以刑為體者，綽259乎其殺也，
They took the criminal law to be their basis for 
functioning, and could therefore take respon-
sibility for executions and yet retain their 
composure.

以禮為翼者，所以行於世也，
They took protocol to be their wings, and 
therefore they moved [well] among the [peo-
ples of the] world. 

以知為時者，不得已於事也；
They took empirical information to be their 
seasons, which means that [governmental] af-
fairs were decided as though there were no 
real options. 

• Commentary: Just as one has no choice 
about whether it will be hot in summer or cold 
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in winter, knowledge pertinent to any  gov-
ernment decision will permit a decision to be 
made simply by following the laws. Therefore 
what the sage does is a matter outside of his 
personal volition. 

• The sage has no personal preferences, no fa-
vorite people to be protected, and no enemies 
to be pursued. Therefore when the facts in a 
matter are known there need be no agonizing 
over how to handle a matter.

以德為循260者，言其與有足者至於丘也；而人
真以為勤行者也。
They took compliant reactions as their virtue, 
which means that for them acting as a gover-
nor was no more difficult than for somebody 
with feet to ascend a hill, yet the people truly 
believed that they were individuals who 
worked hard at their tasks.

• This Legalist sage is not a yes-man. He is one 
who always follows the path of least resis-
tance, the path that shows forth when all al-
ternatives but one are eliminated by the facts. 
If an explorer knows the secret pathway into a 
pyramid, then there need by no further 
thought of tunneling in by  using mining tech-
niques.
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• The ruler depicted in this section is like an 
emotionless robot, an entity with no emotions 
one that deals with everything in terms of 
laws, and one that probably lops off any fac-
tors that are not listed in the parameters of 
those rules. If piloting somebody else's power 
cruiser away from the dock would be a felony, 
then even though doing so would save a 
drowning man, such a robotic person would 
not make the rescue.

故其好之也一，其弗好之也一。其一也一，其
不一也一。其一與天為徒，其不一與人為徒。
天與人不相勝也，是之謂真人。
So, whether they liked something or disliked 
something, it stood as one and the same thing. 
Their counting things as a unity in some con-
text and their not counting things as a unity in 
some other context amounted to one and the 
same thing. In their taking everything as one, 
they were the followers of Heaven (i.e., na-
ture). In their not taking all things as one, they 
were the followers of the human. The Genuine 
Human is someone in whom Heaven and the 
human do not contend against each other.

• Commentary: The idea behind this passage 
seems to be the philosophy that is called 天人
合一 tiān rén hé yì, the unity of heaven and 
human beings. It opposes an idea that came  
earlier in history, that there are two domains, 
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that of Heaven on high, and that of humans on 
Earth, and that the human domain is separate 
from and subordinate to the divine realm of 
Heaven. 

• This part of the Zhuang Zi brings the con-
cept of human unity with Heaven into connec-
tion with the earlier seen Daoist idea that hu-
mans, by their striving, alienate themselves 
from Heaven, which can be explained as 
meaning nature.

• The first chapter of the Dao De Jing, as am-
plified and extended in later chapters, gives us 
the idea that there are two domains available 
to humans, the domain of ordinary perception 
and human conceptions or misconceptions, 
and the domain of the Dao that is a Unity, a 
single continuum. Just as shamans are said to 
operate in two realities, the ordinary reality 
shared by other humans and the reality in 
which the shaman interacts with the gods, the 
Daoist sage can shift back and forth between 
the world of discrete entities and the world 
that is One.

• These discussions are unavoidably confus-
ing. Only at this point in the second chapter of 
the Zhuang Zi does it begin to become clear 
that the author wants to discuss the dual per-
spective of the sages who, although able to 
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view things in their noumenal state, can and 
must also see them in their phenomenal guise. 
To be human is to use concepts to construct 
one's world and to understand it.261  To tran-
scend the human means to be able to put 
these constructions aside and return to the 
state of the infant who has yet to constitute a 
world populated by discrete entities. Since this 
passage seems to make indirect reference to 
the "unity of heaven and human beings" idea, 
this section may be another intrusion, this 
time from a kind of syncretic Confucianism 
that started developing at the end of the Zhou 
dynasty.

死生，命也，其有夜旦之常，天也。人之有所
不得與，皆物之情也。彼特以天為父，而身猶
愛之，而況其卓262乎！人特以有君為愈乎己，
而身猶死之，而況其真乎！
Death and life are matters of Mandate (i.e., 
the imponderable force of events). Their hav-
ing constancy of sequence like night and day  is 
a matter of Heaven. It is the true condition of 
all creatures that there are many contingent 
factors beyond their control. Creatures take 
Heaven to be their father, and love Heaven 
even more than their own bodies. People, es-
pecially, take their sovereign to be more im-
portant than themselves, and even sacrifice 
their persons on the ruler's behalf. So much 
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the more should they take steps to protect 
their own genuineness.

• Commentary: This passage seems to have 
some ideas in common with Mencius and his 
followers, so it may reflect a kind of syncretic 
philosophy also seen in the Great Learning 
and the Doctrine of the Mean. The main text 
resumes below:

泉涸，魚相與處於陸，相呴以濕，相氵需 以沫，
不如相忘於江湖。與其譽堯而非桀也，不如兩
忘而化其道。
The springs dried up, and the fish were left 
stranded on the land. So they spat on each 
other to keep damp. They moistened each 
other with froth. So doing was not as good as 
forgetting about each other in a river or a lake. 
As for people's lauding Yao and demonizing 
Jie, to do so is not as good as letting them for-
get both (by not taking sides with either of 
those ancient kings) and transform them-
selves in the Dao. 

• Commentary: The fish need water, so they 
must contrive artificial sources of moisture 
when the natural conditions are no longer suf-
ficient. Humans need an orderly social envi-
ronment, so in historical times they have de-
pended upon emperors and kings. Depending 
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on other humans to rule them is analogous to 
fish depending on other fish to keep them wet. 
   
夫大塊載我以形，勞我以生，佚我以老，息我
以死。故善吾生者，乃所以善吾死也。
Now the great clod has loaded a physical form 
upon me, burdened me with life, given me re-
pose with old age, and rested me with death. 
So what makes my life good is also that by 
which my death will be made good.

夫藏舟於壑，藏<山>[汕]263於澤，謂之固矣。
Now one may hide a boat in a ravine, or hide a 
bamboo fish trap in a swamp, and declare that 
they are secure. 

然而夜半有力者負之而走，
But then in the middle of the night a strong 
man may bear them on his back and run away 
with them.

昧者不知也。藏小大有宜，猶有所遯。
Those who have dull wits do not know that 
while it [seems] appropriate to conceal 
smaller things in larger things, doing so still 
leaves ways for losses to occur.

若夫藏天下於天下而不得所遯，是恆物之大情
也。
If All Beneath Heaven is treasured away in All 
Beneath Heaven, then there is no way that 
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anyone can make off with it, and that method 
is in accord with the great and true circum-
stances of creatures across the board.

特犯人之形而猶喜之。若人之形者，萬化而未
始有極也，其為樂可勝計邪！
One may perhaps have taken human form and 
then found doing so particularly enjoyable. 
For things such as the physical forms of hu-
man beings, a myriad transformations take 
place and still there has yet to be any ap-
proach to a terminus. The joys involved in this 
process are incalculable.

故聖人將遊於物之所不得遯而皆存。
So the sages will soon wander in the domain 
from which creatures cannot disappear, and 
so they will all be preserved.

善<妖>[夭]善老，善始善終，人猶效之，又況
萬物之所係，而一化之所待乎！
The sages take an early death as good, and 
take old age as good. They take beginnings as 
good, and take endings as good. The people 
take them as exemplars, so how much the 
more should the people regard the root source 
t0 which all the myriad creatures are linked, 
that which the transformation of the One de-
pend, as something to emulate! 
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• Commentary: Humans conceive themselves 
to be discrete entities. They  define themselves 
as having limits in space and in time. They 
consider protecting themselves to be protect-
ing all that is hidden within their own skins. 
The Dao, however, is a continuum. It is not 
like a jigsaw puzzle. It does not come apart on 
pre-established edges. Humans are not indi-
vidual cut-outs. So what a human being actu-
ally is extends throughout the Universe. That 
being the case, no human has a limit either in 
space or in time. A human has, instead, a 
seeming boundary, a boundary that the hu-
man himself or herself has created. The 
boundary  put at the "end of life" will eventu-
ally be reached, but in fact there is no real 
boundary  there. There is only a mentally 
"drawn in" boundary created by that human. 

• Within the boundary that some human being 
establishes as himself or herself, things are 
changing all the time. Yesterday  long finger-
nails were part of some human being. Last 
night that human being trimmed those finger-
nails, and the trimmings left the boundary 
that defined that human being. The trimmings 
became part of another supposed entity. Per-
haps that human being calls it "today's trash." 
The boundary of any human being grows 
larger as that human being passes from in-
fancy to adulthood. It can grow much smaller 
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if the individual loses a leg or an arm. But 
nothing is lost to the Universe. When the hu-
man being is said to die, nothing disappears. 
It is more like a cloud that gathers its mists 
into raindrops that fall, raindrops that fall into 
a lake and become part of the lake, the lake 
that evaporates as steam and condenses to 
form clouds, and so forth. The water never 
disappears, but the clouds are never the same 
from moment to moment. A cloud that dissi-
pates and scatters into "nothingness" has just 
moved its component water molecules 
around. The water molecules are not lost. 
When one one realizes that it is all water, then 
there is no "life of water" and no "death of wa-
ter." So what seemed to be an individual cloud 
is seen to be a temporary arrangement of part 
of the whole body of water local to Earth. A 
human life is like a cloud, never the same yet 
never truly lost. 

夫道，有情有信，無為無形；可傳而不可受，
可得而不可見；
Now the Dao has its true conditions and its 
(trustworthy stability=) typical characteristics. 
It is without forced activity, and it is without 
physical form. It can be transmitted, but it 
cannot be received. It can be acquired, but it 
cannot be perceived.
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自本自根，未有天地，自古以固存；神鬼神
帝，生天生地；
It is its own root and its own trunk, and before 
there was Heaven and an Earth, from antiq-
uity it has been preserved in existence by 
firmness, it breathed life into the earth spirits, 
breathed life into the Di (emperor/god) and 
spirits, and has given birth to Heaven and to 
Earth.

在太極之先而不為高，在六極之下而不為深，
先天地生而不為久， 長於上古而不為老。
It came before the Great Ultimate and yet 
cannot be considered high. It lies below the six 
directions and yet cannot be considered deep. 
It was itself produced before Heaven and 
Earth and yet it cannot be considered long-
enduring. It is senior to high antiquity, yet it is 
not old.

• Commentary: Chapter Twenty-five of the 
Dao De Jing says:

There is a creature, turbidly formed, born be-
fore Heaven and Earth. Oh how silent. Oh 
how desolate. In isolation it stands without 
changing. It moves in all directions and yet it 
never gets in danger. It can serve as the 
mother of all beneath Heaven. I do not know 
its name, so I give it a sobriquet, "the Dao." If 
forced to give it a true name I would have to 
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call it "Great." To be great means to go forth. 
To go forth means to get far away. To get far 
away means to return. So the Dao is great, 
Heaven is great, Earth is great, and the king is 
also great. There are four greats in the domain, 
and the king is one of them. Humans emulate 
Earth, Earth emulates Heaven, Heaven emu-
lates the Dao, and the Dao emulates the "self 
thus" (ultimate autonomy).

• To say that something was born before 
Heaven and Earth implies the Dao. It is the 
foundation and the root. It gives spiritual en-
ergy (神 shén) to the ghosts and to the “god" 
or earliest ancestor (帝 dì) of all things, and to 
the "mother of all beneath Heaven." It escapes 
the limits of space and time.

狶韋氏得之，以挈264天地；伏戲氏得之，以
襲265氣母；
Xi Wei acquired [the Dao] in order to com-
mand All Beneath Heaven. Fu Xi acquired it in 
order to give continuity out beyond266  the 
mother of lifebreath.

維斗得之，終古不忒；日月得之，終古不息；
堪坏得之，以襲267崑崙；
Wei-dou (the Big Dipper) acquired it so that to 
the end of antiquity there would be no change 
[in its revolutions around the pole star]. The 
sun and the moon acquired it and to the end 
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of antiquity they would not rest. Kan-huai268 
got it in order to go into seclusion in the Kun 
Lun Mountains.

馮夷得之，以遊大川；肩吾得之，以處269大
山；黃帝得之，以登雲天；
Feng-yi got it in order to wander the great riv-
ers. Jian-wu got it in order to maintain Mt. 
Tai. The Yellow Emperor got it in order to as-
cend to the clouds of Heaven.

顓頊得之，以處玄<官>[宮]270；禺強得之，立
乎北極；
Zhuan-xu acquired it in order to reside in the 
dark and mysterious palace; Yu-qiang ac-
quired it to take his place on the North Pole;

西王母得之，坐乎少廣，莫知其始，莫知其
終；
Xi-wang-mu271  acquired it and sat at Shao-
guang272. Nobody knows its beginning, and 
nobody knows its end.

彭祖得之，上及有虞，下及五伯273；
Peng-zu acquired it and lived from the time of 
You-yu [= Shun] down to the time of the five 
earls.

傅說得之，以相武丁，奄有天下，乘東維，騎
箕尾，而比於列星。
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Fu Yue got it in order to be prime minister to 
King Wu-ding, then to grasp All Beneath 
Heaven, and finally to drive [the constellation] 
Dong-wei, to ride the [constellation called] 
Basket Tail, and contend among the constella-
tions of the stars.

南伯子葵問乎女偊曰：「子之年長矣，而色若
(篓)[孺]子，何也？」
Nan Bo Zi-kui said to Lady Hitchgait: "You are 
of an advanced age, yet your complexion is 
like that of an infant. How?"

曰：「吾聞道矣。」
[She] replied: "I have heard the Dao."

南伯子葵曰：「道可得學邪？」
Nan Bo Zi-kui asked: "Can one learn this 
Dao?"

曰：「惡！惡可！子非其人也。夫卜梁倚有聖
人之才而無聖人之道，我有聖人之道而無聖人
之才，吾欲以教之，庶幾其果為聖人乎！不
然，以聖人之道告聖人之才，亦易矣。吾猶守
而告之，參日而後能外天下；已外天下矣，吾
又守之，七日而後能外物；已外物矣，吾又守
之，九日，而後能外生；已外生矣，而後能朝
徹；朝徹，而後能見獨；見獨，而後能無古
今；無古今，而後能入於不死不生。殺生者不
死，生生者不生。其為物，無不將也，無不迎
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也；無不毀也，無不成也。其名為攖寧。攖寧
也者，攖而後成者也。」
[She] said: "Never! How could that ever be! 
You are not [that kind of] person. Now Bu-
liang Yi had the talents of a sage but did not 
have the dao (i.e., way, lore) of a sage. I had 
the dao of a sage, but I did not have the talent 
of a sage. I was willing to teach him, but would 
that be about enough for him to become a sage 
after all? No. Using the dao of a sage to inform 
someone with the talent of a sage would in-
deed have been easy. However, I still needed 
to maintain custody of him and tell him 
[about certain things]. After three days he was 
able to go beyond the whole world. After he 
was at that stage, I still needed to keep him 
up, and after another seven days he was able 
to go beyond creatures. After he was at that 
stage, I again kept him up for another nine 
days, whereupon he became able to go beyond 
life [and death]. After he was at that stage, he 
was next able to experience dawning penetra-
tion. After he was in a state of dawning pene-
tration, he next became able to perceive the 
Solitary. Once one can perceive the Solitary, 
one can be without either antiquity or the pre-
sent, and then one can enter into a state where 
there is neither life nor death. Those who "kill" 
[the idea of] being alive do not die. Those who 
produce [the idea of] being alive do not live 
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[forever].* In [this new way of] being a crea-
ture, there is nothing that one does not com-
prehend, nothing one does not trace back to 
its source, nothing that one does not destroy, 
and nothing that one does not bring to com-
pletion. One's name becomes "Confrontation 
Peace." One who is called "Confrontation 
Peace" is one who uses a kind of confrontation 
and then brings completion [to peace].

• Commentary: Perhaps the author intends to 
convey some idea that there is a kind of 
turbulence-free change possible in the midst 
of gigantic flows of energy. Biological systems 
have mechanisms that preserve homeostasis, 
while crudely engineered human systems, e.g., 
traffic going through a large city, can involve 
opposed forces that produce destructive vibra-
tions, turbulence, heat instead of movement, 
etc. like a whirlpool that derives its physical 
form and its energy to turn from incoming wa-
ter. If water stops coming in, then the whirl-
pool dies.

_____
*After  abolishing  the past  and present, he  was able to enter 
the state wherein  life and death  are  no more, where killing 
does not take away life, nor does giving birth add to it.
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• All living systems, humans included, take in 
matter and energy at one end of a process that 
throws off matter and energy in the process of 
maintaining itself against other forces. There 
is nothing enduring in a biological entity. It is 
a system for takes in energy from the envi-
ronment for as long as it can maintain itself.

• For the whirlpool or the human being to do 
necessary jobs such as moving tree trunks 
floating down the river so that they do not 
dam the stream, or dealing with spears thrust 
at their hearts, an input of energy is required. 
The systems that work best are the ones that 
do not waste energy in producing turbulence. 
A judoka who wastes energy  in defeating one 
opponent may not have enough energy left to 
deal with the next opponent. The picture of an 
ideal process in martial arts shows the fighter 
moving effortlessly while causing his or her 
opponent to expend energy either in resis-
tance or in collisions with the ground or other 
things in the environment.

南伯子葵曰：「子獨惡乎聞之？」
Nan Bo Zi-kui asked: "How did you alone 
manage to hear about this?"

曰：「聞諸副墨之子，副墨之子聞諸 洛誦之
孫，洛誦之孫聞之瞻明，瞻明聞之聶許，聶許
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聞之需役，需役聞之於謳，於謳聞之玄冥，玄
冥聞之參寥。」
[She] said: "I heard it from the son of Fu Mo. 
The son of Fu Mo heard it from the grandson 
of Lo Song. The grandson of Lo Song heard it 
from Zhan Ming. Zhan Ming heard it from Nie 
Xu. Nie Xu heard it from Xu Yi. Xu Yi heard it 
from Yu Ou. Yu Ou heard it from Xuan Ming. 
Xuan Ming heard it from Can Liao. Can Liao 
heard it from Yi Shi.

• Commentary: This long series of names of 
individuals who transmitted the Dao is mostly 
made up, and the names have no great signifi-
cance. Other translators have given these 
names various different interpretations. Here 
are some samples:

副墨 Fu Mo = Assistant to Ink or Aided by Ink
洛誦 Lo Song = River Recitation or Repeated Recitation
瞻明 Zhan Ming = Gazing at Brightness or Seeing Brightly
聶許Nie Xu = Whispered Permission or Whispered Agreement
需役 Xu Yi = Needs To Serve or Waiting for Use
於謳 Yu Ou = In Song or Exclaimed Wonder
玄冥 Xuan Ming = Mysterious Darkness or Dark Obscurity
參寥 Can Liao = Co-mingling with Emptiness or Participation in 
Mystery
疑始 Yi Shi = Seeming Beginning or Copy the Source

• On the near end the author mentions the 
writer who assists ink to write out things like 
this book. On the far end the author mentions 
something that seems to be the beginning of 
the Universe. 
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子祀274、子輿275、子犁276、子來四人相與語
曰：「孰能以無為首，以生為脊，以死為尻，
孰知生死存亡之一體者，吾與之友矣。」四人
相視而笑，莫逆於心，遂相與為友。 
Master Ji, Master Yu, Master Li, and Master 
Lai conversed with each other, saying, "Who 
can take nothingness as his head, life as his 
spine, death as his tailbone? Who knows that 
birth and death, being preserved and perish-
ing, are a single body? We will be friends with 
that person." The four of them looked at each 
other and smiled, finding no opposition 
among their hearts, and subsequently they  all 
became friends.

俄而子輿有病，子祀往問之。曰：「偉哉！夫
造物者，將以予為此拘拘277也！曲僂278發背，
上有五管，頤隱於齊，肩高於頂，句贅279指
天。」陰陽之氣有沴280，其心閒而無 事，跰281

｛足＋鮮｝ 282而鑑於井，曰：「嗟乎！夫造物
者，又將以予為此拘拘也！」
Before long, Master Yu became ill, and Master 
Ji went to see him. Master Yu said: "How ex-
traordinary! The creator has made me all 
scrunched up." His twisted spine was exposed 
in his back, and his five internal organs had 
ended up on top. His cheeks were buried in 
his navel, and his shoulders were higher than 
the top of his head. The crest of the hump on 
his back pointed at Heaven. His Yin lifebreath 
and Yang lifebreath were all roiled up, his 
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heart had become vacant and without pur-
pose. He tottered over to the well to see his re-
flection and said, "Alas! The creator has made 
me scrunched up this way!" 

子祀曰：「汝惡之乎？」
Master Ji said, "Do you hate it?" 

曰：「亡，予何惡！浸假283而化予之左臂以為
雞，予因以求時夜；浸假而化予之右臂以為
彈284，予因以求鴞炙；浸假而化予之尻以為
輪，以神為馬，予因以乘之，豈更駕哉！
"No. Why would I hate it? If my left arm were 
to be transformed into a rooster, then I would 
use it to tell time. If it transformed my right 
arm into a bow, I would use it to try  to get an 
owl roast. If my buttocks were transformed 
into wheels, and my spirit became a horse, I 
would ride off on them. Why would I make 
another choice of conveyance? 

且夫得者時也，失者順也，安時而處順，哀樂
不能入也。此古之 所謂縣解也，而不能自解
者，物有結之。且夫物不勝天久矣，吾又何惡
焉？」
Moreover, what one acquires is a matter of the 
times, and what one loses just flows away. One 
makes oneself at peace with the times and 
situates oneself to comport to the way proc-
esses flow. Then neither sorrow or joy can get 
at one. This approach is what in antiquity  was 
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called emancipation, and in the case of those 
who cannot free themselves, it is because 
things have tied them. Moreover, creatures 
cannot maintain superiority over Heaven for 
very long, so why would I then have anything 
to abhor?

俄而285子來有病，喘喘286然將死，其妻子環287

而泣之。子犁往問之曰：「叱288！避！無怛289

化！」 倚其戶與之語曰：「偉哉造物！又將奚
以汝為？將奚以汝適？以汝為鼠肝乎？以汝為
蟲臂乎？」
Before long, Master Lai got sick. He was ex-
hibiting labored breathing and about to die. 
His wives surrounded him, weeping. Master Li 
went to see how he was doing, and said [to his 
family members], "Desist! Get out of its way! 
Do not fear the transformation!" Then he 
leaned against the door and said to him, "How 
great is the Creator! What will it make of you 
in the future? Where will [Heaven] have you 
go? Will it make you into the liver of a rodent? 
Will it make you into the wing of an insect?"

子來曰：「父母於子，東西南北，唯命之從。
陰陽於人，不翅於父 母，彼近吾死而我不聽，
我則悍290矣，彼何罪焉！夫大塊載我以形，勞
我以生，佚我以老，息我以死。故善吾生者，
乃所以善吾死也。
Master Lai replied, "To a son, one's parents 
are the four corners of the world, and only 
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their commandments are to be followed. To a 
human being, Yin and Yang do not take sec-
ond place to one's parents. Should they bring 
on my death and I not obey, I would be en-
tirely out of line. What fault could be found 
with them? The Great Clod has burdened me 
with a physical form, taxed my energies dur-
ing this life, given me idleness during old age, 
and now will give me rest in death. The one 
who has made life good to me will also be the 
reason that death will be made good for me.

 今之大冶鑄金，金踊躍曰『我且必為鏌鋣』，
大冶必以為不祥之金。今一犯人之形，而曰：
『人耳人耳』，夫造化者必以為不祥之人。今
一以天地為大鑪，以造化為大冶，惡乎往而不
可哉！成[戍]然291寐， 蘧然292覺。」
Recently a great metalsmith was casting some 
metal, and the metal leapt up to say, "I insist 
on being made into a Mo-ye (the Chinese Ex-
calibur)!" Surely the metalsmith must have 
regarded the metal's inauspicious behavior as 
a jinx. When somebody now experiences a 
human lifespan one time and then [having 
died] insists, "Human! Human!" the one who 
performs great transformations will surely 
take that individual to be an inauspicious jinx. 
Now once you take Heaven and Earth to be a 
great foundry and take creation by transfor-
mation to be a great casting, then where might 
you head off to that would not be acceptable? 
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In security you go off to sleep, and with a 
pleased start you awaken.

子桑戶、孟子反、子琴張三人相與友，曰：
「孰能相與293於無相與，相為294於無相為？孰
能登天遊霧，撓挑295無極，相忘以生，無所終
窮？」三人相視而笑，莫逆於心，遂相與友。
Three people, Zi-sang-hu, Meng-zi-fan, and 
Zi-qin-zhang, became friends with each other, 
saying, "Who can interact while in a state of 
not interacting? Who can work for common 
goals while in a state of not working for com-
mon goals? Who can ascend to Heaven and 
wander in the fog and mists, whirl in the (Wu 
Ji =) Boundless, lose themselves in life and 
never reach a final point of exhaustion? " The 
three men gazed at each other and smiled, and 
finding that there was nothing at odds in their 
minds, they then all became friends.

莫然有閒，而子桑戶死，未葬。孔子聞之，使
子貢往侍事焉。或編曲，或鼓琴，相和而歌
曰：「嗟來296桑戶乎！嗟來桑戶乎！而已反其
真，而我猶為人猗297！」 
Tracelessly, seamlessly, it transpired that Zi-
sang-hu died. Before he had been buried, Con-
fucius heard of the matter and had Zi-gong go 
to his place to help in whatever way he could. 
[When he got there,] some people were mak-
ing a shroud, and some were beating drums. 
They sang together a song with the words, 
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"Alas, Sang-hu! Alas, Sang-hu! You yourself 
have returned to your true state and we still 
live as human beings!"

子貢趨而進曰：「敢問臨尸而歌，禮乎？」二
人相視而笑，曰：「是惡知禮意298！」
Zi-gong bustled in and said, "I dare to ask 
whether it is fitting to ritual requirements to 
sing while preparing a corpse." The two [of the 
remaining friends] looked at each other and 
smiled, saying, "In this case, who knows about 
the meaning of ritual‽" 

子貢反，以告孔子曰：「彼何人者邪？修行無
有，而外其形骸，臨尸而歌，顏色不變，無以
命之。彼何人者邪？」
Zi-gong went back to report to Confucius, 
"What kind of humans are they? They have no 
cultivation at all. They alienate their physical 
beings to sing during the preparation of a 
corpse for burial, and they show no sign of 
changes in emotional state. I have no way to 
put a name on it. What kind of people are 
they?"

孔子曰：「彼遊方之外者也，而丘游方之內者
也。外內不相及，而丘使女往弔之，丘則陋
矣。彼方且與造物者為人，而遊乎天地之一 
氣。彼以生為附贅299縣疣300，以死為決病潰
癰301。夫若然者，又惡知死生先後之所在！
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Confucius said: "They are of the kind that 
wanders about outside the square, and I am of 
the kind that wanders within the square. The 
outside and the inside make no contact, so for 
me to depute you to mourn makes me a lout. 
People of their stripe are akin to the creator of 
all being, and they  wander in the unitary 
lifebreath that fills the [womb] space between 
Heaven and Earth. They regard life as a car-
buncle or external tumor. They  take death as 
the elimination of a disease or the popping of 
a pustule. So for individuals like that, how on 
earth could one know what place life and 
death, before and after, hold for them!

假於異物，託於同體，忘其肝膽，遺其耳目，
反覆終始，不知端倪，<芒>[茫]然彷徨302乎塵
垢303之外，逍遙乎無為之業。彼又惡能憒憒然
為世俗之禮，以觀眾人之耳目哉！」
When one borrows things from other crea-
tures or begs from someone no different from 
oneself, when one forgets his or her liver and 
gall, leaves aside his or her ears and eyes, or 
makes repeats of full cycles, then such a one 
does not know the hidden clues to events, and 
in an absentminded way  traces circles beyond 
the mundane realm of dust or takes up free 
and easy wandering in the jobs that involve no 
active doing. In that case how could such peo-
ple employ the conventional rituals of society 
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in a bedazzling way for the delectation of the 
masses?
 
子貢曰：「然則夫子何方之依？」
Zi-gong said, "Well, in that case, which 
'square' does my master depend upon?"

孔子曰：「丘，天之戮304民也。雖然，吾與汝
共之。」
Confucius said, "I am someone who is being 
punished by Heaven. Nevertheless, I will 
share it with you."

子貢曰：「敢問其方。」
Zi-gong said: "I dare to inquire of it."

孔子曰：「魚相造305乎水，人相造乎道。相造
乎水者，穿池而養給；相造乎道者，無事而生
<定>[足］306。故曰：魚相忘乎江湖，人相忘
乎道術。」
Confucius said, "Fish live in the domain of wa-
ter. Humans live in the domain of the Dao. 
Those who live in the domain of water can be 
provided for by digging a pond for them. 
Those who live in the domain of the Dao have 
a sufficiency for life when they are do not task 
themselves with any special responsibilities. 
So it is said, 'Fish have no disabling concerns 
for their surroundings when they are in a river 
or lake, and humans have no disabling con-
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cerns for their surroundings when they are in 
the realm of the Dao and specific knacks.'"

子貢曰：「敢問畸307人。」
Zi-gong said, "I would like to ask about atypi-
cal people."

曰：「畸人者，畸於人而侔308於天。故曰：天
之小人，人之君子；<人>[天]之君子，<天>
[人]之小人也。」
"Atypical people are at odds with other people, 
and yet they are matched with Heaven. There-
fore it is said: 'The people who are minor in 
the eyes of Heaven are the sovereigns of hu-
mans; the sovereigns in the view of Heaven 
are the minor people in the eyes of ordinary 
humans.'"

顏回問仲尼曰：「孟孫才，其母死，哭泣無
涕，中心不戚，居喪不哀。無是三者，以善處
喪蓋魯國。固有無其實而得其名者乎？回壹怪
之。」
Yan Hui asked Confucius, "When the mother 
of Meng-sun Cai died, he wept but produced 
no tears, at the center of his being he did not 
feel any grief, and when he performed mourn-
ing he did not sorrow. Although he lacked 
these three [ordinarily expected characteris-
tics], he was known throughout the state of Lu 
for being good at mourning. Is it indeed true 
that some people can secure fame for some 
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characteristic that they in fact lack? I take sin-
gular exception to that idea."

仲尼曰：「夫孟孫氏盡之矣，進於知矣。唯簡
之而不得，夫已有所簡矣。孟孫氏不知所以
生，不知所以死，不知就先，不知就後，若化
為物，以待其所不知之化已乎！
Confucius said: "Now, Mr. Meng-sun has 
taken things to the highest level [in regard to 
mourning]. He is advanced in knowledge, 
however he has been unable to fully  simplify 
[mourning] even though he made some pro-
gress in this direction. Mr. Meng-sun does not 
know why one is born, nor does he know why 
one will die. He knows nothing of seeking 
birth, nor does he know anything about avoid-
ing death. and if he were to transform into 
some creature, his transformation would de-
pend upon some [factor] that he knew nothing 
about. 

且方將化，惡知不化哉？方將不化，惡知已化
哉？吾特與汝其夢未始覺者邪！且彼有駭形而
無損心，有旦宅而無情死。
Moreover, when something is about to trans-
form, how can it know that it will not trans-
form? When it is not about to transform, how 
can it know that it has already transformed? 
In this particular case, are you and I in a 
dream from which we have yet to awaken? 
Will that awakening involve a violent shock to 
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the physical body without there being any 
damage to the mind, so that there is the sem-
blance of a house [move] and yet no true 
death?

• Commentary: The logic of the first part of 
this passage is strange. Perhaps the text has 
been corrupted. One curious characteristic of 
dreams is that dreamers can be surprised by 
what happens even though they  create the 
dream, so they do not know that they are 
about to experience some transformation.

孟孫氏特覺，人哭亦哭，是自其所以乃309。
"Mr. Meng-sun is particularly perceptive. 
When other people weep he also weeps. That 
is simply the way he keeps himself secure.

且也，相310與吾之耳矣，庸詎311知吾所謂吾之
乎？
"He has personally communicated this fact to 
me. How could it be possible to know which 'I' 
he means when he says 'I'? 

且汝夢為鳥而厲312乎天，夢為魚而沒於淵，不
識今之言者，其覺者乎，夢者乎？
"Besides, you sometimes dream of being a 
bird soaring in the sky, and sometimes dream 
of being a fish who has plunged into the abyss. 
You do not know whether the one who is 
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speaking [to me] at this moment is awake or is 
dreaming, right? 

造313適不及笑，獻314笑不及排315，安排而去
化，乃入於寥天316一。」且彼有駭317形而無損
心，有旦318宅319而無情死。
"One is already in a pleasant circumstance be-
fore having time to smile in anticipation, and 
has already smiled before having time to think 
about how to go about smiling. Be at peace 
with these things that happen out of your 
awareness and join into these transforma-
tions. Then you will enter into the void of 
Heaven and unite therewith. Furthermore, (in 
regard to death) you have agitated your body 
without any damages having been done to 
your heart. You had a temporary abode, and 
you have not suffered a true death.

意而子見許由，許由曰：「堯何以資320汝？」
Yi-er-zi went to see Xu You, who said: "With 
what has Yao gifted you?"

意而子曰：「堯謂我：『汝必躬服仁義，而明
言是非。』」
Yi-er-zi replied, "Yao said to me, 'You must re-
spectfully  follow Benevolence and Duty, and 
you must clearly speak of what is so and what 
is not so.'"
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許由曰：「而奚為來軹321？夫堯既已黥322汝以
仁義，而劓323汝以是非矣，汝將何以遊夫遙
蕩324、恣睢325、轉徙326之途乎？」
Xu-you said: "Why do you come here? Since 
Yao has already tattooed your face with Be-
nevolence and Duty, and has used affirma-
tions and denials to gouge out your nose, how 
in the future can you possibly roam in the 
ways of unfetteredness, self-possessedness, 
and aimless rambling?"

意而子曰：「雖然，吾願遊於其藩327。」
Yi-you-zi countered, "Nevertheless, I am will-
ing to ramble in that domain."

許由曰：「不然。夫盲者無以與乎眉目顏色之
好，瞽328者無以與乎青黃黼黻329之觀。」
Xu You said: "No. Blind people have no way to 
appreciate the beauties of faces and colors. 
Blind musicians have no way to take in views 
of colors such as blue or yellow and embroi-
dery."

意而子曰：「夫無莊之失其美，據梁之失其
力，黃帝之亡其知，皆在鑪捶之間耳。庸詎330

知夫造物者之不息我黥而補我劓，使我乘成331

以隨先生邪？」
Yi-er-zi said: "Wu-zhuang forgot her own 
beauty, Ju-liang forgot his own strength, the 
Yellow Emperor forgot his own wisdom, and 
all due to their own efforts to temper them-
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selves. How is it possible to know that the 
creator will not eradicate my tattoos and re-
pair my nose, and so cause me to be restored 
to my original condition in order that I might 
follow you, sir."

許由曰：「噫！未可知也。我為汝言其大略。
吾師乎！吾師乎！齏332萬物而不為義，澤及萬
世而不為仁，長於上古而不為老，覆載天地、
刻彫眾形而不為巧。此所遊已。」
Xu You responded, "Alack! There is no way to 
know. I will give you the general idea. My 
teacher! My teacher! He could trim back the 
myriad creatures and not account it as a virtu-
ous act, and he could give benefits to all of 
myriad generations and not count it as a be-
nevolent act. He was senior to antiquity and 
yet was not elderly. He covered and supported 
Heaven and Earth. He carved out the multi-
tudes of physical forms and was not counted 
as being clever with his hands. That was how 
he wandered, and that is all there is to it. 

顏回曰：「回益矣。」
Yan Hui said: "I am improving."

仲尼曰：「何謂也？」
Confucius asked: "What do you mean?"
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曰：「回忘仁義矣。」
[Yan Hui] replied: "I have forgotten benevo-
lence and the sense of right and wrong."

• Commentary: The Dao De Jing, chapter 48, 
indicates that true learning is a process of re-
moving from memory all that one has been 
conditioned to believe by rote learning. 

曰：「可矣，猶未也。」
[Confucius] said: "That is o.k. But you are not 
there yet."

他日，復見，曰：「回益矣。」
On another day they met again, and [Yan Hui] 
said: "I am improving."

曰：「何謂也？」
[Confucius] asked: "What do you mean?"

曰：「回忘禮樂矣。」
[Yan Hui] said: "I have forgotten the rites and 
music."

曰：「可矣，猶未也。」
[Confucius] said: "That is good. But you are 
not there yet."

他日，復見，曰：「回益矣。」
On yet another day they met again, and [Yan 
Hui] said: "I am improving."
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曰：「何謂也？」
[Confucius] asked: "What do you mean?"

曰：「回坐忘矣。」
[Yan Hui] said: "I sit in forgetfulness."

仲尼蹵然曰：「何謂坐忘？」
Confucius respectfully  asked, "What do you 
mean 'sit in forgetfulness?'"

顏回曰：「墮肢體，黜聰明，離形去知，同於
大通，此謂坐忘。」
Yan Hui said: "I let fall my limbs and body, 
expel my intelligence, leave my physical form, 
get rid of knowledge, and become united with 
[everything in] the great connection. This is 
called "sitting in forgetfulness."

仲尼曰：「同則無好也，化則無常也。而果其
賢乎！丘也請從而後也。」
Confucius said: "Your being united means not 
liking anything. When you undergo such a 
transformation there is no longer anything 
constant. You have become a worthy after all! 
I beg permission to become your follower."

• Commentary: This story  complements the 
one that begins the second chapter of the 
Zhuang Zi.
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子輿與子桑友，而霖雨十日，子輿曰：「子桑
殆病矣！」裹飯而往食之。至子桑之門，則若
歌若哭，鼓琴曰：「父邪！母邪！天乎！人
乎！」有不任其聲而趨舉其詩焉。」
Zi Yu and Zi Sang were friends. One time it 
rained for ten days straight and Zi Yu said: 
"I'm afraid Zi Sang will have gotten sick." He 
packed a lunch and went off to bring him 
some food. When he arrived at Zi Sang's gate 
he heard something that resembled weeping 
as much as it resembled singing, accompanied 
by playing on the lute, and the words were: 
"Father! Mother! Was it Heaven? Was it hu-
man beings?" Sometimes the singer seemed 
unable to support the effort of maintaining the 
melody and scrambled along holding only to 
the words of the song. 

子輿入，曰：「子之歌詩，何故若是？」
Ze Yu entered [Zi Sang's place] and said, "You 
are singing and chanting poetry. What is going 
on?"

曰：「吾思夫使我至此極者而弗得也。父母
豈欲吾貧哉？天無私覆，地無私載，天地豈
私貧我哉？求其為之者而不得也。然而至此
極者，命也夫！」
[Zi Sang] said: "I have been trying to imag-
ine what has brought me to this extremity, 
but getting nowhere. How could my parents 
have wanted me to be poor? Heaven has no 
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selfish interests in the way it overarches and 
provides for humans. Earth has no selfish 
interests in the way it bears up humans. So 
how could one attribute to Heaven or Earth 
some partiality that caused me to be poor? I 
have sought for the reasons for my poverty 
with no success. Thus [I conclude that] it 
must be due to fate."

• Commentary: I think he means that im-
ponderable force of events, on a global 
scale, has left him deeply exposed to becom-
ing poor. That eventuality would be parallel 
to the likelihood that someone wading in 
the ocean at the time a tsunami arrived 
would die. There would in that case be no 
intention on the part of Heaven to single 
this individual out for a bad end.

終
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應帝王第七
Chapter Seven: Responding to Emperors and 
Kings 

齧缺問於王倪，四問而四不知。齧缺因躍而大
喜，行以告蒲衣子。
Nie Que asked Wang Ni. He asked four times 
and four time Wang Ni [said he] did not know 
the answer. So Nie Que leapt in the air, was 
greatly  delighted, and went to report matters 
to Pu Yi-zi.

蒲衣子曰：「而乃今知之乎？有虞氏不及泰
氏333，
Pu Yi-zi said: "Are you only now learning of 
this? You-yu (i.e. the sage emperor Shun) did 
not reach to the level of Tai.

• Commentary. Tai is another name for Fu Xi, 
a mythical emperor of earliest China.

有虞氏，其猶藏仁以要人；亦得人矣，而未始
出於非人。泰氏，其臥徐徐，其覺于于；一以
己為馬，一以己為牛；其知情信，其德甚真，
而未始入於非人。」
"You-yu still treasured up benevolence in him-
self and based himself on it when he had to 
make any demands on other people. He did 
indeed bring humans into his sphere, but he 
never went beyond that to securing the alle-
giance or aid of any creature that was not hu-
man. Tai, on the other hand, slept fully  at 
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peace, and when awake he was fully self-
sufficient. One moment he took himself to be 
a horse, and the next he took himself to be a 
cow. His knowledge was unsullied in its de-
pendability. His virtue was extremely genuine. 
And yet he never got into the nonhuman 
realm." 

• Commentary: Legge leaves out the last nega-
tive, saying that "he had not begun to proceed 
by what belonged to him as a man." Watson 
translates the text as it stands. Neither way is 
certain to be correct since Watson's transla-
tion does not make perfect sense at this point.

• The human tendency is to privilege oneself, 
then one's community, and finally one's spe-
cies at the expense of others. Zhuang Zi asks 
why we impose these boundaries that im-
prison ourselves.

肩吾見狂接輿。狂接輿曰：「日中始何以語
女？」
Jian-wu saw Jie-yu the madman. The mad-
man Jie-yu asked: "What did Ri Zhong-shi tell 
you?"

肩吾曰：「告我[:]君人者以己出經式義度334，
人孰敢不聽而化諸！」
Jian-wu replied: "He told me that rulers on 
their own authority put out laws and regula-
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tions, and asked who among the people would 
dare not to obey and be transformed by 
them?"

• Commentary: Suppose somebody said, "You 
will obey me or else, because I am the head of 
this regime!" How would you react? 

狂接輿曰：「是欺德也；其於治天下也，猶涉
海鑿河而使蚉負山也。
The madman Jie-yu said: "How can that count 
as virtue‽ It relates to regulating All Beneath 
Heaven the way somebody might go wading 
into the sea to make channels for rivers or try 
to make a mosquito bear a mountain on its 
back.

夫聖人之治也，治外乎？正而後行，確乎能其
事者而已矣。
"Does the regulation of the sages work on ex-
ternals? They make themselves upright before 
they will go into action. They made sure that 
they did what they were capable of doing and 
that was all.

且鳥高飛以避矰弋之害，鼷鼠深穴乎神丘之下
以避熏鑿之患，而曾二蟲之無知！」
"Now birds fly  high so that they  can avoid in-
jury by arrows, and rats and mice dig deep 
under the spirit mounds to avoid the dangers 
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of smoke and tunneling. Could you be more 
ignorant than these two kinds of creatures?"

天根遊於殷陽，至蓼水之上，適遭無名人而問
焉，曰：「請問為天下。」
Tian Gen ranged from the south side of Yin 
Mountain to the place above the Liao River, 
and kept going until he encountered Nameless 
Man and inquired of him: "May I ask how to 
rule All Under Heaven?"

無名人曰：「去！汝鄙人也！何問之不豫也？
Nameless Man responded: "Get out! You 
knave! How dare you ask without having 
made due preparation‽

予方將與造物者為人，厭，則又乘夫莽眇335之
鳥，以出六極之外，而遊無何有之鄉，以處壙
埌之野。汝又何帠以治天下感予之心為？ 以處
壙埌之野。汝又何帠336以治天下感予之心
為？」
"I am just about to join the Creator of Things 
as a companion, and if I get tired of that, then 
I will ride a bird of the trackless wilderness to 
go out beyond the six cardinal directions and 
range out into the countryside of Not-Having-
Anything in order to live in the wilderness at 
this desolate wasteland. What method of put-
ting All Beneath Heaven in order do you have 
with which to bother my heart?"
又復問。
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[Tian Gen] continued asking his questions.

無名人曰：「汝遊心於淡，合氣於漠337，順物
自然而無容私焉，而天下治矣。」
Nameless Man then said: "Range your heart in 
the insipid, unite your lifebreath with placid-
ity, follow the self-thus character of creatures, 
but do not permit self interest to enter, and All 
Beneath Heaven will be ordered."

• Commentary: Do you think a cow would 
have a good life if somebody kept trying to 
make it catch rats?

陽子居見老聃，曰：「有人於此，嚮疾338強
梁339，物徹疏明340，學道不勌。如是者，可比
明王乎？」
Yang Zi-ju went to see Lao Dan, and asked: 
"Suppose there is a man who is a nimble 
strongman, who sees to the bottom of things 
and has good insights. He is tireless in the 
study of the Dao. Can such a one contend to be 
an illuminated king?

老聃曰：「是於聖人也，胥易技係341，勞形怵
心者也。且(曰)[也]虎豹之文來田，猨狙之便執
斄342之狗來藉。如是者，可比明王乎？」
Lao Dan said: "Such a one in comparison to a 
sage will resemble a music master or a prog-
nostication specialist, both of whom are tied 
d o w n t i g h t l y t o t h e i r p r o f e s s i o n a l 
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capabilities.343  He will tire out his physical 
form and torment his mind. Moreover, the 
patterns of tigers and leopards summon hunt-
ers, the nimbleness of apes and the ability of 
the dogs that can catch yaks gets them 
chained. Can individuals of that description 
contend to be an enlightened monarch?"

陽子居蹵然344曰：「敢問明王之治。」
Yang Zi-ju respectfully  said: "I make bold to 
ask about the governance of an enlightened 
monarch."

老聃曰：「明王之治：功蓋天下而似不自己，
化貸萬物而民弗恃；有莫舉名，使物自喜；立
乎不測，而遊於無有者也。」
Lao Dan said: "The governance of an enlight-
ened monarch is such that his meritorious ac-
tivities cover All Beneath Heaven and yet they 
do not seem to be of his doing. His transfor-
mations benefit the myriad creatures and yet 
the people do not depend on him. Nobody 
raises high his name, [instead] the creatures 
are all permitted to take joy in themselves. He 
takes his stand in the unfathomable, and he 
ranges into the domain of nothingness."

• Commentary: This teaching echoes chapter 
37 of the Dao De Jing.
鄭有神巫曰季咸，知人之死生存亡，禍褔壽<
天>[夭]，期以歲月旬日，若神。
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There was a holy shaman in the State of Zheng 
named Ji-xian who knew the deaths, births, 
survival and perishing of humans, disaster, 
good fortune, ripe old age, early death, and 
tagged them to the year, month, ten-day 
"week," and day just like a spirit.

鄭人見之，皆棄而走。列子見之而心醉，歸，
以告壺子，曰：「始吾以夫子之道為至矣，則
又有至焉者矣。」
When the people of Zheng saw him, they all 
could not hold their ground and fled. Lie Zi 
saw him and his heart became intoxicated. He 
returned home to tell Hu Zi: "At first, I 
thought your Dao was the highest, but it has 
met its match!"

壺子曰：「吾與汝既其文，未既其實，而固得
道與？衆雌而無雄，而又奚卵焉？而以道與世
亢，必信，夫故使人得而相(女)[汝]。嘗試與
來，以予示之。」
Hu Zi said: "What I have given you is just the 
frills, and I have yet to provide you with the 
substance. Do you think you really have at-
tained the Dao? If there is a flock of hens and 
no rooster, how can you get fertile eggs? Yet 
you think he is a contender among all mem-
bers of his generation? You must have some 
basis for your firm belief. So I will have you 
bring this person here and then let him physi-
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ognomize me. Try to get him to come here and 
then show me to him."

• Commentary: This passage resonates with 
the first chapter of the Dao De Jing where it 
expresses the idea that those who are operat-
ing under the sway of individual interests and 
desires will see the 徼 jiào or fringes, the outer 
aspects of things, and that those who purge all 
personal feelings will see the 妙 miào or inef-
fable efficacies. 

明日，列子與之見壺子。出而謂列子曰：
「嘻！子之先生死矣！弗活矣！不以旬數矣！
吾見怪焉！見濕灰焉。」
The next day, Lie Zi brought that man to see 
Hu Zi. He came out and said to Lie Zi: "Alas, 
Your master is dying! He is losing his grip on 
life. He will not last more than ten days or so. 
I see an anomalous presence in him. I see 
dampened ashes."

列子入，泣涕沾襟以告壺子。
Lie Zi went in, tears and snivel soaking the 
front of his gown, to give Hu Zi the sad news. 

壺子曰：「鄉吾示之以地文，萌乎不震不<正>
[止]。是殆見吾杜德機也。嘗又與來。」
Hu Zi said: "Just now I let him see the pat-
terns of the Earth through me. He was blinded 
by its neither moving nor remaining still. I am 
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afraid he has seen the unreleased springs of 
my Dé (virtue/power). Please bring him back 
again."

明日，又與之見壺子。出而謂列子曰：「幸矣
子之先生遇我也！有瘳矣，全然有生矣！吾見
其杜權矣！」
The next day, he again had Hu Zi examine 
him. When he came out he said to Lie Zi: 
"How fortunate that your master has encoun-
tered me. He has recovered. He is vibrantly 
alive! I see his latent power!"

• Commentary: Note that spin masters were 
already in existence in Zhuang Zi's time. Ji 
Xian first claimed that Hu Zi was going to die, 
and then when he saw that was not going to 
happen he took credit for what he saw as Hu 
Zi's recovery.

列子入，以告壺子。
Lie Zi went it to tell Hu Zi. 

壺子曰：「鄉吾示之以天壤，名實不入，而機
發於踵。是殆見吾善者機也。嘗又與來。」
Hu Zi said: "Just now I let him see the fecun-
dity of (Heaven=) nature. It does not enter 
into distinctions between names and realities, 
and so the springs of action came up from my 
heels. I am afraid that he saw in me the 
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springs of actions of goodness. Try bringing 
him back again."

• Commentary: Watson sees a possible con-
nection to the beginning of the Xi Ci appendix 
to the Book of Changes: 一陰一陽之謂道，繼之者
善也，成之者性也。"[The cycles with phases of] 
an Yin followed by a Yang is called the Dao. 
What follows therefrom is good. What com-
pletes it is the innate structure [of human be-
ings]." 

• One of the developments in Yi Jing thought 
was the change from regarding that classic as 
simply a way to anticipate how things were go-
ing to end up to regarding it as revealing 
something about the rules or causal implica-
tions that govern how things develop. If the 
Zhuang Zi has the second kind of interpreta-
tion behind the mention of goodness here, 
then that would indicate the presence of this 
development in Yi Jing interpretation at an 
earlier time than has been previously noticed.

明日，又與之見壺子。出而謂列子曰：「子之
先生不齊，吾無得而相焉。試齊，且復相
之。」
The next day, he again had the shaman come 
to see Hu Zi. When he came out he said to Lie 
Zi: "Your master is volatile. I have no way of 
physiognomizing him. Have him try to steady 
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himself, and I will try once more to physiog-
nomize him."

列子入，以告壺子。
Lie Zi went in to tell Hu Zi. 

壺子曰：「吾鄉示之以太沖莫勝，是殆見吾衡
氣機也。鯢桓之潘為淵，止水之潘為淵，流水
之潘為淵。淵有九名，此處三焉。嘗又與
來。」
Hu Zi said: "I just showed him the Great Dy-
namic Unconquerable, so he probably saw my 
balanced spring of action which is lifebreath. 
Swirling giant salamanders create an abyss. 
Swirling dead water creates an abyss. Swirling 
flowing water creates an abyss. There are nine 
kinds of abyss all together, and now [I have 
shown him] three of them. Try  having him 
come here again."

• Commentary: Hu Zi mentions three dynam-
ics that can create what he calls an abyss. I 
think that he may actually be referring to 
whirlpools. It is easy to see how moving water 
will swirl around and create a whirlpool, and 
how the whirlpool could be associated with a 
scour in the bed of the river. Water that is very 
deep may appear still at the surface and yet 
have rotation at its base. The image of swirling 
giant salamanders is hard to understand un-
less one thinks of two salamanders chasing 
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each other around in a circle. Two salaman-
ders could be emblematic of Yin and Yang ☯, 
which are in constant cyclical rotation. Yin 
and Yang are the primal forms of lifebreath.

明日，又與之見壺子。立未定，自失而走。壺
On the following day, Lie Zi had him come to 
see Hu Zi again. Before he had even come to a 
full stop he lost control of himself, and then he 
fled. 

子曰：「追之。」
Hu Zi said: "Catch him!"

列子追之不及。反，以報壺子曰：「已滅矣，
已失矣，吾弗及已。」
Lie Zi chased him, but could not overtake him. 
He returned and reported to Hu Zi: "He is al-
ready destroyed. He is already lost. I could not 
catch up with him, so that is the end of it."

壼子曰：「鄉吾示之以未始出吾宗。吾與之虛
而委蛇，不知其誰何，因以為<弟>[夷]靡345，
因以為波流346，故逃也。」
Hu Zi said: "Just now I showed him the aspect 
of myself wherein I have not yet left my ances-
tor. I gave him something void and wriggling, 
something without a recognizable identity. So 
he became crushed and cast adrift and then he 
fled.
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然後列子自以為未始學而歸。三年不出，為其
妻爨，食豕如食人。於事無與親。彫琢復朴，
塊然獨以其形立。紛而封哉，一以是終。
After that, Lie Zi realized that he had not yet 
even begun to learn, so he returned [to Hu Zi's 
fold]. For three years he did not go anywhere. 
He cooked for his wife. He served the pigs 
food the way he would serve humans. With re-
gard to his tasks and responsibilities, he 
treated nothing with favoritism. The carved 
wood returned to its uncarved state. Like the 
Uncarved Block, his physical form stood by it-
self. It was sealed shut in the midst of disorder 
and confusion. He held to unity at the end of 
his life.

• Commentary: The Uncarved Block is dis-
cussed in the Dao De Jing, chapters 15, 19, 28, 
32, 37, and 57. It is a symbol for the state of 
nature before humans mentally divide it into 
separate things by use of conceptualization.

• The main thing to see in these story is that 
the master explains how he is able to visit 
various domains of experience that are not 
available to humans who have not made the 
necessary preparations.

無為名尸，無為謀府；無為事任，無為知主。
體盡無窮，而遊無朕；盡其所受乎天，而無見
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得，亦虛而已。至人之用心若鏡，不將不迎，
應而不藏，故能勝物而不傷。
Do not be an impersonator of the dead on be-
half of words or fame. Do not be a flophouse 
for schemes. Do not act as an expediter for 
tasks. Do not be a host for [book] knowledge. 
Get a full personal experience of the limitless, 
and trek in the dearth of inklings. Fully  ex-
press all that you have received from Heaven, 
but do not see doing so as something that ac-
crues to you. Indeed, one should be a vacuity 
and that is the end of the matter. The fully re-
alized humans use their minds like mirrors. 
They neither hang onto things nor try to an-
ticipate things. They respond to things with-
out storing them up, and so they  are able to 
win out over things and yet there will be no in-
jury.

• Commentary: Words are dead things. This 
section details four ways in which humans can 
give up their autonomy. The first is analogous 
to the way that a grandson temporarily  gives 
up his autonomy to serve as a substitute body 
for the soul of his dead grandfather. Another 
is to serve as a kind of warehouse wherein 
schemes and plots can take up residence. The 
third is to become the instrumentality through 
which tasks that are not one's own can be pur-
sued, the agent of some other person or group, 
or even the host of some parasite. The fourth 
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is to adopt book knowledge in place of one's 
own. Whether recorded or transmitted orally, 
the reports of others state conclusions and do 
not have any clear methodology  for indicating 
how adequate the evidence for the conclusions 
may be. On the other hand, one's own knowl-
edge of something can include memory sets 
that highlight the evidence of the senses that 
led to the conclusion rather than highlighting 
the conclusion. I may know identical twins, 
Joan and Mary, and I may also know about 
the thin scar in the right eyebrow of Joan that 
marks her and the birthmark near the left ear 
of Mary that separates her from Joan. I may 
report to some third party  that I saw Joan, but 
I may not convey whether I clearly perceived 
the marks or whether I had to make a hasty 
judgment on less definite criteria. In either 
case, I am in a much better position to weigh 
evidence than if I merely have a report from 
some third party that Mary was allegedly seen 
somewhere at a particular time. More subtle 
cases include such questions as whether some 
man is sincere in his expression of affection 
for Jane.
 
南海之帝為儵，北海之帝為忽，中央之帝為渾
沌。儵與忽時相與遇於渾沌之地，渾沌待之甚
善。儵與忽謀報渾沌之德，曰：「人皆有七竅
以視聽食息，此獨無有，嘗試鑿之。」日鑿一
竅，七日而渾沌死。
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The emperor of the Southern Sea is Shu. The 
emperor of the Northern Sea is Hu. The Em-
peror of the Central Sea is Hun Dun (Chaos). 
Shu and Hu at one time encountered each 
other while in the land of Hun Dun. Hun Dun 
showed them a very good time. Shu and Hu 
planned to repay the benefice of Hun Dun, 
and said, "People all have seven orifices 
through which they see, hear, eat, and 
breathe. This one (i.e., Hun Dun) does not 
have any. Let us try  to drill some for him." 
Each day they drilled one orifice, and on the 
seventh day Hun Dun died.

• Commentary: Hun Dun or Chaos was origi-
nally a creature who did very  well without the 
burden of sense data. His experience was di-
rectly  of the Dao, and so it was by necessity 
inarticulate. The Dao does not consist of dis-
crete entities, whereas sense perception urges 
humans to fabricate discrete entities by what 
the Dao De Jing calls 制 zhì, cutting apart in 
imagination, in the functions of mind, and 
thereby constructing separate entities out of 
the undifferentiated esthetic continuum,347 
and treating the results as though they were 
truly separate from each other. 

終
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Chapter 17, below, is one of the most 
beloved parts of the Zhuang Zi. Schol-
ars believe that this chapter was writ-
ten by one of Zhuang Zi's followers to 
help explain some of his main ideas. 
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秋水第十七
Chapter Seventeen: Autumn Floods 

秋水時至，百川灌河，涇流之大，兩涘渚崖之
間，不<辯>[辨]牛馬。於是焉河伯欣然自喜，
以天下之美為盡在己。
The time of the autumn floods arrived, and 
the hundred streams poured into the Yellow 
River. Then the expanse of the river from 
sandbar to sandbar and bank to bank became 
so great that horses could not be distinguished 
across those spans from cattle. So the Lord of 
the River was delighted with himself and as-
sumed that all the beauties of the earth were 
fulfilled in him.

• Commentary: Chinese popular religions hold 
that there are gods associated with many 
things. Rivers have gods, and this story is 
about the god of the Yellow River.

順流而東行，至於北海，東面而視，不見水 
端。於是焉河伯始旋348其面目，望洋向若而
歎349，曰：「野語有之曰：『聞道百以為莫己
若者』，我之謂也。且夫350我嘗聞少仲尼之聞
而輕伯夷之義者，始吾弗信；今我睹子之難窮
也，吾非至於子之門則殆矣，吾長見笑於大方
之家。」
He followed the current and traveled east until 
he arrived at the Northern Sea. Facing to the 
east he looked out but could not see the other 
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shore. He started to doubt the power of the 
eyes in his own head. He looked out over the 
ocean and, sighing, said to Ruo of the North-
ern Sea: "A rustic saying declares: 'Someone 
who has learned one one-hundredth part of 
the Dao thinks that there is nobody in the 
whole world comparable to himself,' and this 
saying describes me. Moreover, I had previ-
ously  heard of those who minimized the ac-
complishment of Confucius and made light of 
the righteousness of Bo Yi, and at first I did 
not put any stock in them. Today, having seen 
how hard it is to exhaust all of you in my expe-
rience, I realize that had I not come upon your 
doorstep I would have been in danger of get-
ting laughed at by people of greater scope.

北海若曰：「井蛙不可以語於海者，拘於虛
也；夏蟲不可以語於冰者，篤於時也；曲士不
可以語於道者，束於教也。今爾出於崖涘，觀
於大海，乃知爾醜，爾將可與語大理矣。
Ruo, the god of the Northern Sea, said: "A well 
frog cannot be told about the sea, and that is 
because it is constrained in space. A summer 
insect cannot be told about ice, because it is 
constrained in time. A cramped scholar can-
not be told about the Dao, because he is con-
strained by  dogma. Today you came out to the 
shore and looked out over the great sea, after 
which you perceived your own limitations. 
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Now I can begin to speak to you of the great 
Pattern (理 lǐ ). 

天下之水，莫大於海，萬川歸之，不知何時止
而不盈；尾閭泄之，不知何時已而不虛；春秋
不變，水旱不知。此其過江河之流，不可為量 
數。而吾未嘗以此自多者，自以比形於天地，
而受氣於陰陽，吾在[於]天地之間，猶小石小
木之在大山也，方存乎見小[少]，又奚以自
多！
Of all of the waters of the earth there is none 
greater than the sea. The myriad streams all 
drain into it. There is no way to know how 
long it would take to fill the sea to overflow-
ing. Water leaks out from the tail gates, and it 
is unknown when it will be finished leaking 
and [meanwhile] it does not get empty. Spring 
and autumn keep in their sequence, precipita-
tion and [the times of] drought are unpredict-
able. On account of these factors the flow of 
water that passes through the rivers and 
streams cannot be given a numerical measure. 
Yet I have never on this account regarded my-
self as being of great magnitude. In contrast-
ing my body with Heaven and Earth, and be-
cause of receiving my consolidated lifebreath 
from Yin and Yang, I regard myself, in the 
context of something between Heaven and 
Earth, like a pebble or a twig in relation to a 
great mountain. Once you mentally  place 
yourself among things perceived to be small, 
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how could you ever regard yourself as being of 
great magnitude?

• Commentary: There are fluctuations in the 
volumes delivered to the ocean by the streams, 
but the ocean does not rise or fall.

計四海之在天地之間也，不似礨空351之在大澤
乎？計中國之在海內，不似稊米之在大倉乎？
號物之數謂之萬，人處一焉；人卒352九州，穀
食之所生，舟車之所通，人處一焉；此其比萬
物也，不似毫末之在於馬體乎？
Figuring the [surface area of the land within 
the] four seas in comparison to the whole 
world, is that not like a nook or cranny in 
comparison with a great swamp? Figuring the 
size of the Central Kingdom in contrast with 
the land area in which it stands, is it not not 
like a grain of grass seed in comparison with a 
great granary? The creatures of the earth are 
given an approximate number, which is ten 
thousand, and human beings are only one 
member of that group. Humans inhabit the 
nine quadrants of the world, [in] the places 
where grain grows and [in] the places that can 
be reached by vehicle or boat, the places they 
actually occupy amount to one of the nine. 
Thus, when compared to the rest of the myr-
iad creatures, do they  not resemble the tip of a 
hair on the body of a horse? 
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五帝之所連，三王之所爭，仁人之所憂，任士
之所勞，盡此矣。伯夷辭之以為名，仲尼語之
以為博，此其自多也，不似爾向之自多於水
乎？」
The successions of the five emperors of antiq-
uity, the struggles of the three kings, the wor-
ries of the benevolent people, and the labors of 
the able administrators pertained to no more 
than this [territory]. Bo Yi abdicated from its 
rule in order to become famous, Confucius 
discussed the matter in order to become [re-
garded as] erudite. These [individuals] all took 
themselves to be replete. Were they not like 
you were a moment ago when you were so full 
of yourself because of your flood waters?"

河伯曰：「然則吾大天地而小<毫>[豪]末，可
乎？」
The God of the River said: "Well then, if I only 
regard Heaven and Earth as large, and only 
regard the tips hairs to be small, would that 
do?"

北海若曰：「否。夫物，量無窮，時無止，分
無常，終始無故。
Ruo of the Northern Sea said: "No. Now the 
creatures are without limit in measurement, 
time never stops, one's social status has no 
constancy, and beginnings and endings are 
without a cause. 
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是故大知觀於遠近，故小而不寡，大而不多：
"For that reason, a great knowledge observes 
both the distant and the near. When things 
[appear] small then they do not seem to be 
(few＝) isolated, and when they [appear] large 
they do not seem to be (many =) crowded to-
gether. (I.e., proportionality  is maintained 
even though the perspective changes and 
terms such as 'large' come to be understood 
always as 'larger than some other thing seen 
also in that framework.') 

知量無窮。證曏今故，故遙而不悶，掇而不
跂，知時無止；
[The factor illustrated here is that great 
knowledge] knows that the [continuum of 
relative] measurement is inexhaustible. [A 
great knowledge] gets clear evidence of cur-
rent causal factors and for that reason when 
things are distant [in time] they will not feel 
helpless, and when things arrive on short no-
tice they will not be forced to tiptoe around [as 
though to avoid a collision]. [People with such 
depth of knowledge] know that time moves 
forward ceaselessly. 

察乎盈虛， 故得而不喜，失而不憂，知分之無
常也；
"They make themselves fully  informed about 
both the plenum and vacuity, and therefore 
when [things are] acquired they will not feel 
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joy, and when [things are] lost they will not be 
upset. That kind of attitude is due to their 
knowing that contingent factors are random. 

• Commentary: The factor that is illustrated 
here is that great knowledge knows that there 
is no constancy in apportionments that per-
tain to the present and the past.

明乎坦塗，故生而不說，死而不禍，知終始之
不可故也。計人之所知，不若其所不知；
"[A great knowledge] understands about 
smooth roads and rough roads. So it does not 
take joy in life and does not regard death as a 
disaster. [The factor that is illustrated here is 
that great knowledge] knows that there are no 
reasons that can be given for endings and be-
ginnings. I calculate that the amount that hu-
mans know is less than what they do not 
know.

其生之時，不若未生之時；以其至小求窮其至
大之域，是故迷亂而不能自得也。由此觀之，
又何以知毫末之足以定至細之倪！又何以知天
地之足以窮至大之域！」
"The time that humans have for life is far less 
than all the time that passed before their 
births. People seek to exhaustively understand 
the domain of what is great by means of what 
is so very small, and the result is mental chaos 
and the inability to maintain the mental state 
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of composure. Looking at things this way, how 
can one know that the tip of a hair in the pelt 
of an animal is the true measure of what is the 
very smallest thing in diameter? And how is 
one to know that the volume of Heaven and 
Earth can actually  expand out to exhaust the 
very greatest domain?"

河伯曰：「世之議者皆曰：『至精無形，至大
不可圍。』是信情乎？」
The Lord of the River said: "The sophists in 
this world all say, 'The most refined things 
have no physical existence, and the greatest 
things cannot be comprehended.' Is this truly 
the way things are?"

北海若曰：「夫自細視大者不盡，自大視細者
不明。夫精，小之微也；垺，大之殷也，故異
便。此勢之有也。
Ruo of the Northern Sea said: "Well, to look at 
the large things from the standpoint of the 
small gives results that are endless. To look at 
the smallest things from the standpoint of the 
large gives an unclear result. Now the refined 
(the seminal essences) are the most minute 
things among the small. The colossal are the 
greatest things among the large. So differences 
follow smoothly therefrom. This dynamic is 
implied in power configurations. 
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• Commentary: If one keeps everything that 
one is using to understand the Universe on its 
appropriate scale, then investigations will go 
smoothly. If one were to use a microscope to 
try  to understand planetary dynamics, or were 
to use a telescope to try to investigate micro-
organisms, then one would encounter many 
difficulties. If one were to try to understand 
international power relationships on the basis 
of family dynamics, misconceptions could eas-
ily arise. It is not that there is no connection, 
but that assumptions that prove no great hin-
drance on one scale may be entirely mislead-
ing on another scale. Before microscopes were 
available to researchers, pond water could ap-
pear devoid of life. Before vast systems of tele-
scopes and great complexes of computers 
were available to correlate the telescopic im-
ages, the structure of the Universe was not 
well understood. In much earlier times, before 
telescopes were invented, the rest of the Uni-
verse was seen as a sort of random scattering 
of stars on the dome of Heaven. 

夫精粗者，期於有形者也；無形者，數之所不
能分也；不可圍者，數之所不能窮也。可以言
論者，物之粗也； 
Now the refined and the coarse are deter-
mined on the basis of their having a physical 
form. But things without a physical form can-
not be given any differentiations in a numeri-
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cal form. Something that is too large to be sur-
rounded cannot be fully described by any 
number. Those things that can be discussed in 
words are the coarse determinations among 
all things.

可以意致者，物之精也；
"Those things that can [only] be handled men-
tally are the refined among things.

• Commentary: Zhuang Zi presents an antin-
omy here. If knowing the size of something 
means knowing some measure of it such as its 
circumference, then it is impossible to know 
the size of something that is too large to be 
surrounded.

言之所不能論，意之所不能察致者，不期精粗
焉。是故大人之行，不出乎害人，不多仁恩；
動不為利，不賤門隸；貨財之爭，不多辭讓；
事焉不借人，不多食乎力，不賤貪污；行殊乎
俗，不多辟異；為在從衆，不賤佞諂；世之爵
祿不足以為勸，戮 恥不足以為辱；知是非之不
可為分，細大之不可為倪。聞曰：『道人不
聞，至德不得，大人 無己。』 約分之至也。」
"The things that cannot be discussed in words 
and things that cannot be investigated by the 
use of conscious awareness are the ones that 
cannot be determined to be either fine or 
coarse. For that reason, the behavior of the 
great man does not proceed from any inten-
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tion to do injury to others, neither does it go 
overboard with benevolence or kindness. His 
activities are not done for the sake of profit, 
yet on the other hand he does not despise 
those who take employment as doormen or as 
other attendants. In disputes over goods or 
materials he does not depend overly on rhe-
torical skills, but on the other hand he is not 
too greatly self effacing. When there are tasks 
to be done he does not depend on other people 
to do things for him, but he also does not 
greatly  tout his self reliance, and he does not 
despise political favors. His behavior is differ-
ent from ordinary people, but he avoids de-
parting too far from customary norms. While 
he intends to follow along with the masses, he 
does not despise others who may depend on 
eloquence and flattery. The emoluments and 
official ranks of the common world are insuf-
ficient to influence him, and neither death nor 
being shamed are sufficient to make him feel 
disgraced. He knows that affirmations and 
denials are insufficient to make any real dis-
criminations among things, but neither can 
ideas of the fine and the gross enable people to 
make real distinctions. I have heard it said 
that 'The man of the Dao does not have fame. 
The man of highest virtue does not have vir-
tue. The great man has no self.' That shows 
how far one can take restrictions [to catego-
ries] and divisions [into groups]."
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• Initially, the connection between the first 
sentence and the remainder of this paragraph 
may not be clear. Zhuang Zi points out that if 
consequences truly follow from the fact that 
some subjects are impossible to deal with con-
ceptually, then the concepts from ordinary life 
that unsuspecting people may attempt to ap-
ply to these subjects simply will not work. 
That being the case, the behavior of someone 
who knows they will not work and applies 
other ways of dealing with these subjects will 
seem, at minimum, highly unconventional.

河伯曰：「若物之外，若物之內，惡至而倪貴
賤？惡至而倪小大？」
The Lord of the River said: "With regard to 
what is outside or is within the domain of 
creatures, where can one go to get a line on 
[the difference between] the noble and the ig-
noble? Where can one go to get a line of what 
is small and what is large?"

北海若曰：「以道觀之，物無貴賤；以物觀
之，自貴而相賤；以俗觀之，貴賤不在己。
Ruo of the Northern Sea said: "From the 
standpoint of the Dao, there is no distinction 
between the noble and the ignoble among 
things. From the standpoint of ordinary 
things, one holds oneself to be noble and one's 
counterpart ignoble. From the standpoint of 
the vulgar crowd, whether one is noble or ig-
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noble has nothing to do with oneself [but de-
pends on one's station in life, what other peo-
ple say about one, etc.].

以差觀之，因其所大而大之，則萬物莫不大；
因其所小而小之，則萬物莫不小；知天地之為
稊米也，知毫末之為丘山也，則差數覩353矣。
"If something is held to be great on account of 
its imputed greatness, then there are none 
among the myriad creatures that are not great. 
If one is to be held to be insignificant on ac-
count of its imputed insignificance, then there 
are none among the myriad creatures who are 
not insignificant.354  Know [then] that Heaven 
and Earth can be made to be a grain of grass 
seed, know that the finest hair tip can be made 
to be hills and mountains, and then one is able 
to properly  evaluate their imputed numerical 
differences. 

• Commentary: Something may be called tall 
because I call it tall. The same thing may be 
called short because you call it short. Before 
Einstein challenged the primacy of any one 
frame of reference, it could at least be said, 
e.g., that the Eiffel Tower has a certain height 
in meters, Mount Everest has a certain height 
in meters, and one measure is greater than the 
other. Even so, Everest is short in comparison 
with Olympus Mons on Mars. Statements such 
as, "She is meritorious," share the same pecu-
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liarity of involving reference to a judge in 
whose eyes the person is meritorious.

以功觀之，因其所有而有之，則萬物莫不有；
因其所無而無之，則萬物莫不無。
"Looking at things in terms of merit, if any 
thing posses merit as it's own, then all of the 
myriad creatures possess merit. But if a thing 
lacks merit as a characteristic of itself, then all 
of the myriad creatures fail to possess merit.

知東西之相反而不可以相無，則功分定矣。以
趣觀之，因其所然而然之，則萬物莫不然；因
其所非而非之，則萬物莫不非；知堯、桀之自
然而相非，則趣操覩355矣。
"If you understand that east and west are op-
posites and that you cannot have the one 
without having the other, then the distinction 
among functions [of the myriad creatures] is 
certain. If one looks at things in terms of one's 
inclinations or interests, then one affirms 
some things on account of their own charac-
teristics. Among the myriad creatures, none 
fail to be this way. If one opposes some things 
on account of what one is against, then there 
are none of the myriad creatures that are not 
[potentially] rejected. By  examining the natu-
ral and mutual opposition between Yao and 
Jie, the functions of inclination and autono-
mous activity of mind are seen. 
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• Commentary: I think he means that some 
people like Yao, the good emperor, but that 
other people may prefer Jie, the evil emperor. 
It depends on who is doing the judging. Or, he 
could equally mean that Yao would despise Jie 
and vice-versa.

• These considerations agree with the passages 
in the Dao De Jing, such as chapter 2, that 
show how the human mind reaches out and 
imposes characteristics on things, e.g., declar-
ing that someone is intelligent. I say my dog is 
intelligent because he taught himself to turn 
on the outdoor water faucet to get a drink. You 
say he is stupid because he never turns the 
water off again. The underlying question is, 
"Smart in comparison to what?"

昔者堯、舜讓而帝，之、噲讓而絕；湯武爭而
王，白公爭而滅。
In antiquity, Yao and Shun's succession was a 
matter of one willingly abdication and so there 
was an empire [with Shun at its head]. Kuai 
passed rule to Zi by abdication and there was a 
rending. Tang and Wu fought [and both 
gained] the kingship, whereas Duke Bo fought 
and was exterminated. 

• Commentary: Yao and Shun were the exem-
plary emperors of mythical times. Yao abdi-
cated in favor of Shun, and everyone was fa-
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vorable to that change. Kuai abdicated in favor 
of Zhi, the people of that country did not ac-
cept the change, and eventually  both were 
killed. Tang was the last emperor of the Shang 
dynasty, and he was conquered by King Wu of 
the succeeding Zhou dynasty.

由此觀之，爭讓之禮 ，堯桀之行，貴賤有時，
未可以為常也。
"Looking at things from this standpoint, [the 
appropriateness of] the rituals of contending 
or abdicating, the behavior of Yao and Shun, 
etc., the difference between being noble and 
being a lout, are all matters of the times and 
cannot have any constancy to them. 

• Commentary: Is there anything intrinsic in 
being a king? If two identical twins were in 
line for ascension to the kingship, what intrin-
sic characteristic makes one king and the 
other not a king? If the monarchy is over-
thrown just before the coronation, what be-
came of that intrinsic kingliness?

梁麗可以衝城，而不可以窒穴， 言殊器也；
"The heaviest timbers can be used to dash 
down a city wall yet they could not be used to 
plug up a crevice. This shows the specificity of 
implements.
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• Commentary: This passage speaks to the dif-
ferences among artifacts. In other words, it 
suggests the questions: "Is this a good tool?" 
and "What is this a good tool for?"

騏驥驊騮，一日而馳千里，捕鼠不如狸狌，言
殊技也；鴟鵂夜撮蚤，察毫末，晝出瞋目而不
見丘山，言殊性也。
"[The famous horses] Qi-ji and Hua-liu could 
gallop a thousand li per day, but they are not 
as good as wildcats and weasels at capturing 
rats. This fact speaks to the specificity of tal-
ents. At nighttime the horned owl can catch 
fleas and distinguish the tip of a single hair. In 
daytime it opens wide its eyes and still cannot 
see the hills and mountains. This fact speaks 
to the specificity of innate characteristics.

• Commentary: If someone were to declare the 
vision of the owl to be good, what two ques-
tions would that assertion necessarily entail?

故曰，蓋師是而無非，師治而無亂乎？是未明
天地之理，萬物之情者也。
"So are we to say that one ought to venerate 
the things that are considered correct and re-
ject the things that are considered incorrect, 
or venerate order and reject disorder? To 
choose such an approach is to neither under-
stand the Pattern of Heaven and Earth, nor 
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understand the true circumstances of the myr-
iad creatures.

• Commentary: Zhuang Zi must have shocked 
his contemporaries, especially the Confucians.

• When two terms name the extremes of a 
continuum it is hopeless to seek to have one of 
them without the other. 

是猶師天而無地，師陰而無陽，其不可行明
矣。然且語而不舍，非愚則誣也。帝王殊禪，
三代殊繼。
"It is as though they would take Heaven as 
their teacher yet forget entirely about Earth, 
or take Yin as their teacher and lose Yang. 
That such approaches could not work is clear. 
So if an individual explains these facts to some 
people and yet they do not give him or her a 
place of honor, then either those people are 
stupid or they have been deceived. The em-
perors and kings of antiquity gave way 
smoothly one unto the next only under special 
conditions, and [rulers of the] three dynasties 
had their own special conditions for succes-
sion.

差其時，逆其俗者，謂之篡夫；
"Anyone who offends against the times or goes 
against the [current] conventions is called a 
usurper.
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當其時，順其俗者，謂之義[之]徒。
"When people do things that happen to be ap-
propriate to the time, when they  follow the 
current customary procedures, they  are said to 
be the followers of the rules of propriety  and 
appropriateness.

默默乎河伯！女惡知貴賤之門，小大之家！」
"Oh, be silent you, Lord of the River! How are 
you to know the categories into which noble 
and ignoble fit, or the categories in which 
small and great find their rightful homes?"

河伯曰：「然則我何為乎？何不為乎？吾辭受
趣舍，吾終奈何？」
The Lord of the River said: "In that case then 
what am I to do? What am I not to do? 
Whether I reject or accept, pursue something 
or reject it, how, in the final analysis, am I 
supposed to decide?" 

北海若曰：「以道觀之，何貴何賤，是謂反
衍；無拘而志，與道大蹇。何少何多，是謂謝
施；無一而行，與道參差。嚴乎若國之有君，
其無私德；
Ruo of the Northern Sea said: "From the 
standpoint of the Dao, what is noble and what 
is ignoble is a matter of opposing encroach-
ments [on the center]. Do not restrict your as-
pirations; to do so creates a great lameness 
within the Dao. What is little and what is great 
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is a matter of one activity's giving way to the 
other. To go forth with one and not the other 
implies a jaggedness with regard to the Dao. 
Oh, how stern and serious one is when one 
has unselfish Dé (virtue/power) and one's be-
havior resembles the condition that prevails in 
a nation when it has a true sovereign. 

繇繇乎若祭之有社，其無私福；泛泛乎其若四
方之無窮，其無所畛域。兼懷萬物，其孰承
翼？是謂無方。萬物一齊，孰短孰長？
"Oh, how carefree and self-possessed when 
there is no thought of personal good fortune 
involved in sacrifices performed in the sanctu-
ary. How free-floating it is when it is like space 
being boundless on all four sides because one 
has no fixed domain. When one cherishes all 
the myriad creatures, which ones shall (lit., be 
regarded as the wings =) be relegated to the 
sidelines? That [stance] is called 'without di-
rection.' The myriad creatures are leveled out, 
so which, then, should be counted as long, and 
which as short?

道無終始，物有死生，不恃其成；一虛一滿，
不位乎其形。年不可舉，時不可止；
"The Dao has neither beginning nor end. 
However, creatures have life and death. Do 
not maintain any  expectation of a completion 
to this sequence. A vacuity  is followed by a 
plenum, so do not take a position based on 
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their [temporary] forms. The years cannot be 
enumerated, and the seasons will not stop.

消息盈虛，終則有始。是所以語大義之方，論
萬物之理也。物之生也，若驟若馳，無動而不
變，無時而不移。何為乎，何不為乎？夫固將
自化。」
"Exhalation, inhalation, plenum, and void, 
when a cycle comes to its end it begins again. 
That [basic observation] is what is used to 
speak of the directionality of the great duty 
and to discuss the Pattern of the myriad crea-
tures. When things are born it is like they are 
cantering or like they are galloping, and there 
is no movement that does not include some 
change and no time that does not include the 
movement of something. What to do? What 
not to do? Surely one must self-transform."

河伯曰：「然則何貴於道邪？」
The Lord of the River said: "In that case, what 
is more precious in the Dao?" 
　　
北海若曰：「知道者必達於理，達於理者必明
於權，明於權者不以物害己。至德者，火弗能
熱，水弗能溺，寒暑弗能害，禽獸弗能賊。非
謂其薄之也，言察乎安危，寧於禍福，謹於去
就，莫之能害也。故曰，天在內，人在外，德
在乎天。知天人之行，本乎天，位乎得，蹢䠱
而屈伸，反要[而]語極。」
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Ruo of the Northern Sea said: "Those who 
know the Dao must achieve complete under-
standing of the Pattern. Those who achieve a 
complete understanding of the Pattern must 
be clear in regard to balances. Those who are 
clear in regard to balances will not employ 
things to injure themselves. Those who have 
the most perfect Dé are such that fire cannot 
burn them, water cannot drown them, heat 
and cold cannot injure them, birds and beasts 
cannot hurt them. That is not to say that [the 
inimical factors] are being minimized, but that 
they are clearly conversant with what it safe 
and what is dangerous. If people are cautious 
in regard to where they goes and what they 
approach, then there is nothing that will be 
able to injure them. Therefore it is said: The 
Heavenly is within. The human is on the out-
side. Dé goes with Heaven. If one knows the 
behavior of both the human and the (Heav-
enly =) natural, bases oneself on the natural, 
takes one's place with regard to attainment 
(i.e. acquisition of Dé), [thus appropriately] 
vacillating or contracting and expanding, one 
may return to the items of core importance 
and speak of the far reaches of existence."

曰：「何謂天？何謂人？」
The Lord of the River said: "What is Heaven? 
What is human?"
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北海若曰：「牛馬四足，是謂天；落馬首，穿
牛鼻，是謂人。故曰，無以人滅天，無以故滅
命，無以得殉356名。謹守而勿失，是謂反其
真。」
Ruo of the Northern Sea said: "Cattle and 
horses have four feet — that is called Heaven 
(= natural). To put a bit and bridle on a horse 
or to put a ring in the nose of a cow is called 
human (= not natural). So it is said: "Do not 
use the human to destroy the Heavenly. Do 
not use purposeful factors to destroy the 
Mandate (of Heaven). Do not use the desire 
for acquisitions to lead you to seek fame. Cau-
tiously  protect things and do not lose any, and 
that is called returning to the genuine.

夔憐蚿，蚿憐蛇，蛇憐風，風憐目，目憐心。
"The Kuei envies the millipede, the millipede 
envies the snake, the snake envies the wind, 
the wind envies the eye, and the eye envies the 
mind.

• Commentary: A kuei is a mythological crea-
ture having only one foot. 

夔謂蚿曰：「吾以一足趻踔357而行，予無如
矣。今子之使萬足，獨奈何？」
The Kuei said to the millipede: "I wend my 
way along hopping on my single foot, but I 
don't feel satisfied. However, you control a 
myriad of feet. How do you do it?"
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蚿曰：「不然。子不見夫唾者乎？噴則大者如
珠，小者如霧，雜而下者不可勝數也。今予動
吾天機，而不知其所以然。」
The millipede replied. "You've got it all wrong. 
Have you not noticed how saliva behaves 
when it is spat out? There are big gobs and 
small globules like mist, and they come down 
in innumerable randomly distributed drifts. 
Now when I operate on the basis of my natural 
springs of action I do not know how it hap-
pens."

蚿謂蛇曰：「吾以眾足行，而不及子之無足，
何也？」
The millipede said to the snake, "I move along 
on a myriad of feet, but I cannot keep up with 
you even though you have no feet. How can 
that be?"

蛇曰：「夫天機之所動，何可易邪？吾安用足
哉！」
The snake said, "How could I change the way I 
am moved by my natural springs of action? 
How could I make any use of feet?"

蛇謂風曰：「予動吾脊脅而行，則有似也。今
子蓬蓬然起於北海，入於南海，而似無有，何
也？」
The snake said to the wind, "I move my spine 
and ribs and so move forward, so in some 
ways I resemble you. But you blusteringly be-
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gin in the North Sea and blusteringly arrive in 
the South Sea, and seem to do it without any 
[body parts] whatsoever. How can that be?" 

風曰：「然。予蓬蓬然起於北海而入於南海
也，然而指我則勝我，䠓358我亦勝我。雖然，
夫折大木，蜚359  大屋者，唯我能也，故以眾小
不勝為大勝也。為大勝者，唯聖人能之。」
The wind said, "True, I do blusteringly  start 
up in the North Sea and end up in the South 
Sea, but even someone who merely points a 
finger can poke a hole in me, and anyone who 
compresses me will also overcome me. Even 
so, as far as breaking off big trees, or ruining 
big houses goes, there are none better at it 
than I. So I use the multitudes of points at 
which I must yield and turn aside to constitute 
my great victory. Only the sages are able to 
achieve great victories."

• Commentary: The U.S. strategy in the Pacific 
theater of World War II was to "Hit 'em where 
they ain't," i.e., to ignore heavily fortified is-
lands but control the seas around them and 
occupy any useful islands that could be easily 
taken. The isolated enemy-controlled islands 
were denied new supplies and therefore be-
came impotent.

孔子遊於匡，宋人圍之數匝，而絃歌不惙。子
路入見，曰：「何夫子之娛也？」
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When Confucius was traveling in Kuang, some 
Song people surrounded him several cordons 
deep. But Confucius played his lute and sang 
without giving much indication of discomfort. 
Zi Lu came in to see him and said, "Why is my 
master doing things to amuse himself?"

孔子曰：「來，吾語女。我諱窮久矣，而不
免，命也；求通久矣，而不得，時也。當堯舜
而天下無窮人，非知得也；當桀紂而天下無通
人，非知失也，時勢適然。夫水行不避蛟龍
者，漁父之勇也；陸行不避兕虎者，獵夫之勇
也；白刃交於前，視死若生者，烈士之勇也；
知窮之有命，知通之有時，臨大難而不懼者，
聖人之勇也。
Confucius said: "Come. I will tell you. I have 
been worried about being in dire straits for a 
long time now, but it was inevitable. That is 
because such a plight is due to the Mandate of 
Heaven. I have also sought a way  to make it 
for a long time now without being able to get 
my wish, and that is a matter of the times. At 
the time of Yao and Shun there were no poor 
people in the world, and this state of affairs 
was not acquired by reason of those people's 
employment of knowledge. At the time of Jie 
and Zhou, there were no people in the world 
who could make it. It was not due to any fail-
ure of their knowledge. It was a result of the 
times and the power configurations that 
brought things to this pass. 
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"Now, when traveling in water, to avoid nei-
ther flood-spawning wyvern nor the ordinary 
kind of dragon is the courage of the fisherman. 
To travel on land and avoid neither rhinos nor 
tigers is the courage of the hunter. With bright 
blades crossing before one, to view death as 
though it were life is the courage of the val-
iant. Knowing that the imponderable force of 
events is behind poverty  and that the times 
determine whether people make it or not, and 
being unafraid when on the precipice leading 
to a great calamity, is the courage of the sages.

由處矣！吾命有所制矣。」

"Zi Lu, you may go take a rest. My mandate 
has already been decided."

無幾何，將甲者進，辭曰：「以為陽虎也，故
圍之。今非也，請辭而退。」
Before much time had passed, an armored of-
ficer entered and apologized, saying, "We 
thought you were Yang Hu. Now we under-
stand that not to be the case." He begged per-
mission to leave their company and went back 
[to his army].

公孫龍360問於魏牟曰：「龍少學先王之道，長
而明仁義之行；合同異，離堅白；然不然，可
不可；困百家之知，窮衆口之辯；吾自以為至
達已。今吾聞莊子之言，汒焉361異之。不知論
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之不及與，知之弗若與？今吾無所開吾喙362，
敢問其方。」
Gong-sun Long asked Wei Mou, "When I was 
young I studied the Dao of the former kings, 
after I had grown up I became clear on the 
kinds of behavior classified as benevolent and 
just, I united 'the same' and 'the different,' I 
differentiated 'the hard' and 'the white,' 'what 
is so' and 'what is not so,' 'what is permissible' 
and 'what is not permissible,' and in so doing 
confounded the learning of the hundred 
schools, exhausted the debates of the multi-
tudes of speakers, and I therefore believed 
that I had reached the apex. Today, having 
heard the teachings of Zhuang Zi, I regard 
them, in humbling confusion, as different. I do 
not know whether my disquisitions are inade-
quate to the subject or whether my knowledge 
is not fitting thereto. That is why I dare not 
venture to open my beak, and instead ask for 
instruction." 

公子牟隱機363大息，仰天而笑曰：「子獨不聞
夫埳364井之鼃365乎？謂東海之鱉366曰：『吾樂
與！出跳梁乎井幹之上，入休乎缺甃367之崖；
赴水則接腋368持頤369，蹶370泥則沒足滅跗371；
還虷372蟹373與科斗，莫吾能若也。且夫擅374一
壑375之水，而跨376跱377埳井之樂，此亦至矣，
夫子奚不時來入觀乎！』
Ducal prince Mou leaned over his desk, took a 
great breath, raised his head toward Heaven 
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and laughed, saying, "You can't be the only 
one who has not heard of the frog on the rim 
of a well, can you? The frog said to the turtle 
of the Eastern Sea, 'I am full of joy! I go jump-
ing about on the railing of the well, and then I 
go in to rest within its boundaries. When I get 
in the water it covers me to my shoulder 
blades and the lower margin of my snout. 
When I tumble in the mud, I sink my feet in so 
that their tops are covered, I return to the red 
bugs, crayfish, and polliwogs, and nobody can 
match me. Moreover, seeing that I have as 
much territory  as a ravine, and enjoy the pro-
tection of my sunken well, then this is the 
highest. So why, good sir, do you not come in 
and take a look?'

東海之鱉左足未入，而右膝已縶矣。於是逡
巡378而卻379， 告之海曰：『夫千里之遠，不足
以舉其大；千仞之高，不足以極其深。禹之時
十年九潦380，而水弗為加益；湯之時八年七
旱，而崖不為加損。夫不為頃381久推移，不以
多少進退者，此亦東海之大樂也。』
"Before the sea turtle could get his left foot in, 
his right knee had already gotten stuck, so he 
had to go into reverse and back himself out. 
He then told the frog about the sea: 'To say 
that it goes as far as a thousand li away is not 
enough to indicate its size. To say that it is a 
thousand rods deep is not enough to chart its 
depth. In the reign of the sage emperor Yu the 
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floods came in nine years out of ten, but the 
shores of the sea were neither incremented 
nor reduced. During the time of the emperor 
Tang there was a drought that lasted for seven 
out of eight years, and yet the ocean's shores 
neither rose nor fell. Neither shortness nor 
length of time period made any difference, 
neither much nor little made the shoreline ad-
vance or retreat. This constitutes the great joy 
of the Eastern Sea.'

於是埳井之鼃聞之，適適然382驚，規規383然自
失也。
"Thereupon the frog on the edge of the well, 
having heard this, was greatly agitated and 
lost his composure in despondence.

且夫知不知是非之竟，而猶欲觀於莊子之言，
是猶使蚊負山，商蚷384馳河也，必不勝任矣。
且夫知不知論極妙之言，而自適一時之利者，
是非埳井之鼃與？ 且彼方跐385黃泉而登大皇，
無南無北，奭然386四解，淪387於不測；無東無
西，始於玄冥，反於大通。子乃規規然而求之
以察，索之以辯，是直用管闚天，用錐388指地
也，不亦小乎！子往矣！且子獨不聞夫壽陵餘
子之學於邯鄲與？未得國能，又失其故行矣，
直匍匐389而歸耳。今子不去，將忘子之故，失
子之業。」
"To restrict oneself to the domain of knowing 
and not knowing, or of affirmation and deny-
ing, and still hope to be able to process the 
words of Zhuang Zi would be like having a 
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mosquito bear a mountain, or to bargain with 
a millipede to gallop over a river because nei-
ther would be able to do what you require of 
it. 

且夫知不知論極妙之言，而自適一時之利者，
是非埳井之鼃與？
"Now you know that you are ignorant of the 
discourses pertaining to the extremes of the 
ineffable efficacies, and yet you still seek a 
moment's benefit. Is that not being a frog on 
the well rim?

且夫知不知是非之竟，而猶欲觀於莊子之言，
是猶使蚊負山，商蚷馳河也，必不勝任矣。
"You know that you are ignorant of the do-
mains of truth and falsity, and yet you still de-
sire to critique the sayings of Zhuang Zi. To do 
so is like expecting a mosquito to be able to 
bear up a mountain or expecting a millipede 
to gallop apace with a river. They clearly 
would not be up to it.

 且彼方跐黃泉而登大皇，無南無北，奭然390四
解391，淪於不測；
"Moreover, he (Zhuang Zi) stamps his feet in 
the Yellow Spring and ascends to Heaven. For 
him there is no south and no north, and dis-
persedly comprehending everything, he sinks 
into the unfathomable.
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無東無西，始於玄冥，反[返]於大通。子乃規
規然而求之以察，索之以辯，是直用管闚天，
用錐39指地也，不亦小乎！子往矣！且子獨不
聞夫壽陵餘子之學[行]於邯鄲與？未得國能，
又失其故行矣，直匍匐40而歸耳。今子不去，
將忘子之故，失子之業。」
"Neither of the east nor of the west, it begins 
in the Sea of Darkness and returns to the great 
interconnection. Now you, in a punctilious 
manner, try to get at this stuff to investigate it, 
and to reel it in so as to debate about it. To do 
so is truly to look at the night sky  through a 
tube or use an awl to point at [the entire] 
earth. Is so doing not to reduce everything to 
[much too] small a scale? Begone! Have you 
never heard of Shou-Ling who removed his 
own son [from his family] and sent him to 
study the walking gait of Han-dan? His son 
never acquired the technique of that country, 
but in the process of trying to do so he lost his 
old way of doing it. The plain fact is that he 
had to crawl his way back home. If you, sir, do 
not leave today, then you will forget your own 
fundamental causal factors and lose your own 
occupation."

公孫龍口呿392而不合，舌舉而不下，乃逸而
走。
Gong-sun Long's mouth flopped open and 
would not close. He tongue curled up and 
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would not lie down. He ducked out and ran 
away.

莊子釣於濮水，楚王使大夫二人往先焉，莊子
釣於濮水，楚王使大夫二人往先焉，曰：「願
以境內累矣！」
Zhuang Zi was fishing in the River Pu when 
the king of Chu deputed two of his ministers 
to go out to that place and say: "We wish to 
burden you with internal [administrative] af-
fairs."

莊子持竿不顧，曰：「吾聞楚有神龜，死已三
千歲矣，王巾笥而藏之廟堂之上。此龜者，寧
其死為留骨而貴乎？寧其生而曳尾於塗中
乎？」
Zhuang Zi maintained his grip on his fishing 
pole and did not even look up at the men. He 
said: "I have heard that the state of Chu has a 
sacred turtle that, at its death, was already 
three thousand years old. The king wrapped it 
in a cloth and placed it in a casket in order to 
treasure it away in the royal shrine. Would 
this turtle have preferred to die so that its 
bones could be treasured away and held to be 
precious? Or, would it have preferred to live 
on and to drag its tail in the mud?"

二大夫曰：「寧生而曳尾塗中。」
The two ministers replied: "It would have pre-
ferred to remain living and to drag its tail in 
the mud."
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莊子曰：「往矣！吾將曳尾於塗中。」
Zhuang Zi said: "Begone! I will in future drag 
my tail in the mud."

惠子相梁，莊子往見之。或謂惠子曰：「莊子
來，欲代子相。」於是惠子恐，搜於國中三日
三夜。
Hui Zi became a minister in the state of Liang. 
Zhuang Zi was traveling to see him. Someone 
spoke to Hui Zi saying: "Zhuang Zi is coming, 
and he intends to take Master's place as min-
ister." Thereupon Hui Zi became fearful, and 
searched throughout the nation for three days 
and three nights. 

莊子往見之，曰：「南方有鳥，其名為鵷
鶵393，子知之乎？夫鵷鶵，發於南海而飛於北
海，非梧桐不止，非練實不食，非醴泉不飲。
於是鴟得腐鼠，鵷鶵過之，仰而視之曰：
『嚇！』今子欲以子之梁國而嚇我邪？」
Zhuang Zi went to see him, and said, "In the 
south there is a bird that is called the 'Fledg-
ling Firebird.' Do you know about it? Now the 
Fledgling Firebird sprang aloft from the 
Southern Sea and flew to the Northern Sea, 
and it would only alight on wu-tong trees, 
would only eat perfect fruit, and would drink 
from nothing but a fountain of elixir. At about 
the same time an owl got hold of a rotting rat. 
When the Fledgling Firebird flew overhead, 
the owl raised its head to look up at it and 
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screeched, 'Shoo!' Do you now intend to shoo 
me off on account of your state of Liang?"

莊子與惠子游於濠梁之上。莊子曰：「儵魚出
遊從容，是魚之樂也。」
Zhuang Zi and Hui Zi were roaming about on 
the bridge over the River Hao. Zhuang Zi said, 
"The darting minnows play about at perfect 
ease and that is the joy of being a fish."

惠子曰：「子非魚，安知魚之樂？」
Hui Zi said, "You, sir, are not a fish. How can 
you know the joys of a fish?"

莊子曰：「子非我，安知我不知魚之樂？」
Zhuang Zi replied, "You, sir, are not I, so how 
do you know that I do not know the joys of a 
fish?"

惠子曰「我非子，固不知子矣；子固非魚也，
子之不知魚之樂，全矣！」
Hui Zi said, "I am not you, and indeed I do not 
know that about you. You are equally not a 
fish, and so the proof that you do not know the 
joys of fish is complete."

莊子曰：「請循其本。子曰『汝安知魚樂』云
者，既已知吾知之而問我，我知之濠上也。」
Zhuang Zi said, "Let us go over the whole 
thing again. When you said, 'How can you 
know the joys of a fish,' that shows that you 
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already knew that I knew when you asked me. 
I know it by being on the River Hao."

終
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Synthesis and Analysis:
The Kernel of What I have Learned from

The Zhuang Zi

To the Reader:

You have decisions to make. Is it better  to destroy  or 
to nurture? Are you willing to be the passive tool of 
another  or would you choose to become someone who 
aids the Way  of Heaven? Will you take responsibility 
for whatever you may  do when faced with some future 
moment of truth? 

The authors of the original Kung Fu television series 
had Master  Teh  deliver a lesson to Grasshopper and 
the other students that went something like this:

Preservation is better than destruction.
Avoiding is better than blocking.
Blocking is better than injuring.
Injuring is better than maiming.
Maiming is better than killing.
Those who die cannot be returned to life.

Will you  grow yourself so that you are primed to de-
stroy or to create, to nurture and to preserve?

What you  will do when suddenly  attacked cannot be a 
matter  of conscious decision during those first  crucial 
seconds, so what you have made of yourself up to that 
time can make the difference between an acceptable 
outcome and a  tragedy. You will be depending on 
automatic responses until your  conscious mind has 
time to catch  up on its processing tasks. Your con-
scious mind is slow. If unconscious processes,  which 
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you have carefully  constructed by  dint of countless 
hours of practice and sparring, go wrong, then you 
may  injure an innocent person or  you may  fail to de-
fend successfully  against  a true attack. Evaluation 
must be perfected and built into your repertoire of 
automatic responses.  The responses to being  tossed a 
baby  and being tossed a hand grenade must be differ-
ent and must be correct.

Tactical arms instructors deliberately  put combat 
troops, police officers, etc. through live-fire courses 
that include both non-threat targets and threat targets 
in  order  to train each shooter's abilities to discrimi-
nate friend from foe as well as to aim  and shoot in the 
most timely  way. Evaluation of potential assailants 
must accompany  any  kind of training directed toward 
virtually  instantaneous and potentially  lethal reac-
tions to sudden events.

Zen teachers inform us that  there is a meaningful 
similarity  between the "Zen mind," and the "begin-
ner's mind," which  is just to say  that at the end of a 
process of development  we are carried back in our 
spiral path  to something that  looks very  much like a 
beginner's mind, and the beginner's mind is valuable 
because it  is spontaneous and not hung up by  intellec-
tion. The trouble with the beginner's mind in fending 
off an attack is that while it is spontaneous and fast  it 
is not usually  very  effective because little force is mo-
bilized and what is mobilized is applied in the wrong 
place.  So people who want to be able to defend them-
selves have to learn things like how to block, how to 
follow  through with a solid counterattack, etc. Even 
people who choose to use a  gun as a  means of self de-
fense will need to discipline their  minds and bodies so 
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that if they  shoot they  will not miss the intended tar-
get.

Generally  speaking, some component of physical de-
velopment will be taught before it is matched with an 
element of mental discipline, but  that is only  because 
it  is easier to give directions for  blocking, punching, 
kicking,  etc.  than it  is to give instructions on how to 
keep the mind from fragmenting in a conflict  situa-
tion. After the earliest  levels of training of physical 
techniques have begun, some element of highly  con-
strained sparring will be added in. Working with a 
partner who is at a higher level of training, the begin-
ner will have the experience of needing to block a 
punch directed to a point within an inch  or so of his or 
her  solar plexus or  chin, and to deliver a simple coun-
terattack. In the next part of the drill the participants 
will reverse roles. Beginners should experience a 
normal degree of apprehension when a large and 
powerful training partner directs such a potentially 
painful and damaging blow at them. On the physical 
side, this kind of training is intended to do the same 
kind of thing involved in  learning to touch type — to 
move techniques from the condition wherein they  are 
only  under conscious control to the condition where 
they  occur without the need for conscious interven-
tion. There is clearly a mental side to this training.

At the same time that beginning students are being 
instructed in this simple level of sparring they  are also 
initiated into the mysteries of mental control. The 
natural result  of being attacked is anxiety,  physical 
tension where it does no good, and fragmentation of 
mental focus. The mind must  become disciplined so 
that ideally  it always remains in  a state analogous to a 
pool of still  water that  reflects perfectly  what  is stand-
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ing before it, and in cases where this composure is lost 
it  becomes enabled to quickly  recover its original pla-
cidity. Water whose surface is roiled cannot give a 
clear  reflection, and a mind that  is turbulent cannot 
accurately  observe and respond to an attack.  Only  a 
mind that  can see an oncoming attack has the infor-
mation required to block that attack. In the highly 
constrained attack-and-defend exercises appropriate 
to beginners,  students successfully  learn to keep their 
minds from  fragmenting in the face of an attack by  a 
superior  opponent. Learning pertinent to both analy-
sis, attack, and defense is being consolidated at an un-
conscious level.

Soon after this training has begun, beginners will  be 
pitted against beginners, and each student then faces 
an implicit  choice of whether to function as a friend 
and instructor to sparring partners or  to function as 
an adversary  intent on winning a  fight. The choice, 
even on this simple level, is whether to teach or  to de-
feat. Which decision is reached will in turn depend on 
whether  the student  is able to overcome his or  her 
own ego. Ego has no place in martial arts because it 
degrades performance.  A student can get away  with 
being governed by  ego, but only  so long  as he or  she 
only  encounters opponents who can be overcome be-
cause of their  lack of training or their  relative physical 
limitations. 

The next level of training  is exemplified by  Eugen 
Herrigel's book, Zen in the Art of Archery.  Herrigel's 
Japanese teacher  told him that he was to draw the 
bow, but to let the arrow fire itself. Herrigel eventually 
discovered that  his teacher  meant  that the uncon-
scious should direct his fingers to release their  grip on 
the string and arrow, and that  any  attempt to release 
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the arrow consciously  but surreptitiously  would earn 
him  a severe reprimand. In sparring, the desirable 
state is called "no mind." To imagine that  having "no 
mind" means acting  in  a casual and unthinking way  is 
entirely  wrong. It means maintaining the mind in the 
state of the undisturbed pool of water,  and to refrain 
from the kind of thinking that involves talking to one-
self in one's mind. When the mind is maintained in 
that state it can initiate actions by  depending on its 
carefully  inculcated unconscious processes. The mind 
and body  no longer need the discursive processes that 
use concepts and languages to instruct it. The mind-
body  unity  already  knows how to do a block, and the 
addition of intellection only  introduces a  time delay 
into the process of responding to an opponent's at-
tack. If one delays one may well get hit.

In For the Love of the Game,  p. 99,  Michael Jordan 
discusses the transitory  nature of the "no mind" state, 
which he calls being "in the zone." That part of his 
story  illustrates how the state of mind wherein  the ego 
does not intrude and one does not engage in interior 
dialog can  be extended to cover longer and longer pe-
riods of time. This state can also be cut short by  events 
that demand a reaction but  for  which there is no pre-
pared response. In a combat situation it  is best to 
maintain total situational awareness even as one has 
one's attention devoted to perceiving an opponent's 
intentions, initiatives, and lapses in defense. The con-
tinual refrain of my  best  teacher  consisted of two 
seemingly  contradictory  directives: "Pay  attention!" 
and "Relax!"

When the so-called "no mind" state is reliably  ob-
tained, one might imagine that the full range of men-
tal nurture and development has been reached. How-
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ever, the social contexts examined thus far have been 
only  the dojo or practice hall and the sparring mat. 
Before continuing beyond the area of formal training, 
consider how each kata serves to train the martial art-
ist. First, the physical aspect of the exercise is clear. A 
different sequence of defenses and counterattacks is 
incorporated in each imaginary  battle between oneself 
and several opponents. In  learning a  kata, students 
learn how to bring a  sequence of meaningful actions 
into a harmonious flow of action. But, beyond that, 
students are also learning to visualize the attacks of 
one or more opponents and to respond to those at-
tacks mindfully  and precisely. The state of mind that 
students employ  is one of wordless visualization of, 
and attention to, one's attackers and the performance 
of appropriate countermeasures. However, the exer-
cise does not end with the successful completion of 
the virtual fight. Instead, the student is required to 
perform  what is called 殘心 zanshin, the continuation 
of the mental state secured during the performance of 
the kata  on into the student's ordinary  performance in 
the dojo.  Why  stop this state of mind upon exiting the 
dojo? The goal is clearly  to make the state of mindful 
awareness a part of everyday  life. Why? Because it is 
good preparation for any  unexpected attack or other 
emergency that may develop in daily life.

Another kind of preparation for  conflict is the 
learner's progressive elimination of misperceptions 
and misconceptualizations. In many  ordinary  social 
contexts mistakes in perception  and interpretation 
can be gradually  adjusted over time. In a  conflict 
situation, an assailant may  execute a disguised attack 
and a defender  may  make a weakness appear  to be a 
strength or hide a strength  under  some sort of dis-
guise and hold it in waiting until an  opportune time to 
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deploy  it and overwhelm his attacker. There will often 
be no great amount of time to defeat these tricks. The 
fighter must be prepared to perceive accurately  as 
time goes by  and to cast  off old conclusions as soon as 
the evidence changes. A large chromatic harmonica 
may  turn  out to be a single-shot  pistol. Failing to see 
the gun barrel the moment  that end of the harmonica 
is turned in one's direction may  be the last  thing  one 
does not see. Humans are most often burdened by 
preconceptions. Some preconceptions are formed in 
the course of one critical interaction, and others are 
formed and held over a lifetime.  Each person may 
have a  different answer to questions such as, "What 
kind of a  person wears overalls and clodhoppers?" 
"What kind of a person wears dreadlocks and purple-
lensed shades?" Any  answer that achieves the status 
of "stereotype" is a  disadvantage in a conflict situa-
tion, even  when the conflict is only  over  relatively  mi-
nor matters of group interests.

Humans find it  easy  to make choices on small things 
but  difficult to work themselves free of prisons of 
thought  engineered by  social entities that know how 
to get and maintain control of individuals. Social insti-
tutions such as religions, ideologies, values that are 
attached to socio-normal ideas pertaining to family, 
class, ethnic groups, so-called racial groups, etc. can 
all create rock solid world-views that are experienced 
as being sinful to challenge. Not all such freedom-
denying conditioning has been done with evil intent. 
Every  society  perceives some need for parents to be 
able to control their children, and for  individuals to 
adhere to some common conventions or  rules just to 
cut down on violence and destructive conflicts. How-
ever, when one individual is being used by  others, 
then it  will be better for that individual to free himself 
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or herself from  these bonds. So doing does not free 
anyone from  being responsible for the natural conse-
quences of his or her own actions. Integrating all of 
one's drives and impulses so that there is a  minimum 
of internal turbulence is a  good and a natural part of 
growing up. 

So to mature responsibly  one must free oneself from 
conditioning imposed by  others and replace that  con-
ditioning with objectively  grounded conclusions. One 
is not being responsible when one uncritically  turns 
control of one's actions over to others who may  do bad 
things.

Working oneself free from  conditioning and misin-
formation is a lifelong project. Not only  must freedom 
be gradually  won, but maintenance work must con-
tinually  be performed on the areas that have already 
been liberated. 

The end result of learning to respond with  the utmost 
rapidity  to attacks or  threats of imminent  attack will 
be that the "no mind" state, the state in which  actions 
flow without conscious intervention like the arrows 
that shoot themselves,  may  manifest  itself without 
announcing its presence to the conscious executive 
functions of the mind.  A reaction will come out of no-
where. But what  if the physical and mental prepara-
tion is not matched by  the quality  of the preparation 
to see what is really  there? A bodyguard may  end up 
shooting the President's visitor who suddenly  reaches 
for a handkerchief or  a  policeman on patrol may  shoot 
and kill the young person on the street who suddenly 
grabs for his vibrating cell phone. 
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In extraordinary  cases trained people may  react with 
deadly  force to a  perceived threat and only  achieve 
conscious awareness of what has been done after the 
fact. 

When one prepares oneself to become a deadly 
weapon the highest  level of efforts must to made to 
assure that assessments are accurate and responses 
are geared to deescalation when at all possible. You 
will behave according to what you have engineered 
yourself to become. You will be responsible for  the 
quality of your response.
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Detailed Conclusions Drawn from
The Zhuang Zi 

Professor Donald Davidson critiqued the idea that a 
physical process brings information about something, 
let's say  the family  dog, in  through eyes, ears, nose, 
etc.,  and a  little image of the dog is presented, "on 
screen" as it were, in the brain. What, asked Dr. 
Davidson, happens next? There must be a  little man 
inside the mind who views the image on the screen. 
But, wait a  minute, an image must  then form  on a 
screen in  the little man's mind. Then there must  be a 
second little man inside the first  little man's brain, 
and that leads me to see almost immediately  that 
there will be an endless chain of little men inside little 
men, each viewing one screen and projecting informa-
tion onto another smaller screen. 

At the time, I speculated that if an image, perhaps a 3-
D image of the family  dog, is formed in the brain, then 
in  order to do anything useful with  it  some other 
component of the mind must do something like my 
groping for  a  shoe in the dark and identifying it by 
how it  feels. That image was not very  satisfactory  to 
me because a 3-D image is not a  solid, and the brain 
has neither  fingers to grasp with, nor left  and right 
feet to try to match to the proper shoes. 

This problem originally  came up in an epistemology 
course at Stanford and got reactivated by  a philosophy 
of science course given by  Yīn Hǎi-guāng 殷海光 at the 
National Taiwan University  in  Taipei a few  years later. 
Since I was working on the Zhuang Zi at  the time, I 
may  have then made the connection with Zhuang 
Zhou's idea  that words (or concepts) are like fish traps 
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and rabbit snares. I remember at  some point  thinking 
that fish nets can let  small fish out and retain larger 
fish,  so one would need to run fish  through nets of two 
different weaves to sort out one group of fish of ap-
proximately  the same intermediate size. Details aside, 
suppose that one has a "dog trap" that will fit only  the 
family  dog, and that the brain uses that device to de-
tect Fido. So what? Put a  dozen muffins and a muffin 
tin into a bag, shake it around, and sooner or later  one 
of the muffins will find a spot in the muffin tin. But 
then what? Certainly  nothing like thinking, nothing 
like mental processing, has occurred.

A productive suggestion about recognition emerged 
from studies of how the simplest forms of it  occur in 
biological systems. For instance, a blood cell that is 
one part of the immune system may  encounter an in-
vasive cell such as a bacterium, and when that  hap-
pens the immune system  cell can mesh its structure, 
or part of its structure,  with the invasive cell, or part 
of the invasive cell. Typically,  there is an ignition-lock 
analog on the surface of the immune system cell, and 
a key  analog on the surface of the invasive cell. If the 
key  fits the lock, then the immune system  cell begins 
to do something appropriate to dealing with the in-
vader. 

The biological ignition system  switch and ignition key 
analogy  is useful in investigating one of Zhuang 
Zhou's insights into the nature of knowledge because 
the ignition system  recognizes the key, but it  perceives 
nothing about the internal characteristics of the key. 
Going back to dogs, the appropriate negative image or 
"trap" may  exactly  fit Fido, but in the process of mak-
ing the match  it provides no information about  the 
internal structure of the animal.  In order  to expand 
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knowledge of the dog, it must figuratively  or  actually 
be taken apart and negative images of the resulting 
parts formed. In so doing, images of the major  mus-
cles, internal organs,  bones, etc.,  might be produced. 
However,  the problem in understanding the dog has 
now  shifted to the problem  of understanding each of 
the parts.  Carried to the limits of what science can 
now  do, at  the far end of this process there will be a 
reduction to associations of subatomic particles or 
perhaps to associations or  interactions of the strings 
of string theory. 

Zhuang Zhou makes an assertion that goes beyond 
what science can comprehend: that  the purpose of the 
fish  trap is to catch fish,  and that when one has caught 
a fish one has no immediate use for  the fish trap.  One 
will thereafter deal directly  with  the fish. Once one 
has captured a  fish,  one can directly  experience the 
individual organism and forget about how it is catego-
rized. In  terms of modern science, this would be like 
saying that there is some way  to have direct  experi-
ence of a neutron or a photon. Or, to use a biological 
example,  once one has used a "fish trap" to identify  a 
creature as a badger, one can give it a drink of water, 
feed it, perhaps play with it.394

Framing the discussion in  the above way, the crux of 
the matter  is that the subject, the mind or  even the 
computer, is set over and against the object, the cat, 
the electron, or  the mind of some other person. It 
seems appropriate to say  that I can know my  own feel-
ings and thoughts, but that I have no way  to know, 
e.g., whether earthworms feel pain when they  are im-
paled on a fish hook. 
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A spider is identified when the two parts of a hollow 
image of its outer surface can surround it closely. 

(See page 83 for an example from nature.)

Implicit in the framework used in ordinary  thought in 
the West is the idea that the Universe is constituted of 
discrete components. The boy  is one thing, and his 
dog is another  thing. It would be offensive to most 
people to assert that they  are divisible only  in thought. 
Their  births are separated by  a decade in time. They 
do not share parents. Any  links of common causation 
that account  for their biological natures must be far 
remote in time, almost as far back as the time when 
mammals diverged from  non-mammals. One thing 
that should give pause for thought is that those con-
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nections are real even though they  are temporally 
separated. How does a juncture that occurs at time t, 
but  involves things that  are separated by  space at time 
t  + 1,  differ from a juncture that is present at  x =  0, y 
=  0 but  is replaced by  a gap is space anywhere that y  ≠ 
0? Even if it be stipulated that "things cease to exist  as 
time changes," the physical interactions that  occurred 
in  the past carry  their  impulses forward into their fu-
ture and down to the present time.  People do not 
spring  into existence with  no history  of conception, 
gestation, birth, and subsequent development.

Bob Shanahan 2013
In this picture there is nothing but regions

of different shades from black to white and yet 
people may see things in it.

The Daoists do not begin by  assuming that the Uni-
verse is composed of discrete entities.  They  have the 
opposite assumption, that the Universe is a contin-
uum. In the Dao De Jing, translated by  Arthur  Waley 
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as The Way and its Power, the Universe as a  contin-
uum  is represented by  what Waley  translates as "the 
Uncarved Block." This continuum  is ruptured by  hu-
mans. Doing so is called 制 zhì, which  is defined as 切
割 qiē gē,  cutting apart. In chapter  twenty-eight of the 
Dao De Jing, it says, "When the Uncarved Block is 
sundered then there will be utensils (i.e.,  usable 
things) .... [But] the greatest fabrication (the greatest 
way  of getting something that we can make use of) 
does not  rend apart." In  chapter  thirty-two it says: 
"The Way  is always nameless....  Once fabrication [of 
the Uncarved Block] commences,  there are names. 
Names having been given,  one should know enough to 
stop. It is by  knowing when to stop that danger  is 
avoided." So the Universe begins as a continuum, but 
(at  least in human perception) it is cut apart into 
things that humans can use. After  that  point, humans 
may decide, e.g., to like dogs and to hate wolves.

When the primordial unity  of the Universe is dis-
persed in  human perception and established in 
thought  as containing discrete components,  it  be-
comes possible for humans to make sense of parts of 
the Universe. However, things that are useful to hu-
man beings get involved with desires, other  subjective 
motivations, and even selfishness. Subjective motiva-
tions can bias human thinking and produce harmful 
results.  so chapter nineteen advises us to "Embrace 
the Uncarved Block, [and] diminish  selfishness and 
desires." One should become capable of putting  aside 
all prior  fabrications and of going back to the origi-
nally perceived Dao in its unaltered state.

The so-called parts of the Universe are naively  under-
stood by  non-Daoists to be originally-present discrete 
entities with the "real" characteristics that,  according 
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to the Daoists, human fabrication (制 zhì ) has de-
creed for  them. Often, treating things as discrete enti-
ties will lay  traps at the same time that  it  presents ad-
vantages. Humans learned to perceive wolves as ene-
mies and "evil" long before they  learned to see them 
as integral parts of the ecology.  Therefore, in  chapter 
thirty-two,  it  says: "Once fabrication [of the Uncarved 
Block] commences, there are names. Names having 
been given, one should know  enough to stop. It is by 
knowing when to stop that danger is avoided." It  may 
provide great benefits to humans to separate the 
wolves from  other  members of the animal kingdom, 
and even to take appropriate steps to deal with their 
ordinary  behavior, but it  can be counterproductive to 
go beyond that stage and say  that  wolves are evil just 
because they  have interests that  sometimes conflict 
with  those of humans. The source of trouble for hu-
mans is often that they  have been raised in communi-
ties that  conceptualize themselves and others in ways 
that may  distort reality  and may  be very  harmful to all 
concerned. 

The central aim of Daoism is to give humans a meth-
odology  for avoiding harmful or counter-productive 
actions. The Dao De Jing is one of the most intensely 
political of books, yet it has been parodied as a  school 
of 清靜無為 qīng jìng wú wéi "purity, tranquility, and 
doing nothing." However, study  of the book chapter 
by  chapter shows that it  is concerned with how  hu-
mans can conduct themselves to get desirable results, 
and those good results include a society  that is benefi-
cial to its members. The author  continually  brings up 
the ways in which humans trip themselves up. 

The beginning of the Dao De Jing sets up the main 
premises for the Daoist view of reality, but perhaps its 
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rhetorical power has stunned most readers, prevent-
ing them from absorbing all of its implications.

Chapter  one establishes that human perception of the 
Universe has two aspects and argues that it  is a  practi-
cal necessity  to master the use of both  of them. The 
chapter is constructed by  pairing lines of text, the first 
part of each pair  says something  about the Universe as 
a continuum, untainted by  the somewhat arbitrary 
constructs employed by  human beings,  and the sec-
ond part of each  pair  describes the Universe as it is 
seen under the dissecting microscope of human intel-
ligence. To comprehend what  is available to the first 
mode of human perception  would be like drinking the 
ocean. To rely  exclusively  on what is available to the 
second mode of human perception would be like try-
ing to get a comprehensive understanding of the 
ocean by examining it cupful by cupful. 

The first pair  of lines mentions the 道 Dao, and con-
trasts it with 名 míng, names. For "names" we might 
substitute "concepts," because there is nothing to a 
name without some kind of a definition for  the refer-
ent of that name. The Dao is mysterious, beyond our 
everyday  experience, deep and obscure. Names are 
some of the first things that we learn from our par-
ents. They  are so familiar and seem  so obvious to us 
that a major step in learning a second language is put-
ting the old system  of names aside, stopping our  at-
tempts to translate in the midst of a conversation,  and 
beginning to operate in a new system of names. The 
Sapir-Whorf hypothesis395  deals with  the differences 
in  concepts that may  lurk behind superficially  syn-
onymous words in different languages.  It suggests 
that many  human disasters or lesser failures spring 
from using a set of concepts that proves misleading. 
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The second pair of lines at the beginning of the Dao 
De Jing contrasts embryos with  mammary  glands, i.e., 
embryonic beginnings with  mothers. The embryonic 
beginnings are deeply  hidden and beyond our  every-
day  perception.  The mammary  glands are highly  visi-
ble and were the object  of tactile experience by  every 
infant  of Lao Zi's time. The embryonic beginnings are 
"nameless" because there is no experience available 
for us to attempt to conceptualize. The "mother of the 
myriad creatures" is analogous to mammary  glands, 
and so it  is easily  conceptualized and easily  given a 
name.  Problems may  arise when some easy  conceptu-
alization is erroneous. The correct mnemonic for dis-
tinguishing venomous coral snakes from  harmless 
Louisiana milk snakes and scarlet  king snakes is: "Red 
on yellow, kill a fellow. Red on black, venom lack." Get 
things turned around and the reality  of the coral 
snake may  visit  its power on anyone who has become 
confused about the characterization. People some-
times misremember  the rule as, "Red on yellow, 
friendly fellow."

The third pair of lines contrasts 妙 miào (ineffable ef-
ficacies) with 徼 jiào (fringes, and therefore the outer 
aspect of the things in  our experience). The Dao and 
the embryonic both exhibit ineffable efficacy. They 
act,  they  cause things to come into being, but  we can 
never  catch  them  at it. The names and the mammaries 
are only  the fringes, the outer aspects of things that  do 
whatever  they  may  do in plain sight but without let-
ting us see their inner workings. 

The three sets of counterparts are introduced by  Lao 
zi so that he can indicate that they  are complementary 
views of our  Universe, and we must use the noumenal 
side and the phenomenal side at different times.
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The author(s) of the Lao Zi thought it  important for 
humans to use both modes of perception and thus to 
take account both of the invisible pattern and process 
of the entire Universe, the embryonic sources of eve-
rything, and the ineffable efficacies, and also to take 
account of what can be conceptualized, what is per-
ceptible and nurturing,  and what is available to ordi-
nary  perception. Therefore, the first chapter asserts 
that humans should make themselves be without de-
sires (or any  other subjective motivations) in order  to 
observe the ineffable efficacies of the Universe, and 
that they  should restore the conditions under which 
they  can feel subjective motivations and feelings in 
order to observe the outer fringes, the phenomenal 
aspects of the things of ordinary human experience. 

Review of the general analysis supplied by  the Daoists 
may  serve to demystify  the above doctrine: Humans 
start by  perceiving a continuum and learn to impose 
boundaries on regions of that continuum, an activity 
that can vastly  improve survival probability  but that 
can also become counterproductive. Even in adult  life 
humans sometimes have yet to learn to separate cer-
tain things from the background of their experience. 
Beginning beekeepers must learn to spread their  at-
tention beyond individual bees in order to be able to 
pull the pattern of a queen bee surrounded by  a circle 
of attendant bees out from  the chaotic-looking back-
ground of bees moving everywhere on the comb while 
doing their daily  tasks. The ability  to distinguish  well-
camouflaged animals from their  background may 
never  have been important  to some individual before 
moving to an area populated by  a highly  venomous 
snake species.  New patterns to learn may  appear  at 
any time.
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Once the activity  of separating figures from back-
grounds has begun, it is almost inevitable that some 
figures will be highly  valued and other figures will re-
ceive highly  negative evaluations. Sometimes the con-
ceptualizations one makes may  be problematical,  e.g., 
by  mistakenly  putting zebras and horses into a single 
category, or by  separating humans of one skin color 
from humans of another  skin color. The human who 
enters a corral containing  a  zebra with the intention of 
putting a saddle and bridle on it and riding it will be 
lucky  to have things end well.  The human who is in 
danger of dying but will not ask for help from  some-
body of the "wrong color" will likely fail to survive. 

When humans realize that they  have learned to mis-
conceptualize the Universe, and that they  are bound 
up by  a  complex  of interlocking ideas, then, if they  are 
perceptive, they  may  also come to understand that 
they have lost a significant degree of autonomy. 

When conceptualizations are inappropriate, when 
constructions that cannot hold up under close inspec-
tion are imposed on sense data,  humans need to be 
able to revise their concepts.  However,  concepts are 
often firmly  attached to value systems. How one feels 
about oneself may  be firmly  attached to a  problemati-
cal set of concepts.  Changing the problematical set  of 
concepts may threaten one's feeling of self esteem.

Were somebody  to realize that  he or she is a bigot,  or 
had some other  problematical preconceptions or 
prejudices, the Dao De Jing suggests a  cure. It  indi-
cates that one can  leave the system  of conceptions that 
one has grown into and once again see the Universe 
without using concepts and language. From  that 
standpoint one may  make one more attempt to fabri-
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cate a  useful way  of separating the Universe into no-
tionally simple entities that one can work with.

Names and concepts are provisional, and, when cir-
cumstances change, names can become sufficiently 
inappropriate to cause problems. Then they  need to 
be overthrown. Names apply  to the myriad creatures, 
and those myriad creatures are in  a  way  the product  of 
the creative powers of the human mind. But humans 
are not compelled to accept and retain any  name, any 
concept, or any  prejudice.  There is a  way  to move 
from the world of names and phenomena to what we 
call the Dao.

As noted above, the first  chapter of the Dao De Jing 
indicates that  humans should make themselves be 
without desires (or any  other subjective motivations) 
in  order to observe the ineffable efficacies of the Uni-
verse,  and that they  should also be able to recover  the 
conditions under which they  felt subjective motiva-
tions and feelings in order to observe the outer 
fringes,  the phenomenal aspects of the things of ordi-
nary  human experience. During ordinary  times, hu-
mans will keep themselves in the state wherein they 
feel desires and other  subjective motivations, but 
when they  need to dispense with old concepts and 
form more appropriate ones, they  must put  values, 
emotions, and all such subjective factors aside. 

The Dao De Jing provides an analogy  that may  be 
helpful for  understanding how the Daoists understood 
perception. The Uncarved Block is like an ordinary 
piece of wood from  which people might decide to cut 
figures. Given a beautiful piece of wood, one person 
might look at its grain and coloration and carve a bear 
out of it. Another  person, given the same piece of 
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wood, might make part  of it into a seated man. Both 
figures might  share some of the same wood. Shown 
the same piece of marble, one sculptor  might see the 
form of Athena within, and another may  descry  the 
shape of Mars.

The Dao De Jing,  chapter  28,  speaks of the recovery 
and maintenance of virtue and power  as being facili-
tated by  the mind's being returned to an awareness of 
the Uncarved Block.  It adds that when the Uncarved 
Block is "dispersed," then things of utility  are made 
out of it. It continues to say  that a  great act of fabrica-
tion does not involve any  cutting. One interpretation 
of this passage says that the mind reaches out to the 
undifferentiated esthetic continuum that is the face 
that the Universe presents to humans and uses its 
creative ability  to mentally  carve out classes of things 
such  as mice, moose, and mastodons. As he demon-
strates in his discussion of the butcher  who never 
needs to sharpen his knife, even if a  steer is a single 
entity  with  no discontinuities in its makeup, there are 
nonetheless differences among the quale that pertain 
to different volumes within it, and one who has an 
acute awareness of the steer can guide his knife be-
tween the hard parts that we call bones. (See page 
214.)

In the Dao De Jing, chapter 32, the idea of the Un-
carved Block is again brought into connection with 
fabrication, names that  are attached to the things that 
are identified by  conceptualization, and (by  implica-
tion) emotions and other subjective reactions. That 
chapter says:
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The Way is always nameless. Al-
though the Uncarved Block is (small 
=) unobtrusive, there is nothing in 
all under Heaven that can subordi-
nate it. Lords and kings, if able to 
preserve it, will [draw in] the myr-
iad creatures as clients, and Heaven 
will cleave to Earth in order to let 
fall the sweet dew, so, without the 
people giving any command, it is 
equitably self [distributed].

Once fabrication [of the Uncarved 
Block] commences, there are 
names. Names having been given, 
one should know enough to stop. It 
is by knowing when to stop that 
danger is avoided.

All [creatures] under Heaven resort 
to the Way just as the streams and 
valleys pass [their contents] on to 
the great rivers and eventually to 
the sea.

In chapter 37, awareness of the Uncarved Block is tied 
to being without desire (or other  subjective reactions). 
In chapter 57,  the connection is reaffirmed in prag-
matic terms. Those chapters are as follows:

The Way is always without ado and 
yet there is nothing it fails to do. If 
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the nobles and kings could manage 
to preserve it, then the myriad crea-
tures would transform by them-
selves. Should they transform and 
yet desire arise anew, I would sup-
press it by means of the nameless 
Uncarved Block. [By  means of] the 
nameless Uncarved Block, [they] will 
in future be without desire. By de-
sirelessness stilled, all beneath 
Heaven will in the future become 
settled on their own.

✳

Use uprightness to regulate the na-
tion. Use guile to wage war. Use not 
having things to do to take over the 
world. How do I know that things 
are this way? By This.

When the world is burdened with 
many taboos, the people become 
ever more impoverished. When the 
ordinary people have many sharp 
weapons, the nation will be increas-
ingly  benighted. When human be-
ings are widely clever and ingenious, 
anomalous creatures will burgeon 
and flourish. When laws and com-
mandments gain growing resplen-
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dence, then robbers and thieves will 
proliferate. 

Meditation

The second chapter of the Zhuang Zi begins 
with the story of a teacher who is "sitting in 
forgetfulness" and who says that before his 
student intruded he had lost his self. How can 
one lose one's self? If the teacher tells the stu-
dent, "Lose your self!" that is not at all the 
same as saying: "Get lost!" It directs the stu-
dent to put aside awareness of self. In the Dao 
De Jing, chapter thirteen, it says: 

The reason that I can experience 
great suffering is that I have a self. 
At the point that I cease to have a 
self, what suffering could I experi-
ence? 

To put aside the self involves learning to direct 
one's mind to put certain ordinary processes 
in an inactive mode. In ordinary  physical edu-
cation all directions one gives to one's body 
involve exerting muscular force, and relaxa-
tion is left to occur naturally when exertion is 
no longer required. 
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It is easier to learn to relax muscles on com-
mand than it is to learn to "relax" mental op-
erations such as internal discourse on com-
mand. Therefore it is most beneficial to learn 
hatha yoga (the part of yoga that has to do 
with various postures and movements from 
posture to posture, relaxation, balance, etc.) 
first. The same kind of control, the same abil-
ity to mentally direct any muscle to relax, can 
be learned from a teacher of the Alexander 
Method. Once one has learned to direct a 
muscle to stop spasming, one can begin to 
transfer application of that way of directing 
oneself to one's mind. One can direct oneself 
to temporarily cease internal discourse, for in-
stance.

The most direct and efficient method to learn 
the relaxation command is to work with a 
partner. Let one member of the partnership lie 
supine and the other kneel by the outstretched 
feet and hands and the head in turn. Start by 
having the first partner raise a leg about a foot 
above the floor and make all of the muscles in 
that leg as tense as possible. Then the second 
partner issues an agreed-upon command such 
as: "Release!" At that point the first partner is 
to let the raised leg drop freely, and the second 
partner is to catch it in cupped palms reinforc-
ing each other. The second partner is to judge 
whether the foot fell freely, or whether the 
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first partner tried to let it down more slowly 
by using muscular force to impede its falling 
acceleration. It is the whole point of the exer-
cise that no resistance to falling be exerted. It 
is easy  enough to let a foot or a hand fall freely 
even if one is lying on a carpet and there is 
nobody there to catch it. It is very difficult to 
let the head fall freely  because our instincts 
are naturally to protect the brain from dam-
age. Both team members need to practice until 
they can let their head fall without resistance. 
Don't let it down easy!

By working with a partner one can learn in a 
few half-hour sessions to give a "release" di-
rection to any muscle to absolutely  relax. (This 
skill must be practiced to keep up the ability. 
It is a very useful skill to have on a long drive 
when one suddenly finds a leg starting to get a 
cramp.) Before long the ability to relax any 
muscle can become so well internalized that 
just the unspoken intention to have it relax 
will be sufficient. If one wants it to relax it will 
relax when one directs attention to it with that 
intention just as one's hand will fly up to swat 
a mosquito immediately upon one's attention 
being directed toward the sensation of being 
bitten.

When one knows how to tell a cramp to go 
away it is relatively easy to tell an intrusive 
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thought to go away, to put internal discourse 
on hold, etc. 

When one begins to spar one will be able to 
effectively  direct the body to relax, to direct 
oneself to disattend to jeers from the crowd, to 
direct one's internal discourse to cease and 
desist, and one will begin to be able to let a 
block initiate itself without one's thinking 
about it, and to let a strike initiate itself just as 
Herrigel's arrows began to fire themselves.

When one's mind is no longer sticking on 
things (see "sword sticking"), one will be bet-
ter able to see that the kick that was initiated 
by one's opponent advancing the left foot will 
actually be delivered by the right foot. One will 
be better able to see that attacker, having 
brought both one's hands up to block head 
punches, is now following up with a side-
thrust kick. One will see what is happening 
now, not what one thought was going to hap-
pen a moment ago.

When one's ego has been put on hold one will 
be better able to see that the gleam in one's 
"attacker's" eye is mischievous, and the smile 
in a "helpful stranger's" lips is not matched by 
smiling eyes. 
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Total situational awareness is an ideal; the 
fact is that factors in any battlefield, large or 
small, can disappear from view. A good strate-
gist like General Erwin Rommel in World War 
II can keep a fluid model of a battlefield in the 
unconscious that extrapolates the positions of 
forces that have disappeared in the fog of war. 
Out of sight must never be out of mind. The 
well-prepared mind keeps a running projec-
tion of where the missing contingents of an 
opponent's forces might be. If a contingent of 
an enemy army disappeared behind a ridge 
paralleling our army's direction of movement, 
how far ahead or behind us might they be by 
now? This map must be updated upon any 
new information being received from scouts or 
other reporters. 

Such a map must not be biased by the gen-
eral's subjective judgments. Rommel could 
not afford to think, e.g., "Montgomery is a 
timid general and would not dare execute such 
a move." Subjectivity cannot exist when one is 
in the "no mind" state.  Learning to build and 
maintain an objective map, and learning to 
keep it updated as new data comes in, is not 
an easy task. It requires long practice.

If I have no ego I will not be motivated to put 
somebody else down for the sake of making 
myself appear exalted. As the sage of Gauden-
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zia said: "When you're looking good, you're 
looking bad."

I am nothing. I know nothing. If I am lucky 
and prepared I see what is before me in all its 
context. If I am well prepared by  play fighting 
with my friends I will see openings and bal-
ances and myself and my opponent as one 
quasi-thing that can be under my direction 
because I hold the center. If something unto-
ward happens I will immediately be in combat 
mode with all distracting mental processes put 
on hold, with total situational awareness, with 
full attention to a situation that may be peril-
ous or may just be a random glitch in some-
body else's movements or perhaps one person 
who has been pushed into one's path by  a 
third individual. 

I grow in response to my environment. To the 
extent that I keep my mirror clean I will adapt 
to my environment through maturation. To 
keep my sensorium pure I must put aside all 
elements of desire and emotional reactions.
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☀ ☀ ☀ 

Let us now  consider things from the standpoint of the 
Zhuang Zi. In the second chapter, Zhuang Zi com-
pares the way  humans and other  forms of life perform 
their functions to the way  that wind instruments make 
sounds because people blow into them, and indicates 
that the bodies of all animals are like the wood, horn, 
or metal artifacts that humans use as musical instru-
ments. Something has to "blow" through them to give 
humans their activity, and that activating agent is the 
Dao. 

Zi-qi said: "The puffs of breath have 
a multitude of differentiations, and 
what gives them their individuality 
are in all cases instances of their self-
determination. But who is there to 
arouse them to action in the first 
place?"

He goes on to talk about the emotional reactions that 
can wrack humans and then returns to try  to charac-
terize the sources of these feelings. 

Happiness, anger, sorrow, and joy, 
compulsive thoughts, sorrowful sigh-
ings, incessant changes of mind, and 
losses of the courage to change, im-
pulsiveness, extravagance, self-
indulgence, and affected behavior, 
[all come upon people just as] music 
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can come from voids, and steam can 
change into fungi. 

Zhuang Zi appears to value emptiness as much  as 
fullness since he indicates that it is the voids of the 
pipes of Earth and the pipes of humans that are re-
sponsible for their being able to make sounds. The 
same general point is made in  Chapter Thirteen of the 
Dao De Jing where it indicates that the empty  spaces 
inside artifacts such as wheel hubs and houses are just 
as essential as are their solid parts.

Day  and night such [illusory] things 
trade places before us and none 
know whence they sprout. Let it be 
over! Oh, let it be over! That is all! 
That is the end of it! Dawn and dusk 
obtain This in order to be produced.

The activities of human beings, including the previ-
ously  mentioned emotional reactions, are as individ-
ual as the different people who exhibit these activities. 
However,  there is a  single motivating factor  behind 
these activities. It is the Dao, which Zhuang Zi refers 
to in  the above passage simply  as "This." Zhuang Zi 
next discusses the phenomena that are connected 
with our senses of self and individuality.

Were there no other, there could be 
no I. Were there no I, there could be 
nobody to do the apprehending. — 
That is close to the truth, yet I do not 
know what runs this process.
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Here, Zhuang Zi keeps readers mindful of the Dao 
that is behind all process in the Universe yet  is not di-
rectly  perceptible, and the fact that readers perceive 
themselves as individuals who participate in a com-
munity  of discrete individuals. For there to be an en-
tity  that  conceives of itself as an individual, that  indi-
vidual must set  itself off from  "the other." The next 
thing that inevitably  happens is that "the other" is fur-
ther divided into "mother," "father," "toes that I can 
wiggle," "abacus beads on the crib that I can't  wiggle," 
etc. Philosophers such as Edmund Husserl (Cartesian 
Meditations), psychologists such as Jean Piaget, et  al. 
have followed out  the way  the baby  constructs its 
world,396 the mistakes that trouble babies in the be-
ginning,  etc. It is remarkable that  Zhuang Zi had al-
ready  seen the basics of this process at around 350 
B.C.

Zhuang Zi says clearly  that there can be the idea  of "I" 
only  when it is distinguished from  "the other," and 
that this thing that gets called "I" must be capable of 
mentally  acting to divide the undifferentiated esthetic 
continuum  into parts by  "apprehending" them. The 
Chinese word I have translated as "apprehending" is 
取 qǔ. The Chinese character shows an ear (on the 
left) being grabbed by  a  hand (on the right).  "Appre-
hending" means to reach out and grasp something,  in 
this case by a process of mind.

Zhuang Zi next points out  that the parts of the body 
are integrated, but that  it is not clear  what controls 
the whole ensemble of functions. He asks:
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...Is there a true ruler among them?

Zhuang Zi prefers to leave the question open, it seems. 
We would ask, "What governs the functioning  of the 
body? Is it one organ? Is it several organs acting on 
concert? Is it  the entire system  functioning together? 
If so, do some systems perform executive functions 
over the information and decisions coming from other 
systems? Is there something that fills the traditional 
role of the soul, something that persists after  death?" 
Just asking this question about executive functions 
points out that even within the system  formed by  one 
human body  there may  be conflicts.  Someone may  be 
feeling  an intense need to sleep but be unable to stop 
anywhere before exiting a congested highway  con-
struction zone. The part of the system  that governs 
survival has to keep the part  that wants to go to sleep 
from acting, or else a deadly  wreck may  occur. The 
learning needed to control the whole system  while it is 
in  great internal conflict generally  requires years if not 
decades to perfect. 

Going beyond one's internal conflicts, many  interac-
tions with  other humans and with other  animals in-
volve conflicts. Failure to manage such conflicts of in-
terest well may  result in  bad consequences for  the in-
dividuals involved. Successful management of con-
flicts depends on a  clear understanding of the factors 
involved, and some humans are better than others at 
gaining dependable information on which to base de-
cisions.

Humans share information with each other, but not 
all information is reliable. A child may  have formed a 
"fish  trap" that pretty  reliably  identifies cats, but  may 
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not  yet have learned to make a trap that is sufficiently 
selective to avoid taking in skunks.  "There's one big 
black and white cat and five kittens following it  in sin-
gle file in the back yard," may  tell parents enough to 
let them caution the child to stay  indoors. If it  does 
not, the child may  get its "cat catcher" modified at  the 
hands of harsh experience. Zhuang Zi has been made 
wary  of those situations wherein language may  give a 
scrambled picture of reality.

Now speech is not just hot air. 
Speakers have things that they say, 
but what they  say is particularly  in-
determinate. Are there really  propo-
sitions? Or were there really never 
any propositions? Is there a differ-
ence between words and the cheep-
ing of nestling birds or is there not?

Language can be very  helpful. On the other hand, 
people may  fight when their pictures of reality  are 
significantly  different.  These conflicts can rise to the 
level of wars over  religious ideas, political ideologies, 
and so forth.  Language is perhaps the most useful of 
all human tools, however, it is so crucial and yet falli-
ble that it gets us into trouble time and again.

How is the Dao obscured so that dis-
tinctions between genuine and coun-
terfeit come into existence? How are 
words obscured so that distinctions 
between true and false come to be? 
How is it that the Dao wanders and 
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is not preserved? How is it that 
words are preserved and are yet in-
adequate?

There is only  one Dao,  so what makes people have so 
many  different conceptual accounts of it? There is 
only  the one traffic accident in which two cars were 
involved, so why  does each witness describe a differ-
ent event? There may  be only  one good way  to tame a 
horse, so why  have people invented and supported 
counterproductive procedures over and over again, 
only  to come back to the basics elucidated by  Xeno-
phon way  back in the days of Socrates? Why  is it that 
when one ideology  is shown by  experience to be de-
structive and undesirable some people will neverthe-
less cherish its embers and try  to fan them into flame 
once more? 

The Dao is obscured by minor 
[communicative] successes, and 
words are obscured by vainglorious-
ness and pomposity. As a result, 
much contention has arisen between 
the Confucians and the Mohists, in 
which each affirms what the other 
denies and denies what the other af-
firms. There is no better course, in 
desiring to show to be true what oth-
ers deny and denying what others af-
firm, than the use of Brightness.

To metaphorically  cut something out of the Dao so it 
can be treated as a  discrete individual is not an easy 
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process. Psychologists are now studying how babies 
take quite some time to learn that  the body  of a  per-
son standing behind a table does not  end where the 
table begins, nor is the body  of the person and the ta-
ble all one thing. Adults have solved almost all of 
these problems but can still get confused about ques-
tions such as whether a goat is a kind of a sheep, or 
vice-versa. Zhuang Zi says that humans often make a 
moderately  successful "discrete entity" such as 
"sheep" and assume that  they  have been completely 
successful, only  to be upset by  what was assumed to 
be a  timid sheep but turns out to be a belligerent male 
goat. The problem  is only  made worse when humans 
come to value their own particular set of concepts and 
so try to devalue the conceptual schemes of others. 

Many  of the most contentious of human conceptuali-
zations are those that are attached to values.  If all 
members of one so-called race are believed by  my  so-
called race to be bad, then, by  our reasoning, that 
makes the members of my  group (including, most im-
portantly, me) good. Being nothing at all like a  saint, I 
would not  under  ordinary  circumstances be lifted on 
high  as an example of a  good human being.  Objec-
tively, I may  fail rather  miserably  according to the 
standards even of my  own group. The only  thing that 
makes me "good" is perhaps that I am  at least better 
than all of those "other people." So I will find it very 
difficult  to let go of the construction that I, and the 
members of my  group, have put on whatever  objective 
characteristics may separate us from the others. 

What is one to do when,  in the course of trying to de-
velop science in the last decades of the nineteenth 
century  and early  decades of the twentieth century, 
one discovers that  some concepts that form the foun-
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dation for  all the rest of physics are flawed and must 
be abandoned and replaced? What is one to do when, 
as an adult, one suddenly  realizes that rather than be-
ing an enlightened human one is actually  a calloused 
bigot? Ideas that are fundamental to one's evaluation 
of oneself as better than others ought to be aban-
doned, but the price is high and the methodology  for 
doing so may be unknown.

Zhuang Zi says that to clear up the obscurations to the 
truth, correct  the wanderings from  the Dao, perceive 
the way  things actually  are and the way  things really 
work, and to put  aside all of the religious, class, and 
political wrangling over  ideologies,  there is nothing 
better than Brightness.

Zhuang Zi does not give readers any  direct indication 
of what this "Brightness" may  be, but context  shows 
that all of our problems begin when humans first hack 
the continuity  of the Dao into manageable hunks that 
we call "discrete entities" even though it is we who 
have carved out  their  boundaries. If we metaphori-
cally  shine a light on  what is really  there, on what has 
been there all along despite our having done the psy-
chological equivalent of drawing borders in  black ink 
around the figures in a  painting such as Claude 
Monet's Water Lilies, then we will remove those black 
lines and go back to the ambiguous shifts of color 
from yellow  to green to blue and something that we 
might be inclined to believe is water. But to say  so 
much goes beyond the evidence that has been ad-
duced up to this point. 

At this point in the text, Zhuang Zi returns to his 
analysis of how perception occurs. 
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There is no creature that is not a 
"That" and no creature that is not a 
"This." From the standpoint of 
"That" one will not perceive. But 
from Gnosis one will know it. Thus it 
is said: "That comes out of This, and 
This is also dependent on That." 
Such is the account of things that 
says that "This" and "That" are pro-
duced simultaneously.

Zhuang Zi is writing one of the very  first  philosophy 
books to appear in China, so it is not surprising to 
sometimes find him at a loss for  words. By  "That" he 
means what has been called "the other," i.e., any  part 
of the originally  undifferentiated aesthetic continuum 
that has been set off as being different from "This," or 
what philosophers in the West might call "the self." 
He asserts, then, that any  "creature," anything that 
humans have conceptually  set off, must be a "That" 
(an  object) to some "This," i.e., some self, some ego, 
some center  of consciousness and awareness. He goes 
further  to assert  something so remarkable that its 
presence in his philosophy  is hardly  ever given its due 
by  students of the history  of thought or  by  students of 
philosophy. He says that  there is "no creature that is 
not  a 'This.'" By  so saying, he asserts that  any  region 
of the undifferentiated continuum is capable to some 
extent of awareness of the rest of the continuum. So a 
rock lying in a pasture is a "This," and within that  rock 
there must be a mirroring, however imprecise, of what 
is outside of it. When humans look at a "That," i.e., a 
creature that is anywhere from a grain of sand to an-
other human being or even a whale, there is no per-
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ception of how "the other" perceives the world. At best 
humans get verbal information from other  human be-
ings that states how they  think and feel, and perhaps 
also body  language, scents, and other signals that also 
convey  some information through the intervening 
space. One human being does not know  what another 
human being's perception of some red object is like. 

When the text says that the best way  to approach the 
Universe is by  use of "Gnosis," the Chinese word is 
just  知 zhī,  the ordinary  term for  "to know." To trans-
late 自知則知之 as "from knowing one will know  it," 
would not be very  helpful. I think Zhuang Zi meant a 
special kind of knowing here, so I have done the best I 
could to suggest this kind of knowing by  calling it 
"gnosis." It is the kind of knowing  that one has when 
one says, "I know  that my  hands are getting too cold." 
It  is a knowing, so to speak, of something from  the in-
side. 

Having established the general idea of "This" being a 
part of the undifferentiated continuum  that mirrors 
the rest of the undifferentiated continuum  and "That" 
being the parts into which the "This" mentally  carves 
the undifferentiated continuum, Zhuang Zi goes over 
the general argument once more, but from  a slightly 
different standpoint.

"That comes out of This, and This is 
also dependent on That." Such is the 
account of things that says that 
"This" and "That" are produced si-
multaneously.
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Where does a creature, a "That" come from? It comes 
from a "This" that  has done the carving, or the delim-
iting, that makes the creature appear to be a discrete 
entity.  But there could not  be anything that identified 
itself as a self, an ego, a perceiving entity  unless there 
were something to be cut up (metaphorically  at least) 
into various species of "That," the other,  or,  more pre-
cisely, the others. It  is impossible to have a so-called 
creature without there being  a  way  to actively  deline-
ate that creature by  a creative act of what  we call 
mind. It  is impossible to have something that regards 
itself as mapping an outside world full of creatures 
onto itself unless there is indeed something outside 
the boundaries of that  part of the whole currently  un-
der  the reader's examination that is capable of doing 
this mapping, this creative sectioning-off of the whole 
of the undifferentiated aesthetic continuum. It is im-
possible to have one without the other, so if they  ap-
pear  they  must appear simultaneously. However, once 
some "This," some self, has created this fundamental 
dichotomy, it  is thereafter  possible to modify  the divi-
sions among the creatures, the things called "That," 
the things other than the self. One may  initially  put 
both sheep and goats into one category, but later dis-
cover  that  this way  of looking at things does not ade-
quately  account for how these animals behave. At that 
point it is possible to split out two categories, one for 
sheep and the other for goats.

Although things are that way, at the 
moment that one thing is produced 
something else dies. At the moment 
that one thing dies, something else is 
produced. When one thing becomes 
permissible, something else becomes 
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impermissible, and when one thing 
becomes impermissible then at the 
same time something else becomes 
permissible. In depending on This, 
one is also depending on That, and 
in depending on That, one is also 
depending on This.

That Zhuang Zi should get tangled up in language is 
understandable. Once the main outlines of his theory 
of perception  becomes clear, it is relatively  easy  to see 
what he is trying to say.

He first  reaffirms that any  "This," any  self, will  see an 
outside world that is first "not-self," and second a 
world divided into many  creatures of that self's own 
invention or  perhaps borrowed from other  humans in 
the course of learning to speak. Then Zhuang Zi goes 
on to examine how humans account for change, and 
also how they  may  affect  their own perceptions in 
those cases wherein they  re-categorize the rest of the 
world.  If a  pile of lumber is held to be a  thing, then 
when carpenters use that lumber to build a house the 
pile ceases to exist and the house is produced. If some 
human decides that eating some kinds of food is per-
missible, then that implies that eating other kinds of 
food is impermissible.  If some authority  declares that 
selling some kinds of medicinal compound is imper-
missible, then that implies that all other kinds not 
blacklisted may  be sold. Making these decisions can 
be explained in terms of drawing a Venn diagram. If 
one draws a circle and labels it "frogs" then everything 
outside of that  circle must belong to the "not-frogs" 
category. 
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Zhuang Zi says that  there is a mutual dependency  of 
"This" and "That," and I believe that he means to gen-
eralize this picture slightly  to indicate that  any  time a 
boundary  analogous to the one for "This" or "myself" 
is created, there must be its complement, the things 
that are excluded from  the category  that  was just 
carved out  of the undifferentiated continuum. It is 
clear  that Zhuang Zi believes that our  cutting up of the 
undifferentiated continuum is an act of human crea-
tivity  and is fallible.  To get rid of the entire set of ap-
propriate "Thats" or "creatures," one would have to 
get rid of "This," i.e.,  one would have to do something 
that would result in the loss of one's Self. 

Therefore the sage does not draw on 
these distinctions and instead casts 
vision on them in their natural state. 
To do so also depends on This.

Zhuang Zi asserts that  the sage will withdraw from  the 
ordinary  human methods of thought by  reverting all 
of the distinctions or fabrications mentally  made upon 
the world, leaving the undifferentiated aesthetic con-
tinuum  in  its original state. It  may  be somewhat easier 
to understand what Zhuang Zi is getting at by  imagin-
ing what would happen if the boundaries between 
what the sage would ordinarily  regard as creatures 
would be erased starting at the boundary  between the 
sage and the rest of the Universe. There would still be 
a kind of self-awareness, but it  would spread outward 
as the seeming things receded into indistinctness. So 
what is left  after all the distinctions end is a "This," a 
kind of knowing  that is analogous to our interior 
knowledge of our  own feelings, except in this case the 
"individual" is the whole Universe.
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A This is also a That, and a That is 
also a This. A That is also an affirma-
tion and a denial. A This is also an 
affirmation and a denial. So is there 
really  a This and a That? Or is there 
really  no This and no That? When 
That and This both fail to get their 
counterpart, we have what is called 
the pivot point of the Dao. The pivot 
point gets placed at the center of the 
circle in order to respond to the infi-
nite. Affirmations involves an infin-
ity, and denials also involves an in-
finity. Therefore it is said: "There is 
nothing like Brightness."

By  this point  in his book,  Zhuang Zi is working 
through  some of the consequences of the basic view 
already  presented above. He indicates that anything 
that is a "subject" or  an "I" can also be taken by  an-
other as its "object," one of its "others." When one de-
clares of some creature that  it is a horse or  a panther, 
one simultaneously  indicates a whole list of things 
that it is not. When one affirms of oneself that "I am," 
one simultaneously  denies of all things outside of the 
boundary  of the self that they  are identical with one-
self. Furthermore, if someone else takes me as a 
"That," I can with  equal right  affirm  that I am  a This. 
When I do so I will also be inclined to declare that  the 
other person is an object to me,  and that  his or  her 
subjectivity  is not open to proof. If I take someone 
else as a "That," then the other  person can object that 
he or she is the one with true subjectivity, and that my 
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subjectivity  is open to doubt since it  cannot ever  be 
proven. Ordinarily  human beings make all  of these 
assertions about creaturehood and selfhood as a mat-
ter of course. We all teach ourself from  birth  on that 
we are entelechies. We have autonomy. We can con-
trol the motions of our bodies, and we cannot control 
the activities of even something as light as thistledown 
by  the activity  of our mind.  So we take for  granted 
things like the sun and the moon,  but many  of us also 
take for granted things like witches and monsters. 
Science has made us give up many  of the categories 
that humans have depended on for long ages. It has 
only  been relatively  recently, for  instance, that hu-
mans learned that lichens are not just another kind of 
vegetation. Prior  to the invention of microscopes hu-
mans had no idea that a lichen is actually  the symbi-
otic combination of a species of alga and a  species of 
fungus, or a species of cyanobacterium  and a species 
of fungus. 

If a  human can take away  the construction that has 
been placed on something such as a lichen, then it 
may  become possible to see more clearly  what it actu-
ally  is. If a human can take away  the category  of witch 
that has been placed on someone and see instead an 
old woman with a constellation of physical and mental 
characteristics that act together  to produce very  atypi-
cal behavior, then that  human's understanding of the 
world will become much more accurate and his or her 
behavior may  become less counterproductive when 
interacting with the old woman. When the stale cate-
gories are removed, human observers get back to the 
Dao,  back to whatever was there before humans began 
imposing their ad hoc categories onto it. When this 
new way  of behaving toward the world is allowed to 
expand its scope, the so-called creatures of the world 
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drop away  and a potential infinity  of creatures can be 
reabsorbed into the one Dao that  is now the only  locus 
of attention.  There are severe problems in accounting 
for things of the world when they  have been allowed 
to multiply  according  to the creative processes of the 
human mind as it  acts when devoted to trying to un-
derstand everything by  a process of dissection. Dissect 
a mouse into its component  cells and it would become 
impossible to understand it  as a  whole. Every  bound-
ary  that the human mind imposes upon the undiffer-
entiated aesthetic continuum must be asserted and 
defended by  at least a  tacit act of affirmation and/or  a 
tacit act  of denial. So with  a potentially  infinite set  of 
creatures in the Universe (from photons to clusters of 
galaxies) the thinking human is potentially  responsi-
ble for defending, and at least  operating with, an 
equally  large number of assertions or  denials. When 
something goes wrong with one's attempt to make a 
logically  tight case for  one's account of the Universe, 
then the utter complexity  of the entire picture may 
make it impossible to sort out and fix.

Zhuang Zi takes account of the fact  that  human prob-
lems began with the declaration of these human-
created so-called entities.  Somewhat earlier in  the text 
of the second chapter he said:

As soon as people get their full forms, 
they hold tightly to them until the time 
of their ultimate exhaustion. They 
match blades, or they grind each other 
down. Their processes of attrition 
speed into action like a team of four 
horses, and nobody can bring them to 
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a halt. Is that not a sorry sight? For the 
whole of one's life, one is slaving away 
at things, yet one never sees any ac-
complishments. To find no refuge and 
to get totally destroyed, is that not a 
great sorrow?

If humans could put aside their own naive conceptu-
alizations or the preconceptions that  they  absorbed 
from others because of how  they  were socialized, then 
perhaps they  could look at what is really  there and 
make improved, if still not perfect, conceptual systems 
to help them  deal with the Universe.  This fresh look at 
the Universe as it is without contaminations from 
human conceptual schemes, Zhuang Zi calls "Bright-
ness." Next,  Zhuang Zi applies the same kind of analy-
sis to values. What  makes some things permissible 
and other things wrong? What makes one thing the 
right  way  to treat the bodies of deceased humans, and 
another  way  an abomination? What makes one thing 
a beneficial insect and another thing a pestilence? 

Permissibility  comes from giving per-
mission. A pathway is created by walk-
ing it. Creatures are what they are de-
clared to be. How is it that things are 
the way that they  are? They are thus 
because people affirm them to be so. 
How is it that things are not some way? 
They are not that way because people 
deny their being that way. Things are 
firmly endowed with the ways that they 
are, and they are firmly endowed with 
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their permissibility. There is no thing 
which is not as it is, and there is no 
thing that is not acceptable (permissi-
ble).

Zhuang Zi puts the responsibility  for making moral 
categories directly  on human beings. Tigers think it  is 
fine for  them  to eat people, even if humans are not 
particularly  tasty.  Humans think it is bad for  tigers to 
eat people. Human etiquette and social norms derive 
from threats to cooperative social interactions and 
from human inventions used to minimize conflicts. 
Humans in  one culture may  cremate their dead, and 
those in another culture may  bury  the deceased. The 
means chosen only  need to be good enough to provide 
for a relatively  successful society. What makes one 
thing a whale and another  thing a  shark? Only  the fact 
that humans have agreed to call them  that,  and the 
fact that  the groups that  make those and similar  con-
ceptualizations have not made too much trouble for 
themselves in  doing so. A group that failed to distin-
guish in any  way  between "toadstools" or fungi that 
are poisonous to humans and "mushrooms" or fungi 
that are beneficial when eaten by  humans might suffer 
many  unnecessary  deaths. All of the above is said 
from the point of view of one kind of creature, from 
the point of view  that is motivated by  considerations 
of what is good for that kind of creature. 

Looking away  from the interests of humans or from 
the interests of any  single group, however, it  is clear 
that the Dao does not regard any  creature as loath-
some, nor  does it regard any  creature as so precious as 
to receive some kind of supernatural protection. Every 
creature has its own nature,  and it  suffers no hostility 
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from the Dao because it  has that  nature. The Dao, af-
ter all, is what makes that nature possible in the be-
ginning.  It is the nature of tigers to kill prey  and to 
protect  themselves by  attacking anything that  they 
perceive as a threat. It is the nature of Cape Buffalo to 
be highly  aggressive in the ways that it  protects itself 
and its herd mates. It is the nature of mosquitos to 
bite all kinds of animals and by  so doing spread many 
diseases.  Humans may  not like these characteristics 
and may  not like the characteristics of many  other 
forms of life, but if their existence is possible in terms 
of whatever conditions the Dao imposes on life on 
Earth, then from  the standpoint of the Dao they  are 
possible, and they are permissible.

Only those who have attained [the 
final goal] know how to link every-
thing into a single whole. Those who 
so act do not employ [what other 
people engage themselves in] and 
give things an abode in unexception-
ality [≟ non-discreteness]. Unexcep-
tionality means utility. Utility means 
linking things into one. Linking 
things into one means getting it. 
Once you have gotten it, you have 
almost arrived.

Somebody  who is exceptional is somebody  who stands 
out,  a "real individual." So perhaps Zhuang Zi is using 
this word to try  to indicate something that  loses its 
identity  as a discrete unit  and merges back into the 
undifferentiated aesthetic continuum. In that case he 
is asserting that there is some kind of utility  to be 
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achieved by  so doing.  He then reiterates, in a way, 
that the desired state is not one of being a  discrete en-
tity. It  instead involves all things previously  regarded 
as discrete entities being seamlessly  linked together. 
Once one has mended (i.e., linked or  fused) every-
thing that had previously  been made discrete,  one has 
attained a desirable state,  and that desirable state is 
the entryway to something one might call perfection.

The people of antiquity had a point to 
which their knowledge reached. Where 
did it reach? It reached back to a stage 
at which there had not yet begun to be 
creatures, and that was the farthest, 
that was the point at which the subject 
of inquiry was fully exhausted and 
nothing could be added to it.

Zhuang Zi reiterates the above analysis from  another 
starting point. He presents his argument as historical 
fact,  but it seems that  his account must be a recon-
struction of the way  human intelligence emerged from 
more primitive conditions in the Dao. Perhaps, how-
ever, he is appealing to an oral tradition that is un-
known to present-day  people. His understanding ap-
pears to be that the highest level of analysis or  under-
standing is the one that affirms that at first  there were 
no things and then creatures emerged from this crea-
tureless and amorphous state. The narratives that de-
rive from modern physics lead us to the Big Bang, 
forward to a hot sea of primary  particles, and later  to a 
more recognizable Universe. Both traditions aim  to be 
able to understand the complex by  grounding theories 
in  the simple. However, for the Daoists, creatures 
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emerge from  a 無 wú, a "nothingness" that is different 
from whatever might be said to be logically  prior  to 
the Big Bang. 

Next there were those who accepted the 
existence of creatures and yet did not 
create categories among them. Follow-
ing that, there was a stage at which there 
were categories, but there was not yet 
acceptance and rejection (i.e. value 
judgments made about them). The 
manifestation of acceptance and rejec-
tion (or affirmation and denial) was the 
cause of the attenuation of the Dao. The 
attenuation of the Dao is the cause of the 
victory  of love [or what we more gener-
ally call subjective biases].

This part  of the account leaves out any  explanation of 
how creatures capable of thinking emerge from  the 
era of creatures having definite form  and the appear-
ance of being discrete entities.  Perhaps Zhuang Zi ex-
pects us to agree that creatures of all levels of com-
plexity  emerged at the same time. On the other hand, 
perhaps Zhuang Zi is really  thinking of an eternal 
Universe that has always contained sentient beings. 
Regardless of exactly  how Zhuang Zi is structuring his 
narrative, in this paragraph he depicts a stage of hu-
man development that deals with the differences in 
form among the numberless creatures it creates or 
"finds" in the Universe and uses the power  of imagi-
nation to create useful categories among them. At this 
stage, humans would already  have conceived tigers, 
lions, and jaguars as being different kinds of mam-
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mals, but they  would not  have tried to decide whether 
these animals are good or bad. These categorizations 
are themselves subject to human error.  Humans may 
group sheep with goats, and they  may  also differenti-
ate black sheep from  white sheep on some grounds 
other than the color of yarn that  can be spun from 
their coats.  Supposing that in  some primitive state 
humans could group other  humans into one group we 
could equate with "normal humans," and another 
group that we could equate with "witches and war-
locks." They  might find that  this categorization to be 
problematical. However, had no figurative price tags 
yet  been attached to either group's identity, there 
would be little reluctance to drop that categorization 
and attempt to find something more useful to put in 
its place. If no values have been imputed to "my 
group" and "the other group," then changing the 
boundaries or memberships of these groups would 
not result in any loss of status for me. 

Zhuang Zi argues that when humans get to the point 
of assigning  values to other things, objectivity  and the 
ability  to function well suffer  because of the way  that 
the self-evaluations of humans are made as comple-
ments to the evaluations they  make of other  creatures. 
All value judgments are relative. If a  member  of an-
other ethnic group is, by  reason of that  status,  "neces-
sarily  evil," then I belong to the group that is defined, 
in  counter-distinction, as "comparatively  good." To 
nullify  the categorization that made the other ethnic 
groups and that made one or more of these groups 
"evil," would mean to take away  the basis for  my  judg-
ing myself to be good or at least "better than they are." 

The result of this dynamic is that people will hold onto 
poorly  performing categorizations to avoid downgrad-
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ing their  evaluations of themselves. Following this 
misstep, these humans will make other judgments 
and plans that  are not well grounded in objective ob-
servation and study,  and they  will get results that hurt 
themselves and/or others.

Since things have already been re-
joined in unity, can there really be 
speech? Since things have been de-
clared to be a unity, then how can 
there fail to be speech? The unity 
plus speech are two, and there being 
two (because the original unity has 
been sundered) as well as the under-
lying unity, there are now three.

Again, Zhuang Zi skips over  some of the gradual steps 
in  development that he might have provided us. If we 
made up the things that  we talk about, then what are 
our prospects for making accurate propositions de-
scribing these things and the interactions among 
them? Already  we are in a  second problem, as Zhuang 
Zi observes, because by  using language we artificially 
divide the Unity  into discrete entities. We cannot, 
from the standpoint of the ordinary  person on the 
street, have any  mental processes regarding this situa-
tion without declaring in speech that our perceptions 
depend upon the existence of an original undifferenti-
ated aesthetic continuum. We cannot, from the stand-
point of someone who has lost his or her self, use lan-
guage to inform  other humans of our experience be-
cause every  part  of any  language depends on the dis-
crete entities that the person who has lost his or her 
self has also lost  in that process. Speech is one of the 
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main human tools used to aid understanding,  but the 
very  people who have the experience that  needs to be 
encoded in speech  are the ones who are incapable of 
speaking. Humans who are in mystic trance cannot 
comment on that state while still immersed in it.397

As soon as somebody  like Zhuang Zi says, "The Uni-
verse is fundamentally  a Unity," he or  she is already 
using speech and is indirectly  supporting concepts 
that implicitly  refer  to "the other" such as the "Uni-
verse" and "unity."

The fact  of speech, or of conceptualization, implies the 
disruption of the unity  of the Universe. If the Universe 
and I are exactly  the same thing, then no talking, no 
conceptualization, is involved. Suppose that one part 
of the Universe becomes self-aware and says, "This 
body, this whatever-it-is that activates this body, is 
one thing. It is I. I call whatever  is outside the 
boundaries of this body  'the other, ' or  'the Universe.'" 
Then within this mind there must be a  representation 
of "myself," a  representation of the Universe, and a 
representation that indicates that the self is contained 
within the Universe. Within the Universe,  unity  has 
been destroyed,  mentally  at  least. There are now three 
where once there was one.

Once a  "This," i.e., a  self, separates itself from  the rest 
of the Universe,  there are then two things to talk 
about or to conceptualize. The conceptualization is a 
third thing. The process that makes the conceptualiza-
tion is also some kind of a thing. The Dao De Jing, 
chapter forty-two, says that the Dao gives birth to (or 
is) one,  that one produces two (self and other), and 
that the two produce the myriad creatures. If some 
process gives rise to self and other,  and then the proc-
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ess can continue both to produce subdivisions of "the 
other" (the outside world), and to produce mental 
connections that map the way  the process of fabrica-
tion of self, other, and the myriad creatures occurs. 
However,  this process must always be unfinished. Self 
and not-self give rise to a mapping of the two. The 
mapping is a third element and has relationship to the 
first  two, and mapping that new relationship requires 
a fourth element, and by  the same argument a fifth 
argument will be needed to comprehend the fourth, 
and so on ad infinitum.398

Another  way  to look at this situation is to consider 
how humans might  count descriptions of the Universe 
starting with: "I am aware of a self." "I am aware of a 
not-self." "That is two things." Schematically  we could 
write:
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Statement 1: self + not-self = 2
Statement 2: statement 1 + self + not-self = 3
Statement 3: statement 2 + statement 1 + self + not-
self = 4...

and so forth.  By  talking about talking we end up with 
an infinite number of statements basically  about the 
same thing.

As long as humans are content  to let their  "fish traps" 
and the unconscious processes that flow from  them 
determine what is done, human activity  need not be 
hampered by  the possibility  of the infinite layers of 
thinking about thinking.  Humans can find one fish 
trap to identify  something like a dog,  and then ask, 
"What makes this creature work? How is it com-
posed?" The next step will  likely  be to analyze the dog 
by  separating out various parts of its behavior, by  dis-
secting its body, etc.  The results will include the de-
lineation of organs such as the heart,  the lungs, etc.399 
Each of these newly  fabricated organs can be observed 
under  various conditions.  The interactions between 
heart and lungs can be examined, but under these 
conditions they  stand in isolation from  each other 
conceptually  and also stand in  isolation from  the rest 
of the body. Any  picture of their joint functioning will 
possibly  be obscured, and one precautionary  step to 
be taken may  be to construct yet another "entity" that 
is composed of the union of the images that humans 
carry  for the heart and the lungs. Were that done,  it 
might be interesting to go back nearer the beginning 
and abstract from the dog a  unit that would include 
the heart  and the lungs, to investigate this organ 
without adopting any  prior conclusions reached, and 
then to compare the resulting conceptional model 
with  that obtained by  joining the heart and lungs.  Any 
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discrepancies that resulted might be very  revealing. 
We already  do something like that when we talk about 
the circulatory system.

In the story  of Pao Ding the butcher, Zhuang Zi sug-
gests that some ways of dissecting or butchering an 
animal are more elegant and useful than others. 

Now let me try a question on you: If 
people sleep in wet places then their 
lower backs will ache and they may be-
come paralyzed on one side. But how 
would an eel react to that kind of an 
environment? If humans were to take 
their abode high up in the trees, then 
they would be nervous, apprehensive, 
tense, and fearful. But would apes re-
act in the same way? Of these three 
kinds of creatures, which knows the 
right place to live? Humans consume 
beef and pork. Elk and deer eat lush 
grass. Centipedes relish small snakes. 
Raptors have a yen for rats. Of these 
four, which knows the right thing to 
eat? Apes mate with monkeys, elk mate 
with deer, eels school with fish. Hu-
mans take Mao Qiang and Li Zhi to be 
great beauties, yet when fish see them 
they dive for the depths, and when 
birds see them they fly high aloft. 
When elk and deer see them they burst 
through the undergrowth and flee. Of 
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these four kinds of creatures, which 
kind knows the true exemplar of femi-
nine pulchritude? According to my ob-
servations, the roots of benevolence 
and propriety, the paths of right and 
wrong, are all inextricably confused. 
How could I possibly know how to dis-
criminate among them?

Zhuang Zi is keen to point out that evaluations occur 
after  things are separated out from the original undif-
ferentiated aesthetic continuum. If we did not distin-
guish venomous snakes from  ourselves and other 
creatures, then we would have no way  to guard 
against them as a class. If we did not distinguish hem-
lock from wild parsley  we might  feed both kinds of 
vegetation to our cows. So, from  an individual stand-
point, these acts of evaluation and the values that we 
learn from others can be very  useful to us. Humans 
teach their infants about black widow spiders,  rattle-
snakes, and many  other creatures that are either  very 
useful to us or  very  dangerous to us. But, Zhuang Zi 
cautions, humans can get themselves into trouble by 
overgeneralizing. Lions and tigers may  be bad for hu-
mans when they  come into close quarters, but that 
does not provide a  good reason for  trying to eliminate 
all of these predators.
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Applications

In the above discussion, effort has been made to stay 
close to the understanding of the world that was ex-
pressed by  Zhuang Zi. It would be neither truthful nor 
desirable to attribute to Zhuang Zi ideas that come 
from modern science, or from  any  other source not 
historically  linked to him and to his time. On the other 
hand, Zhuang Zi made many  observations that have 
application today  even though  the people who know 
the most about these things would most likely  prefer 
to explain them  in terms of their  own systems of 
thought. For  instance, Zhuang Zi appears to have 
known that  the blue appearance of the sky  is an effect 
of distance and the amount of air  between the light 
source and the observer.  Zhuang Zi probably  observed 
that hills and mountains that appear predominantly 
green and brown from a short distance appear to be-
come more and more blue the farther from  them the 
observer is located.  A modern physicist would proba-
bly  prefer  to give a much more detailed explanation of 
the matter in terms of Rayleigh scattering.

One of the keynote features of Western thought has 
been to regard the world as composed of discrete enti-
ties,  to switch to a particle view of light rather than a 
wave picture of it. This theoretical preference became 
almost a necessity  of thought when atoms were 
proven to exist. Zhuang Zi's philosophical position is 
grounded in the opposite view, one that says that dis-
crete entities are only  found as constructs of human 
thinking, and that  the reality  is that  everything is One. 
Everything is a single indivisible continuum, and we 
only  take it apart mentally. The Western atomistic 
view was only  seriously  challenged after Heisenberg 
made the beginnings of a new  quantum  mechanics. 
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One of the questions posed by  quantum  mechanics 
was whether it  was correct to regard light as having 
the nature of particles or  of waves.  The first argu-
ments were over whether light should be regarded as 
consisting of particles that nevertheless has some as-
sociated wave characteristics, and it was very  soon ob-
served that  phenomena once very  confidently  re-
garded as particles with  mass and all the other  charac-
teristics of solid matter  would also behave under suit-
able circumstances as waves and could even be as-
signed definite frequencies. Then the English physi-
cist, Paul Dirac, showed that it was possible to com-
bine the wave characteristics and the particle charac-
teristics in one mathematical formulation. 

One of the characteristics of waves is that those that 
are not physically  terminated in  some way  (as the vi-
brations on a guitar  string are terminated by  physical 
structures at  each end that pin the string to the body 
of the guitar) will continue to propagate endlessly  or 
until they  encounter some physical limitation. For in-
stance, consider a  loud musical instrument being 
played inside a room with a small open round win-
dow. The sound that escapes the room will not be 
heard solely  within a projecting imaginary  cylinder 
the size of the hole in the wall. Somebody  standing ad-
jacent to the wall and on one side or another of the 
hole will hear  the sound because the compression of 
air  that propagates out from  the hole in the wall will 
compress air directly  in front of it but also to all  sides. 
Some of the energy  of sound waves will be lost to heat, 
but  a photon that is emitted from  a similar hole in the 
wall does not suffer friction losses and will have its 
wave expand endlessly  through space and time until it 
delivers its quantum  of energy  to some electron. The 
laws of quantum  mechanics indicate that the endpoint 
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of this process will most likely  be somewhere along a 
straight line drawn from the photon source through 
the center of the hole in the wall, but that with  less 
probability  it may  be found along any  other heading. 
Destinations that  are very  far  from the center  will 
have probabilities that approach  but never  reach zero. 
So one way  to look at  this situation is to draw  a prob-
ability  wave function that  is centered as already  indi-
cated and that extends to infinity  in all directions 
from that center. One immediate consequence of this 
picture is that each  photon is, during  its flight, a  proc-
ess that propagates without having discrete limits. 

One way  to simplify  the picture presented by  modern 
physics would be to suggest  that all matter  and all en-
ergy  consists of vibrations or waves,  none of which 
has a  cut-off circumference that limits it to being  a 
discrete entity. So, in a rather convoluted way, the 
course of physics has found its independent way  to 
something more like Zhuang Zi's picture than was 
classical physics. Everything reaches everywhere,  but 
in  different concentrations depending on space and 
time.
 
One of the odd results of the Western retreat from  its 
picture of a  physical world populated by  discrete enti-
ties is that certain phenomena such as entanglement 
emerge and can cause difficulties with  our usual ideas 
about how events that happen in one place in  the Uni-
verse can influence events in remote parts of the Uni-
verse.  Zhuang Zi had no idea of these complications to 
our naive view of the world,  nor did he have a similar 
theory  of physics. However, some of the phenomena 
that are reported in the annals of individuals who 
practice Daoism or  Zen Buddhism might  seem more 
easy  to account for  than they  would be if explanations 
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were required to be consistent with classical physics. 
These phenomena include reports of what  might be 
called paranormal experiences. Sometimes humans 
do not even see some phenomena during the time that 
they  could not have explained them, but find the phe-
nomena while exploring the consequences of new 
theoretical knowledge. A  case in point is the 2013  dis-
covery  that certain features of the biological processes 
of plants involve quantum phenomena.

When events move slowly, humans who are burdened 
with  faulty  conceptual systems may  still be able to 
muddle through, but when situations change rapidly 
any  dysfunctional or  time-wasting habits or  precon-
ceptions may  interfere with success.  So it is important 
for survival purposes to correct  our  ways of thinking 
to minimize the probability of failure or destruction.

Combat  is an activity  that often moves at a very  rapid 
pace. United States Air Force Colonel John Boyd de-
lineated the multiple factors at work when fighter pi-
lots come into conflict. He discovered that the OODA 
(observe, orient, decide,  act  cycle) chart of those fac-
tors applies more generally. It has been used to dis-
cuss sports, business, etc. The time scales appropriate 
to items mentioned in the OODA Loop diagram can 
vary  considerably  depending on the kind of activity 
being studied.
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Take the case of a fighter pilot whose plane is being 
scrambled in response to a radar  image received by  a 
ground station in the Aleutian Islands.400  Over 
months or years before the pilot enters his fighter he 
has been receiving information about aircraft flown in 
the area by  Russia, North  Korea, South Korea, China, 
Japan, et al. When the pilot comes close enough  to see 
the general configuration of the approaching airplane, 
he will be prepared to try  to match  what he sees with 
what he has been taught to recognize. His airbase will 
be keeping him  updated on any  new information com-
ing to them  through news and intelligence operations. 
This information  will not be nearly  as old as the text-
book information he has memorized on air forces and 
their equipment. Then, as he is still at  some distance 
from the approaching plane, he will be paying atten-
tion to environmental conditions such as the number 
of daylight hours still available, the weather, etc. 

Because of the flight  path of the approaching airplane, 
the fighter  pilot will be attempting to weigh  several 
possibilities in a comparatively  unhurried way. It 
could be a Russian  airship that has come from  many 
possible bases, a North Korean plane that had swung 
far south before turning more directly  to the east, a 
South Korean plane that has come more-or-less di-
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rectly  along its present heading,  a Japanese plane that 
has traveled far  north before swinging to the east, a 
mainland Chinese plane from any  number of possible 
bases, etc. Weather  information may  suggest reasons 
why  a  plane with a certain origin would not have come 
by  a straight-line flight. The pilot might have various 
scenarios in  mind to fit the several possible origins 
and motivations of the approaching plane. The pilot's 
own education and broader  cultural traits may  influ-
ence what he expects to see and how he expects it to 
behave. Even the pilot's ethnicity  might have some 
impact on how he would interpret the actions of a pi-
lot with his own ethnicity  or with an ethnicity  un-
friendly to his own. 

When visual contact is made with the intruding air-
plane, the pilot's pace must pick up. Information from 
ground stations will likely  be less pertinent and less 
up-to-date than the pilot's own observations. The 
storm  that  has been slowly  building up in the area  will 
be unlikely  to change in  intensity  very  much during 
the period when combat between the two airplanes is 
possible, so that information will  not be consciously 
updated for  the time being. The outside information 
provided by  the pilot's ground station may  have been 
wrong if the existence of some kind of aircraft in the 
general area has been well concealed. The interpreta-
tion by  the ground station or the pilot of circum-
stances such as weather may  have been made inaccu-
rate due to observer error  or  faulty  interpretation of 
signs. The pilot  may  have misread radar or other  in-
struments and may  now have to readjust ideas about 
the plane, the flight path, or  other  salient factors. 
More significant  error  factors will involve the use of 
deception, e.g., stealth technology, on the part of the 
approaching plane, and biases in the pilot's observa-
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tions produced by  sense organ shortcomings or, more 
likely,  by  learned biases and ungrounded assump-
tions. The factor called "Implicit  Guidance and Con-
trol" in  Boyd's diagram  may  result,  in extreme cases, 
in  a temporarily  active prohibition to the mind to per-
ceive what is actually  there.  "That looks like a mono-
plane with about a 250 horsepower  engine and it ap-
pears to be armed with about a 100 pound air-to-air 
missile. Impossible!" It  is also possible that  the in-
truding pilot has practiced deceptions such as disguis-
ing his plane with  military  capabilities as an unarmed 
civilian craft. Usually  the defending pilot will have 
many  seconds,  if not  minutes, to unravel these con-
founding factors.

Once the pilots can see each other, each will have at 
least a tentative interpretation of who the counterpart 
is and what the intentions of the counterpart may  be. 
As soon as one pilot  makes a decision leading to some 
action, his counterpart will take account of that action 
and either maintain a steady  course or  will respond 
according to the other pilot's recent action. It  is at this 
point that split-second decisions come to the fore.

A dogfight involves sudden-death potentialities.

Boyd began his studies by  attempting to discover  why 
U.N.  pilots in the Korean War  so often overcame their 
opponents despite the MIG fighters being superior 
planes by  most measures. He concluded that the 
power-assisted steering of the F-86  let pilots maneu-
ver  even when they  were under the heaviest G-forces 
that they  had to endure during combat. The MIG 
fighters depended on flight surfaces that were all op-
erated by  direct  mechanical connections,  with all 
power coming from the pilots themselves. Under  the 
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most extreme conditions of combat they  could not ex-
ert  sufficient force on their  plane's control surfaces. 
The result was that  if,  for instance, an F-86 pilot 
wanted to turn  to the left  then he could use his power-
assisted flight controls to rapidly  force a tight turn. A 
MIG pilot  who wanted to make an equal turn to keep 
up would be unable to do so and would instead fly  a 
more relaxed curve that  would parallel the flight of the 
F-86 on the outside of its circumference. 

Boyd generalized this observation of how one turn 
could be completed within the envelope of a more 
gentle curve to claim that  in general the fighter who 
could complete the circuit diagrammed in  the OODA 
chart more rapidly  would be the one who was in con-
trol of a fight. This statement must  be regarded as an 
over-generalization because the OODA loops are not 
the simple "Observe, Orient, Decide,  Act, Observe..." 
loop that  Boyd's words suggest  in this instance. Note 
that six inputs asynchronously  enter into the act of 
observation, that observations feed forward into the 
functions by  which the individual orients himself, that 
the five internal components of that process all influ-
ence each other, and that asynchronous processes 
within the orientation stage may  produce feed forward 
signals that enter into the process of decision at ran-
dom times. One consequence of this fact  is that  a deci-
sion that would have been positive at one moment 
may  be negative at the next simply  because in the in-
tervening time new information has been received 
from the orientation stage even independent of any 
new information from  the dogfight. Actions are de-
termined not  only  by  the feed forward signals from 
the decision stage, but  also by  implicit guidance and 
control from the orientation stage (which, potentially 
at least, is always in flux), so that the action taken 
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cannot depend entirely  on the decision to act. The ob-
servation stage then receives two kinds of signals, one 
indicating what action has been taken, and another 
kind of signal pertaining  to whether  and in what way 
the action was or was not successful. The observation 
stage is strangely  burdened under  some circum-
stances to deal with the fact that one action  was de-
cided upon but another action was performed. In 
metal shop class I once decided to pick up a pair of 
pliers, but  they  were so hot that as soon as I touched 
them I jerked my hand away.

Another  way  of formulating what Boyd appears to 
have in mind is to say  that an action is best conceived 
as a complex activity  involving observations in the 
moment,  deep levels of personal experience and of 
learning from others, and, following that, the making 
of a decision and the complex process (just within  the 
human organism) of implementing that  decision in 
action. The individual who can keep all flows of in-
formation moving smoothly  and rapidly  through the 
system will have an advantage over the individual who 
either has relatively  slow  internal processing cycles, or 
whose processes conflict with each other, become tur-
bulent, and do not arrive at a definite course of action 
in  a timely  way. Circling within the turning radius of 
another  fighter plane can be an analog for making and 
trying out a decision before one's counterpart  can ac-
complish the same task, resulting in one's counterpart 
having to react to a  new situation before his attempt 
to deal with  the former situation has been completed. 
In fighter plane combat the ordinary  chances for  sur-
prise and deception are probably  fairly  limited. One 
might imagine new weapons, new detection devices, 
or even, perhaps, devices intended to blind one's op-
ponent with modern equivalents of smoke or intense 
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beams of light. However, every  device would have to 
earn its portage costs. 

In personal combat, the time scale is likely  to be dif-
ferent  from  that of aerial combat. In many  cases both 
combatants will be from the same culture,  the same 
community,  or even the same family. So it is less likely 
that potential fighters will spend very  much time 
learning more about their counterpart's cultural or 
ethnic characteristics immediately  prior to a 
combat.401  Ordinarily  there will be no more than a few 
minutes between the time two people see each and the 
beginning of a fight. When a defender observes the 
approach of a known attacker or  a  probable attacker, 
the defender may  very  well succeed in avoiding the 
combat. When a  person succeeds in launching an at-
tack upon another  individual, the most  dangerous 
situation for the defender  may  be a sneak attack. In 
general the time-line leading up to hand-to-hand 
combat is likely  to have a long historical phase in 
which nothing overt occurs but general information is 
accumulating, followed by  very  abrupt onset of action. 
So the defender  in  most  hand-to-hand situations is 
likely  to become suddenly  aware of being under  attack 
and to find it necessary  to take intense action to avoid 
or answer the attack.

Ideally, a person who is being made the object  of an 
attack will have learned to assess the situations en-
countered "on the street," and to pick up on a poten-
tial attack at the earliest possible moment. Training, 
both formal and informal, can be very  important in 
this regard. One of the strongest potential weaknesses 
of a defender  is to be blinded to a developing situation 
by  other interests, positive or negative. Distraction 
can be a potential barrier to total situational aware-
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ness. People can learn to deal with potentially  dis-
tracting thoughts and emotions so that they  cannot 
weaken one's defenses. At this stage of combat the de-
fender is, ideally, already  in  the trained state of mind 
that the Daoists and other groups in traditional Chi-
nese culture compared to a mirror that is free of all 
dust and corrosion so that  it always reflects the cur-
rent state of affairs rather  than showing an image de-
graded by  the detritus of old events.  It is easy  to an-
nounce this state to be a desirable outcome of the 
training of all people and especially  of people who 
may  expect to come under  attack,  but it is not easy  to 
attain this state. A disciplined and well-tempered 
mind comes only  as the product  of long preparation. 
As Lao Zi says,  it takes a  long time to complete a great 
utensil. (大器晚成。Chapter 41.)

At the initial stages of a brewing conflict,  the well-
prepared defender's mind will be alert, relaxed, and 
may  be going through a check-list assembled through 
long observation and learning.  The defender  may  be 
assessing alternate paths, escape routes,  places such 
as dead ends that one should strongly  resist  being 
driven into, etc. The defender may  notice as cold 
hands and cold feet the physiological signs of prepara-
tion for  a fight such as blood vessels constricting to 
reduce loss of blood in case of injury. Zhuang Zi 
speaks about the desirable mental state to be achieved 
for this stage when he tells the story  of the gamecocks 
that were unperturbed despite the aggressive behavior 
of other roosters entering their territory. In many  of 
his stories,  Zhuang Zi cautions against boastful or  ar-
rogant behavior  in  the face of some degree of external 
challenge.
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In situations wherein the attacker has given forewarn-
ing by  lurking in a visible location, or  has otherwise 
given the defender a tip-off,  the defender has several 
seconds to prepare mentally, to establish  the state of 
mind that has been carefully  nurtured through 
months and years of various levels of sparring. In 
other cases, defender's first  warning may  be a furtive 
sound to the rear or side or the sight of a weapon be-
ing drawn by  an approaching stranger only  a step or 
two away.

In the situations wherein the attacker has successfully 
dissembled, what happens in the defender's mind at 
the first sign of trouble will be crucial. One untrained 
reaction, occurring simultaneously  with the awareness 
of fear, could be to retreat. Another untrained reaction 
might be to cry  out. An individual with some degree of 
training might automatically  raise both  hands in sup-
plication or in preparation to somehow block a knife 
thrust. These reactions would all occur  in conscious 
awareness, even though that conscious awareness 
might not show the desirable characteristic of mizu no 
kokoro (the mind like undisturbed water). The reports 
of well-trained Japanese swordsmen, occasionally  re-
peated by  individuals of later times, show an entirely 
different and unexpected kind of response to sudden 
attacks, and a kind of mindfulness that  must be pre-
sent in individuals of that level of capability  even 
when combat has gone on for a long time.402

In characterizing the atypical responses of the best 
swordsmen, a typical report might say  that the 
swordsman had been minding his own business and 
suddenly  became aware that he had just  decapitated 
an assailant. Depending on  the same kind of short-
term  memory  that allows people to "play  back" and 
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hear a  phone number shouted at them without pre-
amble from  their doorway  and not originally  proc-
essed properly, the swordsman would then "play 
back" his memory  of the most recent  several seconds 
and become consciously  aware that  the approaching 
assailant  had been drawing his sword whereupon the 
swordsman drew his own sword and slew him. 

One understanding of such seemingly  paranormal 
events is presented by  individuals in the Zen tradition 
who maintain  that the thing we call "mind" and per-
ceive primarily  as our holding conversations with our-
selves or  thinking things out in words in our  heads is 
actually  something that has many  levels, only  the up-
permost level being available to us in ordinary  times, 
and only  the second level (which we call the subcon-
scious) being revealed to us from time to time as dis-
closed through unplanned and uncensored utterances 
and other phenomena frequently  called Freudian 
slips. According to those from  the Zen tradition, moti-
vations and even control of the body  and the sword 
can emerge from much deeper levels,  and it is con-
trolled from  some deeper level that  can  direct  the 
body  of the swordsman of the highest  caliber in times 
of crisis.  At this level of mind, there may  not be any 
barrier between the mind of the assailant and the 
mind of the intended victim. The intended victim  is 
therefore aware,  at the deeper  level not available to 
him consciously, of the impending attack.403 

The Zen analysis of this phenomenon is based on the 
belief that all is one, that there are no truly  discrete 
individuals, and that not all transfer of information 
goes through sound, light,  etc. from one physical body 
to the next. It  is not  necessary  to accept  this way  of 
explaining what happens to be able to accept the fact 
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that something is happening that ordinary  experience 
does not prepare humans to expect or understand.

One current item  of interest in psychology  is a body  of 
experiments that show that  humans decide to do 
things before they  formulate, in internal dialog, the 
determination to do so. The hand is already  making 
changes preparatory  to grabbing the falling egg before 
the mind says to itself, "Better catch that before it 
breaks all over the floor," or maybe just, "Grab it!" 
Some thinkers have argued that  if free will means ar-
guing things out  with ourselves mentally, reaching a 
decision, and then acting  upon that decision, then 
humans do not have free will because they  are already 
starting to do something before they  make the ration-
alizations that accompany  their doing it. One reaches 
for the piece of candy  before deciding that,  just this 
once, it is o.k. to eat it. These analyses are deficient 
because they  have not investigated the cases where 
the unconscious impulse to do one thing is counter-
manded by  the discursive processes of mind. "Stop! 
Don't grab it. That's a yellow jacket, not a house fly!" 

One way  to account for the "unconscious killing" done 
by  a master swordsman involves looking at the struc-
tures of control built  into the human body  and nerv-
ous system. Throughout evolution from the simplest 
animals to the most  complex,  nature has been conser-
vative. A device that serves to make the eyes blink,  a 
device that serves to make the heart beat  at an appro-
priate rate, etc. will not be removed and replaced with 
some kind of direct control from the brain. Instead, 
simpler systems retain  their  basic control mecha-
nisms,  and the results of operating these mechanisms 
are reported upward for  coordination and control. 
Breathing is done automatically  almost all of the time. 
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Hand motions needed for moving things are mostly 
out of our  awareness unless we experience difficulties 
in  scratching our  nose or whatever it was the body  set 
out to do for  itself. However, when swimming some-
thing has to coordinate breathing  with  hand motion, 
head position, etc. One ordinarily  sneezes when one 
needs to sneeze. Conscious control is exerted only 
when to sneeze would mean to incur some penalty, 
alert a predator to one's presence,  etc. Some things, 
such  as heart rate, can be put under conscious control, 
but only after a long period of learning. 

One very  important kind of learning involves moving 
control of something from  the discursive and supervi-
sory  part of the mind to the unconscious part of the 
mind. Learning to swim the Australian crawl, or "free 
style," involves a rather  uncomfortable period during 
which the learner consciously  tries to control breath-
ing so that it occurs during, but only  during, the brief 
periods when the mouth is above water. When racing, 
swimmers do not want to be involved with consciously 
monitoring their  breathing. The whole swimming 
process goes on below  conscious awareness, and the 
discursive part of the brain is left  free to supervise the 
factors unique to each race. Touch typing is learned by 
a rather mechanical process involving memorizing 
where the home keys are, learning to type their letters 
automatically, then learning where another subset of 
keys are located, learning to type their letters auto-
matically,  and so forth. A great deal of conscious su-
pervision is devoted to making these actions so well 
learned that the typist no longer  has to think about 
them. Once one becomes an accomplished touch typ-
ist, the only  way  to recall where a letter  is on the key-
board may  be to direct oneself to type that character 
and then observe what  one's hand does. The original 
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set of rules learned to facilitate the beginning of the 
process have been long forgotten. 

The beginning training of a martial artist, regardless 
of whether  the goal is swordsmanship, empty-hand 
fighting, etc, is to train  the body  to make martial arts 
movements,  blocks and so forth, automatically. The 
stimulus for  a block may  be a  certain kind of punch 
directed at a certain point on one's body. 

As the learning  process continues,  the student should 
develop a repertoire of responses, even many  alterna-
tive responses, to moves that an attacker may  make. 
The expectation is that the student will need to apply 
less and less conscious attention to deciding what to 
do and to the timing of the move. It goes without say-
ing that many  of the defensive moves will be accom-
panied by appropriate follow-through counterattacks. 

The accomplished martial artist, then,  will  have most 
of what he or  she does reduced to the level of auto-
matic responses.  However,  there is no way  to auto-
mate initiative.

The Japanese swordsman of the highest  caliber  is ca-
pable of reacting without any  delay  when a lethal at-
tack against him is initiated. That fact must mean that 
the discursive processes of mind are not involved. The 
automatic responses must include assessments that 
are virtually  instantaneous: Is that a sword in my 
counterpart's hand, or  is it a harmless riding crop? Is 
that murder in his eye, or is it the glint of a practical 
joker? 

The most expert of Japanese swordsmen react with-
out conscious intervention. Their  assailants act with 
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conscious intent. The assailant must decide to attack. 
Recent  studies have shown that  in gun fights it is the 
person who gets drawn on who typically  fires first. 
When the contests are controlled for  other factors, it 
seems that only  the conscious decision to draw and 
fire causes defeat. Beside human decency  there is an-
other reason why  Gichin Funakoshi taught, "In karate 
never  attack first." As Teruyuki Okazaki explains, 
"You must put ego aside and clear your mine. This 
way, if there is an opening for an attack ... you  will see 
it, utilize it, and be able to stop your opponent."404

In the case of attacks with  firearms,  the quickness of 
the interaction may  hide the fact  that the defender 
acts without conscious decision making. A real gun-
fight  is so intense, and the action over in  such a very 
short  time, that  the person who makes the killing shot 
may  in many  cases not have any  clear  memory  of what 
happened, and may  contrive a "likely  story" or  con-
venient narrative to account for what he or  she has 
done, attributing to himself or herself conscious deci-
sion making before firing.405

Back to the issue of training. — What kind of learning 
experiences made those exceptional Japanese 
swordsmen able to win out over  split-second sneak 
attacks? The masters in their tradition have some an-
swers to that question. The fundamental steps they 
would recommend are the same steps that are used in 
every  reputable dojo teaching traditional karate in this 
century. Part  of the content of training, and part  of the 
rationale behind training methods,  had to be skipped 
over in the discussion above. Whatever one does to 
train the body  will also train the mind, and it will be 
for the best when training is advantageous to the 
trainee in regard both to body and to mind.
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Several kinds of exercises are used in  the earliest 
stages of martial arts training, and I am  going to speak 
of karate from  now on because it  offers me the most 
clear-cut examples of the salient aspects of the mental 
side of training. 

The first part of early  karate training involves princi-
ples that are grounded in physics, physiology, and 
neurophysiology. Students learn how to form a proper 
fist,  how to form  a "knife hand" for use in  both  block-
ing and striking, what parts of the foot to use in vari-
ous kicks,  etc. They  learn how to make the basic mo-
tions used in  punching, kicking, blocking, etc. They 
learn several of the most useful stances,  and how to 
move around and turn while maintaining those 
stances. These things may  strike the beginning stu-
dent as being too remote from  the fighting and self-
defense arts that the student wants to learn, but they 
are fundamental to future progress. 

In the beginning the student has the immense advan-
tage of having learned nothing wrong. There is, at this 
point, no hindrance to learning to do things in the 
correct way. However, once a student has formed and 
consolidated a bad habit it may  be very  difficult to re-
verse this learning. One useful principle is to think of 
training a student as resembling the way  a ball of clay 
is gradually  shaped into a jug, rather than to think of 
it  as being like pouring molten metal into a mold and 
having to accept whatever emerges when the mold is 
opened. One shapes a student's form by  degrees, each 
time nudging it  away  from the most extreme forays 
into the wilderness. Due to the limits established by 
the teacher, the student is unlikely  to settle into one or 
another  rigid and stereotyped way  of response. The 
student's techniques are always in transition.
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A second part of early  training is to learn a 型 kata or 
(in Chinese) 拳套 quán tào. A kata  is a fight against a 
number of opponents (usually  present only  in imagi-
nation) that teaches students how to put simple tech-
niques into meaningful sequences of blocks and coun-
terattacks. The period during which or immediately 
after  which I was learning my  own first quán tào in 
Taiwan I had an experience that eludes ordinary 
modes of explanations, so I put high  value on kata for 
what they  do to the mind of the martial artist. How-
ever, most if not  all students of karate who have 
grown up in  the United States seem  to regard kata as a 
part of an ancient tradition that could perhaps be re-
placed by  something less stereotyped or  eliminated 
altogether. I personally  find many  of their objections 
to be aimed at the mistaken picture they  have formed 
of kata, but my  views on this matter are of little weight 
or consequence. I would only  request of those who 
want to perfect their characters and to realize their 
potentials to the fullest extent they  can manage that 
they  might revisit the question of what one may  gain 
from practicing kata  after they  have examined my 
conclusions regarding mental training.  They  may  at 
that time objectively  study  their own combat experi-
ences in  the light of my  conclusions and accept or re-
ject those conclusions accordingly.

A third part of very  early  dojo work is a kind of com-
bat training or sparring that is very  highly  choreo-
graphed. It is called "ten-attack sparring." The drill is 
simple. The class is split  into two groups who face 
each other across a line near  one wall of the dojo. The 
individuals with their backs to the wall make prepara-
tions to attack, the teacher gives the count, those with 
their backs to the wall take one step forward and per-
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form one punch or  one kick, and, following suite, 
those who are facing the wall step backward as they 
block each attack.  After a moment the instructor gives 
the next count, an attack is met with a defense, and so 
forth until the tenth attack has been made. After that 
exchange is finished,  the roles are switched, the at-
tackers become the defenders, and another set of ten 
attacks and ten defenses are made. 

Now  imagine that you  are a  beginning student asked 
to spar, wearing a new white belt,  and barely  remem-
bering how  to make the mechanically  simplest  block; 
unbeknownst  to you, your mental training has begun. 
You have lined up against  you somebody  who is four 
or five inches taller, twice your  weight, exceeds your 
own reach by  at least  two inches,  has fists half the size 
of your  head,  and is wearing a brown belt.  Fortunately 
you remember to step back, but  when he makes his 
attack his fist stops a scant  one inch from  your nose 
and chin. (The only  reassuring part of the whole thing 
is that he has told you that his name is Buddy.) Some 
people may  be so lacking in imagination or  in the in-
stinct for  self preservation that  they  remain unfazed 
by  this experience.  I have never known anyone to to-
tally  lose his or her  composure under these circum-
stances. However, I myself failed to maintain a calm 
and clear awareness of transpiring events.  I failed to 
maintain mizu no kokoro,  the mind that  can reflect 
what it faces just as a  perfectly  still pool of water  can 
reflect a clear  image. My  mind, my  mirror, was roiled 
with  some degree of turbulence. In a real fight  it 
would have surely  have become very  turbulent, and I 
would scarcely  have been aware of what was happen-
ing to me. Nevertheless, I survived being punched at 
ten times, my  next sparring partner was slightly  less 
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intimidating, and my  neurons had begun to grow new 
connections. My teachers were training my mind.

This kind of unspoken, unexamined, training regimen 
continues throughout one's karate training. The rigid-
ity  of the sparring drill is gradually  reduced so that the 
student can no longer depend on knowing exactly 
what is going to happen. Eventually  one reaches the 
stage of free sparring wherein rules about non-
contact, restricted contact (eyes excluded, primarily), 
and time limits are the only  restrictions. It should be 
clear  that  maintaining an unperturbed mind, a non-
turbulent mizu no kokoro, is a training goal that is re-
inforced by  the possibility  of one's opponent scoring 
points, and even the possibility  of unintended injuries 
being suffered should anyone lose too much control.

I once observed a championship match between An-
ders Ekman and Edmund Otis that demonstrated the 
mental aspects of sparring most clearly. Both gentle-
men were students of Sensei Ray  Dalke, they  trained 
together regularly,  and they  clearly  knew how each 
other fought. Neither  wanted to give the other an 
opening by  making the first  move. Nothing much 
seemed to happen for  several seconds, and then sud-
denly  both men moved almost simultaneously, and 
subsequently  the referee called a point  for  one of 
them. Then the same thing happened again.  I do not 
remember who won or  how many  points were 
awarded to each. What I do remember was that  their 
clashes were almost entirely  mental in the sense that 
an opening was perceived, one of them  initiated an 
attack, and the other needed to respond to that attack 
within a tiny  fraction of a second. For training future 
generations of fighters, then, the question would be: 
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What has optimized the reaction times of the fighters 
who can prevail under these tight conditions?

The answer to how to optimize reactions appears in 
Eugen Herrigel's Zen in the Art of Archery. In that 
book Herrigel describes how he was taught to let  the 
arrow fire itself. That  way  of describing the curricu-
lum is paradoxical. Arrows do not  really  fire them-
selves. What his teachers intended was that Herrigel 
would not consciously direct his fingers to release 
the arrow. The command to fire the arrow was to 
come, not from the part of Herrigel's mind that en-
gages in inner discourse, but from the part of the 
mind that  does not use language or concepts.  Proba-
bly  the subtext  of the theory  of archery  taught to Her-
rigel was that  the unconscious processing of informa-
tion in the body  is the kind that  produces an up to the 
split second awareness of just where the arrow is 
pointing, whether  the lungs are about to switch from 
inhaling to exhaling and cause a  change in the muscu-
lature supporting the bow arm and the arm  pulling 
the string,  whether the muscles in the arms are about 
to tremble, etc.,  etc.,  and that it is therefore that part 
of the entire system  that can deliver the best  shot. Re-
liance on  the supervisory  part of the mind to decide 
when to release the arrow may  degrade performance 
not  only  by  adding  to the time lag involved, but  per-
haps also by  giving range to emotional or  other factors 
that ought not to be given  any  weight in deciding 
when to fire.

Herrigel's formulation is a  poetic way  of characteriz-
ing the Zen mind, saying that unconscious forces con-
trol the weapon and bypass the supervisory  or  execu-
tive functions normally  played by  the conscious mind. 
If a complete beginner were faced with a sudden at-
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tack, he or she might do something entirely  instanta-
neous and unpremeditated such as flinging a hot cup 
of tea into the attacker's face.  Doing so would be bet-
ter than what the beginning swordsmanship student 
would probably  do, e.g., mentally  asking, "What tech-
nique was it that Sensei said to perform when...?" The 
most advanced swordsman will, like the raw beginner, 
engage in no cogitation but  will act immediately.  The 
difference between the two is that only  the advanced 
swordsman will have a well-practiced technique that 
will flash forth from  him automatically.  So it is said, 
"Zen mind, beginner's mind."

The way  to achieve the Zen mind was evidently  known 
to Zhuang Zi. He speaks of "forgetting one's Self," and 
of "sitting in forgetfulness." But  the development of a 
publicly  taught  methodology  for  gaining this special 
mental state reached its peak with the Zen teachers 
and the swordsmen of Japan. 

It  is clear that the way  toward perfection begins in 
meditation. There are many  ways to follow the path of 
meditation. Karate training in the United States gen-
erally  follows the tradition of practicing a minute or so 
of kneeling meditation at the beginning of class, but 
very  little is usually  said about exactly  what  to do 
while kneeling  with one's eyes closed,  nor is very 
much said about what the specific benefits of this 
process may  be. Some American karateka  appear to be 
hostile to the idea of meditation. I think that they  are 
actively  limiting themselves in taking such a position, 
and that if someone has not found reason to believe 
that meditation is helpful it would be better  simply  to 
ignore the matter.  I say  that because as long as one is 
open to it  the practice of karate is itself a form  of what 
C. W. Nicol and his teacher have called "moving Zen." 
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While weak on discussions on meditation itself, the 
early  Daoist philosophers created a background that 
taught the dangers of ego-centric thinking, violence, 
arrogant  self-assertion,  etc. In many  of its teaching 
stories Daoism  gives indications of the kinds of ap-
proach to the world that may  appear  to be powerful 
and to lead to a glorious life for the individual but  are 
in  fact counterproductive. In  so doing it  lays the 
groundwork for  the ideals of love of humanity  and re-
spect for justice that permeates the martial arts tradi-
tion in China.

The valuable insights of the early  Daoists into the 
ways that  the human mind constructs a "reality" out 
of the blur of sense impressions offer people of today 
who may  find themselves in combat situations useful 
instructions.  As Master Sun points out, deception and 
guile are important in combat. Both  attacker  and de-
fender may  at some time attempt to present their 
counterparts with a custom-crafted vision of reality. 

One case in point occurred during a mid twentieth 
century  demonstration match included in a Japan Ka-
rate Association video. It shows Gogen Yamaguchi in 
a match against  another karate master.  Yamaguchi 
stepped toward his opponent and launched a rapid 
pair of punches, left and right, at the head of his op-
ponent. His opponent was forced to block Yama-
guchi's right with his left, and Yamaguchi's left  with 
his right. So the defender  had both arms raised, and 
his attention was momentarily  arrested at this upper 
level. Yamaguchi continued,  without any  pause, to de-
liver  a  third attack, a  kick into the solar  plexus of his 
opponent. Theoretically  the defender  could have cov-
ered his lower  body  by  drawing one knee up against 
his abdomen and lower thorax. In practice,  the de-
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fender was mentally  unprepared to see the third at-
tack coming and it struck home.

It  is possible to use a  bit more artifice to construct  a 
false reality  for one's opponent. Consider what it 
would be like to have an opponent start  to kick you 
with  his or her right  foot but  end up kicking you with 
the left foot. The technique depends on a  well-
practiced ability  to bring  the lower legs closely  to-
gether at mid stride, change the supporting leg  from 
left foot to right foot, and follow through the kicking 
motion using the left foot. The trajectories of a left-
foot kick and a right-foot kick are only  a few inches 
different at the point that  a  defender will ordinarily 
block,  but the difference is sufficient to weaken the 
block even if the defender  somehow manages not  to 
be mentally taken off balance by this move.

Not many  people will go forward in life with  the aim 
of attacking  and overthrowing others by  using un-
armed techniques, knives, or  guns. It is far  more likely 
that people will want to prepare themselves in the best 
possible ways to meet the challenges that matter most 
to them, and to defend the innocent.

The interests that are exhibited in the Zhuang Zi and 
the Dao De Jing fit generally  under  the title of "phi-
losophy  of life." The authors of these book were most 
concerned about  how  people could live good lives and 
not  create problems for themselves or others. Their 
pursuits led them  to develop methodologies for  cor-
recting misconceptions, prejudices, and, ultimately, 
for ridding people of delusions. People who are free of 
delusions are called the enlightened. 
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Learning to free oneself from delusions involves mas-
tering techniques that do not always get tested in any 
direct  way.  But when one practices martial arts and 
interacts with others of approximately  equal physical 
gifts, the ability  to react only  to what is really  there 
becomes essential. Failures to remove inappropriate 
conceptualizations are penalized by  real-world conse-
quences. So sparring with talented people becomes a 
potent way to advance toward enlightenment. 

From  very  near  the beginning  time of Chinese phi-
losophy, the Zhuang Zi and the Dao De Jing were de-
veloping and recording insights relative to conflict 
situations and survival. Misperceiving and miscon-
ceiving the world and events occurring in the world 
can give rise to damaging and even deadly  conse-
quences. 

The first level of mental development relevant to con-
flict situations was to use deep relaxation or medita-
tive disciplines to make it possible to perceive accu-
rately  and do so in a timely  way. Those capable of 
clear  perception will not be likely  to underestimate an 
opponent or to lose total situational awareness.

The second level of mental development relevant to 
conflict situations led to the ability  to operate more 
rapidly  in intense and rapidly  evolving conflicts than 
an unprepared and undisciplined person. When the 
discursive mind intrudes into such situations it  acts as 
an impediment, an obstacle, to correct action.  When 
someone who has been put  into a  conflict situation 
has learned to put  the ego and the discursive func-
tions of mind into the background for  the duration of 
intense interactions, he or she will become more able 
to outperform  anyone who may  attack. Any  lapse in 
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unmediated awareness of an  opponent constitutes a 
suki 隙 (lapse or mental break) in  one's defenses, and 
nature will issue a corrective lesson.406

The third level of mental development is rarely  seen. 
Individuals are sometimes able to react  to an attack in 
operation so rapidly  that their  non-conscious modes 
of action deal with the problem before the executive or 
supervisory  functions of mind, which involve the lan-
guage centers of the brain, the ability  to make and use 
concepts, etc., can come into action. 407 408 Frequently 
humans become aware of this kind of unconscious 
functioning when the supervisory  functions of mind 
spring  into action to abort  an automatic response that 
it  understands to be inappropriate. When the tech-
nique is perceived as being appropriate, people may 
rationalize their  behavior as having occurred as a  mat-
ter of rational choice.

The lesson for all of us, and particularly  for those 
whose lives and training enhance the possibility  of 
acting out of conscious awareness, is that we are what 
we have nurtured and corrected ourselves to become. 
In the moment, one will either  be able correctly  to as-
sess facial expressions and body  language of someone 
who makes a sudden lunge toward us so that the re-
sponse is to whatever is actually  there, or we may  be 
governed by  preconceptions or prejudices that add 
irrelevant factors such  as ethnicity,  skin color, etc. to 
the mix,  consequently  reacting to something that is 
not really there.

The Chinese philosopher Mencius, who was a con-
temporary  of Zhuang Zi, said that becoming a good 
person in the widest sense involves accumulated acts 
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of a highly  moral nature.409 One does things over  and 
over again, attempting each time to act in a  balanced 
way  and do right when having to deal with the real 
world and its consequences. So one literally  grows 
one's brain  into an instrument that is well  prepared to 
evaluate fast-breaking and crucial events.

Zhuang Zi's swimmer (described beginning on page 
11) crafted his psychosomatic unity  to respond most 
appropriately  to the intense interplay  of forces experi-
enced when swimming through the rapids. Others 
nurture their psychosomatic unities to respond to 
rapid and intense interactions with other  humans and 
with non-humans. 

We are training  ourselves in every  response we make 
from birth on. We are being  trained by  every  situation 
and interaction in which we participate. See the con-
sequences of this fact and respect them.
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Figures who appear in the Zhuang Zi  

伯夷 叔齊  Bó Yí and Shú Qí were the sons of 
a regional ruler during the Shang dynasty. 
Their father wanted to step down in favor of 
Bo Yi, but Bo Yi deferred in favor of Shu Qi. 
Shu Qi also refused the throne. As a result the 
two of them fled to territory held by the new 
Zhou ruler. When King Wu of the Zhou was 
raising a punitive expedition against the 
Shang, the two of them restrained the mounts 
of the Zhou ruler and attempted to dissuade 
King Wu from his course of action. Failing 
that attempt, after the Shang dynasty was 
terminated the two brothers fled to Mt. Shou-
yang where they subsisted on ferns and even-
tually starved to death. They were renowned 
for their refusal to betray the memory of their 
ancient feudal overlords.

春秋 Chūn Qiū Usually translated as the 
Spring and Autumn Annals, this very early 
book of historical records is said to have been 
compiled by Confucius from the records of his 
State of Lu.

伏戲=伏羲 Fū Xī Trad. 2851 — 2738 BCE Ac-
cording to tradition he created the ba gua 
eight trigrams, the three-line diagrams based 
upon which the sixty-four hexagrams of the 
Book of Changes are constructed.  He is also 
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credited with teaching humans to write, to 
hunt and fish, and to herd animals. 

關龍逢 Guān Lóng Féng According to tradi-
tion he was a virtuous minister during the Xia 
dynasty who remonstrated with the corrupt 
last king of that dynasty. King Jie had him im-
prisoned and killed.

韓非子 Hán Fēi Zǐ, Master Han Fei, a phi-
losopher of the Warring States period of the 
Zhou dynasty, who died sometime around 234 
BCE. He was associated with the authoritarian 
philosophy called Legalism.

河伯 Hé Bó, the tutelary spirit of the Yellow 
River.

狐不偕 Hú Bù-xié   The sage emperor Yao 
wanted to abdicate in his favor, but he re-
fused. To avoid being made emperor he com-
mitted suicide by jumping into the Yellow 
River.

黃帝 Huáng Dì The legendary emperor who 
followed Shen Nong, the god of agriculture. 
The inventions of writing, music, calendar sci-
ence, houses, throne rooms, carts and boats, 
clothing and a primitive form of the compass 
all occurred under his reign. He is known as 
the founder of the Chinese as a nation.
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 箕子 Jī Zǐ  A minister during the reign of the 
evil King Zhou of the Shang dynasty. He re-
monstrated many times against the activities 
of his sovereign, and as a result he was im-
prisoned. Thereupon he feigned insanity, and 
when King Wu of the Zhou conquered the 
Shang Ji Zi led five thousand men into what is 
not Korea to become a king there. 

桀 Jié  The emperor whose decadence and evil 
brought and end to the Xia dynasty. According 
to legend and tradition he ascended the 
thrown at around 1818 BCE and was defeated 
and killed around 1766 BCE. 

接輿 Jiē Yú A hermit whom tradition says 
lived in the state of Chu during the Warring 
States period. He was sometimes depicted as a 
crazy person. Unlike some of Zhuang Zi's 
more atypical characters, he appears not only 
in the Zhuang Zi but also in the Analects of 
Confucius, 18:5. 

夔 Kuéi  A single-footed dragon-like creature.

列子 Liè Zǐ, Master Lieh, whose proper 
name was 列禦寇 Liè Yù-kòu. He was a phi-
losopher of the Warring States period who has 
traditionally been grouped with Lao Zi, 
Zhuang Zi, and the other Daoists.  
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彭祖 Péng Zǔ  Tradition says that he was a 
minister of the sage emperor Yao and lived to 
be between seven and eight hundred years old. 

商 Shāng, the dynasty that came immediately 
before Zhuang Zi's dynasty, the Zhou. Tradi-
tionally, the Shang dynasty held power from 
1766 BCE to 1122 BCE.

神農 Shén Nóng. Shen Nong is a culture 
hero, the mythical founder of agriculture and 
medicine. 

申徒狄  Shēn Tú-dí  There are many explana-
tions of who this person was. One account 
says that King Tang of the Xia dynasty wanted 
to abdicate in his favor but he committed sui-
cide to avoid this fate. 

師曠 Shī Kuàng  According to tradition he 
was the music master of the state of Jin during 
the Warring States period, and was adept at 
discriminating frequencies and determining 
musical scales.

舜 Shùn was a legendary sage emperor who 
was noted for his filial piety. He was first in 
service to the emperor Yao for three decades. 
Afterwards, Yao abdicated in his favor. Shun 
reigned for forty-eight years.
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大山、泰山、太山 Tài Shān. A mountain 
about 185 miles west of Qingdao that has long 
been linked with ceremonies involving the le-
gitimacy of the rulers of China.  

天人合一 Tiān rén hé yī, unity  of Heaven 
and human beings  idea from the Doctrine 
of the Mean 中庸 chapter 2o: "Integrity is the 
dao of Heaven. To integrate [oneself] is the 
dao of human beings. Those who have integ-
rity  effortlessly hit the target, get things with-
out thinking, and self-assuredly come into 
compliance with the Dao. Such is the Sage. 
Those who [need to] integrate themselves se-
lect the good and hold tightly to it."

天子  Tiān Zǐ Son of Heaven, a term for the 
supreme ruler of all of China.

王子比干 Wáng Zǐ Bǐ-gān, Prince Bi-gan 
of the royal house of the Shang dynasty was a 
loyal member of the government who stood up 
for the interests of the common people. When 
he remonstrated once too often against King 
Zhou the king said, "I have heard that there 
are seven orifices in the heart of a sage. Is it 
true?" With that he had Prince Bi-gan killed 
and his heart extracted for examination.

務光 Wù Guāng Originally  he was a high of-
ficial during the Xia dynasty. When King Tang 
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overcame King Jie and would have made Wu 
Guang the next ruler of China, he would not 
agree to take the place of the ruler who had 
been his liege lord and to escape the situation 
secured himself to a heavy stone and plunged 
into the Lu River.

西施 Xī Shī She was a woman of the Warring 
States period who was famous for her extreme 
beauty.

胥餘 Xū Yú  According to some accounts this 
is the personal name of 箕子 Jī Zǐ and other 
say it is the personal name of 王子比干 Wáng 
Zǐ Bǐ Gān.

許由 Xǔ Yóu  According to legend he was one 
of the highly talented people of the time of the 
emperor Yao who would not sully his virtue by 
participating in government service.

堯 Yáo A legendary sage emperor of ancient 
China who abdicated in favor of Shun after 
ruling for a century.

殷 Yīn is another name for 商 Shāng. the dy-
nasty immediately before the Zhou. Tradition-
ally, this dynasty held power from 1766 BCE to 
1122 BCE.
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禹 Yǔ A legendary sage emperor and, accord-
ing to tradition, the first king of the Xia dy-
nasty. He became ruler when the emperor 
Shun abdicated in his favor. He is best known 
for the way he saved China from its great flood 
before he became king.

昭氏、昭文 Zhāo Wén, Zhāo Shì Although 
this individual is said in the Zhuang Zi to be 
an excellent player of the qin, he does not ap-
pear in other sources. 

The qin or gu-qin (ancient qin) has seven strings.

周 Zhōu  According to tradition, the Zhou 
kings ruled from 1046 to 256 BCE.

紂 Zhòu  Last emperor of the Shang dynasty. 
Zhou dynasty and later traditional sources de-
pict him as an evil person.
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Endnotes                                                                                             479

1 I have to credit Jill Bolte Taylor with this statement. I heard her  
say something like this on a radio interview, but I have been un-
able to find the source.

2 The term "prison of thought" I owe to 林照田 Lin Zhaotian.

3 Most of the following endnotes were originally notes to myself 
about the meanings of certain words in the Chinese text. They 
often are shorthand notes taken from standard commentaries 
such as the Zhuang Zi Zuan-jian 莊子纂箋 by Qian Mu 錢穆, 
which is itself primarily based on the best commentaries made 
over the centuries since the time of Zhuang Zhou.

4 See Joseph Needham's Science and Civilization in China, vol. 
II, p. 235, where he mentions that both men may have attended 
the Jixia Academy.

5 期 qí。限度。《國語辭典》郭注：期而后可，欲令指名所在也。

6 遌 wù。 encounter。

7 http://www.drugsandalcohol.ie/6990/

8 http://www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pubmed/10076286

9 黿 yuán。 爬蟲綱鱉科。生活於河中。

10 鼉 tuó。 large water lizard.

11 鼈 biē。 soft-shell turtles.

12 Quoted from the Dao De Jing, chapter 41.

13 蹵 同「蹴」 cù。(1) 踏踩。 (2) 踢。《國語辭典》

14 荀子 The Xun Zi, about 3/5 of the way through chapter 21.

15 解 jiě, to butcher. In this context is sometimes incorrectly pro-
nounced xiè.

16 郤 xì。孔隙, a gap.

17 窾 kuǎn。 款, empty.

http://www.drugsandalcohol.ie/6990/
http://www.drugsandalcohol.ie/6990/
http://www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pubmed/10076286
http://www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pubmed/10076286
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18 肯 kěn 。 tendon.

19 綮 qìng。筋骨接合處。

20 恢恢乎 huī huī hū。 寬闊廣大的樣子。

21 族 zú。tight spot.

22 怵然 chù rán。 驚懼的樣子。

23 謋然 huò rán。 骨與肉急速分離的聲音。

24 委 wěi。捨棄。《國語辭典》

25 委蛇 wēi yí 。(1)蛇行，俯伏爬行的樣子 (2)蜿蜒曲折的樣子。

26 攫 jué。 鳥獸用爪捕取獵物。

27 苛刻，冷酷、刻薄、刻毒。

28 惽惽 hūn hūn。通『惛惛』、糊涂昏憒的樣子。

29 誙誙然 gēng gēng rán。 競相奔走的樣子。

30 奓 zhā 。打開、推開。

31 嚗 bō。 形容發怒的聲音。

32 孰 shú。 誰。

33 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 180 頁》 

34 氵蘥  ，  音藥 yào。
35 One commentator says that one is to make one's heart "astrin-
gent."

36 窅然 yǎo rán。悵然若失的樣子。《國語辭典》

37 精 jīng。棄而有質者，見 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 175 頁》。 

38 邀 yāo。徼 jiào 古通，循也。

39 恂 xún。徇 xùn 通。
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40 喑醷 yīn yì。聚氣貌。

41 注然 zhù rán。oily, sly.

42 勃然 bó rán。 agitated.

43 寥然 liáo rán。 empty。

44 荃 通 筌。

45 The drawing is after the one at 
www.biochem.arizona.edu/classes/bioc462/462a/NOTES/IGG/
IG5.GI which took it from: Three-dimensional Structure of an 
Anti-steroid Fab′ and Progesterone-Fab′ Complex, Jairo H. Are-
valo, Enrico A. Stura, Michael J. Taussig and Ian A. Wilson; J. 
Mol. Biol. 231 (1993) pages 103-118.

46 See D. T. Suzuki, Zen and Japanese Culture, p. 106f.

47 This is a quotation from the Dao De Jing, chapter 46.

48 See the Dao De Jing, chapter 38.

49 See the Dao De Jing, chapter 48. This is the passage that es-
tablishes "non-action" as a limit case of gradually increasing effi-
ciency.

50 波 pō。 借作頗。

51 僻 pì。 偏遠的、幽隱的。如：「偏僻」。 《國語辭典》

52 跈 讀為抮 zhěn。 戾也。

53 竇 dòu。 人體內某些器官或組織內部的凹陷處。

54 指六情：視、聽、味、嗅、觸。

55 稽 jī。留止。

56 誸 xián。急也。

57 Qian Mu punctuates after 官, not before it. He quotes an inter-
pretation according to which this 官 means sense organ. 《錢
穆，莊子纂箋， 226 頁》
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58 日 should be 曰。 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 226 頁。》

59 到。 古倒字。

60 演門 yǎn mén 。宋城門名。

61 音存。

62 數 shuò。 屢次。

63 墊 diàn。 陷入、下沉。

64 賓 bīn。 擯斥, expel, reject, ostracize.

65 芒然 máng rán。 茫然。

66 款 kuǎn。空也。

67 啟 qǐ。開也。

68 錢穆沒有講。 PEM: This part does not make much sense.

69 洋洋乎 yáng yáng hū。浩大貌。

70 刳心 kū xīn。虛也。

71 崖 yāi。山邊或高地陡峭的邊沿。邊際。《國語辭典》

72 韜 tāo。 (1) 包容。(2) 大貌。

73 事 shì，(1)立也。 (2) 治也。

74 沛 pèi。 旺盛﹑盛大。《國語辭典》

75 逝 shì。(1)歸往也。 (2)天下往。

76 In chapter two, Zhuang Zi makes an analogy between the ac-
tivities of human beings and the production of sounds by musical 
instruments. If there is nothing flowing through either one there 
will not be any activity. Air moves through horns to make music 
and the Dao moves through humans to produce activities.

77 騁 chěng。 to gallop a horse; to hurry on.
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78 騁 chěng。 縱也。

79 There appears to be some problem with the text at this point. 
Commentators suggest that an early commentary was copied into 
the main text by accident."Long and far" are not opposites, so the 
last phrase does not maintain the parallel structure of the rest of 
the sentence.

80 孫叔敖 Sūn Shú-áo，楚國的賢相。

81 栩栩然 xǔ xǔ rán，歡暢。

82 See the Dao De Jing, chapter 81.

83 宇泰 yǔ tài，器宇閒泰。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 188 頁》

84 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 188 頁》

85 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 188 頁》 老子曰：常德不離。

86 郭象曰：出則天子，處則天民。

87 券 quàn。合。

88 跂 。qì。企想分外之事。

89 魁然 。kuí rán。安然。

90 齊諧 qí xié, 書名。 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 1 頁》

91 摶扶搖 tuán fú yáo。旋轉而上。 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 1 頁》

92 者 zhě。之於。莫按。

93 息 xī。氣 。《 黃錦鋐、莊子讀本 , 55 頁, note 8》

94 斯 sī。則、就。

95 而後乃今：Wang Shu-min, my classroom notes.

96 餐 The standard text has 氵+食.
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97 Yao is one of the mythological grand emperors who 
lived near the beginning of time. His name is often 
mentioned together with Shun, another hero emperor 
who lived in highest antiquity.

98 Troglodytes fumigatus  《辭海》

99 偃鼠 yǎn shǔ。 鼴鼠 yǎn shǔ，哺乳綱食蟲目。體為圓筒形，稍
扁平。身長五寸許，毛黑褐色。眼極小，常居土中，不見日光，
視覺因而喪失。嗅覺、聽覺特別敏銳。趾上爪，適於掘土。捕食
昆蟲為生。亦稱為「田鼠」、「偃鼠」。

100 當 dāng。淮南高注，猶底也。

101 Jie Yu was a very unconventional, even eccentric, character 
who even appears in the Analects of Confucius among other 
places. He did not regard Confucianism highly.

102 藐姑射 miǎo gū yè。傳說中神仙居住的山。 《國語辭典》

103 是其言也，猶時女也。焦竑曰：時，是也。女，汝也。謂知者
聾盲，即汝之狂而不信者是也。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 5 頁》

104 呺 xiāo。虛也。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 6 頁。》

105 辟與避通。

106 辟 。司馬彪曰： 辟，罔也。（網的初文。）

107 居 jū。與故gù 通。

108 葉秉敬 quoted in 《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 8 頁》 Qian Mu says 
that there is a loss of 我見, which could just mean a personal vi-
sion, but I think is more likely to mean a perception of self. When  
one no longer has a perception of self, then the perception of "the 
other" disappears, and the myriad creatures no longer get consti-
tuted. They drop away too.

109 怒呺 nù háo。怒通努nǔ。號叫、吼叫。 《國語辭典》

110 閒閒。

111 炎炎 yán yán。淡淡 dàn dàn。 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 9 頁》 
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112 詹詹 zhān zhān。細碎（零碎）。 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 9 頁》

113 與接 yǔ jiē。 Both characters mean the same thing here.

114 為構 wéi gòu。 both mean the same thing here. 『構即合之
意。』 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 9 頁》

115 縵 màn，慢。或曰 縵乃寬心之意。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 9 
頁》 

116 窖 jiào。深心也。 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 9 頁》

117 惴惴 zhuì zhuì。憂懼戒慎的樣子。《國語辭典》

118 縵縵 màn màn。解弛之形。《錢穆， 莊子纂箋， p. 9》

119 司 sī。察，伺 sì。（暗中偵察。）《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 10 
頁。》

120 緘 jiān。捆綁、捆紮。《國語辭典》

121 洫 xùxù。枯竭。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 10 頁》

122 慹 zhé。 fear.

123 姚 yáo。美豔的樣子。 《國語辭典》or 佻。獨行的樣子。

124 佚 yì。 放蕩的、放縱的。《國語辭典》

125 啟 qǐ。(1) 打開、展開。 (02) 開導、教導。 (3) 動身、開始。
(04) 陳述、告訴。 (5) 開闢、開拓。

126 態 tài。情狀。《國語辭典》

127 According to tradition, Yu was the founder of the Xia dynasty, 
but he was also regarded as a supernatural being in some tradi-
tions.

128 Fritjof Capra wrote of the similarities between re-
conceptualizing the world in Buddhist and similar philosophical 
systems and the reconceptualizing necessary to understand 
modern physics. See his The Tao of Physics.
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129 See the work of Gong-sun Long. However his career was later 
than Zhuang Zi. He lived ca. 325–250 BC. Zhuang Zi was a con-
temporary of Mencius, who lived ca. 372 – 289 BC.

130 For the ancient Chinese, Xi Shi was the epitome of feminine 
beauty.

131 芧 xù (not 苧 zhù)。 Scirpus maritimus seeds, which resemble 
acorns.

132 See D.T. Suzuki, Zen and Japanese Culture, chapters 5 and 6, 
and especially p. 146.

133 載 zài。 記載。 《 黃錦鋐、莊子讀本 , 3 頁》

134 綸 lún。Here it seems to mean lute strings.

135 滑疑 huá yí。亂。 《漢典》

136 Plato's third man problem?

137 See the Dao De Jing, chapters 1, 19, 32, 37, and 57 in particu-
lar.

138 "Boundless" is not a very good translation.

139 奚 xí。為何、為什麼。表示疑問的語氣。《國語辭典》

140 旁 páng。依也。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 21 頁》

141 合也。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 21 頁》

142 置 zhì。廢棄。《國語辭典》

143 滑涽 huá hūn。郭象 注：滑涽纷亂，莫之能正。一本作「 滑湣 
」，又作 「 滑緍」。向秀曰：未定之謂。

144 隸 lì。(1)古代稱地位卑賤或供人役使的人。 (2)一種字體。即
隸書。 (3)姓。如漢代有隸延之。 (4)附屬。 (5)學習。 《國語辭
典》 猶群輩。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 21 頁》

145 See Chan, Source Book in Chinese Philosophy, p. 189.

146 芚 tún。訓沌 dùn。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 201 頁》
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147 蘊 yùn。(1)積聚。 (2)包含。 (3)事理精奧之處。

148 See Chan, p. 189.

149 See the 郭象 commentary.

150 天倪 tiān ní。 自然的分界。《國語辭典》

151 曼衍 màn yǎn。無極也。 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 22 頁》

152 The Guo Xiang commentary says: "The arguments involving 
affirmations and denials are [what is called] the sounds of trans-
formation. These sounds of transformation depend on each 
other. None of them can have independent confirmation. so it 
seems that they cannot be dependent on each other either. If 
they are harmonized with the divisions of the 'self thus,' if they 
are left to respond to the transformation of the limitless, then the 
borderlines between affirmation and denial will of themselves be 
washed away, and the fullness of human life will transpire." See 
錢穆。 22 頁。

153 Text has been moved to an earlier place and marked ✳ . p. 193 
《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 22 頁》

154 惡 wū 。如何、怎麼。《國語辭典》

155 One way to look at this section is to say that the shadow of the 
movement on a cicada's wing contains all the information about 
the movement, qua movement, of those wings. So there is no 
point in distinguishing between the perfect map and the thing of 
which it is a map.

156 John Boyd, slide 16, edited by Daniel Ford to replace original 
underlined text with italic text. See Ford's When Sun-tzu Met 
Clausewitz (the OODA and the Invasion of Iraq), footnote 11.

157 恢恢 huī huī。 寬闊廣大的樣子。

158 族 zú。叢聚﹑群集。《國語辭典》

159 量乎澤。 see《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 27 頁》。

160 蕉 jiāo。未經浸泡處理的生麻。《國語辭典》

161 若唯無詔。郭象曰：汝惟有寂然不言耳。
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162 訾 zǐ。 約束的、參照的。《國語辭典》

163 成 chéng。猶奏 zòu（禮記注）。To offer things up to one's 
superiors, make contributions.

164 蘄 qí。猶望。 To anticipate.

165 曲 qū。 曲順。毓按。

166 擎 qíng。高舉、支撐。《國語辭典》

167 跽 jì。長跪。

168 曲拳 qǔ quán。鞠躬。

169 讁 zhé。 同謫 zhé，（1） 官員因罪被降職或被逐遠方。（2） 
責罰。

170 固 gù。固陋。

171 易 yì。 簡單﹑不困難。《國語辭典》

172 茹 rú。吃。

173 毒 dú。纛。

174 徇 xùn。順從。《國語辭典》

175 戒 jiè。 法也。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 32 頁》

176 施 yì。（1）及、延及。詩經 （2）移動、變化。《 錢穆，莊子
纂箋， 32 頁》

177 行。察。 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 32 頁》

178 靡。縻：繫縛﹑牽絆。維繫。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 32 頁》

179 莫。致疑貌；薄也，信之也莫，猶言信之不篤。 《錢穆，莊子
纂箋， 32 頁》

180 法言 fǎ yán。禮法之言。《國語辭典》

181 大。音泰。 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 33 頁》
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182 大。卒之悟。 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 33 頁》

183 實喪。猶言得失。 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 33 頁》

184 巧言。 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 33 頁》

185 茀。艴之借字。 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 33 頁》

186 郭象曰：任齊所報，何必為齊作意於其間。

187 傅 fù 。教導﹑教授。《國語辭典》

188 伯。 石字譌(訛)。 《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 35 頁》

189 芘 bì。 蔭蔽。通「庇」。《國語辭典》

190 軸。（一）甹之借字。（二）radial split。 See: 《錢穆，莊子
纂箋， 180 頁》.

191 咶 huài。 To inhale. But I think this is a variant of 舔, to lick.

192 酲 chéng。 大醉，失去知覺。《國語辭典》

193 嗟乎 jiē hū。 表示感嘆的發語詞。《國語辭典》

194 麗＝欐 lì 。 屋梁。玉篇˙木部：「欐，梁棟名。」列子、湯
問：「餘音繞梁欐，三日不絕。」《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 36 頁。 
and 國語辭典》

195 樿傍 zhǎn páng。 每邊均用整塊木板做成的棺材。莊子、人間
世：「貴人富商之家，求樿傍者斬之。」成玄英、疏：「樿傍，
棺材也。亦言棺之全一邊而不兩合者，謂之樿旁。」《國語辭
典》

196 解。解祠。 《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 37 頁》

197 以 = 已。 《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 37 頁》

198 繲。 浣衣也。 

191 兀 wù。刖者絕也。

200 議 yì。言論。

201 直。特也。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 39 頁 》

202 假。= 已 = 止。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， top of chap. 5》
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203 遺 yí。抮 zhěn, bend, turn, etc. change.

204 假。= 瑕 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 39 頁》 defect, flaw. But Qian 
Mu argues that the original character makes sense, and that it is 
like 無待 in meaning, i.e., no dependency on external things.

205 最。聚也。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 40 頁 》

206 象 Watson says "ornaments." But see 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 40 
頁》 偶像。

207 假。遐。

208 There was a missing character at this point.

209 為。用於句末，表示感嘆的意思。《國語辭典》

210 諔詭 chù guǐ。奇異。《國語辭典》

211 幻怪 huàn guài。怪異。《漢典》

212 Tradition says that Confucius was a disciple of Lao Zi.

213 唱 chàng。通倡 chàng，首先提出。發起。倡導。

214 濟 jì。救助。

215 望 wàng。如月望，滿足也。

216 氾 fàn。不係也。（氾 泛通）。

217 醜 chǒu。 愧 kuì 通。

218 卹 xù。憂慮。驚恐、害怕的樣子。《國語辭典》

219 㹠 tún。又作豘。

220 翣 shà。古時棺木兩旁形狀像扇子的飾物。 《國語辭典》

221 資 zī。送。

222 才 cái。天賦。

223 規 guī。窺 kuī。
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224 滑和 huá hé。擾亂中和之道。《漢典》

225 豫 yù。參與。通「與 yù」。《國語辭典》

226 兌 duì。 交換。易經卦名...象亨通而利於守正之義。 《國語辭
典》。（2）與悅通。（3）塞其兌之兌。（4）兌與閱通。
（穴）。

227 卻 què。 倒、反。 《國語辭典》

228 D. T. Suzuki, Zen and Japanese Culture, p. 95ff.

229 This video seems to have been the first of an early two-part 
sequence. Only the second part is currently available.

230 成 chéng。盛 shèng。

231 闉 yīn。 屈曲。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 45 頁》

232 跂 qí 。腳上多出的腳趾頭。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 45 頁》

233 支離 zhī lí。 殘缺不全。《國語辭典》

234 甕 wèng, urn。 《漢典》

235 㼜 àng。 盆也。 《漢典》

236 孽 niè。與 枿 通。

237 Originally 莫 over 言, see 《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 47 頁 》. 議謀
也。 《說文解字》

238 士 shì。說文解字：『士，事也。』

239 假，當讀遐 xiá。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 47 頁 》

240 翛然 xiāo rán。毫無牽掛、自由自在的樣子。《國語辭典》

241 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， p. 48》

242 郭象本作時天。《錢穆，莊子纂箋，p. 49》

243 義 é 。讀如峨，極高貌。

244 朋 péng。崩。
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245 承 chéng。 受。

246 與乎 yǔ hū。 溫和。

247 觚 gū。 regulations. Glossed as: 棱 léng：威嚴。《國語辭典》

248 華 huá。In the Dao De Jing, this word is used to mean any-
thing resembling the loss of surface definition of an object when 
it is submerged in water or some other liquid and begins to dis-
solve. An aspirin dropped in a glass of water will take on this ap-
pearance. This process may be called "efflorescence" in English.

249 邴邴乎 bǐng bǐng hū。 暢快自得貌。

250 喜 xǐ。感到歡樂。吉祥的事。《國語辭典》

251 崔乎 cuī hū。 (1)高大 (2)一說 『動貌』。

252 滀 chù。鬱結。高出的樣子。《國語辭典》
滀 chù。 僨 →覆敗﹑敗壞。prostrate; overthrown; to ruin; ru-
ined, corrupted, undermined.

253 與。讀若 『容與』之與yǔ。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 49 頁。》 
(1)徘徊猶疑。(2)安閒自得。《國語辭典》

254 世 shì。與大通。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 49 頁》

255 謷 áo。(1)說人家的壞話 (2)謷謷:眾口悲愁聲 (3)一說：高遠。 
詆毀。高大。《國語辭典》

256 連 lián。 徐遲。綿邈深遠的樣子。《www.inspier.com/
detial.php?id=3016&catid=1&catname=%E5%93%B2%E5%AD%
B8》

257 悗 mán。 (1)忘也 (2)惑也 (3) 一說無心貌。

258 循 xún。 遵守﹑依照。《國語辭典》

259 綽 chuò。 姿態柔媚﹑美好。

260 循 xún。 沿著﹑順著。《國語辭典》

http://www.inspier.com/detial.php?id=3016&catid=1&catname=%E5%93%B2%E5%AD%B8
http://www.inspier.com/detial.php?id=3016&catid=1&catname=%E5%93%B2%E5%AD%B8
http://www.inspier.com/detial.php?id=3016&catid=1&catname=%E5%93%B2%E5%AD%B8
http://www.inspier.com/detial.php?id=3016&catid=1&catname=%E5%93%B2%E5%AD%B8
http://www.inspier.com/detial.php?id=3016&catid=1&catname=%E5%93%B2%E5%AD%B8
http://www.inspier.com/detial.php?id=3016&catid=1&catname=%E5%93%B2%E5%AD%B8
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261 I have to credit Jill Bolte Taylor with this statement. I heard 
her say something like this on a radio interview, but I have been 
unable to find the source.

262 卓 zhuó。高超獨特。《國語辭典》

263 《錢穆，莊子纂箋，５１頁。》。

264 挈 qiè。(1) 提、舉。如：「提綱挈領」 (2) 帶領。如：「扶老
挈幼」。 《國語辭典》

265 襲 xí。 繼承、接受。《國語辭典》

266 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 52 頁》

267 襲 xí。及至、撲向。 。《國語辭典》

268 See 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 52 頁。See also 《漢典》。

269 處 chǔ。安顿，安排，辦理。《國語辭典》

270 QM has 宮. The use of 官 by some texts is a copying error.

271 Xi-wang-mu, "Queen Mother of the West," is a mythological 
figure. She was said to live in the Kun Lun mountains to the west 
of China, and to have access to the peaches of immortality.

272 Shao Guang is a mythical place, either a natural cliff dwelling 
in a mountain, or a mountain.

273 成玄應疏。『五伯者，昆吾為夏伯、大彭、豕偉為殷伯、齊
桓、晉文為周伯、合為五伯。』

274 祀 sì。（人名）

275 輿 yú。（人名）

276 犁 lí。（人名）

277 拘拘 jū jū。攣縮不伸的樣子。《國語辭典》

278 僂 lóu 。彎曲的背部。

279 句贅 jù zhuì。指驼背者突起的脊骨，因状如赘疣，故称。《漢
典》

280 沴 lì 。災、害。
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281 跰 piàn。(1) 散步。(2) 徧與 跰同通作骿。

282 Composed of 足＋鮮. A single character is missing from the 
font. Pronunciation is xián. 僊行步敧危貌與躚xiān同。 《集韻》

283 浸假 jìn jiǎ。假令，假如。 《漢典》

284 彈 dàn。彈弓。戰國策˙楚策四：「左挾彈，右攝丸。」漢˙劉
向˙說苑˙卷十一˙善說：「彈之狀如弓，而以竹為弦。」《國語辭
典》

285 俄而 é ér。不久。《國語辭典》

286 喘喘 chuǎn chuǎn。呼吸急促。气息微弱。《漢典》

287 環 huán。圍繞﹑包圍。《國語辭典》

288 叱 chì。吆喝。(大聲喊叫。）《國語辭典》

289 怛 dá。驚恐﹑畏懼。《國語辭典》

290 悍 hàn。凶暴不講理。

291 <成然> [戍然] shù rán。戍，守邊也。《說文解字》

292 蘧然 qú rán。驚喜的樣子。

293 相與 xiāng yǔ。(1)相偕、相互。 (2) 結交。(3)朋友，交情好的
人。《國語辭典》

294 相為 xiāng wéi。相互庇護。《國語辭典》

295 撓挑 náo tiāo or náo tiǎo。宛轉循環貌。 《漢典》 scratch and 
poke。《see 國語辭典 individual character definitions》

296 嗟來 jiē lái。猶嗟呼，表示感。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 56 頁， 
and 國語辭典》

297 猗 yī。語尾助詞，無義。 《國語辭典》

298 禮意 lǐ yì。禮經的意義。《國語辭典》

299 贅 zhuì。皮膚上突起的塊顆粒。《國語辭典》

300 疣 yóu。皮膚上突起的小肉瘤。《國語辭典》
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301 潰癰 kuì yōng。擠破膿瘡使之出膿。《國語辭典》

302 彷徨 páng huáng。翱翔。《國語辭典》

303 塵垢 chén gòu。世俗。《國語辭典》

304 戮 lù。 刑殺。 《國語辭典》

305 造 zào。 (1) 給予生命。(2)培養。《國語辭典》

306 《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 57 頁》

307 畸人 jī rén。 奇異而不合時俗的人。《國語辭典》

308 侔 móu。 相等。《國語辭典》

309 乃。章炳麟曰：乃然雙聲、然如此也。王叔岷曰：乃、成疏本
作宜。馬敘倫曰：宜、所安也。 《 錢穆，莊子纂箋，58 頁》

310 xiāng。由交互的意義演變為單方面的意義，表示動作是由一方
對另一方進行。《http://dict.variants.moe.edu.tw/》

311 庸詎 yōng jù。反問的話。猶豈、何。《國語辭典》

312 厲 lì。《息夫躬傳》鷹隼橫厲。《註》師古曰：厲，疾飛也。 
《康熙字典》

313 造 zào。至也。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 58 頁》

314 獻 xiàn。故意顯露、表現。《國語辭典》

315 排 pài。安排。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 58 頁》

316 寥天 liáo tiān。虛無之境。《國語辭典》

317 駭 hài。 驚動﹑騷動。《國語辭典》

318 旦 通 但 dàn 。淮南子注：但、猶詐也。《 錢穆，莊子纂箋， 
58 頁》

319 宅 zhái (or zhé)。(1)住所、住處。 (2)墳墓。 《國語辭典》

320 資 zī。供給﹑幫助。《國語辭典》

321 軹 zhǐ。(1) 貫穿車輪中心圓木的小孔。(2) 車軸的末端。(3) 古
代車箱兩旁橫直交錯的木頭。(4) 分歧的﹑歧出的。《國語辭典》

http://dict.variants.moe.edu.tw
http://dict.variants.moe.edu.tw
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322 黥 qíng 。古代的一種刑罰，在犯人臉上刺字塗墨。後亦用於奴
婢、士兵，以防其逃跑。《國語辭典》

323 劓 yì。古代割去鼻子的刑罰。《國語辭典》

324 遙蕩 yáo dàng。 任心放縱。

325 恣睢 zì suī。自得的樣子。《國語辭典》

326 轉徙 zhuǎn xǐ。輾轉流浪遷徙，居無定所。《國語辭典》

327 藩 fán。古代諸侯王的封國﹑屬地。《國語辭典》

328 瞽 gǔ。瞎眼的人。《國語辭典》

329 黼黻 fǔ fú。Embroidery.

330 庸詎 yōng jù。反問的話。猶豈、何。《國語辭典》

331 乘成 load on, apply, and so complete or restore 《 錢穆，莊子
纂箋， 59 頁》

332 齏 jī。粉碎。

333 泰氏即伏羲。

334 經式義度 。 《黃錦鋐、莊子讀本 , 122 頁》

335 莽眇 。深遠，高遠。《漢典》 清虛之氣。《 黃錦鋐、莊子讀
本 , 122 頁》

336 帠 yì, 法也。 《康熙字典》

337 漠 。不關心或不相關的樣子。《國語辭典》

338 嚮疾 xiàng jí。迅疾的樣子。《 黃錦鋐、莊子讀本 , 122 頁》

339 強梁 qiáng liáng。多力。《 黃錦鋐、莊子讀本 , 122 頁》

340 物徹疏明 wù chè shū míng。無物不達，無物不明。謂疏通明
達的意思。《 黃錦鋐、莊子讀本 , 122 頁》

341 胥易技係，xū yì jī xì。胥謂大胥之官，易謂占卜之官，為胥必
精習樂舞之技，為易必精習占卜之技，皆為技所纏係而不能移。
故曰 胥易 技係。
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342 硬而捲曲的毛。「斄，彊曲毛也，可以箸起衣。」《說文解
字》(2)犛牛。

343 See 《黃錦鋐、莊子讀本 , 122 頁》。

344 蹵然 cù rán。恭敬的樣子。《國語辭典》

345 弟靡。夷靡 yí mǐ。頹弛或平緩靡弱。《國語辭典》

346 波流 bō liú。流俗﹑潮流。《國語辭典》

347 I have borrowed the term "undifferentiated esthetic contin-
uum" from the second chapter of F.S.C. Northrup's The Meeting 
of East and West, Macmillan, 1946.

348 旋 xuàn。打轉。

349 歎 tàn。嘆息。通「嘆」。

350 且夫。承接連詞，表示更進一層。

351 礨空 lěi kōng。 小洞穴。《國語辭典》 However, this vocabu-
lary item is one of those that has no good indication of meaning 
other than the contexts in which it is found, and this context ap-
pears to be the earliest known. 

352 卒: none of the dictionary definitions fit well. "Dispersed"? 卒
亦人也。《錢穆，莊子纂箋， 129 頁》Perhaps as a verb it would 
then mean "peopled."

353 Qian Mu gives 覩. Some versions of the text have 等.

354 Lin Yu-tang and Burton Watson translate this passage differ-
ently. For Lin, it is a question of each entity's own assessment 
being sufficient to determine whether it is, e.g., good. Everything 
will presumably say of itself that it is good, QED. For Watson, 
each thing has some portion of some quality in it, and therefore 
can be declared to be good, long, or whatever on that basis. Both 
views are wrong, since there are no entities such as objective 
goodness, objective longness, etc., and since it is usually others 
that impute goodness or badness, tallness or shortness, etc., to 
the individual.

355 覩 dǔ。古同睹。
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356 殉 xùn。貪求、追求。《國語辭典》

357 趻踔 chěng chuō。跳，跳跃 。《漢典》

358 䠓 qiū。緊逼。

359 蜚 fēi。厲蟲也，然則蜚是臭惡之蟲，害人衣物。《康熙字典》

360 公孫龍 Gong-sun Long (ca. 325–250 BC) was a philosopher of 
early China who involved himself with the study of what we would call 
logic and set theory.

361 汒焉 máng yān。模糊﹑茫然。同「茫」。《國語辭典》

362 喙 huì。鳥獸動物等尖長形的嘴。《國語辭典》

363 隱機 yǐn jī。倚靠几案。 《國語辭典》

364 埳 kǎn。低窪凹陷的地方。《國語辭典》

365 鼃 wā。古同「蛙」。《漢典》

366 鱉 biē。烏龜。《國語辭典》

367 甃 zhòu。井壁。《國語辭典》

368 腋 yè。肩膀和手臂交接的地方。《國語辭典》

369 頤 yí。指鼻子下面腮頰部分。《國語辭典》

370 蹶 jué。顛仆、跌倒。《國語辭典》

371 跗 fū。腳背。《國語辭典》

372 虷 hán。成玄英疏：「虷，井中赤蟲也。」 

373 蟹 xiè。lobster。(The closest freshwater creatures are cray-
fish.)

374 擅 shàn。據有。《國語辭典》

375 壑 huò。谷﹑溝。《國語辭典》

376 跨 kuà。越過。《國語辭典》

377 跱 zhì。留止、佇立。《國語辭典》
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378 逡巡 qūn xún。向後退。《國語辭典》

379 卻 què。退。《國語辭典》

380 潦 lào。淹水，雨多成災。《國語辭典》

381 頃 qīng。斜、側。通「傾」，qǐng ，短時間。《國語辭典》

382 適然。偶然、恰巧。Watson says "dumbfounded."

383 規規。失神的樣子。

384 商蚷 shāng jù。馬蚿。《國語辭典》 millipede。

385 跐 cǐ。踩踏。《國語辭典》

386 奭然 shì rán。消散的樣子。《漢典》

387 淪 lún。陷入、流落。《國語辭典》

388 錐 zhuī。用來鑽孔的尖銳器具。《國語辭典》

389 匍匐 pú fú。手足伏地爬行。《國語辭典》

390 奭然。(1) 驚視的樣子。(2) 盛、大。

391 四解。謂四面通達。

392 呿 qū。張口﹑開口。《國語辭典》

393 鵷鶵: 鸞鳳之屬。

394 Tom Brown, Jr., in the first chapter of his 1980 book, The 
Search, tells of contracting to track badgers for a university re-
searcher. Once he delivered the university researcher and his 
helpers to a campsite, the academics went off on their own. Tom 
Brown thought he would find a badger nearby, despite the 
doubts of his employer. He remained near the camp area, found 
an occupied badger den, tempted the badger to come out of its 
burrow by offering it water, and when the university researchers 
returned they found him playfully wrestling with the badger. The 
researcher could identify the animal as to genus and species, but 
the non-academic could tell you what a real badger is like.
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395 The insight that language plays a powerful role in the way 
humans conceptualize and understand their world, called the 
Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, is expressed in depth in Language, 
Thought, and Reality by Benjamin Lee Whorf.

396 See: The fifth of Husserl's Cartesian Meditations and 
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/husserl/#EmpIntLif

397 Jill Bolte Taylor has detailed her experience of this state of 
mind or state of being in her book entitled My Stroke of Insight.

398 There is another, more metaphysical, explanation for this 
chapter. 

399 In Chinese medical theory going back to the oldest texts, there 
is an organ called 三膲 sān jiāo that is a "system of function," and 
not a physical organ in the body. 『三焦者、決瀆之官、水道出
焉。」遍佈在人體胸腔及腹腔，是血氣、津液運行至五臟六腑的
途徑，故此，三焦與其他腑器不同，並無實體，它們的明確位置
亦有不同的說法及見解。然而，三焦與個別臟腑之間的關係極為
密切，可以用來調整及輔助臟腑的機能，所以三焦亦可說是臟腑
的「外府」與「外衛」。』«素問·靈蘭秘典»

400 I first authored a version of this example in 3 June 2005.  See: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=OODA_loop&direct
ion=next&oldid=14627172

401 Sometimes lack of accurate cultural expectations on both 
sides of an interaction can lead to serious trouble. Consider the 
possible consequences of an encounter between one individual 
whose culture conditions individuals to be non-confrontational 
in language and general demeanor but does not impose strong 
inhibitions on the use of deadly force when one's own life is in 
danger, and another individual whose culture conditions indi-
viduals to use intimidation to achieve social status but limits 
their use of deadly force to situations in which a counterpart 
makes the first move. A situation in which the second individual 
initiates an almost ritual attempt to achieve social dominance or 
at least clarify the social pecking order may lead to a sudden and 
totally unexpected and deadly knife attack by the "punk" subject 
of intimidation.

402 Kenji Tokitsu, The Inner Art of Karate, p. 128 — 136, p. 161

403 D. T. Suzuki gives many examples of this kind of thing in the 
teaching stories retold in his Zen and Japanese Culture.

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/husserl/#
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/husserl/#
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404 Teruyuki Okazaki, Perfection of Character, GMW Publishing, 
2006, p. 45.

405 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/8391416/.

406 See D. T. Suzuki, Zen and Japanese Culture, p. 149.

407 See D. T. Suzuki in Zen Buddhism and Psychoanalysis, p. 21. 

408 The 無想剣 Musōken or "mind-free sword" of Itō Ittōsai 
Kagehisa (1560-1653) is evidently the first-recorded instance of 
this kind of unconscious response. 

409 See the Mencius, chapter 3.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/8391416/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/8391416/
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ch'i (See lifebreath.)
choosing one's pursuits   49 — 53
chopping plaster off nose   10
cicada catcher  64f
combat   ii, iii, 53, 59, 274, 386, 389, 415, 447, 449, 
450f, 452 — 455, 462f, 467
commanding nature    134 
cogitation etc., inadequacy of   86 — 88
conceptualizations   85, 100, 172, 177, 181, 195, 343, 
403, 405, 408, 422, 432, 433, 439f, 469 
confirmation bias   167
conflict   i, ii, 61, 93,  163, 166, 168, 196, 257,  387, 390 
— 392, 401, 419, 420, 433, 447ff, 452, 454, 469f
Confrontation Peace   309
Confucius burdened by contingent relationships   56 
— 59
Confucius in fear for his life receives advice: 53 — 56
constructions (also see fabrications)   191, 192, 298, 
346405 419, 422, 430, 439f, 
constructed "realities"   467, 468



continuum   178, 179,  181, 191, 192, 258, 260, 267, 
273, 274, 275, 290, 297, 302, 346, 354, 356, 399f, 
402, 404, 407, 418, 424 — 426, 428, 431, 435, 438, 
443f
control, mental   387
creativity   428
counterproductive   iv, 401, 404, 421, 430, 467 

{{D}}
dangers in counseling men of power   80f
Dalke, Ray   464
Davidson, Donald   395
Dao, meaning of the word   vii, 15f
Dao, pronunciation   vii   
de (virtue/power) 德   7, 17f, 25, 55, 77f, 88, 90, 91, 93,  
95, 99, 112, 115, 116, 117, 120, 121, 122f, 135, 137, 148, 
153, 195, 198, 225, 229, 237, 239, 243, 252, 253, 255, 
257, 263f, 266, 270, 271, 276f, 278, 279, 280, 293, 
294, 295, 332, 333, 339, 346, 359, 368, 370, 407
deep relaxation   469
deescalation   393
Dao De Jing   25, 37, 40, 42, 53, 70, 90, 117, 150, 196,  
256, 259, 261, 272, 289, 297, 304f, 326, 336, 338, 343, 
346, 363, 399f, 401, 402, 403, 406, 407, 410, 417, 
440, 469 
Dao De Jing quoted   25, 304, 410
dé 德, virtue and power  7, 18, 25, 115,  116, 117, 120,  
122f, 137, 225, 229, 237, 257,  264, 271,  276, 277, 278, 
279, 280, 294, 339, 368, 370 
death, attitudes toward   11, 21, 40, 42, 44—46, 48, 49, 
54, 70, 77, 79, 81, 89, 101, 121f, 131, 163, 166f, 202, 
204, 239, 241,  256, 267, 287, 289,  300, 301, 308, 312, 
315, 318, 321, 322, 323, 355, 359, 375
decisions   210, 293, 295, 385, 388, 419,  427, 450  — 
452, 457, 460
delusions   ii, iv, 204, 469



desire   117f, 196, 197, 285, 338, 400, 404, 406, 408, 
409, 415
dì 地 Earth, meaning   42, 43f
dì 帝 God, meaning   42f
discipline, mental   387
discrete entities   176, 178f, 258, 260,  275, 297f, 302, 
346, 398 — 401, 418, 421 — 423, 426, 435, 436, 435 — 
439, 444, 446, 457
disfigurement   276
dissection   402, 431, 441, 442
Doctrine of the Mean 中庸   299
double injury   60
dreams   1, 104 — 106, 205, 211, 247, 286, 321 — 323
drunken people safe in falls   6
dual guises   117
dual aspects of the Universe   402
dual modes of perception   404
Duke Ai of Lu   267, 271, 277, 
dysfunction, dysfunctional   ii, 447f

{{E}}

ego   130, 150, 189, 229, 259f, 285f, 388, 389, 413f, 
424, 426, 467,  470
ego and other   417f 
embryonic beginnings   403f
emptiness   70, 78, 93, 160f, 235, 255, 417
endless loop of perceptions   393
energy budgeting   49 — 53
entanglement   446
entelechy   430
entity   89, 176, 178, 204, 296, 302, 310, 342, 407, 
418, 422, 426, 435, 441, 446, 
environments, suitable   200f, 442f
epigenetic changes   13f



Excalibur, the Chinese   142, 315
emptiness   70, 78, 93, 160, 192, 235, 255, 351, 417
entanglement   446
executive functions   420
exhaustion   30, 316, 431extrinsic motivations   101, 
286
exuberance, bad results of   97f
exuberance, quelling   96f

{{F}}

F-86    450f
fǎ jiā 法家 Legalists   219, 294f, 295
fabrications (also see constructions)   184, 191, 346, 
400f, 407, 408, 428, 440f
fasting (of the mind)   27f, 73ff, 76, 232f 
fish swimming happily   383
fish trap   82, 195, 300, 395, 398, 420, 441  
fragmentation, mental   387f
free invention (See also, creative power)   Page facing 
table of contents
freedom from artifice   31
freeing oneself   392
fringes (jiào 徼)   403
Francis Bacon   134
frog   350, 377 — 379, 427f
fungus   147, 164, 417, 430, 433

{{G}}

gamecocks   24ff, 454
Gaudenzia   414f
genetic constitution, growth of   14f, 45
gnosis   170, 424f, 
Great Learning (大學 dàxué)   299



Great Ultimate (太極 tài jí)   304
guile   409f, 467  
guileless   59

{{H}}

Hàn Fēi Zǐ 韓非子   291f
Hatsumi, Masaaki   276
heard the Dao, Lady Hitchgait has   20 — 23
heavenly taxa   207 — 209
Heaven's mandate   12f, 43, 45f, 238, 242, 259, 263f, 
272, 298, 371, 374f
Heisenberg, Werner    444f
Herrigel, Eugen   388, 412, 465f
homeostasis   309
horses driven too hard   29f
host to a parasite   84 — 85, 344
Hui Shi   (See Hui Zi.)
Hui Zi (Master Hui)   10f, 44, 108f, 154f, 156f, 158, 
188, 280 — 282

{{I}}

I and other See: ego and other
illusions   iii
immune cell recognition   396f
impersonator of the dead   84, 344
imponderable force of events   13, 43, 272, 298, 329, 
375
imposing limitations on freedom   60 — 63
individuation   416 — 418
indoctrination   ii, iv
ineffable efficacies (miào 妙)   403
inexorable force of events   45f
infant   20, 38, 57, 138, 192, 244, 298, 307, 403,  443



infant cognition   138, 191f, 298
infinite regress   395
information, taking in and interpreting   92, 395
inner chapters   ii, 143—345
integration   135, 257, 270, 392, 401, 418
Itō Ittōsai   470 endnote

{{J}}

jiào 徼 (fringes, phenomenal aspect of things)   403
jìn dào 勁道 (See also power configurations.)   275f
Jordan, Michael   389
judgment crippled by high stakes situations   101

{{K}}

karate   15, 48, 460f, 462, 464, 466f
kata 型   390,  (defined) 462  
knack   28, 64, 71, 220
knowing the Dao is a futile pursuit   65 — 70, 89f
knowledge as a series of ever-finer dissections   399 — 
401 
knights literati (shì 士)   290f

{{L}}

language inadequacy   86 — 88
Lao Zi makes a student become humble   16 — 19
Legalist (fǎ jiā 法家)   219, 294f, 295
lichen   430
Lie Zi   36, 149, 337 — 343
life over in a flash   78f
life-death continuum   89
lifebreath (氣, qì, Japanese ki)   8, 24, 25, 27, 28f, 45, 
76, 89, 129, 137, 150, 225, 233 305, 312, 318, 335, 341, 
342, 351 



limiting excursions   91
limitless (無極 wú jí)   152, 316
live-fire courses   386
location of the Dao   3f
lock and key   393f
lose your self  (喪我)    159  

{{M}}

magpie   125 — 127
maim (a criminal)   264, 266
mammary glands   403
mandate of Heaven (命 mìng)   12, 13, 17, 43, 45f, 47, 
58, 80, 113, 136f, 226, 237, 238, 242, 256, 259, 263, 
272, 296, 298, 329, 371, 374, 375
manipulate   231
martial arts   i, v, 15, 18, 26, 30, 34, 48, 61, 100, 101, 
233, 274, 310, 388, 459, 461, 467, 469, 473  
Master Hui (See Hui Zi.)
Master Sun   289, 467
meditation   94, 135, 159, 410, 418,  466f  See also 
"Sitting in forgetfulness," "lose your self," "no mind," 
"mizu no kokoro," and "zone"
mammary glands   403
maps and mapping   85, 197, 199, 414, 426, 440,  
Master Lieh, see Lie Zi
Mencius   vii, 46, 299, 471
mental preparation   i, 392 
mercenary soldiers   106
miào 妙 ineffable efficacies   403
Miao-gu-yeh, Mt.   152, 154
MIG   450f

mind   iii, iv, vi, viii, 25, 31, 73, 76, 82, 84, 85, 93, 99, 
100,  101, 117, 121, 126, 138, 140, 142, 162, 163, 166, 



171, 177, 179, 183, 184, 185, 191, 192, 196, 228, 232, 
233, 255, 256, 258, 289, 291, 316, 322, 326, 344, 346, 
362, 363, 371, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389, 390, 392, 395, 
398, 406, 407, 410, 411, 413, 414, 416, 418, 426, 430, 
431, 439, 449, 450, 452, 454, 455, 456, 457, 458, 459, 
461,  462, 464, 465, 466, 467, 470
mind, what is   395ff
mind like a mirror   84, 99
míng (name) in Dao De Jing   402
mirror    84, 85, 99, 100, 259, 262, 264f,  344, 415, 
424, 425, 454, 464 
mirror and dust, bright   262, 264f, 
mirror mind   84, 99
misconceptions   iii, iv, 135, 178, 297, 357, 469 
misconceptualizations   135, 390
misperceptions   390
mizu no kokoro   99, 100, 455, 463f
models of mind   395
moral categories   433
Mo-ye (sword)   142, 315  
mourning for Lao Dan   40 — 44
mourning for Zhuang Zi's wife   44f
mutilation   219, 255, 275
My Stroke of Insight, See Taylor, Jill Bolte
mystic trance   439 

{{N}}

names (míng)   402
natural environments good for people   95
natural killer   343
Nicol, C. W.   vi, 467
no archery   127f
no mind   389f, 392, 414
no sword   128



non-activity 無為 wú wéi   52f, 88, 117, 120, 133, 187, 
291, 303, 318, 401
non-conscious (actions, etc.)   470
nothingness   123, 190, 208, 303, 312, 336, 436
noumenal   298, 404
nurturing life    36, 218

{{O}}

objectivity   211, 260, 437
over-exuberance a danger   95
OODA chart   211f, 447, 451 
Okazaki, Teruyuki   460
Otis, Edmund   v, 464

{{P}}

paranormal   447, 456
Pao Ding   33 — 36, 215, 218, 442, 
parasites   85, 151, 344 
Pattern   365, 370
perception   36f, 165, 170f, 185, 285, 297, 346, 390f,  
400, 402 — 404, 407, 423, 425, 427, 438, 469
perfect finish (zanshin)   390
permissibility   176f, 432f
phenomenal   298, 404, 406
piglets    269
pivot   172, 183f, 274f, 429, 
pipes of Heaven, Earth, humans   159 — 161
pointer   172 — 176
potter's wheel   139, 182f, 235
power configurations (See also jìn dào.)   356, 374
preconceptions   ii, iv, 117, 167, 180, 185, 211f, 228, 
285, 391, 426, 406, 432, 447, 471 
pre‐conceptual state of mind   185



prejudices   ii, iii, iv, 212, 285, 406, 469, 471
prison of thought   iv, 391
putting a price tag on everything   56 — 59

{{Q}}

qì (lifebreath)  ii,  24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 45, 76, 89, 129, 
137, 150, 225, 233, 305, 312, 318, 335, 341f, 
Qian Mu 錢穆   75, 95
quán tào 拳套   defined   462
quantum mechanics   172, 444 — 446

{{R}}

rabbit snare   82, 396
race   9
Rayleigh scattering   444
Rommel, Erwin   414

{{S}}

salve   155f
samurai   106
self and other   171, 274, 440 
self destruction through having value to others   254
self-effacing   18
semen   29
senses as related to obstruction of the Dao   93
shaman  vii, 251, 297, 337, 339
shamanism   vii
shì 士, knights literati   290f
sitting in forgetfulness   327, 410
Shén Nóng  神農 god of agriculture   111
slaughtering cattle  (See: Pao Ding.)
snakes   116, 200, 218, 371f, 403, 405, 442f, 
social constructs   9, 285, 422



Solitary   308
spirit encounters   34, 162, 216
spirit-like   134
spirit tower   31, 140, 272
spontaneity   iv
straw dogs   289
striving   50, 189, 297
subconscious   456
subjective (values, etc.)   118, 150, 186, 189, 196, 285, 
290, 400, 404, 406, 408,  414, 436
subjectivity   134, 171, 414, 430
sudden death   450
Sufi   183
suicide, apparent attempt   11ff, 101, 471
swimmer   11 — 16, 100f, 101, 120, 458, 471
sword sticking   85, 273, 413

{{T}} 

Takagi, Masatomo   vi
Tao (See Dao.)
Taylor, Jill Bolte   iii endnote, 94, 297 endnote, 472
teaching stories   iif, 40, 467 
tiān 天 Heaven, meaning   42  
tiān rén hé yì 天人合一 Heaven-human unity   296f
tiger trainers   245
time   273f
toadstools   433
tools not needed by some   31
total situational awareness   389, 414f, 454, 469
trance   438
transcend world   260f
transformations   1, 52f, 79, 133f, 144, 207, 211, 229, 
232, 233, 256, 272f, 301, 314, 315, 321, 322, 323, 327, 
336
true ruler   164f



turtle, sacred   107, 381 
two realities   402, 404
    

{{U}}

Uncarved Block   343, 400f, 407 — 409
unconscious killing   457
undifferentiated entity   186
undifferentiated esthetic continuum   192, 346, 407, 
418
unexceptionality   179, 434f
uselessness   103 — 106, 107, 108f, 155, 157, 247 — 
250, 254

{{V}}
vacuity   84f, 233f, 344, 354, 368 
value judgments   176, 184 — 186, 196f, 212, 281, 288, 
405 — 406, 432f,  436 — 438, 495, 422, 443
void   71, 164, 228, 323, 342, 369, 417 

{{W}}

water, still water mind: See mizu no kokoro.
water mirror, still   259f
Wei Xiao-tang   274
whip up laggards   39
whirlpool   309f, 341 — 342
wife of Zhuang Zi (See mourning for Zhuang Zi's 
wife.)
wildcat   157f, 365
witch   430, 437
wolves    180, 186,  400f, 
womb space   318
wordless teaching   88
wú jí 無極 (boundless, limitless)   152, 316



wú wéi 無為 (non-action)   51f, 67, 68,  88, 117, 133, 
157, 187,  257, 270, 291, 303, 318, 344, 401

{{X}}

Xenophon   25

{{Y}}

Yamaguchi Gogen   467
yang   137, 228, 253
Yellow River   98, 202, 251, 349
Yin and Yang   134, 142, 237, 315, 340, 342, 351 366
Yīn Hǎi-guāng 殷海光   395

{{Z}}

zanshin 殘心 (perfect finish)   390
zen   iv
zen mind, beginner's mind   386
Zen in the Art of Archery   388, 412, 465f
zhēn rén 真人, genuine human   131, 285, 287, 292, 
296 
zhì 制 (cutting apart or fabrication)   275, 346, 400 — 
401
Zhuāng Zhōu   vii — viii, 1
zone, being in the zone   389








